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Prologue: The Quest

The theme of the quest is ancient. In many versions, it is the search
for a precious object with magical properties:theGolden Fleece,
the Holy Grail, the Elixir of Life. The precious object in most of the
stories either remains elusive or is a disappointment
when found.
Jason got the Golden Fleece with the help of Medea, who betrayed
her own father, but Jason and Medea’s subsequent marriage was
ratherdysfunctional.Jasonbetrayed
Medea inturn for another
princess; she worked out her disappointment by killing Jason’s new
bride and her own children.
Fifty years ago, in the aftermath of World War 11, we economists
began our own audacious quest: to
discover the means by which
poor countries in the tropics could
become rich like the rich countries
in Europe and North America. Observing the sufferings of the poor
and the comforts of the rich motivated us on our quest. If our ambitious quest were successful, it would be one of humankind’s great
intellectual triumphs.
Like the ancient questors, we economists have tried to find the
precious object, the key that would enable the poor tropics to
become rich. We thought we had found the
elixir many different times.
The precious objects we offered ranged from foreign aid to investment inmachines, from fostering education tocontrolling population
growth,fromgivingloansconditionalon
reforms to givingdebt
relief conditional on reforms. None has delivered as promised.
The poor countries that we treated with these remedies failed to
achieve the growth we expected. The region we treated most intensively, sub-Saharan Africa, failed to grow at all. Latin America and
the Middle East grew for awhile, but then spiraled into a growth
crash in the 1980s and 1990s. South Asia, another recipient of intensive attention from economists, has suffered from erratic growth that
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has still left it the home to a huge proportion of the world’s poor.
And most recently, East Asia, the shining success we celebrated over
and over, went into its own growth crash (from which some,but not
all, East Asian nations are now recovering). Outside the tropics, we
tried applying some of the tropical remedies to the ex-communist
countries-with very disappointing results.
Just as various claims to havefound the elixir of life proved
groundless, we economists have too often peddled formulas that
violated the basic principle of economics. The problem was not the
failure of economics, but the failure to apply the principles of economics in practical policy work. What is the basic principle of economics? As a wise elder once told me, ”People do whatthey get paid
to do; what they don’t get paid to do, they don’t do.’’ A wonderful
book by Steven Landsburg, The Armchair Economist, distills the principle more concisely: ”People respond to incentives; all the rest is
commentary.”
Economists have doneof lot of research over the past two decades
onhow economic growthresponds to incentives. This workhas
variously detailed how private businesses and individuals respond
to incentives, how government officials respond to incentives, and
even how aid donors respond to incentives. This research shows that
a society’s economic growth does not always pay off at the individual level for government officials, aid donors, and privatebusinesses
and households. Incentives often lead them in other, unproductive,
directions. This research makes clear how unfortunately misguided,
with the benefit of hindsight, were the past panaceas-including
some still in force today-for economic growth in the tropics.
To find their wayfrompoverty
to riches, weneedreminding
that people do what they get paid to do. If we do the hard work
of ensuring that the trinity of First World aid donors, Third World
governments, and ordinary Third World citizens have the right incentives, development will happen. If they don’t, it won’t. We will
see that the trinity often did not have the right incentives, following
formulas that violated the basic principle of economics, and so the
expected growth did not happen.
This is a sad story, but it can be a hopeful one. We now have statistical evidence to back up theories of how the panaceas failed and
how incentive-based policies can work. Incentives can change and
start countries on the road to prosperity.It won’t be easy. Incentives
are notthemselves a facile panacea. We will see how the interlocking
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incentives of aid donors, governments, and citizens form a complicated web that is not easily untangled.
Moreover, there is already widespread disappointment that the
quest has not been more
successful. Protesters from Seattle to Prague
call for abandoning the quest altogether. That is not acceptable. As
long as there are poor nations suffering from pestilence, oppression,
and hunger, asI describe in the first part of the book, and as long as
human intellectual efforts can devise ways to make them richer, the
quest must go on.
Four notes before I begin. First, what I say hereis my ownopinion
and not that of my employer, the World Bank. Occasionally I am
even critical of what my employer has done in the past. One thingI
admire about the World
Bank is that it encourages
gadflies like me to
exercise intellectual freedom and doesn’t stifle internal debate on
World Bank policies.
Second, I am not going to say anything about the environment. I
tried to say something about the environment in early drafts of this
book, but found I didn’t have anything useful
to say. Thereis a
big issue about how growth
affects the environment, but that’s a
different book. Most economists believe that any negative effects of
growth on the environment can be alleviated with wise environmental policies, like making polluters bear the costs of their deleterious effects on humanwelfare, and so we don’t actually have to stop
economic growth to preserve the environment.This is a good thing,
becausestoppinggrowthwouldbeverybadnews
for thepoor
everywhere, as I discuss in the first chapter.
Third, I am not trying to do a general survey of all of economists’
research on growth. This research has exploded in the past decade
and a half, following the seminal work of Stanford Business School
professor Paul Romer and, later, the inspirational work
of Nobel
Prize winner Robert Lucas. There is not yet a scholarly consensus on
some issues, although I think the evidence is strong
on others. I try to
follow the thread of work that specifically relates to the efforts of
economists to figure out how to make poortropical countries rich.
Fourth, I am going to insert snapshots
of daily life in the Third
World, ”intermezzos,” between chapters to remind us that behind
the quest for growth are thesufferings and joys of real people, and it
is for them we go on the questfor growth.
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Why Growth Matters
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As I pursue my career as a self-anointed expert on poor countries,
the differences in thelives of the poor and the
rich supply motivation.
We experts don’t care about rising gross domestic product
for its
own sake. We care because it betters the lotof the poor and reduces
the proportionof people who are poor.
We care because richer people
can eat more and buy more medicines for their babies. In this part,
I review the evidence on growth andrelief from poverty.
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To Help the Poor

When I see another child eating, I watch him, and
I think I'm going to die of hungeu.
-A

if he doesn't

give me something

ten-year-old child in Gabon, 1997

I am in Lahore, a city of 6 million people in Pakistan, on a World
Bank trip asI write this chapter.Last weekend I went with a guide to
the village of Gulvera, not far outside Lahore. We entered the village
on an impossibly narrow paved road, which the driver drove at top
speed except on the frequent occasions that cattle were crossing the
road. We continued as the road turned into a dirt track, where there
was barely enough space between the
village houses for the car.
Then the road seemed to dead-end. But although I could not detect
any road, the guide pointed out to the driver how he could make a
sharp right across an open field, then regain a sort of a road-flat
dirt anyway. I hated to think what would happen to these dirt roads
in rainy season.
The "road" brought us to the community center for the village,
where a numberof young and oldmen were hanging out (no women,
on which more in a moment).
The village smelled of manure. The men
were expecting us and were extremely hospitable, welcoming us in
to the brick-and-mortar community center, everyone grasping each
of our right hands with their two hands and seating us on some
rattan benches. They provided pillows for us to lean on or with
which to otherwise make ourselves
comfortable. They served us a
drink of lassi, a sort of yogurt-milk mixture. The lassi pitcher was
thickly covered with flies, but I drank my lassi anyway.
The men said that during the week, they worked all day in the
fields, then came to the community center in the evenings to play
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cards and talk. The women couldn’t come, they said, because they
still had work to do in the evenings. Flocks of flies hummed everywhere, and some of the men had open sores on their legs.There was
one youngish but dignified man nicknamed Deenu to whom everyone seemed to defer. Most of the men were barefoot, wearing long
dusty robes.A crowd of children hung around the entrance watching
us-only boys, no girls.
I asked Deenu what the main problems of Gulvera village were.
Deenu said they were glad to have gotten electricity just six months
before. Imagine getting electricity after generations spent in darkness. They were glad to have a boys’ elementary school. However,
they still lacked many things: a
girls’ elementary school, a doctor,
drainage or sewerage (everything was dumped into a pool of rancid wateroutsidethecommunitycenter),telephone
connections,
pavedroads. The poorsanitaryconditionsand
lack of access to
medical care in villages like Gulvera may help explain why a hundred out of every thousand babies die before their first birthday in
Pakistan.
I asked Deenu if we could see a house. He walked with us
over to
his brother’s house. It was an adobe-walled dirt-floor compound,
which had two small rooms where they lived, stalls
for the cattle, an
outside dung-fired oven built into wall,
a
piles of cattle dung stacked
up to dry, and a hand pump hooked up to a well. Children were
everywhere, including a few girls finally, staring curiously at us.
Deenu said his brother had seven children. Deenu himself had six
brothers and seven sisters. The brothers all lived in the village; the
sisters had married into other villages.The women in the household
hung back near the two small rooms.
We were not introduced to
them.
Women’s rightshavenot
yet come toruralPakistan,a
fact
reflected in some grim statistics: there are
108 men for every 100
women in Pakistan. In rich countries, women slightly outnumber
men because of their greater longevity. In Pakistan, there are what
Nobel Prize winner AmartyaSen called “missing women,” reflecting
some combination of discrimination against girls in nutrition, medical care, or evenfemale infanticide. Oppressionof women sometimes
takes an even more violent turn. There was a story in the Lahore
newspaper of a brother who had
killed his sister to preserve the
family honor; he had suspected her of an illicit affair.
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Violence in the countryside is widespread in Pakistan, despite the
peaceful appearance of Gulvera. Another story in the Lahore paper
described a village feud in which
one family killed seven membersof
another family. Bandits and kidnappers prey on travelers in partsof
the countryside in Pakistan.
We walked back to the community center, passing a group
of boys
playing a game, where they threw four walnuts on the ground and
then tried to hit oneof the walnuts with another one. Deenu asked us
if we would like to stay for lunch, but we politely declined(I didn‘t
want to take any of their scarce food), said our good-byes, and drove
away. Oneof the villagers rode away withus, just to havean adventure. He told us that they had arranged for two cooks to prepare our
lunch. I felt bad about having declined the lunch invitation.
We drove across the fields to where four brothers had grouped
their compounds into a sort of a village and went through the same
routine: the men greeting us warmly with two hands and seating
us on rattan benches outside. No women were to be seen. The children were even more numerous and uninhibited than in Gulvera;
they were mostly boys but this time also a few girls. They crowded
around us watching everything we did, frequently breaking into
laughter at some unknown faux pas
by one of us. The men served us
some very good milky sweet tea. I saw a woman peeking out from
inside the house,but when I looked in her direction, she pulled
back
out of sight.
We walked into one of the brothers’ compounds. Many women
stoodatthedoorsintotheir
rooms, hanging back butwatching
us. The men showed us a churn that they used to make butter and
yogurt. One of the men tried to show us how
to use it, but he himself
didn’t know; this was woman’s work.
The children nearly passed out
from laughing. The men brought us some butter to taste. They said
they melted the butter to make ghee-clarified butter-which was
an important ingredient in their
cooking. They said if you ate alot of
ghee, it made you stronger. Then they gave us some ghee to taste.
Most of their food seemed to consist of dairy products.
I asked what problems they faced. They had gotten electricity just
one month before. They otherwise had the same unfulfilled needs
as Gulvera: no telephone, no running water, no doctor, no sewerage,
no roads. This was only a kilometer off the main road just outside
Lahore, so we weren’t in the middle of nowhere. They were poor,
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but these were relatively well-off villagers compared to more remote
villages in Pakistan. The road leading to their minivillage was a halflane track constructed of bricks that they had made themselves.
The majority of people in Pakistan are poor:85 percent live on less
than two dollars a day and31 percent live in extreme poverty at less
than onedollar a day.The majority of the world’s people live in poor
nations like Pakistan, where people live in isolated poverty even
close to a major city. The majority of the world’s people live in poor
nations where women are oppressed, far too many babies die, and
far too many people don’t have enough to eat. We care about economic growth for the poor nations because it makes the lives of poor
people like those in Gulvera better. Economic growth frees the poor
from hunger and disease. Economy-wide GDP growth per capita
translates into rising incomes for the poorest of the poor, lifting them
out of poverty.
The Deaths of the Innocents

The typical rate of infant mortality in the richest fifth of countries is 4
out of every 1,000 births; in the poorest fifth of countries, it is 200 out
of every 1,000 births. Parents in the poorest countries are fifty times
more likely than in the richest countries to know grief rather thanjoy
from the birth of a child. Researchers have found that a 10 percent
decrease in income is associated with about a6 percent higher infant
mortality rate.1
The higher rates of babies dying in the poorest countries reflect in
part the higher rates of communicable and often easily preventable
diseases such as tuberculosis, syphillis, diarrhea, polio, measles, tetanus, meningitis, hepatitis, sleeping sickness, schistosomiasis, river
blindness, leprosy, trachoma, intestinal worms, and lower respiratory infections.2 At low incomes, disease is more dangerous because
of lower medical knowledge, lower nutrition,
and lower access to
medical care.
Two million children die every year of dehydration from diarrhea.3 Another 2 million children die annually from pertussis, polio,
diphtheria, tetanus, and measle^.^
Three million children dieannuallyfrom bacterial pneumonia.
Overcrowding of housing and indoor woodor cigarette smoke make
pneumonia among children more likely. Malnourished children are
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also more likely to develop pneumonia than well-fed children5 Bacterial pneumonia can be cured by
a five-day course of antibiotics,
like cotrimoxazole, that costs about twenty-five cents6
Between 170 million and 400 million children annually areinfected
withintestinalparasites
like hookwormandroundworm,which
impair cognition and cause anemia and failure to t h r i ~ e . ~
Deficiency of iodine causes goiters-swelling of the thyroid gland
at the throat-and lowered mental capacity. About 120,000 children
born each year suffer from mental retardation andphysical paralysis
caused by iodine deficiency. About 10 percent of the world’s population, adults and children both, suffer from goiter.8
Vitamin A deficiency causes blindness in about half a million children and contributes to the deaths of about 8 million children each
year.9 It is not independent of the other diseases discussed here; it
makes death more likely from diarrhea, measles, and pneumonia.
Medicines that would alleviate these diseases are sometimes surprisingly inexpensive, a fact that UNICEF often uses to dramatize
the depths of poverty of these suffering people. Oral rehydration
therapy, at a cost of less than ten cents for each dose, can alleviate
dehydration.l0 Vaccination against pertussis, polio, diphtheria, measles, and tetanus costs about fifteen dollars per child.ll Vitamin A
can be added to diets through processing of salt or sugar or administered directly through vitamin A capsules every six months. Vitamin A capsules cost about two cents each.12 Iodizing salt supplies,
which costs about five cents per affected person per year, alleviates
iodine deficiency.13 Intestinal parasites can be cured with inexpensive drugs like albendazole and praziq~ante1.l~
Wealthier and Healthier

Lant Pritchett, from Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, and
Larry Summers, the former US. secretary of the treasury, found a
strong association between economic growth and changes in infant
mortality. They pointed out that a third factor that was unchanging
over time for each country,like ”culture” or ”institutions,” could not
be explainingthesimultaneouschangein
income and change in
infant mortality. Going further, they argued that the rise in income
was causing the fall in mortality rather than the other way around.
They used a statistical argument that we will see more of later in
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this book. They observed some income increases that were probably
unrelated to mortality, like income increases due to rises in a country’s export prices. They traced through the effect of such an income
increase, finding that it still did result in afall in infant mortality. If
an income increase that has nothing to do with mortality changes is
still associated with a
fall in mortality, this suggests that
income
increases are causing reduced mortality.
Pritchett and Summers’s findings, if we can take them literally,
imply huge effects of income growth on the death of children. The
deaths of about half a million children in 1990 would have been
averted if Africa’s growthinthe
1980s had been 1.5 percentage
points higher.
The Poorest of the Poor

The statisticspresented so fararenationalaverages.
Behind the
averages of even the poorest nation, there is still regional variation.
Mali is one of the poorest nations on earth.
The countryside along the
Niger River around the city of Tombouctou (Timbuktu) is oneof the
poorest regions in Mali and thus one of the poorest places on earth.
At the time of a survey in1987, over a thirdof the children under age
five had had diarrhea in the preceding two weeks.
Very few of them
were on simple and cheap oral rehydration therapy. None had been
vaccinated for diphtheria, pertussis, or typhoid. Forty-one percentof
children born do not live to the ageof five, three times the mortality
rate in the capital of Bamako and one of the highest child mortality
rates ever r e ~ 0 r d e d . l ~
As in Tomboctou, there are some regions or peoples at the very
bottom of the economic pyramid, despised even by other poor. ”In
Egypt they were madfoun-the buried or buried alive; in Ghana,
ohiabrubro-the miserably poor, with no work, sick with no one to
care for them; in Indonesia, endek araktadak; in Brazil, miseraveis
-the deprived;in Russia, bomzhi-the homeless; inBangladesh
ghrinogorib-the
despised/hated poor.” In Zambia the
balandana
sana or bapina were described in these terms:”Lack food, eat once or
twice; poor hygiene, flies fall over them, cannot afford school and
health costs, lead miserable lives, poor dirty clothing, poor sanitation, access to water, look like madepeople,liveonvegetables
and sweet potatoes.” In Malawi, the bottom poor were osaukitsitsa,
”mainly households headed by the aged, thesick, disabled, orphans
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andwidows.” Some were described as onyentchera, “thestunted
poor, with thin bodies, short stature and thin hairs, bodies that did
not shine even after bathing, and who experience frequent illnesses
and a severe lack of food.”16
Eating
High mortality in the poorest countries also reflects the continuing
problem of hunger. Daily calorie intake is one-third lower in the
poorest fifth of countries than in the richest fifth.
A quarter of the poorest countries had famines in the past three
decades; none of the richest countries faced a famine. In the poorest
nations like Burundi, Madagascar, and Uganda, nearly half of all
children under the age of three areabnormallyshortbecause
of
nutritional deficiency.17
An Indian family housed in a thatched hut seldom ”could have
two square meals a day.
The lunch would be finished munching
some sugarcane. Once in a while they would taste ’sattu’ (made of
flour), pulses [dried beans], potatoes etc. but for occasions only.”ls
In Malawi, the poorest families “stay without food for 2-3 days or
even the whole week ...and may simply cook vegetables for a meal
... some households literally eat bitter maize bran (gaga/deya owawa)
and gmelina sawdust mixed with alittle maize flour especially during
the hunger monthsof January andFebruary.”19
Oppression of the Poor

Poor societies sometimes have some form of debt bondage. To take
one example, observers of India report ”a vicious cycle of indebtedness in which a debtor may work in a moneylender’s house as a
servant, on his farm as a laborer.. ..The debt may accumulate substantially due to high interest rates, absence due to illness, and expenses incurred for food or accommodations.”20
Ethnic minorities are particularly prone to oppression. In Pakistan in 1993, the Bengali community of Rehmanabad in Karachi “had
been subject to evictions and bulldozing, and on returning to the
settlement and constructing temporary housing of reeds and sacks,
have faced on-going harassment by land speculators, the police and
political movements.”21
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Poor children are particularly vulnerable to oppression. Forty-two
percent of children aged ten to fourteen are workers in the poorest
countries. Less than 2 percent of children aged ten to fourteen are
workers inthe richest countries. Although most countries have laws
forbidding child labor, the U.S. StateDepartment classifies many
countries as not enforcing these laws. Eighty-eight percent of the
poorest countries are in this no-enforcement category; none of the
richest countries is.22For example, we have this story of Pachawak
in western Orissa state in India: ”Pachawak dropped out of class 3
when one day his teacher caned him severely. Since then he has
been working aschild labor with a numberof rich households. Pachawak’s father owns 1.5 acres of land and works as a laborer. His
younger brother of ll-years-old also became a bonded laborer when
the family had to take a loan for the marriage of the eldest son. The
system is closely linked to credit, as many families take loans from
landlords, who inlieu of that obligationkeep the childrenas ’kuthia.’
Pachawak worked as a cattle grazer from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M. and got
paid two to four sacks of paddy a year, two meals a day, and one
lungi [wrap-around clothing].”
One particularly unsavory kind of child labor is prostitution. In
Benin, for example, “the girls have no choice but to prostitute themselves, starting at 14, even at 12. They do it for 50 francs, or just for
dinner.“23
Another occupation in which children work in poor countries is
particularly dangerous: war. As many as 200,000 child soldiers from
the ages of six to sixteen fought wars in poor countries like Myanmar, Angola, Somalia, Liberia, Uganda, and M o z a m b i q ~ e . ~ ~
Women are also vulnerable to oppression in poor countries.Over
four-fifths of the richest fifth of countries have social and economic
equality for women most of the time, according to the W o d d Human
Rights Guide by Charles Humana. None of the poorest fifth of countries has social and economic equality for women.2s In Cameroon,
”Women in some regions require a husband’s, father’s, or brother’s
permission to go out. In addition, awoman’s husband or brother has
access to her bank accounts, but not vice versa.” A 1997 survey in
Jamaica found that ”in all communities, wife-beating was perceived
as a common experience in daily life.” In Georgia in the Caucasus,
”women confessed that frequent household arguments resulted
in
being beaten.” In Uganda in 1998, when women were asked, “What
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kind of work do men in your area do?” they laughed and said,
”Eat
and sleep then wake up and go drinking again.”26
Growth and Poverty

My World Bank colleagues Martin Ravallion and ShaohuaChen
collected data on spells of economic growth and changes in poverty
covering the years 1981 to 1999. They get their data from national
surveys of household income or expenditure. They require that the
methodology of the survey be unchanged over the period that they
are examining so as to exclude spurious changes due to changing
definitions. They found 154 periods of changein 65 developing
countries with data that met this requirement.
Ravallion and Chen defined poverty as an absolute concept within
each country: the poor were defined as the part of the population
that had incomes below $1a day atthe beginningof each period they
were examining. Ravallion and Chen keep this poverty
line fixed
within each country during the periodthey analyze. So the question
was, Howdid aggregate economic growthchangetheshare
of
people below this povertyline?
The answer was quite clear: fast growth went with fast poverty
reduction, and overall economic contractionwent with increased
poverty. Here I summarize Ravallion and Chen’s data by dividing
the number of episodes into four equally sizedgroups from the fastest growing to thefastest declining. I compare the change in poverty
in countries with the fastest growth to the poverty change in countries with the fastest decline:27
Percentage change
in average incomes
per year

contraction
Strong
Moderate
contraction
Moderate
expansion
expansion
8.2Strong

-9.8
-1.9
1.6

Percent change
in poverty rate
per year

23.9
1.5
-0.6
-6.1

The increases in poverty were extremely acute in the economies
with severe economic declines-most of them in Eastern Europe and
Central Asia. These were economies that declined with the death of
the old communist system
and kept declining while awaiting the
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birth of a new system. Several of these poverty-increasing declines
also occurred in Africa. Poverty shot up during severe recessions in
Zambia, Mali, and Cbte d’Ivoire, for example.
Countries with positive income growth had a decline in the proportion of people below the poverty line. The fastest average growth
was associated withthe fastest poverty reductions. Growthwas
reaching the poor in Indonesia, for example, which had average
income growth of76 percent from 1984 to 1996. The proportion of
Indonesians beneath the poverty line in 1993 was one-quarter of
what it was in 1984. (A bad reversal came with Indonesia’s crisis
over 1997-1999, with average income falling by 12 percent and the
poverty rate shooting up 65 percent, again confirming that income
and povertymove together.)
All of this in retrospect seems unsurprising. For poverty to get
worse with economic growth,the distribution of income would have
to get much more unequalas incomes increased. There is no evidence
for such disastrous deteriorations in income inequality as income
rises. In Ravallion and Chen’s data set, for example, measures of
inequality show no tendency to get either better or worse with economic growth. If the degree of inequality stays about the same, then
income of the poor and the rich must be rising together or falling
together.
This is indeed what my World Bank colleagues David Dollar and
Aart Kraay havefound.A
1 percent increase in average income
of the society translates one for one into a 1 percent increase in the
incomes of the poorest 20 percent of the population. Again using
statistical techniques to isolate direction of causation, they found
that an additional one percentage point per capita growth causes a
1percent rise in the poor’s incomes.28
Therearetwoways
the poor could become better off income
could be redistributed from the rich to the poor, and the income of
both the poor and the rich could rise with overall economic growth.
Ravallion and Chen‘s and Dollar and Kraay’s findings suggest that
on average, growth has been much more of a lifesaver to the poor
than redistribution.

To Begin the Quest
The improvement in hunger, mortality, and poverty as GDP per
capita rises over time motivates us on our questfor growth. Poverty
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is not just low
GDP; it is dyingbabies, starving children,and oppression of women and the downtrodden. The well-being of the next
generation in poor countries depends on whether our questto make
poor countries rich is successful. I think again back to the woman I
saw peering out at me from a house in a village in Pakistan.To that
unknownwoman I dedicatetheelusivequest
for growthaswe
economists, from rich countries and from poor countries, trek the
tropics trying to make poor countries rich.

Intermezzo: In Search of a River
In 2 710, afifteen-year-old English boy named Thomas Cresap got
of a
boat at Havre de Grace, Maryland. Thomas was emigrating to America
from Yorkshire in northern Eng1and.l
Thomas knew what he wanted in America: some land on a river.
Riverside land was fertile for growing crops, and the river provided
transportation to get the crops to market. He settled on the Susquehanna
River that ran through Havre de Grace.
We next hear of Thomas a decade and a half later. In 1727, when he
married Hannah Johnson, he had just defaulted on a debt of nine pounds
sterling.2 Thomas struggled to support Hannah and their first child,
Daniel, born in 1728. Thomas and Hannah experienced early America's
health crisis firsthand as two of their children died in infancy.
Trying to escape his debtors, Thomas decided to move. In his next
attempt at getting land on a river, he rented some land from George
Washington's father on the Virginia sideof the Potomac, notfar from
what is today Washington, D.C., and began building a log cabin. But he
was an outsider, and as he was chopping down trees, a posse of armed
neighbors suggested he might want to investigate housing opportunities
elsewhere. Thomas turned his ax on his attackers, killed a man in the
ensuing battle, then went back home to Maryland to pack up for the move
to Virginia and tell Hannah about their new neighbors. "For some
reason," the record reports, "she refused to
They decided to move to Pennsylvania instead, settling in March 1730
upriver on the Susquehanna near what is now Wrightsville,
Pennsylvania. Thomas thought he had finallyfound his riverside
homeplace. But he once again got into trouble with the neighbors in
Pennsylvania. Lord Baltimore, the owner of Maryland, and William Penn,
the proprietor of Pennsylvania, were disputing the border between their
colonies, and Thomas was loyal to what turned out to be the losing side.
He got a grant of two hundred acres of Pennsylvania riverfront landfrom
Lord Baltimore, for which he paid two dollars a year. It appeared to be
good deal, except that the land turned out not to belong to Baltimore, and
the Pennsylvanians resolved to driveo f these Marylanders.
In October 1730, two Pennsylvanians ambushed Thomas, hit him on
the head, and threw him into the Susquehanna. Thomas somehow
managed to swim ashore. He appealedfor justice to the nearest
Pennsylvania judge, who told him that Marylanders were
ineligible for
justice from Pennsylvania courts.4
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Pennsylvanians surrounded Thomas’s house and asked him to surrender
so they could hang him. Thomas was inside with several other Maryland
loyalists, son Daniel, and Hannah, who was eight months pregnant with
Thomas Jr. When the mob broke down the door, Thomas openedfire,
wounding one Pennsylvanian. The Pennsylvanians wounded one of the
children of the Maryland loyalists. Finally, the Pennsylvanians retreated.
The next battle came a year later, in January 1734, when the sheriff of
Lancaster County and sent an armed posse to arrest Thomas. The posse
again broke down the door, and Thomas again openedfire. One of
Thomas’s men shot one of the attackers, Knoles Daunt. The
Pennsylvanians begged Hannah for a candle to attend to Daunt’s wound
in the leg. The gentle Hannah said she had rather thewound ”had been
his heart.”5 Knoles Daunt later died of his wounds. The posse again failed
to capture Thomas.
Finally in November 1736, a newsheriff of Lancaster Country decided
to resolve the Thomas Cresap problem. At midnight on November 23, the
sheriff took a well-armed posse of twenty-four men to serve Thomas with
an arrest warrant for the murder of Knoles Daunt. They knocked at the
door of the Cresaps’. lnside was the usual assortment of Maryland
supporters and the family-Hannah again very pregnant, now with their
third child. Thomas asked those peaceable Pennsylvania Quakers what the
“Damn’d Quakeing Sons of Bitches” wanted.6 They wanted to burn down
Thomas‘s house. The Marylandersfled the burning house, and the
Pennsylvaniansfinally captured Thomas.7
They put Thomas in irons and marched him off to jail in Philadelphia
(a city Thomas called ”one of the prettiest towns in Maryland”), where
he spent a year in jail. The guards occasionally took himout for fresh air,
like the time they exhibited him to a jeering Philadelphia mob as the
”Maryland monster.”
Finally Thomas‘s supporters got the Maryland monster released by
petitioning the king in London. Having had enough of Pennsylvania,
Thomas loaded his family on a wagon and moved back to Maryland, to the
western frontier in what is now Oldtown, Maryland, on the banks of the
Potomac. They arrived just in time for Hannah to give birth to their fifth,
and last, child, Michael.
Thomas kept quarreling with his neighbors, one of whom noted that
“Cresap is a person of hot Resentnz’t and great Acrimony.”s But this time
the quarreling stopped short of battle, and Oldtown finally became
his
home for the rest of his life.9 He built his house on a rise overlooking the
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Potomac river floodplain, which made for good farmland. Unfortunately
this particular riverside property lacked transportation because the
Potomac was not navigable until Georgetown, 150 miles downstream. The
nonnavigable Potomac was fuel to Thomas’s continued transportation
obsession.
Thomas in the 1740s participated in a group of land and transportation
investors, including the Washingtonfamily, who explored the idea of
building a canal along the unnavigable parts of the Potomac, but the
project ran afoul of the threat of war with the French. The canal would
eventually be built early in the next century.
Canals and rivers were in hot demand because colonial roads were often
choked by mud, and when they were dry, they were deeply rutted. To cope
with the suffering,whiskey was passed around frequently to both driver
and passengers during the journey. ‘ T h e horses,” said a passenger
gratefully, ”were sober.”lo
Thwarted by the river, Thornas turned to building his own roads. His
road building standards, however, were quite low; his idea of making a
road was simply to remove some of the “mostdifficult obstructions.”11
A son of Thomas‘s old landlords and investment partners, George
Washington, passed through in 1747 on a surveying trip. He described
the road leading up to Thomas Cresap’s as “ye worst road that ever was
trod by Man or Beast.”12
Thomas thought he had escaped border wars by moving to the remote
frontier, he was wrong. He was now in the midst of the biggest war of his
life-the war between the French and the English that lastedfrom 1754 to
1763.
The war started in part because Thomas (and other English settlers)
was not satisfied with his riverside land and looked to the west, where
there was much more fertileland along the navigable Ohio River.So
Thomas joined the Washingtons and other Virginians in an Ohio River
land grab known as the Ohio Company, which gave short shrift to the
actual owners of the land, the Shawnees and the Mingoes. And when the
Ohio Company tried to build a trading post and
fort at the forks of the
Ohio (today’s Pittsburgh), they ran smack into another enemy, the French
from Quebec, who also wanted to steal the Ohio River land. The French
chased away the Ohio Company’s local military commander, twenty-oneyear-old George Washington, after a brief battle in 1754, which started
what became known as the French and Indian War. Thomas and his sons
Daniel and Thomas, Jr., volunteered to fight against the French as
part of
the colonial militia, a collectionof rural hoodlums known morefor their

If
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“unruly licentiousness” than for anymilitary skills.l3 Thomas also
commanded one of his African-American slaves, Nemesis, to jointhe
militia. On April 23, 1757, in a battle near what is now Frostburg,
Maryland, Thomas, Jr., was killed. A few weeks later, Nemesis was also
killed in batt1e.l4
But in the end, with a lot of help from the British, thecolonials defeated
the French and their Indian allies. That was not the end of Thomas’s
wartime suffering, however. In 1775, the Revolutionary War broke out.
Thomas’s youngest son, Michael, was killed early in the war. Thomas and
Hannah had lost two of their children to war and two to infant diseases.
Thomas‘s life had been filled with violence, heartbreak, and the struggle to
make a living.
Yet in the end, Thomas’squest for a river was successful. Before
Michael died, he had staked out land on the Ohio River. Thomas’ heirs
would farm fertile lands and later work in manufacturing plants along the
Ohio River. The growing American economy, throwingout its tentacles
along rivers, canals, and railroads,pulled the Cresaps along out of poverty
into prosperity. Life has changed since the days of Thomas, who was my
great-great-great-great-great-great-grandfather.
The majority of the world’s population have not yet said goodbye to the
bad old days before development. The majority of the world’s population is
not as fortunate asI to be borne along on rivers of prosperity. When those
of us from rich countries look at poor countries today, we seeour own past
poverty. We are all the descendants of poverty. In the long run, we all
come from the lower class. We embarked on the quest for growth to try to
make poor countries grow out of poverty into riches.
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Panaceas That Failed
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Many times over the past fifty years, we economists thought wehad
found the right answer to economic growth. It started with foreign
aid to fill the gap between ”necessary” investmentand saving. Even
after some of us abandoned the rigidity of the ”necessary” investment idea, we still thought investment in machines was the key to
growth. Supplementing this idea was the notion that education awas
form of accumulating ”human machinery” that would bring growth.
Next, concerned about how ”excess” population might overwhelm
the productive capacity of the economy, we promoted population
control. Then, when we realized that government policies hindered
growth, we promoted official loans to induce countries to do policy
reforms. Finally, when countries had trouble repaying the loansthey
incurred to do policy reforms, we offered debt forgiveness.
None of these elixirs has worked as promised, because not all
the participants in the creation
of economic growth had the right
incentives. In this part, we look at these failed panaceas. In part 111,
we examine how to go about the hard work of getting everybody to
buy in to economic growth.
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Aid for Investment

How use dotk breed a habit in a man!

Shakespeare, Two Gentleman of Verona

On March 6, 1957, the Gold Coast, a small British colony, became
the first nation of sub-Saharan Africa to gain its independence. It
renamed itself Ghana. Delegations from both sides of the iron curtain, including from Moscow and Washington, vied to be thefirst to
extend loans and technical assistance to the new nation. Vice President Richard Nixon led the American delegation. (According to one
source, Nixon askedagroup
of black journalists,“Whatdoesit
feel like to be free?” “We don’t know,” they replied, ”we’re from
Alabama.”)l
A later writer commented aboutGhana’s independence day, ”Few
former colonies can have had a more auspicious start.”2 Ghana supplied two-thirds of the world’s cocoa. It hadthebest
schools in
Africa, and economists thought education was one of the keys to
growth. It had a good amountof investment, and economists thought
investment was another of the keys to growth. Under limited selfgovernment in the 1950s, the Nkrumah government and the British
had built new roads, health clinics, and schools. American, British,
and German companies expressed interest in investing in the new
n a t i ~ n The
. ~ wholenationseemed
tosharean
excitement about
economic development. As one Ghanaian wrote at thetime, ”Let us
now seek the economic k i n g d ~ m . ” ~
Nkrumah had the services of many of the world’s economistsArthur Lewis, Nicholas Kaldor, Dudley Seers, Albert Hirschman,
and Tony Killick-who shared the optimism that Dudley Seers had
already expressedin a report in1952: that assistance to Ghana would
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yield very high returns. As Seers put it in 1952, ”Surfacing the road
fromTarkwatoTakoradiwould
increase total output’’ by much
more ”than applying the same materials to almost any road in the
United K i n g d ~ m . ” ~
Miracle on the Volta

Nkrumah had bigger goals than paving afew roads. He had already
begun plans to build a large hydroelectric dam on the Volta River,
whichwouldprovideenough
electricity tobuild an aluminum
smelter.6 Nkrumah anticipated that once the smelter was operational, an integrated aluminum industry would develop. The new
smelter would process alumina, which would come from a new alumina refinery, which would process bauxite from new bauxitemines.
Railways and a caustic soda plant would complete
this dynamic
industrial complex. A report prepared by expatriate advisers was
enthusiastic that the lake created by damming the Volta would also
provideawatertransportation
link betweennorthandsouth
in
Ghana. The project would lead to ”a major new fishing industry in
the lake.” Large-scale irrigated agriculture using lake water would
make the loss due to flooding of3,500 square miles of agricultural
land ”small in c~mparison.”~
The Ghanaians indeed built Akosombo Dam within a few years,
with support from the American and British governments and the
World Bank. The dam created the world’s largest man-made lake,
Lake Volta. They built an aluminum smelter quickly as well, owned
90 percent by the multinational giant Kaiser Aluminum. Nkrumah
ceremonially lowered the dam gates to start filling the great Volta
Lake on May 19, 1964.8
I remember visiting Akosombo Dam when I lived in Ghana for a
year in 1969-1970. The big pile blocking the Volta River was indeed
a stunning achievement.
I was optimistic in 1969 about the prospects of Ghana, but my
projections did not receive a great deal of public notice, perhaps
because I had just finished elementary school.
Other more matureobservers shared myprecocious optimism. The
head of the World Bank‘s Economics Department in 1967, Andrew
Kamarck, thought that Ghana’s Volta project gave it the potential to
reach growth of 7 percent per a n n ~ m . ~
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Back to the Volta

In April 1982, a Ghanaian student at the University
of Pittsburgh
named Agyei Fremponghandedinhis
Ph.D. dissertation,which
compared the performance of the VoltaRiver project to the high
hopes held by Nkrumah and his foreign and domestic advisers for
industrialization, transport, agriculture, and overall economic development. Lake Voltawas there, an electricity generator was there,and
analuminumsmelterwasthere.Production
of aluminuminthe
smelter had fluctuated up and down, but did grow on average about
1.5 percent a year from1969 to 1992.
But that was it for the project’s benefits. Frempong noted in 1982,
“There is no bauxitemine nor aluminarefinery nor caustic soda plant
nor railways.” The efforts to create a lake fishery were ”plagued by
pooradministration and mechanical equipmentfailures.”People
living next to the lake, including the 80,000 whose old homes had
been submerged, suffered from waterborne illnesses like river blindness, hookworm, malaria, and schistosomiasis. The large-scale irrigation projects that the planners had envisioned never worked.The
lake transport from north
to south that was going
to solve ”the
nation’s transport difficulties” had ”ended up in completefailure.”1°
The saddest part was that the Volta River project was the most
successful investment project in Ghanaian history. Frempong agreed
with other analysts like Tony Killick that the core part of the project
had been a success. The electricity generator and aluminum smelter
continue to operate today, the latter with subsidized electricity and
imported alumina.
The real disaster is that the Ghanaians are still about
as poor as
they were in the early1950s. Ghana had a half-century of stagnation
in growth. How did this happen? Just about everything went wrong.
The military overthrew Nkrumah in a coup in 1966, the first of five
successful military coups over the next decade and a half. His overthrow set off street celebrations in Accra, because Nkrumah’s development ambitions had brought little but food shortages and high
inflation.
Ghanaians would have celebrated
less if they had known how
much worse their situation would
get over the next two decades.The
military briefly restored democracy between 1969 and 1971 under
the presidencyof Kofi Busia. After the army overthrewBusia in 1971,
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economics and politics alike fell apart. Ghana even had a famine in
the 197Os.l1
The nadir came in 1983 during the new military government of
Flight Lieutenant Jerry Rawlings. In1983, the income of the average
Ghanaian was two-thirds of what it had been in 1971. A drought
lowered LakeVolta so much that the hydro plant had to cut
off
electricity to the Volta Aluminum Company for a year. Ghanaians in
1983 were getting only two-thirds of their recommended daily calorie supply.12 In 1983, even relatively well-off Ghanaian civil servants
made macabre jokes about their ”Rawlings necklaces’’-the collarbones protruding from their underfed bodies.13 Malnutrition caused
nearly half of all child deaths in 1983.14 Per capita income in 1983
was below that at independencein 1957.
The crisis in 1983 provokedthe Rawlings governmenttonew
efforts to bring Ghanaback, and economic growth did recover, but it
was a long and slow road after a quarter-century
of decline.
The Harrod-Domar Model, 1946-2000

The idea that aid-financed investment in dams, roads, and machines
would yield growth goes back a long way. In April 1946, economics
professor EvseyDomar published an article on economic growth,
”Capital Expansion, Rate of Growth, and Employment,” which discussed the relationship between short-term
recessions and investment in theUnited States. Although Domar assumed that production
capacity was proportional to thestock of machinery, he admitted the
assumption was unrealistic and eleven years later, in
1957,complaining of an ”ever-guilty conscience,” he disavowed the theory.15
He said his earlier purpose was to comment on an esoteric debate
on business cycles, not to derive ”an empirically meaningful rate of
growth.” He said his theory made no sense
for long-run growth, and
instead he endorsed the new growth theory
of Robert Solow (which I
discuss in thenext chapter).
To sum up, Domar’s model was not intended as a growth model,
made no sense as a growth model, and was repudiated as a growth
model over fortyyearsagobyitscreator.
So it was ironic that
Domar’s growth model became, and continues to be today, the most
widely applied growth model in
economic history.
Howdid Domar’s modelsurviveitssupposeddemise
in the
1950s? We economists applied it (andstill do) to poor countriesfrom
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Albania to Zimbabwe to determine a ”required” investment rate for
a target growth rate. The difference between the required investment
and the country’s own savings is called the financing gap. Private
financing is assumed to be unavailable to fill the gap, so donors fill
the financing gap with foreign aid to attain target growth. This is a
model that promised poorcountries growth right away through aidfinanced investment. It was aid to investment to growth.
With the benefit of hindsight, the use of Domar’s model for determining aid requirements and growth projections was (and still is)
a big mistake. But let’s not be too unkind to the proponents of the
model (I was one, earlier in my career), who did not havethe benefit
of hindsight. The experiences we observed at the time of the model’s
heyday seemed to support a rigid link from aid to investment to
growth. It was only as more data became available that the model’s
failings became ghastly apparent.
Domar’s approach to growth became popular because
it had a
wonderfully simple prediction: GDP growth will be proportional to the
share of investment spending in GDP. Domar assumed that output
(GDP) is proportional to machines, so the change in output will be
proportional to the change in machines, that is, last year’s investment. Divide both sides by last year’s output. So GDP growth this
year is just proportional to last year’s investment/GDP ratio.16
How did Domar get the idea that production was proportional to
machines? Did not labor play some role in production? Domar was
writing in the aftermath of the Great Depression, in which manypeople running the machines lost jobs. Domar and many other economists expected a repeat of the depression after World War I1 unless
the government did something to avoid it. Domar took high unemployment as a given, so there were always people available to run
any additional machines that were
built. Domar’s theory became
known asthe Harrod-Domar model.(A Britisheconomist namedRoy
Harrod had published in 1939 a similar but more convoluted article.)
Clearly Domar’s interest was the short-run business cycle in rich
countries. So how did Domar’s fixed ratio of production to machines
make it into the analysis of poor countries’ growth?
The Invention of Development

The quest for a theory of growth and development has tormented
us economists as long as there have been economists. In 1776, eco-
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nomics' founding father, Adam Smith, asked what determined the
wealth of nations. In 1890, the great English economist Alfred Marshall said the quest for growth "gives to economic studiestheir chief
and their highest interest."17 Nobel Prize winner Robert Lucas confessed in a 1988 article that once one starts to think about economic
growth, "It is hard to think about anything else." But this constant
interest in a theory of growth was focused on the rich countries only.
No economists paid much attention to the problems of poor countries. The League of Nations's 1938 World Economic Survey, prepared
by the future Nobel Prize winner James Meade, included one paragraph on South America. Poor areas in Asia and Africa received no
coverage at a11.18
Suddenly after World War 11, we policy experts, having ignored
poor countries for centuries, now called for attention to their "urgent
problem^."^^ Economists had many theories as to how the newly
independent poor countries could grow and catch up to the rich.
It was the bad luck of poor countries that the first generation of the
development experts was influenced by two simultaneous historical
events: the Great Depression and the industrialization of the Soviet
Union through forced saving and investment. The depression and
the large number of underemployed rural people in poor countries
motivateddevelopmenteconomist
Sir Arthur Lewis to suggest a
"surplus labor" model, in which only machinery was a constraint.
Lewis suggested that building factories would soak up this labor
without causing a decline in rural production.
Lewis and other development economists in the 1950s assumed a
fixed ratio between people and machines, like one person per each
machine. Because of surplus labor, machines (not labor) were the
binding constraint on production. Production was proportional to
machines, just as in Domar's theory. Lewis suggested that the supply
of available workers was "unlimited" and cited a particular example
of an economy that had grown through pulling in excess labor from
the countryside: the Soviet Union.
Lewis said that "the central fact of economic development is rapid
capital accumulation."20 Since growth was proportional to investment, you could estimate that proportion andget a required amount
of investment for a given growth target. For example, suppose that
you got one percentage point of growth for every four percentage
points of investment. A country that wanted to triple growth from
1 percent to 4 percent had to raise its investment rate from 4 percent
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of GDP to 16 percent of GDP. The 4 percent GDP growth would
give a per capita growth rate of 2 percent if population growth was
2 percent. At a 2 percent per year rate of growth, income per capita
would double every thirty-six years. Investment had to keep ahead
of population growth. Development was a race between machines
and motherhood.
How do you get investment highenough?
Say thatcurrent
national saving is 4 percent of GDP. The early development economists thought that poor countries were so poor they had little hope
of increasing their saving. There was thus a ”financing gap” of 12
percent of GDP between the ”required investment” (16 percent of
GDP) and the current 4 percent of GDP level of national savings.
So Western donors should fill the ”financing gap” with foreign aid,
which will make therequiredinvestmenthappen,
which in turn
will make the target output growth happen. (I will henceforth use
financing gap approach as equivalent nomenclature to Harrod-Domar
model.)
The early development economists were hazy about how long it
took for aid to increase investment and in turn increase growth, but
in practice they expected quick payoff: this year’s aid will go into this
year’s investment, which will go into next year’s GDP growth.
The idea that growth was proportionalto investment was not new.
Domar ruefully mentioned in his 1957 book that an earlier set of
economists very concerned about growth, Soviet economists of the
1920s, had already used the same idea. N. A. Kovalevskii, the editor
of Planned Economy, in March 1930 used the growth-proportional-toinvestment idea to project Soviet growth, exactly the way that economists were going to use it from the 1950s through the 1 9 9 0 ~Not
.~~
only had the Soviet experience inspired the Harrod-Domar model,
but the Soviets themselves should get some of the credit (or debit, as
it turned out) for the invention of the model.
The Stages of Rostow

The next step in the evolution of the financing gap was to persuade
rich nations to fill the gap with aid. In1960, W.W.Rostow published
his best-selling book, The Stagesof Economic Growth. Of the five stages
he projected, the stage that stuck in peoples’ minds was the “takeoff
into self-sustained growth.” Yet the only determinant of output takeoff that Rostow cited was investment increasing from 5 to 10 percent
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of income. Since this was almost exactly what Sir Arthur Lewis had
said six years earlier, ”takeoff” just reasserted Domar and Lewis
with vivid images of planes swooping off runways.
Rostow tried toshowthat
the investment-led takeofffit
the
stylized facts. Stalin’s Russia influenced Rostow a great deal, as it
had everyone else; it fit the takeoff story. Then Rostow considered a
number of historical and Third World cases. His own evidence was
weak, however: only three of fifteen cases he cited fit the story of an
investment-led takeoff. Nobel laureate Simon Kuznetsin 1963 found
hisownindependent
historical evidence even less supportive of
Rostow’s story: “In no case do wefind during the takeoff periods the
acceleration in the rate of growth of total national product implied in
Professor Rostow’s assumptions of a doubling (or more) in the net
capital formation proportion.”22 (But stylized facts never die. Three
decades later, a leading economist would write: “One of the important stylized facts of world history is that massiveincreases in saving
precede significant takeoffs in economic
The Soviet Scare and Foreign Aid

Regardless of the evidence, Rostow’s Stages drew a lot of attention to
the poor nations. Rostow was not the only or even the most important advocate for foreign aid, but his arguments areillustrative.
Rostow played on cold war fears in Stages. (The subtitle was A
Non-Communist Manifesto). Rostow saw in Russia ”a nation surging,
underCommunism,intoa
long-delayed status as anindustrial
power of the first order,” a common view of that time. Hard as it i s
to imagine today, manyAmerican opinion makersthoughtthat
the Soviet system was superior for sheer output production, even if
inferior in individual freedoms. In issues of Foreign Afairs in the
1950s’ writers noted the Soviet willingness to ”extract large forced
savings,” the advantage of which ”it is difficult to overemphasize.”
In “economic power,” they will ”grow faster than we do.”Observers
warned that the competitor derived ”certain advantages” from the
“centralized character of the operation.” There wasdangerthat
the Third World,attractedby
“certain advantages,”would
go
communist.24
It is too easy today in hindsight to mock these fears. When I first
visited the Soviet Union in August 1990, almost everyone by then
had belatedly realized that the Soviet Union was still a poor country,
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not ”an industrial power of the first order:” As I sat sweating in a
tiny Intourist hotel room with sealed windows, with air-conditioning
that had broken down under Khruschev and hadn’t been fixed yet,
with less than irresistible prostitutes trying to break down my door
(”Hello I Natasha, I lonely”), I wondered how the Soviets managed
to fool us for so long. Today Russian per capitaincome is estimated
to be less than one-sixth of American per capita income. (With an
economist’s gift for prophecy, I said to my companionsin 1990,
“This place will be booming in no time!” Actually growth has been
negative every year since 1990.)
Nevertheless, at the time Rostow felt the need to demonstrate to
the ThirdWorld that communism was not ”the only form
of effective
state organization that can ... launch a take-off” and offered in its
place a noncommunist way: Western nations could provide Third
World nations with aid to fill the “financing gap” between the necessaryinvestment for takeoff and actualnationalsaving. Rostow
used the financing gap approach to figure out the necessary investment for ”takeoff .”25 The role of private financing was ignored,since
international capital flows to the poor countries were minuscule.
The Soviet scare worked. U.S. foreign aid had already increased
a lot under Eisenhower in the late 1950s, to whom Rostow was an
adviser. Rostow had also caught the eye of an ambitious senator
named JohnF.Kennedy, who, with advice from
Rostow, successfully
got the Senateto pass a foreign aid resolution in
1959. After Kennedy
became president, he sent a message to Congress in 1961 calling for
increased foreign aid: “In our time
these new nations need help...to
reach the stage of self-sustaining growth ... for a special reason.
Without exception, they are all under Communist pressure.”
Rostow wasingovernmentthroughouttheadministrations
of
Kennedy and Johnson. Under Kennedy, foreign aid increased by 25
percent in constant dollars. Under Johnson,
American foreign aid
reached its historical maximumof $14 billion in 1985 dollars, equivalent to 0.6 percent of American GDP. Rostow and other like-minded
economists had triumphed on aid.
The United States decreased its foreign aid after that peak under
Johnson, but other rich countries more than compensated. Between
1950 and 1995, Western countries gave $1 trillion (measured in 1985
dollars) in aid.26 Since virtually all of the aid advocates used the
financing gap approach, this was
one of the largest policy experiments ever based on a singleeconomic theory.
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Don‘t Forget to Save

There was a remarkable degree of consensus that the aid to investment to growth dogma “was substantially valid,” as a popular text
by Jagdish Bhagwati in 1966 put it. But there were warnings about
excessive indebtedness to donors on the
low-interest loans that made
up part of the aid. Turkey had already developed debt
servicing
problems on its past aid loans, this early text noted. One early aid
critic, P. T. Bauer, sarcastically (but presciently) noted in 1972 that
“foreign aid is necessary to enable underdeveloped countries to service the subsidized loans...under earlier foreign aid agreement^."^^
The obvious way to avoid a debt problem with
official donors was
to increase national saving. Bhagwati said this was a job for the state:
the state had toraise taxes to generate public savings.28Rostow predicted the recipient country would naturallyincrease its savings as it
took off, so that after ”ten or fifteen years” the donors could anticipate that aid would be ”discontinued.”(We are still waiting for that
apotheosis forty years later.)
Hollis Chenery stressed the need for national saving even more
heavily in his application of the financing gap approach. Chenery
and Alan Strout in1966 started off in the usual way with
a model in
which aid will ”fill the temporary gap between investment ability
and saving ability.”29 Investment then goes into growth. But they
also assumed a high rate
of saving outof the increasein income. This
saving rate had to
be high enough for the country eventually to
move into ”self-sustained” growth, in which it financed its investmentneedsout
of its own savings. They suggestedthatdonors
relate ”the amount of aid supplied to the recipient’s effectiveness in
increasing the rate of domestic saving.” (Donors have yet to follow
this suggestion thirty-four years later.)
The Financing Gap Meets the Computer

Economists computerized Chenery’s version of the financing gap at
the World Bank in 1971, where Chenery wasnow the chief economic
adviser to Bank president Robert McNamara, who was delighted to
get a tool that gaveprecise aid requirements for each country.
A Bank economist, John Holsen, developed over a long weekend
whathe called the minimum standard model
(MSM). Holsen expected
the ”minimum” model to have a useful
life of about six weeks.30
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He expected country economists to build more elaborate countryspecific models to supplant it. (As it turned out, it is still being used
today, twenty-nine years later. I was part of a unsuccessful attempt
to revise it fundamentally eleven years ago, so it's partly my fault.)
World Bank economists revised the MSM a couple of years later and
renamed it the revised minimum standard model (RMSM).31The
growth part of the RMSM was Harrod-Domar: the growth rate
of
GDP was proportional to last year's investment/GDP. Foreign aid
and privatefinance were tofill the financing gap between saving and
the necessary investment to get high growth.
The financing gap informed discussions with other donors
over
how much aid or other financing that country needed. Following
Chenery-and
equally unheeded-the
RMSM creatorscautioned
that saving out of the additional income had to be high to avoid
unsustainable debt. (Much Latin American and African debt indeed
turned out to be unsustainable in the 1980s and 1990s.)
The failure of growth to respond to aid-financed investment did
give economists pause, but there was alogical fallback for defenders
of the financing gap approach. One leading development textbook
(both recently and in earlier versions) gave what quickly became a
new dogma: "Although physical capital accumulation may be considered a necessary condition of development, it has not proved
~ i e n t . "Another
~~
leading development textbook echoed, "The basic
reason why [the investment-ledtakeoff] didn't work was not because
more saving and investment isn't a necessary condition-it is-but
rather because it is not a suficient ~ o n d i t i o n . "We
~ ~ will see how the
idea that investment is necessary but not sufficient works out in the
data.

SUB-

The Financing Gap Forever

The financing gap approach had a curious fate
after its heyday in the
1960s and 1970s. It died out of the academic literature altogether, yet
the ghost of it lives on. We economists in the international financial
institutions (IFIs) today still use it to makeaid,investment,
and
growth projections.
WeIF1 economists used the financing gap approach even when
it clearly wasn't working. Total GDP in Guyana fell sharply from
1980 to 1990, as investment was increasing from 30 percent to 42
percent of GDP,34 and while foreign aid every year was 8 percent
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of Guyana’s GDP.35 This wasnotriumph
for the financing gap
approach. Yet another WorldBank report in1993 argued that Guyana
”will continue to need substantiallevels of foreign capital inflows ...
to provide sufficient resources to sustain economic g r o ~ t h . ” 3The
~
idea seems to be, ”That didn’t work, so let’s try it again.”
We IF1 economists used the financing gap approach amidrecovery
from civil war. We World Bank economists
programmed the Ugandan
economy in 1996 to grow rapidly (at the ubiquitous growth target
of
7 percent). With little savings and substantial investment requirements, this implied high foreign aid inflows. The report argued for
the high aid because anything less ”could be harmful for mediumterm growth in Uganda, which requires external
inflows.”37
We IF1 economists used the financing gap approach in the aftermath of macroeconomic crises. A World Bank report in 1995 told
Latin Americans that “enhancing savings and investment by 8 percentage points of GDP would raise the annual growth figure by
around 2 percentage points.”38 An Inter-American Bank report in
1995 worried about the LatinAmerican ”challenge of sustaining the
level of investment necessary for continued output
A
World Bank report onThailand in 2000 told the countrythat was the
epicenter of the East Asian crisis that ”private investment is the key
to the resumptionof
We IF1 economists used the financing gap approach to train developing country officials. Courses still given todayat the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank train developing-country officials to project investment requirements as proportional
to the ”target
growth rate.”41
WeIF1 economists usedthe financing gapapproachamidthe
chaotic transitionfromcommunismtocapitalism.
A 1993 World
Bank report on Lithuania said that ”large amounts of external assistance will be required” in order to ”provide the
resources for critical
investments” to stem the output decline.42A 1998 World Bank on
Lithuania was still using the assumption that growth was proportional to investment.A 1997 report on war-ravaged Croatia said that
“to achieve sustainable growth of5-6 percent ... within the next
three years ... [it] must achieve investment levels of 21-22 percent of
GDP.”43
Howmuchaidandinvestmentisneededto
reach agrowth
target? A reportbytheEuropean
Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) in 1995 adroitly notes that these are central
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planners’ questions-and then goes on to answer them anyway.The
EBRD announced it was using the ”Harrod-Domar growth equation”to project investmentrequirements. This equationwarned
the ex-communist countries that “investment finance of the order
of 20 percent or more of GDP will be required” to reach “growth
rates of 5 percent” The report noted that ”conditional official assistance ...contributes to cover the gap between domestic savings and
in~estment.”~~
So the circle of irony closes. The communist economies had inspired
the financing gap approach, the cold war inspired the filling of the
gap with aid, and now the capitalist
economies strove to fill the
financing gap for the ex-communist economies.45
Aid to Investment in the Light of Experience

As far as I know, nobody has checked the financing gap approach
against actual experience. By the time that sufficient cross-country
data became available, the model had already fallen out of favor in
the academic literature. Yet as we have seen, the ghostof the model
lives on in the determination of aid requirements and growth prospects of poor countries. Let’s now test this model.
When we financing gap users calculated aid requirements as the
excess of “required” investment over actual saving, our presumption was that aid would go one for one into investment. Moreover,
aid givers talked about conditions that would require countries to
increase their rate of national saving at the same time, which some
like Rostow thought would even happen naturally. So aid combined
with savings conditions should increase investment by even more
than one to one.Let’s see what actually happened.
We have eighty-eight countries on which data are available spanning the period1965 to 1995.46 Theaid to investment link has to pass
two tests for us to take it seriously. First, there should be a positive
statistical association between aid and investment.
Second, aid should
pass into investment at least one for one: an additional 1 percent of
GDP in aid should cause an increase of 1 percent of GDP in investment. (Rostow predicted investment would rise by even more than
one for one because of increased saving by the aid recipient.) How
did the aid to investment do on these tests? On the first test, only
seventeen of eighty-eight countries show a positive statistical association between aid and investment.
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Just six of these seventeen countries also pass the test of investment increasing at least one for one with aid. The magic six include
two economies with trivial amounts of aid: Hong Kong (which got
an average of 0.07 percent of GDP in aid, 1965-1995) and China
(average of 0.2 percent of GDP). The other four-Tunisia, Morocco,
Malta, and Sri Lanka-did have nontrivial amounts of aid. The other
eighty-two countries fail the two tests.
These country-by-country results are reminiscent of the results of a
1994 study that found no relationship between aid and investment
across countries. Unlike this study, I do not intend here to make a
general statement about whether foreign aid is effective. There are
many problems in doing such an evaluation, most of all the possibility that both aid and investment could be responding to some
third factor. It could be that in any given country there was bad luck
like a drought thatcaused investment to fall and aid to increase. I am
only asking whether investment and aidjointly evolved the way that
the users of the financing gap model expected. We financing gap
advocates anticipated that aid would go into investment, not into
tiding countries over droughts. According to my results, investment
and aid did not evolve the way we expected.
The financing gap approach failed badly as a panacea because it
violated this book’sofficial motto: People respond to incentives.
Think of the incentives facing the recipients of foreign aid. They invest
in the future when they get a high return to their investments. They
do notinvest in the future whenthey do notget a high returnto their
investments. There is no reason to think that aid given just because
the recipient is poor changes the incentives to invest in the future.
Aid will not cause its recipients to increase their investment; they
will use aid to buy more consumption goods. This is exactly what we
found when we checked the aid-investment relationship: on balance
there is no relationship.
Aid could have promoted investment instead of all going into consumption. As many aid advocates suggested, aid should have been
made conditional on matching increases in a country’s savings rate.
That would havegiven the governments in poor countries incentives
to increase their own savings (for example, cutting government consumption so as to increase government saving) and to promote private savings. The latter can be done by a combination of tax breaks
for income that is devoted to saving andtaxes on consumption.The
increase in saving would have kept the aid recipients out of debt
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troubles and would have promoted increase
as
in investment. Having
aid increase with country saving is the opposite
of the currentsystem,
where a country with lower saving has a higher
financing gap and so
gets more aid.

Investment to Growth
The second link in the financing gap approach is the
link from investment to growth.Does investment have aquick growth payoff, as the
financing gap model assumed?
I start assuming the same short-run investment-growth relationship across all countries. I tried using four-year averages to assess
the growth-investment relationship.(Five years is acommon forecast
horizon on country desks in the
IFIs. Country economists usually
project the first year from current business conditions, so four years
is de facto the common horizon for projections.) The results with
four-year averages do not bode well for the financing gap approach:
there is no statistical association between growth in one four-year
period and investment in the previous four-year period.47
Let’s now allow the investment-growth relationship to varyacross
countries by examining the link from investment to growth individually for each country. We have 138 countries with at least ten observations on growth and investment. Again there are two tests of the
investment-to-growth link. First, countries should display a positive
statistical association between growth and last year’s investment.
Second, the investment-growth relationships should
be in the ”usual”
range to give reasonable ”financing gaps.” The four economies that
pass both tests are an unusual assortment: Israel, Liberia, R6union
(a tiny French colony), and Tunisia.48
Remembering the few countries where the aid-to-investment link
worked as expected, I can now say that the financing gap approach
fits one country: Tunisia. Before Tunisians throw a national celebration, I should point out that1 success out of 138 countries is likely to
have occurred by chance even if the model made no sense, which so
far the evidence says it doesn’t.

Is Investment Necessary in the Short Run?
For the other 137 countries, the ritual incantation of us practitioners
at this point is that investment is necessary but not sufficient. I can
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test this idea by checking how many four-year-long high-growth
episodes (7 percent and above) were accompanied by the necessary
investment rates in the previous four years. Nine-tenths of the countries violate the “necessary” condition. At the short-run horizons at
which we IF1 economists work, there is no evidence that investment
is either a necessary or a sufficient condition for high growth. In the
longer run, accumulation of machines does go along with growth,
but I will discuss in the next chapter how investment is not the
causal force; instead it is technology.
Using the four-year averages for bothgrowthand
investment,
let’s also look at episodes where growth increased and see how often
investment increased by the ”required amount.” During
episodes
of increased growth with four-year periods, investment increased
by the “required amount” only 6 percent of the time. The other 94
percent of the episodes violated the ”necessary condition.” Empirically, increases in investment are neither necessary nor sufficient for
increases in growth over the short to medium run.
To understand why the idea that growth is proportional to last
period’s investment doesn’t workout in practice, rememberthat
such a relationship assumed that machines were the constraint on
production, because it assumed that laborers were perpetually in
excess supply. Nobel laureateRobert Solow, whose model of growth
I discuss in the next chapter, pointed out the problem with this
assumption aslong ago as 1956 (although his insight went unheeded
by those of us in the IFIs for the succeeding four decades). If there is
an abundant supply of laborers and a limited supply of machines,
then companies will have a strong incentive to use technology that
uses a lot of workers and few machines. For example, road construction projects in the labor-scarce United States use many jackhammers
and relatively few workers. By contrast, road construction projects in
labor-abundant India use manyworkerswith
picks breaking up
rocks. The idea that investment is a rigid constraint on growth is
incompatible with ”people respond to incentives.”
The surplus labor idea led to another cause for urgency to fill
the gap for the ”necessary” investment-if the investment is not
forthcoming to generate enough output growth to absorb more of
this excess labor, unemployment will increase. For example, a 1998
World Bank report on Egypt usedthe usual growth-proportional-toinvestment idea, and then noted the alarming possibility that unemployment would shoot up to 20 percent of the labor force in 2002 (as
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opposed to 9.5 percent in 1998) if growth was only 2 percent. If on
the other hand, growth were
6.5 percent (with the accompanying
higher investment), unemployment in 2002 would be only 6.4 percent of the labor force.49The idea of low investment mechanically
increasing unemployment is silly-it ignores again the possibility
of substitutinglabor for machinery. If machines increase slowly
because of low investment, then the presumably abundant workers
will be substituted for the scarce machines. The surplus labor idea
suggests that additional people have
no effect on production at a
given rate of investment, an idea strongly rejected by the evidence.
How could we have gotten more
of a growth response from investment? It is true that as an economy grows, it will need more
machines. But the reason that the rigid investment-and-growth relationship has not worked is that machinery investment is just one of
many forms of increasing future production, and all the forms are
responsiveto incentives. If incentives toinvestinthefutureare
strong, then there will be more investment in machines, but also
more adaptation of new technology (an important component of
growth,aswe
will see inthe next chapter). There will be more
investment in machines, but also more investment in education and
training. There will be more investment in machines, but also more
investment in organizational capital (designing
efficient institutions).
The multiple factors that affect growth cause therelationship
between growth and investment to be loose and unstable. Growth
fluctuates around an average for eachcountry,whileinvestment
rates drift allover the place. Nevertheless, it is common in the IFIs to
use the ratio of investment to growth (called the jaw-breaking name
of Incremental Capital toOutput Ratio, or ICOR) as an inverse measure of the ”productivity” of investment. For example, the World
Bank in a 2000 report on Thailand saw that one of the harbingers of
the 1997-98 financial crisis was that the ICOR ”was almost at its
historical high in 1996.”50Likewise a World Bank 2000 report on
Africa attributed Africa’slow and declining growth over 1970 to
1997 to low and declining investment productivity ”as measured by
the incremental capital-output ratio.”51 TheICOR is reified to the
extent that it is seen as an independent causal factor, when it really
is just the ratio of two things only loosely related. Even if growth
declined for reasons totally unrelated to investment
(like mismanaged banking systems in Thailand
or kleptocratic governments in
Africa), we couldstill tautologically say growthfell for an unchanged
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investment rate because the ICOR rose-that is, the ratio of growth
to investment fell. We could equally say the price of apples fell because the price of oranges was unchanged and the price ratio of apples to oranges fell!
Rather than worrying about how muchinvestment is ”needed” to
sustain a given growth rate, we should concentrate on strengthening
incentives to invest in the future and let the various forms of investment play out howthey may. (I talk more about howto do this at the
end of this chapter and in futurechapters.)

Jointly Checking the Aid-to-Investment andInvestment-toGrowth Links
I can construct a scenario of what income a country would have
achieved if the predictions of the financing gap approach had been
correct and then compare the prediction to the actual outcome. The
financing gap model predicts that aid goes into investment one to
one, or more. I stick to the one-to-one prediction to be conservative. So investment to GDP will increase over the initial year by the
amount that aid to GDP increases over the initial year. Then this
investment will increase growth in the next period. This predicts
total GDP growth. To get per capita growth, I subtract actual population growth.
I start with comparison
a
of what Zambians’ actual average income
to what would have been, $2 billion of aid later, if filling the financing gap had worked as predicted (figure 2.1). Zambia today would
be an industrialized country with a per capita income of $20,000,
instead of its actual condition as one of the poorest countries in the
world with a per capita income of $600 (which is one-third lower
than at independence). Zambia is one of the worst cases for the
financing gap approach, because it already had a high investment
rate before aid and it got a lot of aid. But Zambia’s investment rate
went down, not up, as the aid increased, and the investment in any
case did not yield
What about the financing gap approach’s predicted growth for all
of the aid recipients? First, the countries‘ actual growth was more
often than not lower than predicted growth. Second, the financing
gap model did not successfully pick out the growth superstars. The
most notable examplesare the predicted superstars like GuineaBissau, Jamaica, Zambia,Guyana,Comoros,Chad,
Mauritania,
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Mozambique, and Zimbabwe, countries that instead turned out to be
growth disasters despite highinitial investment and high subsequent
aid. We have real superstars like Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand,
Malaysia, and Indonesia (superstars untilvery recently, at least) that
the financing gap predictions did not pick up. These were countries
that had low initial investment or low subsequent aid (or both) yet
grew rapidly. There is virtually no association between predicted
and actual growth.
Fifty Years Is Enough

The aid-financed investment fetish has led us astray on ourquest for
growth for fifty years. The model should finally be laid to rest. We
should eliminate the notion of the financing gap altogether, with its
spurious precision on howmuch aid a country needs. We should not
attempt to estimate how much investment a country ”needs” for a
given target growth rate, because there is no stable short-run link
between investment and growth. We should not attempt to estimate
how much aid a country ”needs” for a given growth rate, because
there is no economic model that addresses that question.
Moreover, giving aid on the basis of the financing gap creates
perverse incentives for the recipient, as wasrecognized long ago. The
financing gap is larger, and aid larger, the lower the saving of the
recipient. This creates incentives against the recipient’s marshaling
its own resources for development.
To return to the Ghana story, the sad reality is that Ghana is about
as poor today as it was forty-three years ago at independence. If
aid is given to countries that create good incentives for saving and
growth, as we will detail more in part 111, then aid will be more
effective at helping countries on the quest for growth. The more
hopeful reality is that Ghana has had a healthy 2 percent per capita
growth rate since reforms (and fresh aid inflows) began after the low
point in 1983.
Still, the fetish for achieving growthbybuilding factories and
machines proved amazingly resistant to blasted hopes. In the next
chapter, we will see how a more flexible version of the machine
fetish would be held out as a panacea for growth.

Intermezzo: Parmila
Parmila is an Indian widow in her early thirties. Her husband passed
away last year after a prolonged illness, leavingher to fend forher sevenyear-old son and three-year-old daughter. The land that her husband once
owned had to be sold of to raise money for his expensive treatment. Today
Parmila is left with no land and finds it extremely diflcult to make ends
meet.
Parmila comes from a well-offamily in Khairplan village of Singhbhum
district, but destitution has forced her to take up menial work despite her
lineage. She earns her living by selling firewood, dehuskingrice grains,
and working as a daily laborer for local contractors. She collects wood
from the nearby forests and dries it, then twice a week walks 8 kilometers
to sell thewood at Jamshedpur market. She findsemployment on farms in
the months of Agrahayan and Poush (from mid-November to midJanuary) dehusking rice. She dehusks 36 kilograms of rice a day working
for nine hours; one-twelfth of her daily output is paid to her as wage.
Thus, two weeks of work in each of the two months fetches her about
90 kilograms of rice in wages. Her daily household consumption of rice
amounts to about 1 kilo, so the rice she earns as wages lasts for nearly
three months. In addition, Parmila works for a local contractor and gets
about ten days of work a month at a construction site. For this work, she
is paid 25 rupees daily, which is less than half of the minimum wages set
by the Minimum Wages Act. This work, however, is not available during
the fourmonths of the rainy season.
Parmila does not receive any support fromher relatives or in-laws.
Nevertheless, in spite of her destitution, she has high hopes for her two
children, whom she regularly sends to the local village school. She even
has plans to send them to Dimna Higher Middle School when they grow
up. She plans to take up making pufed rice to save enough money to be
able to send her two children to school.
Parmila has great self-respect and despite her woes refuses to be looked
at with sympathy. "Even in times of acute crisis, l held my nerves and
did not give in to circumstances. My God has always stood with me,"
says Parmila in a confident t0ne.l
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Solow’s Surprise:

Investment Is Not the Key

to Growth

Politicians are the same all over. They promise to build bridges, even where there are
no rivers.

Nikita Khrushchev

Nobel laureate Robert Solow published his theory of growth in a
couple of articles in 1956 and 1957. His conclusion surprised many,
and still surprises many today: investment in machinery cannot be a
source of growth in the long run.
Solow argued that the only
possible
source of growth in the long run is technological change. Solow in
the 1957 article calculated that technological change accounted for
seventh-eighths of U.S. growth per worker over the first half of the
twentieth century.
While economistsapplied(andstillapply)
Solow’s model of
growth to many poor countries, many are reluctant to
accept his
view that technological change,notinvestment,driveslong-run
growth. While development practitioners slowly weaned themselves
from the Harrod-Domar conclusion that growth was proportionalto
investment in the short run, they continued
to believe that investment was the dominant determinantof growth in the long run.
Economists call the belief that increasing buildings and machinery
isthefundamentaldeterminant
of growth capitalfundamentalism.
Whethercapitalfundamentalismholdsis
fiercely debatedinthe
academic literature on growth; we will see in the next chapter what
happens when the notion of ”capital” is extended to include skills
andeducation-humancapital.
In thischapter,wewillseethat
capitalfundamentalismisincompatiblewith”peoplerespond
to
incentives.”
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But capital fundamentalism has few doubters in the international
financial institutions. Paging through their recent reports, one finds
statements like these: ”The adjustment experience of sub-Saharan
Africa has demonstrated thatto achieve gains in real per capita GDP
an expansion in private saving andinvestment is key” (International
Monetary Fund, 1996).l Latin America too must meet ”the challenge
of sustaining the level of investment necessary for continued output
growth” (Inter-American Development Bank, 1995).2 In the Middle
East, ”Improving the investment performance-in both human and
physical assets-is an important determinantof the ...region’s ability to grow” (IMF, 1996).3 In East Asia,”accumulation of productive
assets is the foundation of economic growth” (WorldBank, 1993).4In
case you have any remaining doubts, you should know that ”additional investment is the answer-or part of the answer-to most
policy problems in the economic and social arena” (United Nations
1996).5
But the conventional wisdom that investment in buildings and
machinery is the key to long-run development is another panacea
that has not met expectations.

Solow‘s Shocker
To see how Solow arrived at his surprising conclusion that investment cannot be the source of growth, let’s go back to his original
vision of growth in his 1956 article, with the 1957 follow-up article.
The more men and machines an economy had, the higher its production was. Over time production would grow as we invested in
more machines and had more workers.
When we say “growth,” what wemean is that each person’s
standard of living should keep increasing. The only way that wecan
have a higher standard living for each of us, on average, is if each of
us produces more goods, on average. So what we areinterested in is
production per worker, sometimes called labor productivity.
We want production per worker to increase, and there are only
two inputs into production: machines and workers. So you might
think that the way to increase production per worker is to increase
machines faster than the number of workers is increasing. In other
words, the way to increase production per worker is to increase
machines per worker.
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But increasing machines per worker immediately runs into problems. As we increase machines per worker, eventually each worker
will be using more than one machine at once, dashing madly from
one machine to another, like Charlie Chaplin in the movie Modern
Times. It’s hard to believe that anything good will happen to production from giving one more machine to a worker who already has
eight of them. This is diminishing returns.
Diminishing returns has a simple and unavoidable logic: increasing one ingredientof production relative to another ingredient indefinitely cannot increase production indefinitely. When you increase
machines relative to workers, the return to each additional machine
will get lower and lower.
To see diminishing returns in action, suppose for a moment that
one ingredient isfixed, and you try to increase the other one.
The Flour Next Time

Today I am making my kids’ favorite breakfast food, pancakes. My
pancake recipe calls for one cup milk and two cups Bisquick flour.
These proportions are not totally rigid. I think my pancake connoisseurs will still eat themif I make the pancakes thinnerby using more
milk than the recipe calls for.
Then I realize that I have just barely the right amount of Bisquick
for pancakes sufficient for my three children. Suddenlymy daughter
Rachel reminds me that her friend Eve is coming over for brunch. I
knew thisbut forgot. Concealing the bowlof pancake batter from her
view, I slip another cup of milk into the bowl. Nobody will notice.
Then my son, Caleb, reminds me that his friend, pancake-devouring
Kevin, is coming over for brunch too. I slip some moremilk into the
batter. Maybe they won’t notice. Then my co-parent comes in and
reminds me that my preschooler Grace’s friend Colleen is coming
too. In desperation I dump yet more milk into the pancake batter.
Fifteen minutes later, the eating audiencerejects the world’s thinnest
pancakes in disgust.
This is diminishing returns in action: increasing one ingredient
whiletheotheringredientisunchangeddoesnotenable
me to
achieve sustained growth in production
of pancakes. Diminishing
returns sets in to the ingredient that I am trying to increase (milk)
while the other ingredient (Bisquick) is unchanged. I indeed have
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diminishing returns to milk. The effect of the first cup of milk on my
pancake production was very favorable. Without that cup of milk
I have nothing but dry Bisquick; with it I have at least a thick pancake. But when I have already dumped in three cups of milk for only
two cupsof flour, adding yet one more cupof milk has apitiful effect
on pancake production.
We can increase production of GDP for a given number of workers
by increasing machines per person. If there were no machines to
begin with, this is Okay; then an additional machine wouldincrease
output a lot. When there were already plenty of machines, an additional machine would increase output very little.
How severe these diminishing returns are going to be depends on
how important capital is in production. The diminishing returns in
my pancake experiment depended on how important the ingredient
was that I tried to expand by itself. My failed attempt to expand
pancake production by increasing one ingredient would have been
even more disastrous if I had been increasing one of the more minor
ingredients, like salt, holding everything else constant. I don’t think
my customers would like the results if I tried to double pancake
production by adding more and more salt to an unchanging amount
of flour and milk.
If a minor ingredientlike salt had been the only ingredient in fixed
supply, on the other hand, I would have had alot more potential to
expand pancake production. If I had run out of salt and still had
plenty of flour and milk left, I would have beenin fine shape for the
demands of the children. I think I could have got away with it if I
doubled flour and milk together, leaving salt unchanged.A lot of the
debate about capital fundamentalism will turn on how important
capital is as an ingredientto production.
The reason that Solow’s diminishing returns to investment had
particular fury was that buildings and machines are a surprisingly
minor ingredient in total GDP. We can get a measure of the importance of capital in the United States by calculating the share of capital income in total income. Capital income means all the income that
accrues to the direct or indirect owners of the buildings andmachines:
corporate profits, stock dividends, andinterest income on loans (since
loans finance part of investment). Solow estimated capital income to
be about one-third of total GDP in the United States in his 1957 article.6 It is still about one-third of total income today.7The other twothirds of income is wage income, that is, income to workers.
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Thus, capital accounts for only one-third of total production, and
workers account for two-thirds of total production.If capital accounts
for only one-third of output, then diminishing returns to investment
are going to be severe. When machines are scarce, the additional
output from one more machine will be high. When machines are
abundant, additional output from one more machinewill be low.
Not the Way to Grow

Diminishingreturnsallseemssimple
and obvious, but it led to
Solow’s surprise. Increasing machines was nut a feasible way to sustain growth. If an economy tried to grow by buying more and more
machines, then there might be extremely high growth at the beginning when machines were scarce. But diminishing returns means
that growth would fall as machines become abundant relative to the
labor force. If machines per person grew at a constant rate, eventually the growth of output per person would drop to zero.
Another surprising implication of Solow’s view was that saving
will not sustain growth.The saving divertsmoney from consumption
today toward buying machinery for production tomorrow, but this
does nut raise the long-run rateof growth, because machinery cannot
be a source of long-run growth. So high-saving economies would
achieve nohighersustainedgrowth
than a low-savingeconomy
would. Growth in bothcases would drop to zero as the unavoidable
diminishing returns to increasing machines set in. The high-saving
economy would have higher income than the low-saving economy,
but neither would be able to sustain growth.
Here was Solow’s surprise: the simple logic of production suggested that growth of output per worker could notbe sustained. Yet
the United States and many other industrial economies had already
sustained economic growth of 2 percent per worker for two centuries. How did we observe sustained growth of output per worker
when such sustained growth is not logically possible?
It’s Technology, Stupid

Solow’s solution tohis surprising paradox wastechnological change.
Technological change would progressively economize on the ingredient in fixed supply: labor. In other words, technological change
keeps making a givenamount of labor go further.
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Solow argued that technological progress happened for noneconomic reasons like advances in basic science. Judging by the steady
advance of the technological frontier in the United States, it was
plausible to assume a constant rate of technological progress. It was
this rate of technological progress that determined long-run growth
of income per person.
Think of technology as a blueprint that arranges the workers and
machines. Technological change means these blueprints get better
and better. Say that the workers first had blueprints telling each of
them to follow the item being manufactured all the way through the
production process. I haul the raw material from the pile out back,
then carry it to the melting-down machine, and I melt it down. I next
carry the molten slop over to the molding machineand mold the slop
into a product.Then I take the molded product over to the finishing
machine, and I finish it. Then I carry it over to the painting machine,
and I paint it. I throw the product into the shipment truck. Then I
get into the shipment truck and drive it over to the house of the
customer who had ordered the product. I take the customer’s money
and go to the bank to deposit it and then drive back to the plant.
Then I haul some more raw material from the pile out back, carry it
over to the melting-down machine ...
Then I get a new blueprint in the mail, courtesy of a certain Mr.
H. Ford of Dearborn, Michigan. Mr. Ford suggests that it would be
more efficient to have each worker stay at one machineand have the
product rather than the workers move. Mr. Ford suggests installing
a conveyor belt to carry the product from one machine to the next.
So now I stay put at one machine, the painting machine. All of the
time that I spent running from one machine tonext
the is eliminated.
I also get very skilled at painting.I can use the extra time and skill to
paint more products.Each of the other workers at the other machines
also has extra time to produce more. The new labor-saving blueprint
allows a given number of workers to produce more with the same
machines.8
If the new blueprintcomes along at the same time as new machines
are added, then the technical leap forward will stave off diminishing
returns. I am more effective because of the more intelligent way of
arranging my labor time. The new blueprinteffectively gives us more
workers, so effectively labor and machinery have bothincreased, and
there is no diminishing returns to machinery.
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This exampleillustratesthegeneral
principle: technical change
will avoid diminishing returns if it saves on the ingredient in fixed
supply: labor. Each worker becomes more and more efficient thanks
to better technology, so it seems as if there were more workers. The
effective number of workers keeps up with theincreasing number of
machines, so diminishing returns never sets in.
In the long run, all of growth of production per worker has to be
labor-saving technical change.
An Aside About the Luddite Fallacy

Some people believe labor-saving technological change is badfor the
workers because it throws them outof work. This is the Luddite fallacy, one of the silliest ideas to evercome along in the long tradition
of silly ideas in economics. Seeing why it’s silly is a good way to
illustrate further Solow’s logic.
The original Luddites were hosiery and lace workers in Nottingham,England,in
1811.9 They smashedknitting
machines that
embodied new labor-saving technology as a protest against unemployment (theirs), publicizing their actions in circulars mysteriously
signed ”King Ludd.” Smashing machines was understandable protection of self-interest for the hosiery workers. They had skills specific to the old technology and knew their skills would not be worth
much with the new technology. English government officials, after
careful study, addressed the Luddites’concerns by hanging fourteen
of them in January1813.
The intellectual silliness came later, when some thinkers generalized the Luddites’ plight into the Ludditefallacy: that aneconomywide technical breakthrough enabling production
of the same amount
of goods with fewer workers will result in an economy with-fewer
workers. Somehow it never occurs to believers in Luddism that
there’s
another alternative: produce more goods with the same number
of
workers. Labor-saving technology is another term for output-per-workerincreasing technology. All of the incentives of a market economy point
toward increasing investment andoutput ratherthandecreasing
employment; otherwise some extremely dumb factory owners are
forgoing profit opportunities. With more output for the same number of workers, there is more income for each worker.
Of course, there could very
well be some unemployment
of workers
who know only the old technology-like the original Luddites-and
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this unemployment will be excruciating to its victims. But workers
as a whole are better off with more powerful output-producing technology available to them. Luddites confuse the shift of employment
from old to new technologies with anoverall decline in employment.
The former happens; the latter doesn’t. Economies experiencing technical progress, like Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United
States, do not show any long-run trend toward
increasing unemployment; they do show a long-run trend toward increasing income
per worker.1°
Solow’s logic had made clear that labor-saving technical advance
was the only way that output per worker could keep increasing in
the long run. The neo-Luddites, with unintentional irony, denigrate
the only way that workers’ incomes can keep increasing in the long
run: labor-saving technological progress.
The Luddite fallacy is very much alive today. Justcheck out such a
respectable document as the annual Human Development Report of the
United Nations Development Program.The 1996Human Development
Report frets about ”jobless growth” in many countries. The authors
say ”jobless growth”happenswhenever the rate of employment
growth is not as high as the rate of output growth, which leads to
”very low incomes” for millions of workers. The 1993 Human Development Report expressed the same concern about this ”problem” of
jobless growth, which wasespecially severe in developing countries
between 1960 and 1973: ”GDP growth rates were fairly high, but
employment growth rates were
less than half this.”ll Similarly, a
study of Vietnam in 2000 lamented the slow growth of manufacturing employment relative to manufacturing output.12 The authors of
all these reports forgot that having GDP rise faster than employment
is called growth of income per worker, which happens to be the only
way that workers’ “very low incomes” can increase.13
Transitions

Increases in machinery per worker could not be asource of long-run
growth, but they could be a source of growth in the transition to the
long-run path. An economy that started with
very few machines
would have very
a
high returnto each additional machine. Because of
these high returns,investment would temporarily bring high growth.
As the machines accumulated, diminishing returns would set in, and
growth would fall. Eventually the economy would settle down to a
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comfortable existence at the growth rate of labor-saving technological progress. So we could revive investment asan important sourceof
growth if transitions are important relativeto long-run growth.
However, there are problems with the idea that transitions are
important relative to the long-run growth rate.
If most growthcomes
from the transition to the long run, then there must have been very
few machines originally. The return to those machines must have
been very high, because they were so scarce. This means the return
on machines-the interest rate-in the economy would be very high
at the beginning. In fact, interest rates would have had to be ridiculously high; Robert King and Sergio Rebelo calculated that the U.S.
interest rate would have hadto be over 100 percent a century agofor
transitional increases in capital per worker to explain U.S. growth.
But the evidence we have on interest rates in the United Statessuggests that they have been relatively constant
over time (certainly
never 100 percent anyway); this confirms Solow’s finding that US.
growth was a long-run phenomenon, not a transitional movement
from low to high capital.
There is also a logical problem with making transitions and investment important in explaining growth.The assumption is that all
economies are starting far away from their long-run position. Then
investment in machinery will allegedly help the ones that started
below their long-run position to grow rapidly (after which they will
growattherate
of technological change). The onesthatstarted
above their long-run positionwill grow slowly or evendecline, until
they settle back down at their long-run position (after which they
will grow at the rate of technological change).
But the proponents of investment as the engineof growth have not
supplied a good reason thatall countries would beso far away from
their long-run position. In the absence of such a reason, the most
logical assumption is that most countries are close to the long-run
position. After all, what has the long run been doing all this time?

Solow in the Tropics
Solow nevermentioned income differences betweencountriesas
something that he was trying to explain. He applied his theoryonly
to growth in the United
States, where the keyfact was constant
growth over a long period.He never mentioned tropical countries in
any of his writings; in fact, he never applied his model to any other
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country besides the United States Solow is not to blame for how his
model was applied to the tropical countries. However, his model
became the basic theory of growthtaught in economicsclasses.
Economists in the 1960s did apply the Solow framework to explaining a wide variety of growth experiences, including the poor tropical
countries.
Here’s how it would work in explaining cross-country differences.
All countries are assumed to haveaccess to the same technology and
the same rate of technological progress. The thinking is that there is
no reason that major technological breakthroughs that happen in
one countrycannot be implemented in other countries. (That doesn’t
meanthat the countries do implement them; it means they could
implement them). Once the blueprints are available in one country,
the same blueprintscould be used in anyother country.
So we rule out differences in available technology. Then the only
reason some countries are poorer than others is that they have
started with very little machinery. Poor tropical countries will have
higher returns to machines than will the rich temperate countries.
Poor tropical countries will have strong incentives to grow more
rapidly thanthe mature temperate economies that are growingtheat
rate of technical progress. Eventually the poor tropics will catch up
to the rich temperate zone, and all will grow at the rate of technical
progress.
Any country that starts out with low
capital will offset this unlucky heritage with very high returns to capital. Since international
finance capital flows to countries with the highest rate of return
(people respond to incentives), international finance capital will flow
to this high-return, low-capital country. The unlucky country will
catch up to the more fortunate countries, erasing the memory of its
unlucky beginnings. The incentives guaranteethat the poor will
grow faster than the rich. You can see how nicely this view fits with
the postwar optimism about development1 described in the previous
chapter.
After the failure of growth in many poor countries, the problems
with the application of Solow’s vision to explain income differences
across countries becameapparent. Fellow Nobellaureate Robert
Lucas pointed out one of the big problems with the naive application
of the Solow vision to cross-country income differences. American
income per person is fifteen times larger than Indian income per
person. In the Solow framework, with technology the same across
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countries, this income difference couldariseonlybecause
U.S.
workers have more machines than do Indian workers. How many
times more machines would the U.S. workers be required to have to
explain an income superiority of 15 times? Since machinery is not
very important as an ingredient in production, the answer is: a lot.
Lucas‘s calculation implied that each American worker would have
to have around900 times more machines thaneach Indian worker.14
American workers do have manymore machines, but not that much
more. Those whohavedonethe
calculations find that American
workershaveonlyabouttwenty
times morecapitalthanIndian
workers.
Why is it necessary that Indian workers have such an exorbitant
superiority-900 times more machines-to explain an income difference of 15 times? It all goes back to the slight role of capital in
production: capital accountsfor only about a thirdof all production.
Explaining income differences across countries with relatively
a
minor
ingredient like capital doesn’t work. Accounting for all cross-country
income differences with Solow’s model would require a gargantuan
difference in machines per worker.
This should have been-butwasn’t-foreseen.
After all, Solow
himself had shown why machines could not explain differences in
income across time for the same country, like the increase in U.S.
output perworker over forty years: because machines would haveto
have been more relatively scarce at the beginning than they really
were. It is the same logic that shows why machines cannot explain
large differences in income across countries rather than across time.
But the solution to the diminishing-returns problem that
Solow
advanced for growthinthelongruninone
country-technical
progressdeterminedby
noneconomic causes like basic sciencedoes not work across countries. It could make sense to assume that
technology changes over time for noneconomic reasons like advances
in science. But to saythatcountrieshave
different growthrates
because they have different rates of technological progress for some
mysterious noneconomic reason is not very satisfying. This is just
answering the question of why growth rates differ by saying that
growth rates differ-which leads us back to economic incentives.
Technology mustvary across countries for economic reasons. If
technologyis so powerful as to explain sustained income growth
over time in the same country, it is the logical candidate to explain
big income differences between countries. And if technology differs
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between countries, there must be strong economic incentives to get
better technology. I take up the idea of technology responding to
incentives in Part 111.
Returns and Flows

We haven’t even gotten to the worst part about the idea that machinery was the key to development. Lucas also calculated the implied
rate of return to machines. Indian machinery should be 900 times
scarcer than US.machinery if we explain all of the US.-India income
difference with differences in machinery. Lucas used the Solow principle that machines have higher returns where they are scarce and
calculated that the profit rate yielded by Indian machines should be
58 times larger if they are so much scarcer. These super-returns are
the counterpart to King and Rebelo’s calculation that the return to
capital would have had to be over 100 percent a century ago if we
explained US.growth with transitional capital accumulation. With
such huge incentives to invest in poor countries, Lucas wondered,
“Why doesn’t capital flow from rich to poor countries?”
An answer might be that poorcountries have disadvantages tothe
investor like political instability, corruption, and the risk of expropriation. But these differences in rates of return are too large to be
canceled out by suchfactors. The foreign investor in India still comes
out ahead even if he only can get out of the country two rupees, on
average, of every one hundred rupees of profit. Nobody thinks that
the probability of expropriation in India is 98 percent. Even spectacularly venal governments do not attain a theft rate, on average over
many years, of ninety-eight cents on the dollar. Even allowing for
reasonable Indian political risk, Lucas argued, one should observe
capital fleeing from New York to New Delhi. People should respond
to incentives.
That didn’t happen. In the 1990s, the U.S. economy had a gross
inflow of new loans and investments from therest of the world equal
to $371 for each and every American every year. Over the same
period, the loans and investments coming into India worked out to
an inflow every year for each and every Indian of-four cents. The
incentives to invest in India were not there.
There was nothingpeculiar about India’s paucity of foreign capital
for a poor country. In 1990, the richest 20 percent of world population received 92 percent of portfolio capital gross inflows; the poorest
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20 percent received 0.1 percent of portfolio capitalinflows. The richest
20 percent of the world population received 79 percent of foreign
direct investment; the poorest 20 percent received 0.7 percent of foreign direct investment. Altogether, the richest
20 percent of the world
population received 88 percent of private capital gross inflows; the
poorest 20 percent received 1percent of private capital gross inflows.
The Growth That Wasn‘t
The most important evidence against theSolow vision applied across
countries was the failure of growth in many poor countries. With
high returns to scarce capital, the poor countries had every incentive
to grow faster than the rich countries. The poorer the country, the
fasterthegrowthshouldhavebeen.
The poorshallinheritthe
growth. It didn’t work out that way.
Ironically, the first economiststo recognize the failureof growth in
many poor countries were not specialists in poor countries at
all.
Development economists who did follow poor countries were certainly aware that things weregoing badly wrong inAfrica and Latin
America, but they didn’t
seem to notice the challenge to the old
growth paradigm. Instead it took a rich-country economist like Paul
Romer to look up the data and point out that the old paradigm was
not working.
Romer used data on over a hundred countries from the compilation of country incomes by Robert Summers and Alan Heston. At the
time of his presentationat the NationalBureau of Economic Research
Macroeconomics Annual Conference in 1987, he had data for growth
between 1960 and 1981. He showed that the poor countries were not
growing any faster than therich countries. He demonstrated that the
Solow prediction applied to tropical countries had failed.
Romer was showing 1960-1981 data to illustrate the failure of the
prediction that the poor grow faster. Ironically, these were the good
years for poor countries. The poor countries did even worse both
before and after theseyearsthatsuppliedtheoriginaldamaging
blow to the old Solow paradigm applied to the tropics.
The last year inRomer’s data set, 1981, was also the last good year
for many poor countries. As we will see in chapter5, Latin America
and sub-Saharan Africa had two lost decades for economic growth
after 1981. The Middle East and North Africa went into the tank a
little later. Since 1981, poor countries have not only not caughtup to
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rich countries; they have done worse than rich countries. They are
losing ground.
The poorest three-fifths of countries havehad nearly zero or
slightly
negative growth of income per person since 1981. The bottom twofifths of countries, already doing badly over the 1960 to 1981 period,
continued to do badly between 1981 and 1998. The middle fifth of
countries, which had done well between 1960 and 1981, did badly
between 1981 and 1998. The richest 20 percent of countries continue
to have a positive growth rate of about 1 percent per person. The
next richest fifth of countries, which includes the East Asian superstars, also had respectable growth on average.
Rich countries had some slowdown in growth. The United States
had growth per person
of 1.1percent over the 1981 to 1998 time frame
compared to 2.2 percent between 1960 and 1980. But this slowdown
is nothing compared to Nigeria’s change in per capita growth per
year from plus 4.8 percent over the 1960-1980 period to minus 1.5
percent between 1981 and 1998.
Despite all the moaning and groaning by rich peoples about slow
growth, they havedonemuchbetteronaveragethanthepoor
countries over the last half century. The ratio of the richest country’s
per capita income to that of the poorest country has risen sharply
over that period. The rich have grown richer; the poor have stagnated (figure 3.1).
For the whole period 1960 to 1999, the poorest countries did significantly worse than the rich countries, with the poorest two-fifths
barely mastering positive growth. The poorest four-fifths of countries in 1960 (includingonly those countriesonwhichwehave
available data) roughly correspond to what later became known as
the Third World. Seventy percent of these Third World countries
grew more slowly over the whole period than the median growth
of 2.4 percent per capita for the richest countries. They were falling
behind, not catching up.
The Mark of History

Now that it was apparent that this prediction of faster growth of
poor countries was not working out,economists started asking some
pointed questions about poor countries
in earlier periods. Economists had taken it as a given that poor countries were poor
when
they started applying the Solow model to the tropics in the 1960s.
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The maximum per capita income has grown strongly over the last half century, while
the minimum per capita income has stagnated.
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Nobody in the 1960s seemed to be asking how the poor nations had
gotten to be so much poorer than the rich nations.
A moment’s thought supplied the answer, although this moment
of thought didn’t come along until much later. The poor countries
had gotten to be poorer than the rich countries by growing more
slowly over some previous period. There had to be some primordial
time,back between the Adamand Eve era and now,when the
incomes of nations were much more
equal. Since the incomes of
nations are remarkablyunequalnow,
there musthavebeena
strong process of divergence of national incomes, contradicting the
prediction of the Solow model applied across countries that nations’
incomes would convergeto each other.
Lant Pritchett of the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
crystallized this moment of thought in arecent arti~1e.l~
The reasoning is straightforward. The very poor nations today are just barely
above the subsistence level in income per person. Subsistence means
not starving to death. Therefore, the very poor nations today must
have had about the same income a century or two ago as they do
today. It couldn’t have been less, because that would mean
they
were below subsistence a century or two ago, which is impossible
since they lived to tell the tale. The very rich nations were also much
closer to the subsistence level a century or two ago, since we do have
data showing they have had substantial growth of income per person over the last century or two. Therefore, the gap between the very
richest and the very poorest has grown over the past century or two.
If there’s any remaining doubt, you can get data on today’s poor
countries. An indefatigable economic historian, AngusMaddison,
has reconstructed data from 1820 to 1992 on a sample of twenty-six
countries. Although the poor countries were underrepresented in
Maddison’s sample, it is apparent even so that there has been alot of
divergence. The ratio of the richest country-the United States-to
the poorest country-Bangladesh-today
is about thirty times. The
ratio of the richest to poorest in 1820 was only about three times
(figure 3.2). All of today’s eight poor nations in the Maddison sample
were also at or near the bottom in 1820. (The historically highestranked nation of today’s eighth poorest, Mexico, was already the
tenth poorest in 1820.) The countries that were atthe bottom in 1820
largely stayed at the bottom; the richest countries increased their
incomes by afactor of ten or more.
This is a remarkable outcome. Fortoday’s rich countries, more
than 90 percent of today’s incomes have beencreated since 1820. Yet
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the income they had attainednearly two centuries ago was already a
meaningful predictor whether they would become rich.
The Winners Write Economic History

So why was there a presumption in economic thought for so long
that the poor catch up to the rich? William Baumol of Princeton, for
example, had a famous paper in which he showed that a group of
sixteen industrial countries had caught
up to the leader over the past
century. The poor among this group of countries had grown faster
than the rich. Therefore, he argued that there was
a general tendency
toward convergence of national incomes.16
Howhad Baumol gottensuch a different conclusion to what
wouldlater be the seemingly irrefutableargument of Pritchett?
Baumol’s conclusion, and similar ones that had floated around in
economic thought for a long time, turns out to be based on an error.
(It’s an unmistakable error once you point it out, but not obvious
before you point it out-and a nice illustration of how hard economists have to work to figure out even such a n elementary question
of whether the poor grow
faster than the rich.) Brad de Long of
Berkeley pointed out the error in Baumol’s analysis by asking how
Baumol had chosen his group of countries.17The countries that have
easily available historical data are today’s rich countries. It’s the rich
countries that can afford the economic historians who reconstruct
long series of income statistics. Baumol understandably selected a
sample of countries that had easily available data-and by doing
this unintentionally predetermined the answer in favor
of convergence. Naturally these countries, all rich today, wherever they began,
will seem to converge to each other.
Since the selection did notscreen
any out on the basis
of where they started, theylikely started from a
variety of circumstances. Some of them likely started out already
relatively rich and others relatively poor. Since they all wound up
rich at the end-because that’s the way Baumol implicitly chose the
group-it’s a lock that the initially poor in the group of rich-at-theend countries will have grown faster than the initially rich.
This biasexplains why Baumol wentastray (as he graciously
admitted once de Long pointed it out). More generally, this story
helps explain why there was such a bias in economic discussions for
so longtoassume
convergence of national incomes. Economists
looked mainly at those that were winners at the end, because those
were the countries thathad the good-quality data. (Also, economists
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from rich countries prefer to talk aboutand visit other rich countries.)
The winners write economic history.
EvenMaddison’s sample suffered alot from the selection bias
toward winners, as it includes only eight countries that the World
Bank today classifies as poor-less than a third of the sample. Since
poor nations makeup the vast majority of all countries in the world,
this is still a severe bias in favor of those that have wound up rich
today. The Maddison sample whose1820 income can be guessedhas
no country from Africa, for example. This Africa data shortage has
everything to do with Africa’s poverty. Chad today does
not support
a lot of economic historians rooting around in their country’s past.
Already poor (and illiterate) Chad in 1820 did not have a government statistics department churning out figures. From the reasoning
that today’s poor countries cannot have grown much,it is clear that
we would see even more evidence for the rich-getting-richer in a
more complete sample.
Even my discussion of trends over the 1960 to 1999 period was
biased toward the winners at the end. Virtually all winners at the
end have good data; the countries that have run into disasters often
do not have complete data.I can check this by looking at the World
Bank classification of countries at the end of the period as either
industrial (members of the Organization of Economic Cooperation
and Development) or developing. My calculation of trends over the
1960 to 1999 period,whichalreadyshowedthepoorcountries
growing more slowly, used only the 100 countries that have data for
1960 and 1999. Onlyoneindustrialcountry
lacks complete data:
Germany, because of the difficulty of getting consistent data before
and after unification. In contrast, half of the countries the World
Bank classifies as developing in1999 lack complete data. So my 1960
to 1999 sample was biased toward the winners at the end.
I already showed that a tendency for the poor countries to grow
more slowly over the 1960 to 1999 period and the rich countries to
grow faster. Now I know, because of the bias toward the winners,
that even this conclusion was understated. There were likely even
bigger disasters among poor countries that dropped out of the data
altogether-such asMyanmar,Zaire(Congo),
Liberia, Chad,and
Haiti. Poor economic performance makes it hard to keep statistical
offices running. For example, Zaire’s statistical office had collapsed
by 1999, but earlier data show long-run growth of -2.4 percent per
year.
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Growth Accounting Meets the Gang of Four
The most straightforward way to assess the importance of capital
accumulation is to account for howmuch of outputgrowthper
worker is explained by capital growth per worker. The contribution
of capital growth per workerto output growth per worker is equal to
the share of capital in productiontimes the growth rateof capital. As
I have alreadynoted, the share of capital in production is about onethird, so if capital per worker were growing at 3 percent, then the
contribution of capital to growth would be one percentage point. If
growth of output perworker were 3 percent, then we would say that
capital accounted for one-third of the growth per worker. The part
of growth that is unexplained by capital accumulation will be the
part explained by technological progress. The contribution of laborsaving technological progress to growth is equal to the labor share
(which is one minus the capital share) times the growth rate of technical change. So if labor-saving technological change were growing
at 3 percent, then we would say technological change accounted for
two percentage points of the 3 percent growth.
Alwyn Young of the Chicago Business School did this kind of calculation for the fast-growing East Asian economies-the so-called
gang of four (Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and HongKong). He reached
the conclusion that most of the fast growth of East Asia was due to
capital accumulation and a relatively small part due to technological
progress. His most startling finding was for Singapore; there, technological progress occurred at a rate of only 0.2 percent per year. Paul
Krugman later popularized this finding in Foreign Afairs. He drew an
analogy between capital-intensive Singaporean growth and capitalintensive Soviet growth, setting off a cyclone of protest. Singapore’s
prime minister denounced Krugman publicly and announced that
Singapore would henceforth have a goal of 2 percent per year technological progress.18
Scholars as well as prime ministers have criticized the YoungKrugman finding (justly in my view) on several grounds. First, it
doesn’t take into account our official motto: people respond to
incentives. RobertBarro of Harvardand Xavier Sala-i-Martin of
Columbia pointed out in their textbook on growth that capital accumulation itself responds to technological change. If technology is
improving, then the rate of return of capital is improving. If the rate
of return on capital is improving, then more capital will be accumu-
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lated. In the long run, capital per worker, labor-saving technology,
and output per worker will all grow at the same rate (as they did in
the example).But we wouldsay that the cause
of growth is the growth
in technology, to which both capital accumulation
and output growth
respond. When Peter Klenow and Andrks Rodriguez-Clare redid the
Young calculations, taking into account the response of capital to
technological change, they found that
technological change accounted
for a much higher shareof output growth thanYoung had found for
the gang of four.
Second, the finding that capital accumulation accounts
for East
Asian growth, even if it were true, does not address whether that
experience can be replicated elsewhere. To address the latter question, we need to see how much the variation in capital growth rates
across countries accounts for the variation of growth per worker
across countries. The answer is not much. Klenow and RodriguezClare attribute only 3 percent of the variation of growth per worker
across countries to variations in capital growth per worker, while
variations in technological progress accounted for 91 percent (human
capital accounted for the punyremaining 6percent).19Another study
finds that variations in the growth
of physical capital explain only 25
percent of the variations in growth performanceacross countries.20
To make things concrete, consider some East Asia and non-East
Asia country examples. Both Nigeria and Hong Kong increased their
physical capital stock per worker by over 250 percent over the 1960
to 1985 timeframe. The results of this massive investmentwere
different: Nigeria’s output per worker rose by 12 percent from 1960
to 1985, whileHong Kong’s rose by 328 percent. And consider
anotherevenmore
capital-intensive pair:the Gambia andJapan
both increased their capital stocks per worker by over 500 percent
between 1960 and 1985. The result in the Gambia was that output
per worker rose 2 percent from 1960 to 1985, while in Japan it rose
260 percent.21 These are among the worst comparisons that onecan
make, but the result holdsfor the whole sample: variations in capital
growth do not explain much of the variations in output growth.
(It may be that capital investment is measured incorrectly because
not all of the measured ”investment” really went into productive
machines. I stillwould conclude that measured investment is not the
key to growth.)
To give another example of failure of capital-led growth, capital
per worker inTanzania’s manufacturing sector grew at 8 percent per
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annum over the period 1976 to 1990, but manufacturing output per
worker fell at 3.4 percent per annum over the same period. This is
particularly striking because one would expect that manufacturing
equipment and technological expertise could be purchased on the
international market, and so the relationship between inputs and
outputs in manufacturing should not differ much amongcountries.22
Third, the rates of return in East Asia did not behavethe way they
were supposed to if capital accumulation was the main source of
growth. As we saw, the rate of return to capital must be high at the
beginning if transitional capital accumulation is the main source of
growth. Capital accumulation should lead
to diminishing returns;
the rate of return to capital should fall. A study in 1997 found that
the rate of return to capital in Singapore actually increased over
time.23 This1997 study concludes that technological progress was
central to Singapore’s high growth of output per worker. He reached
similar conclusions for the other three members of the gang of four.
Conclusion

The World Bank helped finance the Morogoro Shoe Factory in
Tanzania in the 1970s. Thisshoe factory had labor, machines, and the
latest in shoe-making technology. It had everythingexcept-shoes. It
never produced more than 4 percent of its installed capacity. The
factory, which had planned to supply
the entire Tanzanian shoe
market and then export three-quarters of its planned production of
4 million shoes to Europe, never exported a single shoe. The plant
was not well designed for Tanzania’s climate; it had aluminum walls
and no ventilation system. Production finally ceased in 1990.24
Why machines in many developing countries are no more productive than tail fins on a Chevy has little to do with the machines
themselves and everything to do with the environment in which
producers used the machines. Morogoro Shoe Factory was ownedby
the government of Tanzania, a government that had failed at every
big and small development initiative since independence.
Multiplying machines when incentives for growth were lacking
was useless. Maybe the machineswouldproduce
things nobody
wanted. Or maybe the machines werethere but other crucial inputs
were unavailable (a common problem in Tanzania and elsewhere
was that imported raw
materials and spare parts were often unavailable because of government controls on selling dollars to pro-
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ducers).Not only could machines not beapermanent
source of
growth, even their genuineproductive potential often went to
waste because governments messed up the market incentives to use
machines efficiently.
Even when machines were used
efficiently, Solow’soriginal insight
that capital could not be the ultimate source of growth was right on
target. There is more capital in richer economies, but that is because
technological progress offsets diminishing returns.
The facts contradict the capital fundamentalists. The imams of
capital fundamentalism who applied the Solow model to the tropics
turned this insight on its head. If transitional capital accumulation
were the main source of growth differences, then countries should
have very high rates of return to capital at the beginning. They do
not. If transitional capital accumulationwere the main source of
growth differences, we would expect the poor capital-scarce countries to growfaster than the rich as they respond to these high returns
to capital. They do not. If transitional capital accumulation were the
main source of growth differences, we would expect financial capital
to flow from rich to poor countries in response to the high returns
to capital. It does not. If transitional capital accumulation were the
main source of growth differences, we would expect capital accumulation to explain a lot of the cross-country differences in growth.
It does not. Trying to grow by physical capital alone was another
useless panacea.
That’s not the end of the story, because there would be a determined effort to revive the application of the Solow model to poor
countries byaugmenting it witheducation of workers-human
capital. A new group of scholars would claim that controlling for
education and saving, poor countries did tend to grow faster than
rich countries. To see if educationprovedto be the panacea for
growth, let’s turn to the next chapter.

Intermezzo: Dry Cornstalks

Albert and Mercegrace Barthelemy and their children Detanie, Mercenise,
Amors, Indianise, and Alfeselive in La Brousse, Haiti. For twenty years
they have lived in the same house, whose dry mud wall is now crumbling.
The house has a dirt floor, and its only room is divided into sections by a
curtain. The thatched roof will likely be destroyed by the next heavy rain.
Last year, a daughter "got sick in the chest" and died. Mercegrace, age
forty-nine, doesn't know what disease killed her daughter, just as she does
not know that the disease that has handicapped Alfese, age eight, is called
polio. Indianise, fourteen,is a deaf mute.
Albert, fifty years old, goesout to his job of building a road connecting
their village to another. Albert is in debt from paying for
the burial of his
daughter last year. The interest rate from the moneylender is 50 percent.
Mercenise, age twenty, is waiting to marry her fianci, but there is no
money for the trousseau or the wedding.
Amors, age seventeen, goes out in the morning to examine the dried-out
cornstalks in the garden, thefamily's food supply, looking for edible ears.I
Today he finds an edibleear and a piece of sugarcane. Mercenise lights the
fire, grills the corn, and dividesit into six portions. Afterward each person
sucks on a piece of cane.
Amors goes o f to receive his year-end report card from the school, an
hour's walk over the mountain. Indianise goes to fetchwater from the
spring with two jerry cans anda donkey.
As darkness falls, the family goes tobed. Albert reads his son's report
card with the light of a bit of kerosene burning in a milk bottle. Amors
needs another two years to graduate fromprimary school. At seventeen,he
can hardly read and write. Albert may not be able to pay for Amors's
school fee forthe coming years. Still, he dreams of Amors's finishing his
education and leavingfor the city, where he could earn money to lift them
out of poverty.

4

Educated for What?

To be sure of hitting the target, shootfirst, and call whatever you hit the target.
Ashleigh Brilliant

Having devoted twenty-two outof the first twenty-eight years of my
life to getting an education, I have a natural bias toward thinking
education is important. So do many other well-educated experts.
In 1996, the UNESCO Commission on Education for the Twentyfirst Century published Learning: The Treasure Within. The chairman
of the commission, former European Commission president Jacques
Delors, wrote in the introduction that the commission did not see
education as a ”miracle cure.” Rather the members saw it as “one
of the principal means available to foster a deeper and more harmonious form of human development and thereby to reduce poverty,
exclusion, ignorance, oppression and war.”
The Commission on Education for the Twenty-first Century was
made up of a distinguished collection of unemployed statesmen and
stateswomen.Anothermember
was Michael Manley, the former
prime minister of Jamaica, apparently not disqualified as a development expert by his having bankrupted the Jamaican economy from
1972 to 1980.
Delors, in the introduction to Learning: The Treasure Within, quoted
some poetry from L a Fontaine:
Be sure (the ploughman said), not to sell the inheritance
Our forebears left to us:
A treasure lies concealed therein.

Then Delors drew on his own poetic muse to add:
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But the old man w a s wise
To show them before he died
That learning is the treasure.

Others have echoed the sentiment that education is ”one of the
principal means” to ”human development.” UNESCO, UNICEF, the
WorldBank, and the United Nations Development Program
convened a previous global body, the World Conference on Education
for All, held in Jomtien near Bangkok, Thailand, from March 5 to 9,
1990. In their official World Declaration on Education for All, they
noted that education accomplishes such tasks as ensuring “a safer,
healthier, more prosperousand environmentally sound world, while
simultaneously contributing to social, economic, and cultural progress, tolerance, and international cooperation.”l The World Conference on Education for All set a goal of universal primary education
in every country by the year 2000. (They didn’t make it, apparently
as ineffectual as they were well meaning.)
The secretarygeneral to UNESCO, Federico Mayor,chimed in
withrather less poetic language: ”The level of education of the
overall population of a particular country ... determine that country’s ability to share in world development, ... to benefit from the
advancement of knowledge and to make progress itself while contributing to the education of others. This is a self-evident truth thatis
no longer in dispute.”2
Other statements of this self-evident truth don’t go quite that far
but still stress education as oneof the secrets to success on the quest
for growth. The Inter-American Development Bank(IADB) noted
”that investment in human capital [education] promotes economic
growth is well recognized.” The 1997 World DevelopmentReport of
the World Bank notes that ”many attribute a good part of the East
Asian countries’ economic success to their unwavering commitment
to public funding for basic education as the cornerstoneof economic
d e ~ e l o p m e n t . ”A~ World Bank economist summarizes the conventional wisdom: ”The education and training of men and-although
often neglected-of women contributes directly to economic growth
through its effects onproductivity,earnings,
job mobility, entrepreneurial skills, and technological i n n ~ v a t i o n . ” ~
In the light of these affirmations of faith in education, it maycome
as a surprise-as it did to me-to learn that the growth response to
the dramatic educational expansion
of the last four decadeshas been
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distinctly disappointing. The failure of government-sponsored educational growth is once again due to our motto: people respond to
incentives. If the incentives toinvest in the future are not
there,
expanding education is worth little. Having the government force
you to go to school does not change your incentives to invest in the
future. Creating people with high skill in countries where the only
profitable activity is lobbying the government
for favors is not a
formula for success. Creating skills where there exists no technology
to use them is not going tofoster economic growth.
The Education Explosion

From 1960 to 1990, reflecting the paeans to education in government
policy circles, there was a remarkable expansionof schooling. Fueled
by the emphasis of the World Bank and other donors on basic education, primary enrollment had reached 100 percent in half of the
world’s countries by 1990. In 1960, only 28 percent of the world’s
nations had had 100 percent primary enrollment. The median primary enrollment increased from 80 percent in 1960 to 99 percent in
1990. Behind these figures lie educational miracles like Nepal, going
from 10 percent primary enrollment in1960 to 80 percent in 1990.
In 1960, there were such secondary education disasters as Niger,
which had only 1 in 200 of children of secondary school agein
school. Since 1960 the median rate of secondary enrollment in the
countries of the world has more than quadrupled, from
13 percent of
secondary school age children in 1960 to 45 percent in 1990.
We see similar explosions inuniversityenrollment.
In 1960,
twenty-nine countries had no college students whatsoever. By 1990,
only three countries (the Comoros, the Gambia, and Guinea-Bissau)
had none. From 1960 to 1990, the median college enrollment rate of
the countries of the world increased more than seven times, from 1
percent to 7.5 percent.
Where Has All the Education Gone?

What has been the response of economic growth to the educational
explosion? Alas, the answer is: little or none. The lack of association
between growth in schooling and GDP growth has been noted in
several studies. The lack of African growth despite an educational
explosion, caused one study to ask, “Where has all the education
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gone?”5 This study constructed a series on the growth in human
capital (education) and could find no positive association between
growth in education and growth of output per worker. (It actually
foundanegativeand
significant relationshipinsomestatistical
exercises.)6 Figure4.1 compares East Asia and Africa with numbers
from this study.
African countries with rapid growth human
in
capital over the 1960
to 1987 period-countries like Angola, Mozambique, Ghana, Zambia,
Madagascar, Sudan, and Senegal-were nevertheless growth disasters. Countries like Japan, with modest growth in human capital,
weregrowth miracles. Other East Asian miracles like Singapore,
Korea, China, and Indonesia did have rapid growth in human capital, but equal to or less than that of the African growth disasters. To
take one comparison, Zambia had slightly faster expansionhuman
in
capital than Korea, but Zambia’s growth rate was seven percentage
points lower.
This study also pointed out that Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union compare favorably with Western Europe and North
America inyears of schoolingattained. Yet wenowknowtheir
GDP per worker was only a small fraction
of Western European
and North American levels. For example, the 97 percent secondary
enrollment ratio of the United States is
only slightly higher than
Ukraine’s 92 percent, but the United States has nine times the per
capita income of Ukraine.
Another fact about the world also reflects poorly on education’s
contribution to growth. The median growth rate of poor countries
has fallen over time. The growth of output per worker was 3 percent
in the 1960s, 2.5 percent in the 1970s, -0.5 percent in the 1980s, and
0 percent in the 1990s. This study noted that the decline in growth
happened at the same time as the massive educational expansion in
the poor countries.
Because this study’s findings areso surprising, it’s worth checking
if they are replicated in others t ~ d i e sAnother
.~
set of economists did
a similar study of how growth responds to the percentage change in
the labor force’s average years of schooling from 1965 to 1985.8 They
also found that there is no relationship between growth in years of
schooling and per capita GDP growth, a nonrelationship that holds
even when they controlled for other determinants of growth. (They
did find a positive relationship between initial level
of education and
subsequent productivity growth.)
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You might think that Africa is explaining the nonassociation in
these two studies, perhaps because starting from a low initial base
may have blown
up the percentage change in human capital in Africa.
And we know that Africa has had poor growth. But this second
study still found a lack of correlation between schooling growth
and GDP growth when Africa was excluded from the sample. Also,
if the absolute change in average years of schooling is used instead
of the,percentage change, there is still a nonrelationship. Moreover,
the educational expansion had very different effects within Africa
(Figure 4.2).
This study did find that the level of initial schooling is positively
correlated withsubsequentproductivitygrowth.
Thus, a country
with high initial human capital will grow fast through the indirect
effect of human capital ongrowththroughproductivity.Other
economists have similarly found the growth of output to depend
positively on initial ~chooling.~
This relationship is usually thought
to be temporary. When there
is a highlevel of human capital relative
to physical capital, the return to investing in physical capital will be
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high and thus growthwill be higher until physical and human capital come back into balance.1°
The relationship has to be temporary, because the set-up
of growth
dependingoninitial
schooling doesn’t makemuch sense inthe
long run. As the first study noted, growth tends to fluctuate around
aconstantaveragewhile
schooling trends upward. The growthinitial schooling relationship would imply that growth should trend
upward, but this didn’t happen. For example, world average growth
decreased from the 1960s to the 1990s despite the increase in education levels. However well the initial schooling might drive growth
for short periods like decades or twenty-year averages, it doesn’t
make much sense as a long-run determinant of growth.
A third set of economists also found that variations in growth
across nations have verylittle to do withvariations in human capital
growth. If a country’s per capita growth rate is 1 percentage point
faster than average, they attribute only 0.06 percentage point of this
to human capital growth being faster than average, while growth in
productivity accounts for 0.91 percentage point of the output growth
being 1.0 percentage points faster. (The other factor that is also supposed to be a key to development, physical capital, contributes only
0.03 percentage point to the 1 percentage point faster growth.)ll
Yet a fourth study pointed out a more subtle problem with the
idea that growth in human capital is amajor force behind growth. If
human capital growth is driving GDP growth, then rapidly growing
economies will have rapidly growinghuman capital. This means that
youngworkers will haveconsiderablymore
human capitalthan
those who were educated during a timeof much lower human capital. This factor would tend to give the young workers higher wages
than the old workers. But everywhere we see wagesincreasing with
years of experience; the older workers always earn
significantly more
than the young, even in rapidly growing economies. Even if years
of experience count for something, we would have
expected fastgrowing countries to have less of a wage increase with experience,
because of the human capital advantage of the young. We do not
find this. So the growth of human capital cannot be that rapid in a
fast-growing economy, and cannot account for its rapid growth.12
This study pointed out an even more serious flaw in the level of
schooling to subsequent growth relationship. The causality between
initial schooling and subsequent growthcould be the reverse. If you
can forecast growth to some extent, then higher growth in the future
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will raise the rate of return to today‘s education. Education is worth
more where the skilled wage is rapidly growing than where
the
skilled wage is stagnant. The magnitude of the relationship between
initial schooling and subsequent growth is more consistent with the
story of growth causing schooling ratherthan schooling causing
gr0~th.l~
The bottom line is that education is another magic formula that
has failed to live up to expectations.
Education and Income

The finding thateducation doesn’t matter much for growth is
intensely controversial. Despite the failure of physical capital and
human capital growth to explain variations in growth, a number of
economists aver that physical capital and human capital can explain
the large international variations in income. These economists, like
Gregory Mankiw of Harvard, point out that income in the long run
in the Solow model is determined by saving in the form of physical
capital and bysaving in the form of human capital. Mankiw uses the
percentage of children enrolled in secondary school as his measure of
human capital saving. There is indeed a strong association between
income levels and secondary enrollment ratios. Mankiw shows that
his measures of saving in physical capital and human capital can
explain as much as 78 percent of the per capita income differences
among nations.14 How can this finding be reconciled with the finding
that growth in output is not related to growth in human capital?
Before getting to this question, however, notice how neatly Mankiw
ties up some of the loose ends in the Solow framework (as applied to
poor countries) by adding human capital. Physical capital accumulation could not be a source of growth in the Solow model because
it had severe diminishing returns, a consequence of the low share
(about a quarter to a third) of physical capital in output. Once we
add human capital, however, the share of all types of capital in
output goes all the way up to 80 percent. Diminishing returns to
human and physical capital together are much less severe. It’s as if
we are expanding the flour and milk together in the pancake example. These two ingredients are such an important part of the recipe
that we can increase pancake production quite a bit by increasing
them even if all the other ingredients stay unchanged. In the same
way, there is significant scope for increasing output by expanding
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physical and human capital together. This meant that countries with
the same technology could have very different incomes because of
humanand physical capitalaccumulation.Supporting
Mankiw’s
view, several studies gave evidence that high rates of physical and
human capital accumulation explained most of the high growth in
East Asia.15
Second, Mankiw tied up the loose end of the slow growth of poor
countries. Remember that poor countries were supposed to grow
faster but didn’t. Mankiw finds that once capital accumulation and
education are controlled for, poor countries did tend to grow faster.
The idea in the Solow model that all countries were moving toward
the same destination did not have to hold. Countries with different
rates of capital accumulation and education were headed todifferent
destinations. The ones who were saving a lot (both in the form of
human and physical capital) were moving toward being
rich; the
ones who were saving little were moving toward being poor.
But
being poor relative to your own final destination meant you would
move faster toward that destination. Another widelycited study also
found that poor countries grew faster, conditional on different control variables thanMankiw’s.16
Third, Mankiw tied up the loose end of the lack of capital flows to
poor countries. He supposed that human capital (people withskills)
could not move across countries but physical capital could. If poor
countries’ povertyisexplained by their low human capital, then
internationalinvestors will notwanttoinvestinthesecountries
because skilled labor is necessary to get a good return on machines.
If the skilled labor is absent, then the return on machinery is low.
This could explain why capital flows went more to rich countries
than to poorones.
Alas, nice theoretical packages don’t always bear close scrutiny.
There are three problems with Mankiw’s relationship between secondary enrollment and income.
The first problem is that secondary education is a very narrow
measure of educational accumulation. What about primary education? The relationshipbetweenpercapita
income andprimary
enrollment is considerably less satisfying. There appears to be no
strong relationship as onegoes from primary enrollmentof 0.2 to 0.9.
All of these countries are poor. The many countries with universal
primary enrollment have a higher average income than this group
but also have an incredible range of incomes, from very poor to very
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rich. In short, primary education varies much less across countries
than secondary education and explains much less of the variation
in income. Concentrating on secondaryeducation alone, Mankiw
exaggerated the variation of education in general.17
The second problem is with human capital’s earnings under the
Mankiw assumptions. Mankiw assumed that
capital flows would
equalize rates of return to physical capital. That leaves only human
capital to have different rates of return across countries. Explaining
income differenceswith humancapital alone is like explaining income
differences with physical capital alone. You are back to explaining
big differences in income with arelatively minor ingredient.If a poor
country is poor because of lack of skills, as Stanford’s Paul Romer
pointedoutin
his commenton Mankiw’s work,the few skilled
workers must be earning very high salaries.
Let’s compare the United States and India again. The United States
has fourteen times the per capita income of India in 1992. This is also
the ratio of unskilled wages in the United States to unskilled wages
in India. Unskilled labor is abundant in India while skilled labor is
scarce. Mankiw’s assumptions implied the wage for skilled labor
should be three times larger in India than in the United States.ls
Such wage differentials should induce skilled labor to try to move
from the United States to India. Instead, we see the reverse: skilled
Indians coming to the UnitedStates. What’s more, if the predictions
of Mankiw’s approach had come true, we would expect that the
unskilled Indians would bethe ones who wantto move to the United
States while skilled Indians would stay put. That
didn’t happen:
educated Indians were 14.4 times more likely to move to the United
States than uneducated Indians.
This propensity of skilled Indians to migrate to the United States is
part of the general brain drain phenomenon.A recent study of sixtyone poor countries found that people with secondary education and
above were morelikely to move to the United States than those with
primary education and belowin all of the sixty-one countries. Those
with university education were more likely to migrate than those
with secondary education in fifty-one of the countries. Some countries are losing most of their skilled workforce to the United States.
In Guyana, for example, a conservative estimate is that 77 percent of
those with university education have movedto the United States.19
We see the reverse of Mankiw’s prediction that the skilled would
want to moveto poor countries, because the skilled wage differential
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is actually infavor of the rich countries. An engineer in Bombay earns
$2,300 per year; an engineer in New York earns $55,000 a year.20
Instead of skilled wages being threetimes higher in Indiathan in the
United States, as the Mankiw framework predicted, skilled wages
aretwenty-fourtimeshigherintheUnitedStatesthan
in India.
Mankiw’s framework predicts a negativeassociation between skilled
wages and per capita income; instead, the association is strongly
positive.
The Mankiw framework also implies a nonsensically high ratio of
skilled to unskilled wages in India. The United States has fourteen
times the unskilled wage of India, according to Mankiw’s assumptions. Mankiw predicted that the
skilled wage in India would be
three times higher. If the ratio of skilled to unskilled wages is two
in the United States (as Mankiw suggested), then the skilled wage
in India should be eighty-four times the unskilled wage. If people
respond to incentives, then there should a massive movement into
education in India to acquireskills to earn theskilled wage. The rate
of return to education should
be forty-two times higher in India
than
in theUnited States. But no such mammoth skill differential exists in
India (or any other poor countries).
The wage of engineers in India is
only about three times the wage of building laborers. And studies
find that returns to educationin poor countries range no higherthan
twice that of rich countries-not forty-two times higher and even
then, the rate of return to education is only higher because the cost
of the investment-foregone earnings-is
lower in poor countries.21
The third problem is causality (again). What if high school education is a luxury in which you indulge
yourself as you get richer?
Then naturally demand for high schools would go up as per capita
income rises, but that would not prove anything how much high
schools make anyone more productive.
This brings me to amorefundamentalproblemIhavewith
Mankiw’s explanation of income differences across nations. Even
if we accepted his argument that income differences are explained
by differences in saving, then what explains differences in saving?
This solution only shifts the problem of explaining growth differences to one of explaining savingsdifferences across nations. I find it
unappealing to say that poor nations are poor because
they’re not
naturally thrifty. This is too close to blaming the poor for their own
poverty.
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Education and Incentives

One clue as to why educationis worth little more than hula hoops to
a society that wants to grow comes from what the educated people
are doing withtheir skills. In an economy withextensive government
intervention, the activity with the highest returns to skills might be
lobbying the government for favors. The government creates profit
opportunities by its interventions. For example, a government that
fixes the exchange rate, prohibits trading of foreign currency, and
creates high inflation has created the opportunity for profitable
trading in dollars. Skilled people will want to lobby the government
for access to foreign exchange at the low fixed rate and then resell it
on the black market for a fat profit. This activity does not contribute
to higher GDP; it just redistributes income from the poor exporter
who was forced to turn over his dollars at the official exchange rate
to the black market trader. In an economy with many government
interventions, skilled people opt for activities thatredistribute
incomeratherthan
activities that create growth.(Onesomewhat
whimsical piece of evidence that supports this story is that economies with lots of lawyers grow moreslowly than economies withlots
of engineers.)22For example, economies with a high black market
premium onforeign exchange have low growth
regardless of whether
they have high or low schooling. Economies with a lowblack market
premium have more growth with higher schooling than with lower
schooling. Schooling pays off only when government actions create
incentives for growth rather than redistribution.
Another clue is that the state largely drove the educational expansion by providing free public schooling and requiring that children
attend school. Administrative targets for universal primary education do not in themselves create the incentives for investing in the
future that matter for growth. The quality of education will be different in an economy withincentives to invest in the future versus an
economy where there are none. In an economy with incentives to
invest in the future, students will apply themselves to their studies,
parents will monitor the quality of education, and teachers will face
pressure to teach. In a stagnant economy without
incentives to invest
in the future, students will goof off in the classroom or sometimes
not show up atall, parents will often pull their children away to work
on the farm, and teachers will while the time away as overqualified
babysitters.
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Corruption, low salaries for teachers, and inadequate spending on
textbooks, paper, and pencils are all problems that wreck incentives
for quality education.
In Vila Junqueira, Brazil, people told interviewers that the ”state
school is falling apart, there are whole weeks without a teacher, no
director or efficient teachers, no safety, no hygiene.” In Malawi,
respondents said:
We hear the government introducedfree primary education and provides for
all essential requirements, note books, pens and pencils. The pupils have
never received these items. We still have to provide them ourselves. We
strongly believe it is not the government’s faultbut it is sheer malpractice on
the part of the school’s management. We have seen several teachers going
around selling notebooks and pens. In addition the teachers are not dedicated to their duty. Often pupils go back home without attending even a
single lesson. We hear they [the teachers] are unmotivated by poor working
conditions. Their salaries are particularly inadequate.It is not surprising that
they divert free primary education resources to supplement their miserable
salaries. This has adversely affected the standards of education at school.
Only ten pupils have been selected tosecondary schools in the last six
years.23

In Pakistan, politicians dispense teaching positions as patronage.
There is large-scale cheating at examinations, supervised by unscrupulous or intimidated teachers. Three-quarters of the teachers could
not pass theexams they administer to their students. The medium of
instruction in the public schools is Urdu, although the working language in this multilingual society is English. Some of the publicly
supported schools are Islamic schools, where the students mainly
learn the Koran. The other public schools are of such poor quality
that anyone who can afford to do so sends their children to expensive
private schools. High school students from rival religious factions
have fought each other in the
schools with A K - ~ ~Not
s . much
~ ~ good
is going to happen when there are more guns than textbooks in the
schools.25
Although teachers are often underpaid, there are sometimes
too
many of them. A common pattern is that much more is spent on
teacher salaries (a convenient vehicle for political patronage) than on
textbooks, paper, and pencils. Filmer and Pritchett find that spending on school materials has a rate of return ten to one hundredtimes
largerthanadditionalspendingon
teachers, whichmeansthat
school materials are very scarce relative to teachersz6
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A third clue comes from what is going on with other investments
in the economy. High skills are productive if they go together with
high-tech machinery, adaptation of advanced technology, and other
investments that happen in an
economy with incentives to grow.
Withoutincentivetogrow,thereisnohigh-techmachinery
or
advanced technology to complement the skills. You have created a
supply of skills where thereis no demand for skills. And so the skills
go to waste-with, say, highly educated taxi drivers-or the skilled
people emigrate to rich countries where they can match with hightech machines and advanced technology.
It is true that the creation
of skills itself could lead to incentives
for
investing in high-tech machinery and adapting advanced technology. However, if government policy has destroyed the incentive to
grow, this will more than offset the incentives to make other investments that the high skills could have otherwise created.
Conclusion

Despite allthe lofty sentimentsabouteducation,thereturnto
the educational explosion of the past four decades has
been disappointing. I think that learning under the right circumstances is
a very good thing, but administrative targets for enrollment rates
and overwrought rhetoric from international commissions do not in
themselves create the incentive to grow. Educationis another magic
formula that failedus on the questfor growth.
The creation of skills inpeople will respondtoincentives
to
invest in the future. No country has become rich with a universally
unskilled population. Enrollment in formalschooling may be a poor
measure of creation of skills.
Belatedly realizingthat lack of incentives for growthmightbe
responsible for thedisappointingresponse
to accumulationof
machines and schooling, the international community turnednext to
another idea: controlling population growth so as to economize on
machines and schools.

Intermezzo: Without a Refuge
Sudan has been at warfor seventeen years, a civil war between the north
and the south. The civil war is the second since independence; thefirst
also lasted for seventeen years. More than that, the war of north versus
south is a continuation of ethnic tensions that have existedfor centuries.
(To oversimplify, the ethnic split is roughly Arabic-Islamic north versus
African-Christian south). The civil war began again when President
Numayri of the northern-dominated governmentin Khartoum
promulgated Islamic law, the Shari'a, in September 1983.'
Around 20,000 boys between the agesof seven and seventeen in
southern Sudanfled their villagesat the beginning of the war, fearing that
the government would draft them as soldiersfor the north. Some of them
set out for refugee camps in Ethiopia, a journey of six to ten weeks. They
had to cross a large wilderness. Some boys lost their blankets, shoes,
clothes, and pots to bandits en route. Some were killed by epidemics or by
starvation. The survivors found a temporary peace in Ethiopia.
In May 1991, a new Ethiopian government asked them to leave, and
they had to return to Sudan. It was the rainy season, and some of the boys
drowned trying to cross the rivers. The remnant made it to a refugee camp
back in Sudan run by the Red Cross. But fighting broke out around them
again in late 1991, and they fled to refugee camps
in Kenya. Since 1992,
UNICEF has reunited about 1,200 boys with their families. Therest are
still in the camps in Kenya. As fourteen-year-old Simon Majok said, "We
children of the Sudan, we were not lucky."2
In 1999, there werefresh reports of Sudanese children fleeing into
Kenya, this time to escape intertribal warfarein the South.3 In March
2000, the organization Christian Solidarity International (CSI) alleged
that pro-government forces enslaved 188 southern Sudanese women and
children during raids on three villages in northern Bahr a1 G h a ~ a l . ~
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Cash for Condoms?

The only thing more dangerous than an economist is an amateur economist.

Bentley’s Second Law of Economics

The most unprepossessing candidatefor the Holy Grail of prosperity
is seven inches of latex: a condom. In the view of many of us development experts, population control is the elixir that would avoid
catastrophic starvation and enable poor nations tobecome rich. Foreign aid to finance population control-cash for condoms-is the
panacea that would bring prosperityto poor countries.
If there is a single thing that has scared observers of the Third
World, it is population growth. To many, population growth catastrophically imperils the prosperity of poor nations, if not the very
lives of their inhabitants. Conversely, control of population through
family planning-using
condoms during sex tobe explicit-will
promote the prosperityof poor nations.
Population is an old concern in economics. Thomas Malthus in
the early nineteenth century famously saw exponential population
growth outracing food production, which he said would lead to a
major population correction in the form of widespread famines. The
latter-day incarnation of Thomas Malthus is Stanford biologist Paul
Ehrlich. Ehrlich in his famous cri de coeur of 1968, The PopuZation
Bomb, foresaw that within a decadeafter his writing, famines would
sweep ”repeatedly across Asia, Africa, and South America,” killing
perhaps as many asone-fifth of the world’s population.’ Worldwide
disease epidemics among the crowded poor,
possibly including a
resurgence of bubonic plague, would add to the death rates.
The greatpopulationscare
ismainly notable for whatdidn’t
happen: widespread deaths from famine.In the 1960s, when Ehrlich
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penned his eloquent alert, about one out of every ten nations was
having a famine at
least once per decade. By the 1990s, just one
country out of the two-hundred in the world had a famine. Global
population did about double from1960 to 1998, but food production
tripled over the same period in both rich and poor nations.2Far from
us seeing increasing food shortages, food prices have fallen by nearly
half over the past two decade^.^
In Pakistan, for example, one of the many places where Ehrlich
anticipated famine and food riots ”possibly in the early 70s, certainly
by the early 1980s,” food productionhasdoubled
over the past
decade and a half.4 Food production in the entire developing world
rose 87 percent over the same time period.Perhaps this is why
Ehrlich confessed recently that it takes him “constant effort to realize
that the habitability of earth is rapidly d e ~ a y i n g . ” ~
Ehrlich was concerned in 1968 about population growth. The rate
of annual world population growth peaked about whenThe Population Bomb was published, at about 2.1 percent. Since then the population growth rate has declined, with the World Bank now projecting
world population growthof 1.1percent per year out to 2015.6 Population growth has fallen despite the fall in death rates, because
birthrates have fallen even more.7
Still, the population scare is very much alive. A contemporary heir
to the throne of population alarmism is Lester Brown of the World
Watch Institute. According to the press release for his 1999book,
modestly entitled Beyond Malthus, ”The worldis now starting to reap
the consequences of its past neglect of the population issue.” “After
nearly half a century of continuous population growth,” the news
release dolefully continues, ”the demand in many countries for food,
water, and forest products is simply outrunning the capacity of local
life support systems.”8State of the World 2000 from the World Watch
Institute warns that population growth ”may
more directly affect
economic progress than any other single trend, exacerbating nearly
all other environmental and social problem^."^ And Pakistan is imperiled again: ”Pakistan’s projected growth from 146 million today
to 345 million by 2050 will shrink its grainland per person from
0.08
hectares at present to 0.03 hectares, an area scarcely the size of a
tennis court.”1o
The organization Population Action International notes that ”the
capacity of farmers to feed the world’s future population is also in
jeopardy.”’l The Population Institute warns bluntly of ”The Four
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Horsemen of the 21st Century Apocalypse: Overpopulation. Deforestation. Water Scarcity. Famine.” As a a result, ”Developed countries
will be lookingat staggering disasterrelief budgets as a result
...and
only a few years from now.’’12
Not only that but, according to Lester Brown, population grows
faster than jobs: ”Inthe absence of an accelerated effort toslow
population growth in the years ahead, unemployment could soar to
unmanageable levels.” As for Pakistan, its ”work force is projected
to grow from72 million in 1999 to 199 million by 2050.”13
The alarmists’ response to the population scare is to call for more
family planning (more condoms). Another oneof those conclaves of
do-gooders, the U.N.-sponsored International Conference on Population and DevelopmentinCairoin
1994 adopted aprogram of
action that “advocates makingfamily planning universally available
by 2015 ...provides estimates of the levels of national resources and
international assistance that will be required, and calls on Governmentstomaketheseresourcesavailable.”
The Cairo conference
urged “the international community to
move, on an immediatebasis,
to establish an efficient coordination system and global, regional and
subregional facilities for the procurement of contraceptives and other
commodities essential to reproductive health programmes of developing countries and countries with economies in transition.”14
Lester Brown concursthattheanswer
is cash for condoms:
”Enhanced domestic and international support for family planning
services ...will yield the dualbenefits of better living conditionsand
brighter job prospects in thenext century.”l5
A review of the Cairo Resolutions in 1999 noted hopefully that ”as
the demand for smaller families has increased and the access to safe
and accessible contraception has improved, fertility levels have declined.’’ However, ”over150 million couples still have an unmet
need for contraception.”16 At a U.N. review in 1999 of the implementation of the 1994 Cairo Conference Resolutions, the secretarygeneral of the U.N., Kofi Annan, wistfully noted, “We cannot do it
without funds.” He recognized other budgetary priorities faced by
rich and poor countries, but asked rhetorically, ”What could be more
important than the chance to help the world’s people control their
numbers?”17
The self-explanatory advocacygroupZeroPopulationGrowth
warns Americans that they will ”also be affected by political conflicts
that arise from environmental
refugees fleeing overpopulated and
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environmentally degraded areas in search of more benign conditions,
or from concerns over the rights to finite natural resources like oil
fields, water resources, or land.”ls
So the elixir for promoting growth and avoiding population
disaster, to oversimplify, comically is: cash for condoms. UNICEF
states the creed with characteristic restraint: ”Family planning could
bring more benefits to more people at less cost than any other single
technology now available to the human race.”19
The U.S. aid agency USAID plays an important role in promoting
family planning: ”USAID manages a global system for the delivery
of contraceptive supplies. Numerous countries and donors rely on
USAID’s contraceptive supply forecasting system, designed to ensure
availability and choice of contraceptives year-round.”20 So devoted
to contraceptive provision is USAID that it floods the market with
condoms. In USAID recipients like El Salvador and Egypt, there are
so many condoms given away that people blow them up as balloons
to festoon soccer matches.

The Myth of Unwanted Births
The unlikely elixir of cash for condoms is inconsistent with the principle that people respond to incentives. All of this focus on aid for
contraceptives implies that the free market left to itself would not
supply enough contraceptives to meet demand. The ”150 million
couples” who ”still have an unmet need for contraception” would
stop having babies if only aid-financed condoms were available to
them. But a condom is just like any other good that the free market
can supply, like a can of Coca-Cola. We don’thave any aid programs
to 150 million couples who have an unmet need for Coca-Cola.
Defenders of cash for condoms might say that poor families cannot
afford condoms, a splendid bit of illogic, since an unwanted child
is far more expensive than a condom. Condoms can be purchased
internationally for about thirty-three cents apiece.21 The price of a
condom is really a minor factor compared to the other incentives and
disincentives to have a child.
The contraceptive aid advocates will reply that people in poor
countries don’t have access to condoms at any price. This answer,
though, begs the question of how free markets fail to supply a cheap
good that should be in hot demand if 150 million couples have an
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unmet need for contraception. Free markets don’t have any trouble
supplying Coca-Cola to poor countries around the world.
It turns out that we can do even
better than just apply elementary
economic logic to the alleged unmet contraceptive demand. There
have been systematic household surveys of desired number of children for many different countries. Lant Pritchett compared the
desired number of children to the actual number of children in different countries. He found that in countries with a large number of
actual births per woman, women also had a high number of desired
births. About 90 percent of the differences across countries in actual
fertility were explained by desired fertility. So much for the alleged
unmet demand for contraception.22
Checking for Population Disasters

If population growth causes famine, water shortages, massive unemployment, and other disasters, we would expect to see it show
up in overall economic performance. Countries that have rapid population growth should have lowor negative GDP growth per capita.
The population growth is, according to the alarmists, overwhelming
the existing productive capacity’s ability to generate jobs and outstripping food production, so GDP per capita should fall when population growth gets ”too high.”
This prediction can be-and has been-easily tested. The relationship between per capita economic growth and population growth is
one of the most intensively studied in all of the statistical literature.
This literature has grown so extensive that we now have surveys of
surveys. One surveyconcludes that ”most economists who havespecialized in population issues” have a ”distinctly non-alarmist” view.
The general wisdom among economists from these studies is that
there is no evidence one way or the other that population growth
affects per capita
The most
well-known
statistical relationship between growth and its most fundamental determinants
findsno
significant effect of populationgrowthon
per capita
When the effect of population growth oneconomic growth
is allowed to vary for plausible reasons like level of development
or resource scarcity, population growth still does not matter for economic
When
I control for government policy determinants
of growth in the 1960s through the 1990s, I find a positive but insig-
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nificant relationship between population growth andper capita GDP
growth.26
There are some facts about the world that make the
lack of a
relationship between population growth and per
capita economic
growth ~ n s u r p r i s i n gFirst,
. ~ ~ we know that both population growth
and per capita economic growth have accelerated over the very long
run. Both population and income growth were slow until the nineteenth century for today’s industrial nations; then both accelerated at
the same time. Over the past few decades, both population growth
and per capita economic growth slowed in industrial nations. It’s
hard to reconcile this fact with the idea that population growth is
disastrous and that population
control is a panacea for growth.
The second fact about the world is that population growth does
not vary enough across countries to explain variations in per capita
growth. GDP per capita growth varies between -2 and +7 percent
for all countries for the period 1960 to 1992. Population growth varies
only between 1 and 4 percent. Even if population growth lowered
per capita growth one for one (the general view of the population
alarmists), this would explain only about one-third of the variation
in per capita growth. We have countries like Argentina with slow
population growth and slowper capita economic growth, and countries like Botswana withrapidpopulationgrowthandrapidper
capita economic growth. EastAsia grew much more rapidly than
industrial nations, although it had higher population growth than
industrial nations. Even much-maligned high-fertility Africa has not
had the kind of general famine that the alarmists predicted.
Third, population growth has slowed down by about0.5 percentage point fromthe 60s to the 90s in the Third World. But, as we have
seen, Third World per capita growth slowed down over the same
period. Moreover, there is no association across countries between
success atslowingpopulationgrowth
and success at raising per
capita growth (figure 5.1). Virtually all countries had a per capita
growth slowdown, and the degree of the slowdown is not related to
changes in population growth.
Obviously economic growth depends on a number of factors that
have nothing to do with population growth. In fact, we have seen
that once we control for those other factors, there is noevidence that
population growth has anyeffect on per capita growth.
The view thatincreased population would lowerper capita income
and increase unemployment implicitly assumes that an additional
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Figure 5.1

Change in population growth and per capita growth from 1961-1979 to 1980-1998.
Each group is one-fourth of sample, ordered from strongest population growth slowdown to strongest population growth increase.

person has zero productivity,
and so the only effect of increased
population is to spread the existing GDP around more thinly. Again,
besides being a rather insulting
view of human potential in poor
countries, this is incompatible with the principle that people respond
to incentives. An additional person is a potential profit opportunity
to an employer that hires him or her. An additional person has the
incentive to find productive employment so as to subsist. The real
wage will adjust until the demand for workers equalstheir supply.
Higher Population Good or Bad?

Having said all this, there still could bean argument for subsidizing
population control. Parents deciding to have children do not take
into account all of the effects of their decision on society. A higher
population may harm the naturalenvironment. For example, it may
lead to more crowding of the land area, to the displeasure of the
current inhabitants. Parents do not take these possible costs to the
rest of society into account when having children.
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But there also could be positive effects of additional children on
society that parents do not take into account. One more baby is one
more future taxpayer who can help pay
for existing government
programs. The main reason that social security is financially troubled
in most rich countries is that population growthhas slowed, lowering
the proportion of tax-paying workers to benefit-receiving retirees.
The better state of social security in the United States, compared to
other rich countries, is that our population is growing faster (thanks
to immigration, not to fertility, as it turns out).
A more ethereal reason that there could be positive effects of
higher population is the genius principle. The more babies there
are, the greater is the likelihood that one of them will grow up to be
Mozart, Einstein, or Bill Gates. This effect, first pointed out by Simon
Kuznets and Julian Simon,raises the stock of ideas that can then be
used by any size population to better itself.
Since ideas can be shared with additionalpersons at zero cost-an
unlimited number of people can listen to a Mozart aria-new ideas
are used moreeffectively in large than in small populations. The onetime cost of implementing a new idea can be spread across more
people, all of whom can use the idea at zero cost. The one-time cost
of setting up the Internet will be less burdensome the more people
there are to shareit, and the benefit of the Internet increases the more
people there are. More traditional innovations, like the conversion
from hunter-gathering to farming and the conversion from farming
to industry, will be more beneficial the more people there are to
share the costs and amplify the benefits.
Population growth may also spur technological innovation precisely because it increases stress on available resources. As the ratio
of people to land rises, for example, people are forced to come up
with new ideas to get more food out of existing land. This ”population pressure” principle was first stated by Ester Boserup.
Harvard University economist Michael Kremer did a simple test
of the Kuznets-Simon-Boserup principle of beneficent population
growth in a provocative article entitled ”Population Growth Since
1 Million BC.” He noted that this principle suggests a positive relationship between initial populationandsubsequentpopulation
growth.28 A higher initial populationmeansmore
idea creation,
more people to use the idea, and more people to share the fixed cost
of implementing the idea. The benefits to society then should make
possible the support of more new babies, and so population growth
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should increase. This prediction is in stark contrast to the Thomas
Malthus-Paul Ehrlich-Lester Brown principlethathigher
initial
population will lead to a population crash as famine sets in.So who
is right: Boserup or Malthus?
Kremer pointed out that the evidence of the very long run is in
favor of Boserup. World population has been growing steadilyover
time, from 125,000 in 1 million B.c., to 4 million in 10,000 B.c.,to 170
million at the time of the Christ, to about 1 billion at the time of
Mozart, to 2billion at the timeof the Great Depression, to 4 billion at
the time of Watergate, to 6 billion today.29 And population growth
has been accelerating, not falling. Thereis a positive relationship
over the very long run between initial population and subsequent
population growth, as Boserup-Kuznets-Simon predicted, not a negative relationship, asMalthus-Ehrlich-Brown predicted.
If we step back from the eons of time into the recent present, this
positive relationship no longer holds. Population
has continued to
increase since the 1960s, while population growth has started tofall.
But even this does not support Malthus. Population growth isfalling
because of falling birthrates, not because of increasing death rates
due to famine-as the Malthusians would have it.
So what is the answeron whether we should subsidize population
control? First, even if desirable, it is clear that subsidizing contraceptives is not the way to go, because the price of contraceptives is
a very minor factor in the decision to have a child. Second, the net
benefits and costs of a larger population are very unclear. Probably
each country has to decide on its own whether increased population is putting an intolerable strain on natural resources, or whether
an increased population is a fertile breeding ground for new tax
revenues and new ideas.
Development, the Best Contraceptive

Suppose a country does want to lower population growth,for whatever reason. There is one statistical regularity that everyone agrees
on, and this is the negative relationship between per capita income
and population growth. Parents in rich countries have fewer babies
than parents in poor countries.
The poorest fifth of countries have on
average 6.5 births per woman, while the
richest fifth of countries
have on average 1.7 births per woman.30In a phrase that some might
find repugnant, parents are deciding on quality versus quantity
of
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children. Parents in
rich countries have fewer children than do parents
in poor countries, but invest much more in eachchild in the form of
schooling, nutrition, and ballet lessons.
Why is this so? Again, people responding to incentives is at work.
Nobel Prize winner Gary Becker pioneered the insight of incentives
as applied to family life, even if to a degree that some might find
cold-hearted. He pointed out that as peoplebecome richer, their time
becomes more valuable.Any time not spent on the high-paying
job is
income lost. Caring for children is time-consuming, as I can cheerfully attest. Richer parents choose to spend more time on the
job
and less on parenting, in other words, having fewer
offspring. Poorer
parentsget less reward from working and so spendmoretime
parenting, having more offspring.
Although the rich are having fewer children than the poor, they
are investing more in each one
of them. It is plausible that thepayoff
from-investing in skill increases with the initialskill level. The return
to learning geometry is higher for those who already know arithmetic. The high skill level of the rich parents is transmitted to their
children partly through natural at-home learning. Investing in highquality schooling then carries
a higher return for the rich parents and
children than it does for the poor parents and children. So the rich
invest in more skill acquisition for their children than do the poor.
For acountryasa
whole, depending on the average initial
skill
level of parents, the society can wind up with high fertility andlow
income-or low fertility and highincome.
Both conditions are self-perpetuating. The poor society has low
returns to skill, so it’s not worth investing in
skill acquisition. Because
of the lack of investment in skills, it stays poor. Because the average
parent is poorly paid, he or she spends less time working and more
time rearing children-having more offspring. The rich society has
high returns toskills, so it keeps investing in
skill acquisition, getting
perpetually richer. Because the average parentis well paid, he or she
spends less time rearing children, because
of having a smaller family.
Jump-startingdevelopment will shifta society from high-fertility
poverty to low-fertilityp r o ~ p e r i t yDevelopment
.~~
itself is a far more
powerful contraceptive than cash for condoms.
The Two Revolutions

Our age has benefited from two revolutions: the industrial revolution (to use somewhat out-of-date terminology)
and the demographic
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revolution. In the industrial revolution, there was a leap in how
much production could be gotten from a given amount of natural
resources. In the demographic revolution, population growth first
accelerated and then decelerated again.
The interesting question is how these two revolutions are related.
A s already discussed, technological advance and population growth
were positively associated in the initial phases of the industrialrevolution. More population meant more genius inventors and a larger
scale of the market, improving technology. The advance in technology
in turn made feeding a larger population feasible. Both the technological frontier and the level of population have grown together for
centuries, with the rate of growth of both accelerating until recently.
This phase of growth is often called extensive growth because the
extent of labor inputs and production expands withoutincrease
an
in
living standards. Extensive growth has now spread to every region
of the world, which is what has scared the alarmists, but so far
without the disasters that the alarmists predicted.
In the next phase of the two revolutions, the rate of growth of per
capita income accelerated in the richest countries while population
growth went down inthose countries. This phase of growth is usually called intensive growth, because each worker is producing more
output to raise living standards; industry uses each worker more
intensively. Intensive growth has not yet spread to all regions, but it
has taken hold in the Western industrialcountries and East Asia.
Nobel Prize winner Robert Lucas argues that an increase in the
rate of return to knowledge and skills, or ”human capital,” explains
the switch from extensive to intensive
The technological
advance got to the point where it raised the rate of return to human
capital higher than the rate at which we discount the future. This
makes it worthwhile for us to invest in human capital that haspayoff
in the future. This implies two things. First, production per person
will increase because each person can produce moreat a higher skill
level. Second, parents who care about their children’s welfare will
take advantage of this higher return to skill by investing more education in each child and decreasing the number of children they have
(trading off quantity of children for quality of children, to use again
the cold-hearted expression of economists). Thus, we will get intensive growthwith rising living standardsand falling population
growth.
There are two caveats to make about intensive growth. First, the
investment in human capital should not be taken as necessarily for-
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mal schooling, which does a poor job of explaining growth. Human
capital is much broader, including knowledge gained from friends,
family, and coworkers, skill learned on thejob, and worker training.
We have a hard time measuring this broader definition of human
capital but do know how to increase it: create incentives to invest in
the future.
This brings me to my next caveat, which is why intensive growth
hasn’t taken hold everywhere.
If the returnto human capital increased
as aresult of worldwide technological progress, why haven’t all countries taken advantage of these high returns to knowledge and skills?
We will see in part 111 that some governments interfered with the
returns to skill by not letting their citizens keep
all their income.
Countrieswithsuchgovernmentsremainedstuckinextensive
growth. Governments that safeguarded property rights and let free
marketswork(most
of thetime) did movetointensivegrowth
(Western Europe and its offshoots, East Asia). We will see also that
starting off at too low a level of skill may prevent realizing the high
returns to skill available in the global marketplace.
The answer for those worried about population growth is to raise
the incentiveto invest in people. Parents
will then want to reduce the
number of children they have, without the international do-gooders
having to hand out cash for condoms.
To trytocreatetherightincentives,internationalinstitutions
started making loans conditional on policy reforms. To see if that
worked, turn to the next chapter.

Intermezzo: Tomb Paintings
Shahhat, age twenty-nine in 1981, lives in Berat on the Egyptian Nile
450 miles south of Cairo. Berat, with a population of 7,000, is divided into
eleven hamlets, each near its ancestral fields. Local farmers still use the
same hoes, forks, well sweeps, and threshing sledges picturedin ancient
tomb paintings. Shahhat heads a family of seven and
feeds a steady stream
of visiting nieces and nephews as well. He owns a bufalo, a donkey, and
eight sheep and about two acres ofland.
Shahhat is one of twenty children born to his mother, Ommohamed, but
fourteen of the children died in infancy or childhood. Ommohamed and
other village women lived in terror of trachoma and other endemic
diseases; they often bought amuletsfrom the village sorceress to try to
Fever and diarrhea seemed to sweep through the village
ward them 08’
every summer at the time of the khamsin, the dust-carrying southerly
wind.2 Neither Shahhat nor his mother Ommohamed has ever been to
school.
Berat has strong traditions of male domination and violence. A father
murdered his unmarried daughter, to preserve the family honor, after she
became pregnant. He waited until she was washing clothes in a well, then
held her head under water until she drowned. Violent threats were part of
daily life in Berat; most men carried a heavy stave, a knife, or a gun.
Violence would break out suddenly over questionsof family honor, sexual
passion, or quarvels over money, afecting a dozen lives at once. Jail
sentences for murder in a feud or unpremeditated quarrel were light. But
a day after a quarrel, it is common to make up and be laughing and joking
as if nothing had happened.
Eleven years later, in 1992, Shahhat had left farming to become a
foreman at one of the archaeological sites along the Nile. He earned about
a hundred dollars a month. Now forty, he lived in a one-room mud brick
house on his ancestral land. He had sold a small clover field in
front of his
house to take a seventeen-year-old second wife, much to the first wife’s
outrage, and now had six surviving children. After Shahhat started
drinking more heavily, both of his wives took him to court for nonsupport
of the ~ h i l d r e n . ~
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The Loans That Were, the
Growth That Wasn’t

One more suck victory and we are lost.
Pyrrhus

On August 18,1982,Mexican finance minister Jesus Silva Herzog
announced that Mexico could no longer service its external debt to
international commercial banks. Mexico, and many other middleincome countries, had overborrowed from commercial banks, and
nowbankswereunwillingtomakefurtherloans.Withoutnew
loans, Mexico could not service the old loans.
SilvaHerzog’s seismic announcementbeganthedebt
crisis for
middle-income countries in Latin America and Africa as new commercial lending was abruptly cutoff. The debt crisis for low-income
countries in Africa worsened at the same time, as they had overborrowed from official lenders. The Middle East and North Africa
wentinto crisis as well, withsomeoverborrowing
andthenthe
decline of oil prices in the 1980s.
Like passengers on thedeck of the Titanic, we development experts
did not comprehend at first what we were in for. The 1983 World
Development Report of the WorldBank optimistically projected a
”central case” of 3.3 annual percent per capita growth in the developing countries from1982 to 1995. Themost pessimistic scenario was
a ”low case” annual per capita growth rate of 2.7 percent over the
period 1982 to 1995. (The actual per capita growth wouldturn out to
be close to zero.)l
To avert a growth collapse, we thought we had a good solution:
aid and lending to developing countries conditional their
on making
policy reforms. Instead of aid financing investment, it was now aid
financing reform.
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Previously World Bank loans had been for projects and carried
conditions only about those projects. But in 1980, the World Bank
began to make general loans that carried conditions
on economic
policies to countries in crisis. This adjustmentlending would meet
the debt crisis by inducing the recipients to adjust their policies to
promote growth, while providing needed money in the
absence of
commercial lending.
The IMF had always had conditions on its loans, but after 1982 it
expanded the number and lengthened the maturity
of the loans it
was making. Aid donors andofficial creditors (like export promotion
agencies) now also made their grants and loans more conditional by
coordinating their lending with theIMF and World Bank.
Adjustment loans were supposed to offset the blow from thecommercial cutoff of lending, while facilitating changes in policies that
would keep growth going. (A similar strategy would be tried thirteen
years later with the second
Mexican debt crisis of 1994-1995 and
then again two years after that in the
East Asia crisis of 1997-1998.)
”Adjustment with growth” was the popular slogan
of the time.
When Isearchedthe
WorldBank-IMF library for titles thatare
some variationon ”adjustment with growth,” I turned
up 192 entries.
In June 1983, for example, the WorldBank and IMF published
excerpts of speeches by their respective headsundertheoverall
heading: ”Adjustment and Growth: How the Fundand the Bank Are
Responding to Current Difficulties.”*In 1986, World Bank president
A. W. Clausen gave a speech entitled ”Adjustment with Growth in
the Developing World: A Challenge for the International Communit^."^ In 1987, the WorldBank and IMF published a volume entitled
Growth-Oriented Adjustment Programs, with an introduction discussing the ”fundamental complementarity” of ”adjustment and economic g r ~ w t h . ” ~
The World Bankand IMF pursued the ambitious hope
of achieving
”adjustmentwithgrowth”throughintensiveinvolvementwith
tropical recipients. In the 1980s, the World Bank and IMF gave an
average of six adjustment loans to each country in Africa, an average of five adjustment loans to each country in Latin America, an
average of four adjustment loans to each country in
Asia, and an
average of three adjustment loansto each countryin Eastern Europe,
North Africa, and the Middle East.
The operationwasa
success for everyone except thepatient.
There was much lending, little adjustment, and little growth in the
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Figure 6.1
IMF/World Bank adjustment lending failed to ignite third world growth.

1980s and 1990s. A later study showed that World Bank predictions
overestimatedlong-rungrowthinadjustmentlendingrecipients
by 3.5 percentage point^.^ The per capita growth rate of the typical
developing country between 1980 and 1998 was zero.6 The lending
was there, but the growth wasn’t (figure6.1).
Growth in Africa, Latin America, Eastern Europe, the MiddleEast,
and North Africa went into reverse in the
1980s and 1990s. Only Asia
escapedthegeneralpall
over thetropical economies (until 1997,
when Asia began its own crisis). The record on adjustment lending
was unfortunately mixed. We will see that adjustment lending was
incompatiblewith”peoplerespond
to incentives.”Adjustment
lending did not create the right incentives-for either the lenders or
the recipients-to restore growth.
Some Successes

There were some success stories of adjustment lending, which shows
its potential under the right conditions.
In October 1985, I went on my first trip for the World Bank, to
Ghana. Reformist Ghana was a test
case of adjustment lending.Donor
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involvementinGhana
was so intensethattherewerenorooms
available atthedecenthotelwhereallthedonorrepresentatives
stayed. I stayed at a rather substandard hotel, where among other
hardships the roof above my bed gave way during a rainstorm and
my air conditioner exploded.
Notwithstanding my sufferings, the WorldBank and IMF gave
Ghana nineteen adjustment loans between1980 and 1994. After serious reforms in 1983, Ghana grew at 1.4 percent per capita over the
1984 to 1994 period, a big improvementover negative 1.6 percent per
capita growth between 1961 and 1983.
There were other successful cases. The World Bank and IMF gave
Mauritius seven adjustment loans between1980 and 1994. Mauritius
had a stellar per capita growth rate of 4.3 percent per year during
that time. The World Bank and IMF gave Thailand five adjustment
loans over this same time period. Thailand grew at an even more
stellar 5.3 percent per capita per year. And finally the Bank and the
Fund gave most stellar Korea seven adjustment loans, mainly concentrated at the beginning of the period from 1980 to 1994. Korea
managed to muster per capita growthof 6.7 percent per year during
that time. (Thailandand Korea would need newadjustment loans in
1997-1998 after a newcrisis; the results are notyet in on these loans.)
And in Latin America, adjustment lending was eventually
successful in the 1990s, after initial disappointment in the1980s. The World
Bank and IMF gave Argentina fifteen adjustment loans between1980
and 1994. Argentina made several failed (and disastrous) attemptsat
reform but eventually was successful at reform in the 1990s. Growth
responded to reform: after per capita growth
of -1.9 percent per year
between 1980 and 1990, per capita growth was 4.7 percent per year
between 1990 and 1994. (Growth thendeclined again, unfortunately.)
Peru shows another turnaround. The World Bank and IMF gave
Peru eight adjustment loans between1980 and 1994. Peru at first did
not reform (again disastrously),but it also eventually reformed
in the
1990s. Per capita growth turned around as well, from -2.6 percent
per year between 1980 and 1990 to +2.6 percent per year between
1990 and 1994.
Lending Without Adjustment
Why didn’t adjustmentlendingworkthatwell
for all countries?
Why did it take so long in Argentina, Peru, (and even now success
remains tenuous) and other
Latin countries thatwe hada lost decade
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of Latin growth? The keyclue comes from which countries the donors
were financing and what those countries were doing in response to
this financing. The loans were there, but too often the adjustment
wasnot. This indiscriminatelendingcreatedpoorincentives
for
making the reformsnecessary for growth.
Zambia received twelve adjustment loans from the World
Bank and
IMF between 1980 and 1994. During that time, the flow of resources
from official lending and aid reached one-quarter of Zambian GDP.
Yet at the end of that period, Zambia had inflation above 40 percent
every year except two from 1985 to 1996.
Everyone agreedthathigh
inflation createdbadincentives
for
growth, and conditions on adjustment lending generally required
action to reduceinflation. So why did donorskeep lending toZambia
despite the highinflation?
What happened in Zambia is a typical pattern. Countries with
triple-digit inflation received as much official lending as countries
with single-digit inflation. This lending could bejustified if the loans
went to a country withinitially high inflation in order to help bring
the inflation down. But in Zambia (and a number of other countries),
lending continued and even increased as inflation remained high or
went even higher. The IMF noted in 1995 that the ”record of achieving ... low inflation” under its programs in low-income economies
“was at best mixed.” In fact, half of those with IMF programs had
inflation go down, and half had it go up.7 This is about as impressive
as calling a coin flip correctly half of the time.
Trouble in Transition

Another case of failing to bring inflation under control with adjustment loans was in thecritical years from 1992 to 1995 in Russia after
it introduced a free market on January 1, 1992. In line with what
we’ll see later as a tendency to
react to crises after they happen
rather than tryingto prevent them, the
World Bank and IMF failed to
have adjustment loans ready on the
critical date on which Russia
introduced the free market. In between Yeltsin’s triumph after the
failed coup in August 1991 and the freeing of prices on January 1,
1992, the IMF and World Bank failed to act with sufficient vigor to
support the economic reformers putting in place their shock therapy
program. After inflation was already ignited into the thousands of
percent with the freeing of prices, and the Russian central bank was
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printing money helter-skelter to finance credits to state enterprises,
only then did the IMF and World Bankgive adjustment loans to
Russia. By then the reformers had lost much credibility and political
support from the population who saw their savings and pensions
eaten away by high inflation. And as with many adjustment loans
elsewhere, inflation was still not brought under control. It would
not be until 1995 and another IMF adjustment loan that inflation was
finally stabilized. Meanwhile, critical years were lost in which the
Russian public became disenchanted with free markets, the political
consequences of which continue to haunt Russia today.
Russia is only one example of one of adjustment lending’s (and
economists’) most notorious misadventures: the failure to facilitate
a smooth transition from Communism to capitalism. Mistakes made
in the tropics were reenacted in the northern countries impoverished
by the legacy of central planning. The 24 former Communist economies were the recipients of 143 adjustment loans and much advice
from Western economists in the 1990s. The outcome wasn’t pretty: a
cumulative output decline in the 1990s of 41 percent for the typical
ex-Communist economy in eastern Europe, with the percent of population living on less than $2/day increasing from 1.7% to 20.8%.
Although transition was acomplex process, we couldn’t even get the
basics right-inflation stayed high and volatile in the ex-Communist
economies to whom we were lending, poisoning their initial experience with ”free markets”. By 1998, cumulative inflation of the average ex-Communist economy since 1990 was 64 thousand percent,
despite all the adjustment loans (figure 6.2).8
Other Policies

The same phenomenon of aid going to countries with bad policies
is true of other policies besides inflation. Mauritania had an average black marketpremium of above 100 percent for every year
over the 1982 to 1989 period. The black market premium is the percentage amount by which the exchange rate of the currency in the
black market is above the official exchange rate. It reflects a tax on
exporters, since they usually purchase inputs at the black market
exchange rate and are forced to sell products at the official exchange
rate. Adjustment loans would usually carry the condition that the
official exchange rate be one at which exporters can be competitive.
Yet despite Mauritania’s high black marketpremium, the World
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Inflation and adjustment lending in the ex-Communist countries

Bank and the IMF gave Mauritania six adjustment loans between
1982 and 1989. Other donors followed the Bank-Fund example, so
Mauritania received an average of 23 percent of GDP per year in
grants andofficial lending over this period. There are other examples
of us donors giving high aid to countries with black market premiums above 100 percent, as shown in table 6.1.
We reach the same conclusion of unmet conditions by examining
the average aid receipts at each level of the black market premium.
Aid donors seem remarkablyoblivious to how high the black market
premium is when they give aid. Aid remains steady at black market
premiums that arebelow 10 to those that are above100 percent.
Another type of condition that Bank and Fund loans often include
is the restructuring or shutting down of loss-making government
enterprises. Here too conditions are observed about as often as the
Ten Commandments.
Let me give one example: government-owned Kenya Railways.
TheWorldBank and IMF gave Kenya nineteen adjustment loans
between 1979 and 1996, loans that included conditionson solving the
problems of sick state enterprises. Observers had identified Kenya
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Table 6.1

Examples of high black market premiums and high aid
Country

Years

Black market
premium (%)

Bangladesh
Costa Rica
Ethiopia
Guyana
Mauritania
Nicaragua
Sierra Leone
Sudan
Syria
Uganda
Zambia

1985-1992
1981-1984
1984-1993
1980-1990
1982-1989
1981-1988
1987-1990
1984-1990
1984-1991
1980-1988
1987-1991

198.9
179.2
176.8
344.4
156.8
2116.1
545.7
269.0
403.6
301.0
308.0

Official development
finance/GDP (%)
7.4
6.0
10.4
14.3
23.0
17.7
7.0
6.5
10.1
5.7
14.0

Railways as a financially troubled enterprise in need of remedies as
long ago as 1972.9The1983WorldBank
report identified Kenya
Railways as having ”severe financial difficulties,” although it hoped
the recently announced policy intentions to ”examine and streamline
theparastatals”wouldimprovethe
situation.’OThe1989
Public
Expenditure Review noted that the government had prepared a corporate plan for Kenya Railways, for which the authors had high
hopes-except that there were“considerable delays in implementing
the Plan,” noted the 1989 report, resulting in a still ”poor financial
condition of Kenya Railways.”ll Once again in 1995, according to
the IMF,KenyaRailways ”continuedtohaveliquidityproblems
and accumulate arrears on its servicing of government-guaranteed
external debt. The implementation of ... staff cuts and divestiture
of peripheral activities was also delayed.”12 A 1996Bank report
noted the ”poor financial performance” of Kenya Railways, its ”substandard” technical performance, and the urgent need for ”maintenance and upgrading.” At last report, at the dawn of the new
millennium, Kenya Railways was still losing money and unreformed.
Apparentlyreformingthisembodiment
of governmentpatronage
and inefficiency will continue to be delayed.
We donors are also seemingly mindless about unmet conditions
on budget deficits. The Bank and the Fund gave C6te d’Ivoire eighteen adjustment loans between1980 and 1994. Yet, it ran an average
budget deficit of 14 percent of GDP from1989 to 1993.Everyone
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agreed that high budget deficits created bad incentives for growth.
As a 1988 World Bank report on C6te d’Ivoire put it, “The present
large deficits andtheexpectations
of evenlarger deficits inthe
future create an environment of uncertainty which is not conducive
to privateinvestment.”13 And conditions on loans generally required
reducingthe budget deficit. So how couldC6te d’Ivoire havea
double-digit budget deficit to GDP ratio after eighteen adjustment
loans?
CGte d’lvoire is not an isolated case. The IMF and World Bank
made twenty-two adjustment loans to Pakistan between 1970 and
1997. All of these loans had as a condition that Pakistan reduce its
budget deficit. Yet the deficit remained stuck at 7 percent of GDP
throughout this period. In the new millennium, the IMF and World
Bank are giving new adjustment loans to Pakistan, conditional
on its
reducing its budget deficit.
To be fair, part of the high deficit with aid is intentional. Donor
projects that have a high rate of return and are financed by aid are
included in the budget deficit; the more such projects there are, the
higher are both aidand the deficit. But the intention of the donors is
also that countries would gradually wean themselves from reliance
on donor aid to finance good projects themselves. The C6te d’Ivoire
and Pakistan examples seem to show continuousfeeding, not weaning. C6te d’Ivoire is also representative of a more general pattern.
There is a pattern of high deficits going together with high official
development financing.
Another policy mistake that slips by us heedless donors is one of
severely negative real interest rates. The real interest rate (the interest rate minus the inflation) typically gets highly negative when the
government fixes the interest rate and simultaneously prints money
to create high inflation. This is a tax on bank depositors.This tax goes
far toward destroying the banking system,
since no one wants to hold
on to bank deposits that are
losing value. And a well-functioning
banking system is crucial for economic growth. Yet the pattern is
that countries with severely negative real interest rates get more aid
than countries with positive real interest rates.Table 6.2 gives some
examples that lie behind the pattern.
Perhaps most alarming of all, adjustment lending did not discriminate very much between more corrupt
and less corrupt governments. Not much good is going to happen by disbursing aid loans
to a corrupt government, as I will examine more in a later chapter.
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Table 6.2
Examples of severely negative real interest rates and high aid
Country

~

Bolivia
Guinea-Bissau
Nicaragua
Sierra Leone
Sudan
Somalia
Uganda
Zambia

Real interest
rate (YO)

Years

Official development
finance/GDP (70)

~

1979-1985

-49.4

5.6

1989-1992

-15.9

38.3
54.5

1989-1991

-86.7

1983-1991

-34.4

6.3

1979-1984

-15.6

10.7

1979-1988

-24.9

40.4

1981-1988

-41.8

5.7

1985-1991

-33.6

17.0

According to the International Credit Risk Guide ratings, the most
corrupt developing countries in the world in the 80s and early 90s
were Congo/Zaire, Bangladesh, Liberia, Haiti, Paraguay, Guyana,
and Indonesia. Nevertheless, together these countries received 46
adjustment loans from the World Bank and IMF in the 80s and early
90s. It’s hard to understand how Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire, whose
loot was measured in billions of dollars, received nine adjustment
loans from the World Bank and IMF.
These stories and tables are part of a more general problem. A
recent World Bank study found thataid does not influence countries’
choice of policies. Nor do donor experts consider the worthiness
of countries’ policies in determining which ones are given aid. Aid
appears to be determined by the strategic interests of donors, not
by policy choices of the recipients. For example the United States
gives large amounts of aid to Egypt as a rewardfor the Camp David
peace agreement. France gives large amounts of aid to its former
colonies. (Multilateral institutions like the World Bank do tend to
give more aid to good-policy countries, but the reward for better
policies is small. Moving from the worst policies to the best policies
results in only a quarter of a percentage point of GDP more aid.)14

How to Pretend to Adjust
MaxEscher has afamousprint
called AscendingandDescending.
Through his mastery of illusion, Escher shows people ascending and
descending a quadrangular staircase until they come back to where
they started. So too did many countries seem to be adjusting and
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adjusting as they received adjustment loans, only to end up where
they started.
A government that was irresponsible before the adjustment loan
has unchanged incentives to be irresponsible after the adjustment
loan. Only a change from a bad government to a good government
will truly change policies. An unchanged irresponsible government
will create the illusion of adjustment without doing the real thing.
Even when donors enforce the reductions in the budget deficit, for
example, theirresponsiblegovernment has every incentive to do
creative fiscal accounting to avoid real adjustment.
Today’s deficit is a way to borrow against the future. The deficit
is financed with new debt that makes possible higher government
receipts today at the cost of having to make higher payoffs of the
debt tomorrow. But public debt is not the only way a government
that doesn’t value the future can borrow against it.There are many
ways the government can free up money today in return for higher
outlays tomorrow.For example, it can cut current spendingon maintenance of roads, yielding extra money it can use for patronage and
consumption. Unfortunately, the lost maintenance
will cause later
road reconstruction costs many times higher than the savings
on
maintenance. The World Bank‘s World Development 1994 estimated
that ”timely maintenance of $12 billion wouldhavesavedroad
reconstruction costs of $45 billion in Africa in the past decade.”
Although donors are aware of these techniques for pretending to
adjust, it is difficult to enforce the conditions anyway.The conditions
on the deficit, as weak as they are, are still stronger than the conditions on operationsand maintenance spending. Consider the example
of trying to preserve operations and maintenance spending during
deficit cutting. To return to Kenya again, with its nineteen adjustment loans from the World Bank and IMF between 1979 and 1996,
the WorldBank did several public expenditure reviews in
Kenya
over this period. These reviews were designed to induce the country
tocutwastefulspending
and preservegoodspending
like road
maintenance during adjustment, but the public expenditure reviews
in Kenya were little heeded.
The World Bank country economist for Kenya in 2000 complained
about woefully inadequatespendingonoperationsandmaintenance, echoing the World Bank’s 1996 Public Expenditure Review,
whichnoted”anabysmal
record onmaintainingequipment
and
facilities thatiswidelyobserved
across ministries.”15 The1994
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Public Expenditure Review pointed out “the severe inadequacy of
resources for operations and maintenance.”16 The 1989 review noted
that operations and maintenance expenditure is ”substantially underprovided in allof the sectors reviewed by the mission.”The 1983
Country Economic Memorandum noted that insufficient funding for
intermediate inputs “resulted in projects operating at activity levels
below those plannedand facilities remainingunused for atime
after completion of physical assets.”17 The 1979 Country Economic
Memorandumnoted ”a seriousproblem of insufficient recurrent
funds to maintain existing projects at full capacity.” The memorandum detected a particularly serious shortfall
of funds for routine
maintenance of roads (although it noted with hope that ”the Governmenthasalreadyinitiatedmeasurestosubstantiallyimprove
road maintenance”).l*
Eating the Future

The fundamental principle remains the same: a government that eats
away at the future by
incurring debt will also eat away at the future
in other ways. For example, the government can cut investment in
infrastructure that would have brought future revenue, thus lowering today’s deficit while increasing tomorrow’s. African state telephone companies have cut new telecommunications investment so
much that customers wait an average of more than eight years for
new telephone service, yet revenue per line in Africa is exceptionally
high by world standards.19
The government can also get revenue today by selling off profitable state enterprises, at the cost of forgone future revenue. Nigeria
between 1989 and 1993 had two IMF standby agreements and two
World Bank adjustment loans that placed constraints on its budget
deficit and public debt. During that period,
it sold government equity
shares in upstream oil ventures for $2.5 billion-during a period
in which $12 billion in oil revenues disappeared from the official
accounts, possibly into the pocketsof Nigerian government officials.
This is a general pattern: countries thatreceive adjustment loans get
morerevenue from selling off statecompaniesthan
do countries
without adjustment programs.
Countries with adjustment programs also pumped oil out of the
reserves in the ground
faster than during periods without adjustment programs. They thus got more revenue today at the cost of
making less oil revenue available for sale in the future.20
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Governments can also simply shift other expenditures and revenues across time to meet today’s cash deficit targets.21 Brazil in 1998
issued zero coupon government bonds whose principal and interest
were not due until the next year, thus lowering this year’s interest
expenditure. Many governments resort to the expedient of delaying
payments to government workers or suppliers. These arrears lower
this year’s cash deficit and explicit public debt, whileincreasing next
year’s cash deficit and the implicit public debt.22
Tropical nations may have learned some of these tricks from the
industrial nations. During the
Gramm-Rudman bill’s effort to contain
deficits, the U.S. Congress in 1987 postponed a $3 billion payday for
military personnel into the following fiscal year. Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger also stretched out procurement of new weapons
systems so as to lower the current expenditure, although the stretchout increased per
unit
The U.S. government
also liked the
idea of selling off state assets. Congress had stalled on privatization
of the railway company Conrail for a while until Gramm-Rudman
came along. When Gramm-Rudman created incentives for getting
privatization revenues to meet budget targets, the Congress
suddenly sold Conrail.
Governments can also shift taxes over time. There are many anecdotes of developing countries’ getting advance payments of taxes
to meet IMF program deficit targets.24 The U.S. Congress moved
about $1billion in excise tax collections forward tomeet the GrammRudman deficit ceiling in 1987.25
Another sleight of hand is to reduce current expenditure today in
return for afuture liability. Forexample, thegovernmentcould
switch from granting subsidies to state enterprises to guaranteeing
the bank loans made to these enterprises to
cover their losses, creatingtheappearance
of a deficit reduction. When theenterprises
eventually default on their debt, the government pays off the debt
and so winds up payingfor state enterpriselosses just as ithad when
subsidies were explicit. Egypt, for example, phased out budgetary
support to state enterprises in 1991, but allowed loss-making enterprises to continue to operate on bank overdrafts and foreign loans.
The Egyptian government periodically has to cover for loan defaults
by these enterprises.26
Creative governments can make state enterprise losses disappear
by having public financial institutions (whose balances deficit definitions seldom include) subsidize the state-owned firms. For example in Uganda in 1987-1988, the central bank gave the state-owned
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breweries and tobacco companies foreign exchange at an artificially
low exchange rate, reducing their imported input costs. In Argentina
before 1990, the central bank gave a subsidized interest rate on loans
to loss-making public enterprises, reducing their interest costs and
their losses.27In China, state banks make loans to state enterprises at
negative real interest rates.
Governments also canhelpthemselves
to subsidiesfrom their
pension funds. For example, many countries required their pension
funds that accumulated surpluses early in the life cycle of the plan
to lend to the government at negative real interest rates. Examples
include CostaRica,Ecuador,
Egypt, Jamaica, Peru, Trinidad and
Tobago, Turkey, and Venezuela. In the worst case, Peru, the real
return on the pension fund was
-37.4 percent-not a reassuring
figure to Peruvian retirees. Lower interest rates on government debt
reduce the budgetdeficit but also reduce the reserves available
when
the pension plan begins to run deficits later in its life cycle.28The
government will have to honor the net pension liabilities, so the
negative real interest rate scheme just redistributes spending from
today to tomorrow.29
There aresimilar tricks thegovernmentcanperform
on other
reform conditions. To meet an inflation target, the government can
keep the budget deficit unchanged but substitute debt financing for
money creation.It can keep doing this until the debt burden
becomes
too great and lenders are no longer willing to lend.Then the government isforced to resort to printing money
and inflation allover again.
But this time money creation and inflation proceed at a higher rate,
because the government now needs to
service the debt that accumulated in the meantime.30 All the government has accomplished is
to lower inflation today at the cost of higher inflation tomorrow.
(Argentina’s failed inflation reductions before 1990 follow this story
line to the letter.)
All of these stories show that countries can improve in the short
run and appear to be meetingtheloanconditions,whenin
fact
they are only postponing the problem.So in the future, theyget new
adjustment loans to deal with the now larger problem
of adjustment.
This may give some insight into countries that
received a remarkably
high number of adjustment loans.
Consider first the short-term crisis loans of the IMF (called stand-by
Ioans in IMF jargon). These loans are meant to address a situation of
acute crisis, such as a country running out of international reserves.
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Ideally, the IMF and other international agencies would helpa country toresolve its crisis in a wayso as to prevent future
crises. But this
does not happen. Countriesget stuck on a merry-go-round of crisisIMF bailout-crisis-IMF bailout, and so on ad infinitum. Haiti went
through this merry-go-round 22 times, Liberia 18 times, Ecuador 16
times, and Argentina 15 times. The motto of the IMF, World Bank,
andthe
recipient governmentssometimesseemstohavebeen
”millions to resolve a crisis, not a dollar to prevent one.”
Twelve countries received fifteen or more World Bank and IMF
adjustment loans over the fifteen-year period 1980 to 1994: Argentina, Bangladesh, CBte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Jamaica, Kenya,Morocco,
Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Senegal, and Uganda.The median per
capita growth rate for those twelve countries over that period was
zero. This is perhaps the most importantfailing of adjustment lending: the failure to put in place policies that would promote growth.
Higher growth expands
tax revenues and export proceeds faster,
enabling debts to be serviced more easily in the future, eliminating
the need for future adjustment loans. TheIMF, World Bank, and
other donors worried so much about the debts (the
liabilities) of
these economies that they paid insufficient attention to incentives
to expand the assets of those same economies-namely, their ability
to generate future income through economic growth. A recent study
by Przeworski and Vreeland (2000) found a negative effect ofIMF
programsongrowth.
A long inconclusive literaturewithinthe
World Bank and IMF has tried to estimate the effects of their programs on growth controlling for other factors, with positive growth
effects maddeningly hard to detect. Whatclear
is is that the hopesfor
”adjustment with growth” did not work out. There was too little
adjustment, too little growth, and too little scrutiny of the results of
adjustment lending.
Incentives for Donors and Recipients

So why had our adjustment lending by the late 1980s become too
often the heedless giving to the hopeless?
Why wasn’t adjustment
lending the magic formula that would have prevented two decades
of lost growth? Why weren’t we enforcing the reform conditions?
Once again, our official motto-people respond to incentives-gives
the answer.Incentives are notchecked at the doorof the international
organizations. Lenders face incentives that cause them to give loans
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even when the conditions of the loans are not met. Recipients face
incentives that cause them not to make reforms even when they get
conditionalloans. Many different kinds of incentivescausethese
problems.
First, the donors wouldn’t be donors if they didn’t care for the
poor in the recipient country. But this solicitude for the poor makes
their threat of cutting off lending if conditions go unmet not very
credible. After the fact, even if the conditions are notmet, the donors
want to alleviate the lotof the poor,and so they give the aid anyway.
The recipients can anticipate this behavior
of donors and thus sit
tight without doing reformsor helping the poor, expectingto get the
loans anyway. As we saw with deficit cutting, they may create the
appearance of reforms.
The donors’ concern for thepoorcreatesevenmoreperverse
incentives for therecipients. Since countrieswithlargerpoverty
problems get more aid, those countries have little incentive to alleviate their poverty problem.The poor are held hostage to extract aid
from the donors.31
How could one correct this problem of perverse incentives? Paradoxically, the poor in the recipient country
will be better off if the aid
disbursement decision is delegated
to a hard-hearted agency that
doesn’t care aboutthepoor.
This Scrooge agency can credibly
threaten to withholdaid if the recipient does notmeet the conditions
and alleviate poverty. The recipient will then meet the conditions,
and the poor will benefit.
Donors also face the wrong incentives for disbursing aid for a less
magnanimous reason. Most donor institutions are setup with a separate country departmentfor each countryor group of countries. The
budget of this department is determinedby the amount of resources
it disburses to recipients. A department that does not disburse its
loan budget will likely receive a smaller budget the following year.
Larger budgets are associated with more prestige and more career
advancement, so thepeopleinthecountrydepartments
feel the
incentive to disburse even when loan conditions are not met.
Lenders create another perverse incentive
for loan recipients by
making loans respondto the change inpolicies. This creates a kindof
zigzaggingadjustmentinwhichcountriescontinuallyadjust
and
then go back on adjustment. When they adjust, they get the new
loans because of the favorable change in policies. When they backslide, they get no further new loans. Then they adjust again, setting
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off a new round of adjustment lending by the WorldBank and IMF
and other donors. The Economist magazine describes the process in
Kenya:
Over the past few years Kenya has performed a curious mating ritual with
its aid donors.The steps are: one, Kenya receives its yearly pledges of foreign
aid. Two, the government begins to misbehave, backtracking on economic
reform.. ..Three, a new meeting of donor countries looms with exasperated
foreigngovernments preparing their sharp rebukes. Four, Kenya pullsa
placatory rabbit out of the hat. Five, the donors are mollified and the aid is
pledged. The whole dance then starts again.32

There is sometimes a fourth reason that official lenders give new
loans to nonreforming countries. Often these countries have already
borrowed a lot from official lenders and are having some difficulty
paying them back. The official lenders don’t want to declarepublicly
that the loans are nonperforming, because that would be a political
embarrassment that might threaten the official lender’s budget allocation at home. So official lenders sometimesgive new loans to enable
the old loans to be paidback.
Recipients areaware
of thedonors’
incentives. Surprisingly
enough, the impoverished recipients are in the driver’s seat during
negotiationsoverdisbursement
of aidloans. The threatthatthe
country departmentwill not disburse the loan
if conditions go unmet
is not very credible. The borrowers know that the aid lenders care
about the poor and that aid lenders’ budgets depend on the lenders’
new lending.The borrowers canalso threaten not toservice their old
debt unless they get new loans, so disbursements are made anyway.
What Could Have Been

A sage once said that the definitionof tragedy is what might have been.
A recent World Bank study found that aid would have had a positive
impact on growth if the recipients had had good policies. It found
too that aid does not have
significant
a
impact on growth onaverage.
However, when policies such as the budgetbalance and inflation are
good, aid does have apositive impact. Among low-income countries
with good policies, one more percentage point of GDP worth of aid
is associated with 0.6 percentage point of GDP faster growth.
There is now a trend among the
low-income countries toward better
policies. Fifteen out of forty low-income economies had reached the
level of good policy by 1994 at which the effect of aid on growth was
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significantly positive. There are also signs that the lenders
and donors
are becoming more selective about recipients of their money. The
World Bank, for example, is pursuing reforms to become more selective about where its loansgo.
Unfortunately, in 1994, industrial nations gave the smallest share
of their GDP as aid in twentyyears. The irony is that aid went up as
policies were getting worse, and now aid is going down as policies
are finally getting better.
If at times adjustment lending in the 1980s and 1990s seemed to be
no more constructive than shipping sand
to the Kalahari, it’s because
there were poorincentives for both lender and recipient. Adjustment
lending conditional on reform was another failed formula on the
quest for growth.
Looking Forward

We should tie aid to past country performance, not promises, giving
the country’s government an incentive to pursue growth-creating
policies. The better a country’s policies are for creating growth, the
moreaidpercapitait
gets. We shouldrankallpoorcountries
according to their policy performance and then give more aid to a
country the higher it is up the list. The exact formula is not important;allthat
is importantisthataid
increases with policy performance, so that governments have an incentive to pursue good
policies.
We will see in later chapters that we know something about what
policies are associated with growth. For now, let’s say that a country
that has a high
black market exchange rate relative to its official
exchange rate, a high inflation rate, a controlled interest rate well
below the inflation rate, a high budget deficit, and widespread corruption should not be getting aid.A poor country that has no black
marketpremiumon
foreign exchange, low inflation, free market
interest rates, a reasonablylow budget deficit, institutions to protect
privatepropertyandthesanctity
of contracts, and strict anticorruption policies should get a lot of aid.
Giving aidaccording to policy performancewoulddrastically
change aid allocation. I looked at a country’s ranking in official development financing per capitareceived in the1980s. I then examined
a country’s policy performance ranking in the 1980s (policy perfor-
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mance is an index-averaging performance on the government
deficit,
corruption, inflation, financial development, and the black market
premium on foreign exchange).
I found that in the
1980s, policy
performance and development financing werevirtuallyindependent. Therefore, having aid depend onpolicy would have drastically
increased official financing in the 1980s in some countries(like India,
Thailand, and Malaysia). Having aid depend on policy would have
drasticallyreduced
official financing inothers
(like Nicaragua,
Jamaica, and Ecuador).
To enforce theconditions on policy performance for receiving
aid, countries should enter into ”aid contests,” whereby they would
submit proposalsfor growth-promoting useof the aid money.In their
proposals, they would document policy performance achieved thus
far and announce plans for future progress on policy performance.
However, aid should respond mainly to thelevel of policy performance already achieved and not as much on proposed changes in
policy. This reversesthecurrent
system, underwhichpromised
changes in policy are enough for donors to disburse aid. Under the
current system, countries have
successfully played a game under
whichtheystartwithbad
policies, switchtogood
policies long
enough to get the aid, then revert to the bad policies. The result is
that many countries with bad policy on average have nevertheless
received aid.
As countries’ incomes rise because of their favorable policies for
economic growth, aid should increase in matching fashion. This is
the opposite of what happens in actuality. A country with destructive policies and declining income gets more concessional terms on
aid. For example, Kenya used to be rich enough that it was eligible
only for market interest rates onWorld Bank loans until bad policies
and a decline in income made it eligible for low-interest loans. Conversely, countries that prosper actually ”graduate”
from eligibility
for low-interest concessional loans. The change in aid should always
be positive as income increases, not negative. (Granted,at the beginning of a new aid regime, the poor countries should
be the ones
designated to be eligible for aid. I am not recommending foreign aid
for Austria. Since this designation is done only at the beginning it
does not create perverse incentives to remain poor.) This is a drastic
change from conventional wisdom, which decreases aid as income
rises, thus giving a negative incentive against getting richer. This
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negative incentive could be offset by other positive incentives to get
richer, but it certainly does not help matters.If aid were givento the
most deserving countries (those with the best policies), we could at
last get donors’ and governments’ incentives alignedfor growth.
The ultimate sign of failure of adjustment lending is to admit that
the debts cannot be repaid because it shows that the money was not
used productively. The internationalinstitutionsindeed
came to
such an admission, as the next chapter discusses.

Intermezzo: Leila’s Story
My friendLeila (I’ve changed her name to protect her privacy) is a
Bangladeshi-American woman who always seems to wear a sympathetic
smile. She has bright, shining eyes that transmit life and joy. She’s a
professional woman of some accomplishment. But there is a darker edge to
Leila that I‘ve often wondered about. One day she told me her story.
She was ten in 1971 and living in Bangladesh when the war for
independence broke out. After agitation by Bengali nationalists for a
measure of regional autonomy for what was then East Pakistan, West
Pakistani troops launched a campaign of terror in Bangladesh on March
25. The Pakistani army compiled a hit list of Bengali professionals to
exterminate the leadership of the autonomy movement. Leila’s father, a
prominent Bengali economist, was on the list. He disguised himself as a
peasant and walked a11 the way to safety at the border with India. Leila,
her brother, and her mother escaped by air out of Bangladesh soon
afterward, to findsafety with friends in Paris. With the help of India,
Bangladesh won its independence. The story could have had a happy
ending forLeila and her family, but it didn‘t.
Two of Leila’s aunts came out from their nine-months’ refuge in the
cellar where they had hid while the war thundered overhead. They thought
it was safe now that the fighting had stopped. They drove their car with
their sons, Leila‘s cousins, aged eight and eleven, sitting in the back seat.
But the Pakistani soldiers, who had already surrendered, had not yet been
disarmed and were randomly firing their weapons at Bangladeshi civilians
in rage and frustration. A single bullet from a Pakistani rifle entered the
car of Leila’s aunts and went through the heads of her two cousins, killing
them instantly. Leila’s family had not escaped the war after all.
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Forgive Us Our Debts

Concessionaryfinance used unproductively leads to indebtedness which is then used
as an argument for further concessionaryfinance.

Lord P. T.Bauer, 1972

Haiti, a poor country, has a high foreign debt and is not growing.
The ratio of foreign debt service to exports has reached 40 percent,
wellabovethe
20 to 25 percentthoughttobe
”sustainable.”’
Unfortunately, the debt was incurred not to expand
economic production capacity, but to finance the government’s patronage employment and largemilitary and police forces. Corruptionhasbeen
endemic, so there is the strong suspicion that some
of the proceeds of
foreign loans found their way into thepockets of the rulers. This is a
description of Haiti’s experience in thenineties. However, the decade
to which thesefacts refer is not the 1990s but the 1 8 9 0 ~ . ~
The problem of poor countries with highforeign debts is not a new
one. Its history stretches from the two
Greek city-states that defaulted
on loans from the Delos Temple in the fourth century
B.c., to Mexico’s
default on itsfirst foreign loan after independencein 1827, to Haiti’s
1997 ratio of foreign debt to exportsof 484 p e r ~ e n t . ~
But the problems of poor countries with high foreign debts are
very much in the news today.Many aid advocates call for a forgiveness of all debt of poor countries on theoccasion of the turningof the
millennium. This campaign to forgive the debt is called Jubilee 2000.
Support for Jubilee 2000 has been expressed by such diverse figures
as Bono from the rock group U2, the economist Jeffrey Sachs, the
Dalai Lama, and the pope. I saw a webcast of unlikely companions
Bono and Sachs consulting the pope about Third World debt on
September 23, 1999. In April 2000, thousands gathered on the Mall
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in Washington, D.C., to demonstrate for “dumping the debt.” Even
Hollywood has taken notice. In the recent hit movie Notting Hill,
Hugh Grant mentions ”cancellation of Third World debt” to woo
Julia Roberts.
TheWorldBank
and IMF alreadyhave a program,the HIPC
(Highly Indebted Poor Countries) Initiative, to provide debtforgiveness for poor countries with good policies. This program includes,
for the first time, partial forgiveness of IMF and World Bank debts.
The summit of the seven largest industrial countries (the
G-7) in
Cologne in June 1999 called for an expansion of the HIPC program,
speeding up the
process of receiving relief and increasing the amount
of debt relief provided for each country. The membership of the
WorldBank and IMF-about every country’s government in the
world-approved the expansion in
September 1999. The expansion
will increase the total cost (in terms of today’s money) of the HIPC
Initiative from $12.5billion to $27 billion4 So debt forgiveness is the
latest panacea for relieving poverty of poor countries. As the official
web site for the Jubilee 2000 campaign puts it, ”Millions of people
around the world are living in poverty because of Third World debt
and its consequences.” If only the Jubilee 2000 debt forgiveness plan
goes through, ”the year 2000 could signal the beginningof dramatic
improvements in healthcare, education, employment
and development for countries crippled by debt.”5
There is just one problem: the little recognition among the Jubilee
2000 campaigners, such as
Bono, Sachs, the Dalai Lama, and thepope,
that debtrelief is nota new policy. Just as high debtis not new,efforts
to forgive debtors their debts are not new. We have already been
trying debt forgiveness for two decades, with little of the salutory
results that are promised by Jubilee2000.
Two Decades’ History of Debt Forgiveness

Although there were intimations
as long ago as 1967 that ”debtservice paymentshaverisentothepointatwhich
a number of
countries face critical situations,” the current wave of debt relief for
poor countries really got underway in 1979.6 The 1979 World Debt
Tables of the World Bank noted ”lagging debt payment” on official
loans to poor countries, although “debt or debt service forgiveness
has eased the problems for some.” The 1977-1979 UNCTAD meetings led to official creditors’ forgiving $6 billion in debt to forty-five
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poorcountries. The measuresby official creditorsincluded”the
elimination of interest payments, the rescheduling of debt service,
local cost assistance, untied compensatory aid, and new grants to
reimburse old debt^."^
The1981Africa
reportbythe WorldBank notedthat Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Sudan, Zaire, and Zambia (all of which would become
HIPCs) had already experienced ”severe debt-servicing difficulties”
in the 1970s and ”are likely to continue to do so in the 1980s.” The
report hinted of debt relief ”longer-term solutions for debt crises
should be sought” and ”the present practice of [donors’] separating
aid and debt decisions may be counterproductive.”sThe 1984 World
BankAfrica reportwasmoreforthright,at
least as forthrightas
bureau-speak can get: “Where monitorable programs exist, multiyear debt relief and longer grace periods should be partof the package of financial support to the p r ~ g r a m . ”The
~ wording got even
stronger in theWorld Bank’s 1986 Africa report: low-income Africa’s
financing needs will ”have to befilled by additional bilateral aid and
debt relief.”1° The World Bank noted in 1988 that ”the past year has
brought increasing recognition of the urgency of the debt problems
of the low-income countries of Sub-Saharan Africa.”ll TheBank’s
1991 Africa report continued escalating the rhetoric: ”Africa cannot
escape its present economic crisis without reducing its debt burden
sizably.”12
The G-7 All World Tour

The rich countries were responding to World
Bank calls for debt
forgiveness for poor countries. The June 1987 summit of the G-7 in
Venice called for interest rate relief on debt of low-income countries.
The G-7 agreed on a programof partial debt forgiveness that became
known as the Venice terms (beginning an onslaught of technocratspeak that would name the latest debt
relief program after thesite of
themost recent G-7 summit).Oneyear later, theJune 1988G-7
summit in Toronto agreed on a menu of options, including partial
forgiveness, longer maturities, and lower interest rates.These became
known as theToronto terms.13
Meanwhile, in order to helpAfrican countries service their official
debt, the World Bank in December 1987 initiated a Special Program
of Assistance (SPA) to low-income Africa. The IMF complemented
the SPA with the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF).
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Both programs sought to provide ”substantially
increased, quickdisbursing, highly concessional assistance to adjustingcountries.”14
The 1990 Houston G-7 summit considered ”more concessional reschedulings for the poorest debtor countries.” The United Kingdom
and the Netherlands proposed ”Trinidad terms” that would
increase
the grant element of debt reduction to 67 percent, from 20 percent
under the Torontoterms.15 The 1991London G-7 summit agreed ”on
the needfor additional debtrelief measures ...going well beyond the
relief already granted under Toronto terms.’’16 Through November
1993, the Paris Club (the club of official lenders) applied Enhanced
Toronto Terms that were even more
c o n c e ~ s i o n a l In
. ~ ~December
1994, the Paris Club announced ”Naples terms” under which
eligible
countries would receive yet additional debtrelief?
Then, in September 1996, the IMF and World Bank announced the
HIPC Debt Initiative, which was toallow the poor countries to”exit,
once and for all, from therescheduling process” andto resume
”normal relations with the international financial community, characterized by spontaneous financial flows and the full honoring of
commitments.” The multilaterallenders for the first time would
”take action to reduce the burden of their claims on a given country,” albeit conditional on good policies in the recipient countries.
The Paris Club at the same time agreed to go beyond the Naples
terms and provide an 80 percent debt r e d ~ c t i 0 n . lBy
~ September
1999 and thetime of the meetingof Bono, Sachs, the Dalai Lama, and
the pope, debt relief packages had been agreed for seven poor countries, totaling more than$3.4 billion in debtrelief in today’s money.20
Then, there were renewed calls in 1999 for expansion of this program, an expansion that Jubilee 2000 said did not go far enough. As
of October 2000, the World Bank said that twenty poor countries
will
receive ”meaningful debt relief” by the endof the year.
Besides explicit debt relief, there also has been an implicit form of
debt relief going on throughout the period, whichis the substitution
of concessional debt (debt with interest rates well below the market
rate) for nonconcessional (market interest rate) debt. It’s remarkable
that the burdenof debt service for HIPCs rose throughout the period
despite the large net transfersof resources from concessional lenders
like the International Development Association of the World Bank
and theconcessional arms of bilateral and other multilateralagencies.
The necessity to provide continuing wavesof debt relief one after
another, all the while substituting concessional for nonconcessional
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debt, all the while having Jubilee
2000 call for even more debt relief,
all the while havingBono, Sachs, the Dalai Lama and the pope wring
their hands in dismay, may suggest something is wrong with debt
relief as a panaceafor development. There is the paradox that a large
group of countries came to be defined as highly indebted at the end
of two decades of debt relief and increasingly concessional financing.
The rest of this chapter reviews possible explanations for what
went wrong over the past two decadesof attempted debt relief. The
revealed preference of debtors for high debt may simply lead to new
borrowing to replace old canceled debts. The granting of progressively more favorable terms for debt relief may also have perverse
incentive effects, as countries borrow in anticipationof debt forgiveness. High debt may remain a persistent problem simply because
it reflects ”irresponsible governments” that remain ”irresponsible”
after debt relief is granted.
Selling Off the Future

The Jubilee 2000 debt campaigners treat debt as a natural disaster
that just happened to strike poor countries. The truth may be less
charitable. It may be that countries that borrowed
heavily did so
because they were willing to mortgage thewelfare of future generations to finance this generation’s (mainly the government clientele’s)
standard of living.
This is a hypothesis that we can test. If it is true, it has explosive
implications. If ”people respond toincentives,” then some surprising
things will happen in response to debt relief. Any debt forgiveness
granted will result in new borrowing by irresponsible governments
until they have mortgaged the future to the same degree as before.
Debt forgiveness will be a futile panacea in that case; it will not only
fail to spur development, it won’t even succeed in lowering debt
burdens.
There are more subtle signs of mortgaging the future that we can
check to see if the ”irresponsible borrowing” hypothesis holds. We
can see if in addition to incurring high debt, the poor countries also
sold off national assets at a disproportionately high rate, another
way of expropriating future generations. Just as a profligate heir in
Victorian novels turns from running up debts
to selling off the family
silver, we should expect to see “irresponsible governments” both
incurring new debt and depleting assets.
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To examine the response of new debt and assets to debt
relief,
I examine the forty-one HIPCs as so classified by the IMF and World
Bank:Angola,Benin,Bolivia,Burkina
Faso, Burundi,Cameroon,
Central African Republic, Chad,Congo
(Democratic Republic),
Congo (Republic), CBte d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana,Honduras, Kenya,Laos, Liberia,
Madagascar, Malawi,Mali,
Mauritania, Mozambique, Myanmar,
Nicaragua, Niger, Rwanda, S50 Tom6 and Principe, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Vietnam, Yemen,
and Zambia.
The data on debtrelief from the World Bank‘s World Debt Tables
go back only to 1989. The relationship between debt relief and new
borrowing over this period is interesting: total debt forgiveness for
forty-one highly indebted poor countries from 1989 to 1997 totaled
$33 billion, while their new borrowing was$41 billion. This seems to
confirm the prediction that debtrelief will bemet with anequivalent
amount of new borrowing.
New borrowing was the highest in the countries that got the most
debt relief. There isa statistically significant association between
average debt relief as a percentage of GDP and new net borrowing
as percentage of GDP. Consistent with the mortgaging-the-future
hypothesis, governments replaced forgiven debt with new debt.
Another bit of evidence thatdebt forgiveness did notlower
debt significantly is to look at the burdenof the debt over the period
1979 to 1997. Debt relief over this period should have lowered debt
burdens,unlessgovernmentswere
replacing forgivendebtwith
new debt. For the burden of the debt, I use the present valueof debt
service as a ratio to exports. The present value of debt service is
simply the amount that the government would have to have in the
bank today (earning a market interest rate) to be able
meet to
all their
future debt service. That doesn’t mean that it should have such an
amount in the bank;it’s just an illustrative calculation that allows us
to summarize in one number the whole stream
of future interest and
debt repayments.
I againuse 1979 as abaseyearbecauseitwastheyearthe
UNCTAD summit inaugurated the current wave
of debt relief. I have
data for twenty-eight to thirty-seven highly indebted poor countries
over the period 1979to1997. Despite the ongoing debt relief, the
typical present value debt to export ratio rose strongly from 1979 to
1997. We can see three distinct periods: (1)1979 to 1987, when debt
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ratios rose strongly; (2) 1988 to 1994, when debt ratios remained
constant; and (3) 1995 to 1997, in which debt ratiosfell. The behavior
in periods 1 and 2 is consistent with failed debt relief, while the fall
in the last period may indicate that the 1996 HIPC debt relief program has been moresuccessful than earlier efforts.
Despite the fall in the last period, however, the typical debt to
export ratio was significantly higher in 1997 than it was in 1979. This
suggests that for the forty-one highly indebted countries, new borrowing (more than) kept
pace with the amount of debt relief, as
would have been predicted by the mortgaging-the-future view
of
how high debt came about.
I next turn to data on selling off assets, a more subtle sign
of
mortgaging the future. One type of asset important for some HIPCs
is oil reserves. Pumping out and selling oil is a form of running
down assets, since it leaves less oil in the ground for future generations. There are ten HIPCs that are oil producers, for which we have
data for 1987 to 1996. Did HIPCs have higher oil production growth
over this period of debt relief than did the non-HIPC oil producers?
Yes. The average growth in oil production is 6.6 percentage points
higher in the HIPCs than in the non-HIPCs, which is a statistically
significant difference. The average log growth in oil production in
HIPCs was 5.3percent; in non-HIPCs, it was -1.3 percent.
Another form of selling off assets taking place at this time was
sales of state enterprises to private foreign purchasers ("privatization"). We have data on privatization revenues
for 1988 through
1997. Over this period, total sales of state enterprises in the HIPCs
amounted to $4 billion. This is an underestimate, because not all privatization revenues are recorded in the official statistics. Even using
theseflaweddata,thereisapositive
and significant association
across the forty-one HIPCs between the amount of debt forgiveness
and the amountof privatization of foreign exchange revenues. Privatization may have been done for efficiency reasons or even as a condition for debt relief, but it also may suggest a profligate government
running down its assets.
The most general sign of running down assets is also the most
worrisome. The percapita income of the typical HIPC declined
between 1979 and 1998. This is worrisome first of all because two
decades of debt relief failed to prevent negative growth in HIPCs.
This is not good news for Jubilee 2000 campaigners who claim that
debt relief will bring growth.
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Second, the decline in income is an indirect sign of the governments’ running downtheir economies’ productive capacity.The governments’ policies mayhavefavoredpresentconsumptionover
future investment. The decline in income may have been an indirect
sign that governments were runningdown public infrastructure like
roads, schools, and health clinics, lowering returns to private investment, and contributing to the general depression in theHIPCs.
High Debt from Bad Policy or Bad Luck?

Another sign of irresponsible governments that we would
expect
to see-in particularwithhigh-debt
countries-are highexternal
and budget deficits. Indeed, the average levels of external deficits
and budget deficits (with or without grants) between 1980 and 1997
were worse for HIPCs than for non-HIPCs, controlling for per capita
income.
Nor are these the only signs of irresponsible behaviorby high-debt
governments. They are also more likely to follow shortsighted policies
that create subsidies for favored supporters while penalizing future
growth. For example, they may control interest rates below the rate
of inflation, grantingsubsidizedcredits
to governmentfavorites.
However, the poor depositors, seeing that inflation is eroding their
deposits in real terms, will take their money out of the financial system and put it into real estate or foreign currency. This shrinks the
size of the total financial sector, which is too bad since a large and
healthy financial sector is oneof the prerequisitesfor growth. Indeed,
we find that HIPCs have smaller financial systems than do other
economies, controlling for per capita income.
Irresponsible governments will also tend to subsidize imports to
their favored clients. They can do this by keeping the exchange rate
artificially low (that is, keeping their currency at an artificially high
value), making imports cheap. Unfortunately, an exchange rate that
keeps imports cheap will also depress the domestic currency price
that exporters receive for their exports, lowering their incentive to
export their products. Since exportsare animportantengine
of
growth, an artificially overvaluedcurrency will tend todepress
growth. Private investors will not invest in what would have been
profitable export activities but for the misaligned exchange rate. I
indeed find that HIPCs tend to have a more overvalued currency
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relative to non-HIPCs, controlling for income. This is another way
that HIPCs mortgage the future in favor of the present: subsidizing
consumption of imported goods at thecost of future growth.
But what if HIPCs suffered worse luck than other countries? Could
that explain why they became highly indebted, instead of the “irresponsiblegovernments”hypothesis?
We can test thisalternative
hypothesis directly. One form of bad luck is to have import prices
climb faster than export prices (terms of trade deterioration, in technocrat jargon). Did HIPCs see their terms of trade deteriorate more
than did non-HIPCs? No.
Another form of bad luck is war. Many poor countries had war
over the period in which HIPCs became HIPCs. Did HIPCs
suffer
from thecollapse of output thatoften accompanies war, making
their
debts more burdensome? No. HIPCs were not any more likely than
non-HIPCs to be at war over this period. The ”irresponsible governments” hypothesis explains much more
how the poor countries’ high
debt came about than does the ”bad luck” hypothesis.
Showdown at Financing Gap
So far I have been looking at irresponsible behavior from the viewpoint of the borrower. However, someone had tobe willing to lend
to these irresponsible borrowers. Was there irresponsible lending as
well as irresponsible borrowing? I think you can guess the answer.
Let us examine the composition of financing the irresponsibly high
external deficits in HIPCs. There are some intriguing patterns First,
HIPCs received less foreign direct investment (FDI) than other less
developed countries (LDCs), controlling for income. This may be an
indirect indicator of the bad policies found on the other indicators:
investors don’t want to invest inan economy with high budgetdeficits and high overvaluation. Investors may also have worried what
debt relief may have meant for other externalliabilities like the stock
of direct foreign investment.
Second, despite their poor policies, HIPCs received more in World
Bank and IMF financing than other LDCs. The result on World Bank
financing is controlling for initial income (negatively relatedto World
Bank financing). The additional amount of WorldBank financing
for HIPCs (0.96 percent of GDP) is small relative to the size of the
current account deficit but large relative to the average amount of
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World Bank financing in all LDCs (1.1 percent of GDP). The share of
World Bank financing in new external loans also was significantly
higher (by 7.2 percentage points) inHIPCs than in non-HIPCs.
The results are similar for the IMF.TheIMF did lend more to
HIPCs than to non-HIPCs, controlling for initial income. Like the
World Bank HIPC effect,the effect is small relativeto current account
deficits (0.73 percent of GDP) but large relative to the non-HIPCs’
average IMF financing (0.5 percent of GDP). The HIPC effect for the
IMF’s share of new external loans isof the same sign andsignificant:
the IMF had 4.4 percentage points higher shareof new external loans
to HIPCs than to non-HlPCs, controlling for income. The HIPCs got
to be HIPCs in part by borrowing from the World
Bank and IMF.
Third, the results are similar examining the trends in composition
of new lending toHIPCs over 1979 to 1997. Private credit disappears
and multilateral financing assumes an increased share. World Bank
low-interest-rate loans, termed International Development Association (IDA) loans, alone more than tripledtheir share in new lending.
The share of private credit in new lending began the period
3.6 times
higher than theIDA share; by the endof the period, the share of
IDA
was 8.6 times higher than that of private financing.
Fourth, we can examine the net flow of resources to the HIPCs,
that is, the new loans minus debt repayments and interest. During
the period in which thedebt burden increased (1979-1987), the bulk
of the net transfer of resources was from concessional sources (IDA,
other multilaterals, and the bilateral donors like USAID), although
there were also positive transfers of resources from private lenders.
Concessional sources made total net transfers to the
HIPCs of $33
billion. This huge concessional transfer makes it all the more striking
thatthesecountries
became increasingly indebted in netpresent
value terms over this period.
There was then a huge shift in net transfers from1979-1987 to
1988-1997, a period in which debt ratios stabilized.
Large positive
net transfers from IDA and bilateral donors offset negative net transfers for IBRD (nonconcessional WorldBank loans),bilateralnonconcessional, and private sources. This was another form of debt
relief, since it exchanged low-interest-rate, long-maturity debt-debt
that has a large grantelement-for nonconcessional debt. However,
remarkably, the netpresentvalue
of debtremainedroughly
unchanged over this period, at least until the past few years. IDA and
bilateral donors were bailing
out all the nonconcessional lenders,
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piling on new debt fast enough that the debt burden remained constant even though the nonconcessional lenders were getting their
money out.
The bottom line is that the debt burden
of the poor countriescame
about because of lending by the IMF, World Bank (IDA), and bilateral donors, in the face of withdrawal by private and nonconcessional lenders. How did this happen?
The lending methodology of the donor community (the IMF, the
World Bank, and the bilateral donors) encouraged granting of new
loans to irresponsible governments, a methodology known asfilling
the financing gap. We have already seen the financing gap make its
ill-starred appearance in chapter 2, where it was the gap between
”required investment” and domestic saving. Here the financing gap
is defined as the gap between the ”financing requirement” in the
external balance of payments and the available private financing.
The financing requirement is equal to the sum
of the tradedeficit, the
interest payment on the old debt, and the repayment
of maturing old
debt. ”Filling the financing gap” implies giving more
concessional
aid to countries with higher trade deficits, higher current debt, and
lower private lending. This perversely rewards the ”irresponsible
governments,” whose policies scare away private lendersand lead to
higher trade deficits and higher debt. Filling the financing gap pours
good money after bad, creating an official debt spiral in which the
inability of countries to service their existing debt is the reason that
they are granted newofficial loans.
Then in the ultimate folly, the donor community calculates the
amount of ”necessary” debt relief to ”close the financing gap.” The
reward for having a large financing gap is to have the debt wiped
off
the books, erasing the memory
of irresponsible behavior of both
borrowers and lenders.
By 1997, with the coming of the new multilateral debtrelief initiative, HIPCs received 63 percent of the flow of resources devoted to
poor countries despite accountingfor only 32 percent of the population of those countries.
The Curious Case of C8te d’Ivoire

Including debt reduction as aid, C6te d’Ivoire received 1,276 times
more per capita aid net flow than India in 1997. It would be interesting to explaintothepoorinIndiawhyC6te
d’Ivoire, whose
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government has twice created lavish new national capitals in the
hometowns of successive leaders, should receive over a thousand
times more aid per capita thanthey do.
This explanation grows all the more
difficult when we examine
how C6te d’Ivoire got into trouble. From 1979 to 1997, it ran adeficit
on the current account
of the balanceof payments that averagedover
8 percent of GDP. That is, on average, it spent more on imports and
interest on debt thanit received on exports,by 8 percentof GDP. The
most likely suspect for this excess spendingisthegovernment,
which ran a budget
deficit over this period of over 10 percent of
GDP .
Howdidthisbiggovernmentbudget
deficit come about? The
government benefited from a rise in international coffee and cocoa
prices in the 1970s, since it required all domestic coffee and cocoa
producers to deliver their productsto its ”marketing board” at fixed
a
price. This ”marketing board” price to producers did not increase
with international prices, leading to a huge windfall for the government, which was buying low and selling high.
(Between 1976 and
1980, cocoa farmers got only 60 percent and coffee producers only
50 percent of the world price.)21 The government used these extra
after the
revenues to go on a spending spree that continued even
windfall revenues from cocoa and coffee vanished as international
cocoa and coffee prices dropped sharply in 1979.22With unchanged
spending and sharply diminished revenue, the Ivorian government
began to run large budget deficits.
The government’s excess spending on such thingsas new national
capitalscauseddomesticinflationto
be fasterthanforeign inflation, which caused the currencyto appreciate in real terms since the
exchange rate was fixed. The average overvaluation of the currency
over this period was 75 percent, which made for cheap imports for
consumers but strong disincentives for exporters-reinforcing the
large external deficit. The profligate government caused the burden
of the external debt to double over this period, from 60 percent of
GDP in 1979 to 127 percent of GDP in 1994, when debt forgiveness
began.
We can tell that the loans were not used for anything very productive,becausethe
income of theaverageIvorian
fell in half
between 1979 and 1994. Ivorians in poverty-in whose name the
loans would be made and the loans forgiven-rose from 11 percent
of the population in 1985 (the earliest date for which we have data)
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to 37 percent in 1995.23There was some output recovery after the
currency was devalued in1994, but it was a long roadback after the
steep economic decline.
And who was doing the lending C6te
to d’Ivoire over the period of
irresponsible policies in which its debt burden doubled? As a 1988
World Bank report put it, ”On thequestionableassumptionthat
sufficient foreign financing could be secured, the ratio of public foreign debt toGDP would rise to around 130 percent by 1995.”24Note
how close this prediction is to the actual outcome, so the ”questionable” financing was indeed found. On average, the WorldBank and
IMF accounted for 58 percent of new lending to Cbte d’Ivoire between 1979 and 1997. The IMF alone made eight adjustment loans to
the Ivorian government over this period, and the World Bank made
twelveadjustmentloans.
The share of theWorld Bank and IMF
trended up over time from 10 percent in 1979 to 76 percent in 1997.
Within the World Bank lending to C6te d’Ivoire, there was an important shift away from nonconcessional lending (known as IBRD
lending) to concessional lending (known asIDA lending). One of the
perverse incentives in theforeign assistance business is that the more
irresponsible governments become eligible for more favorable lending terms.
Most of the rest of the lending wasfrom rich country governments,
with a key role for France (whose government must also bear some
of the blame for postponing C6te d’Ivoire’s necessary devaluation).
Meanwhile, private foreign loans plummeted from 75 percent of all
new lending in 1979 to near zero from 1989 on. The private lenders
did indeed consider lending to C6te d’Ivoire questionable by the
time of the 1988 World Bankreport. The official lenders did not have
the same common sense as private ones.
So it was only fitting that inMarch 1998, the World Bank and IMF
announced a new debt forgiveness program for Cbte d’Ivoire that
forgavesome of their ownpastloans. The debt forgiveness was
subject to C6te d’Ivoire’s fulfilling a few conditions like reining in its
budget deficit and cleaning up its act on cocoa and coffee pricing.
The IMF gave a new three-year loan to C6ted’Ivoire in March 1998,
again subject to these conditions. World Bank lending continued as
well, with about $600 million in new loan commitments in1999.25
For awhile, theIvoriangovernment
metkey conditions. Then
things began togo wrong. The IMF noted in July1999, ”Performance
under the 1998 program was mixed, and there were somedifficulties
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in its implementation.”26 The currency was still overvalued by 35
percent in 1998. In 1998, C6te d’Ivoire was rated as beingin the most
corrupt third of countries in the world. The European Union suspended aid to CBte d’Ivoire in 1999 after its previous aid was embezzled. The embezzlement was so imaginative as to perform ”vast
over-billing of basic medical equipment purchased, such as a stethoscope costing about $15 billed at $318, and $2,445 for a baby scale
costing about $40.”27 The IMF suspended disbursements of its program in1999. Thearmy finally put thelatest corrupt government out
of its misery with a coup justbefore Christmas 1999.
Conclusion

We should do everything in our power to improve the lives of the
poor, in both high-debtand low-debt nations.It seems to makesense
that high debt could be diverting resources away from health and
education spending that benefits the poor. Those who tell us to forgive the debt are on the sideof the angels, or at least on the side of
Bono, Sachs, the Dalai Lama, and the pope. Our hearttells us to forgive debts to help the poor.
Alas, the head contradicts the heart.Debt forgiveness grants aid to
those recipients that have best proven their ability to misuse that
aid. Debt relief is futile for countries with unchanged government
behavior. The same mismanagement of funds that caused the high
debt will prevent the aid sent through debt relief from reaching the
truly poor.
A debt relief program could make sense
if it meets two conditions:
(1)it is granted where there has been a proven change from irrean
sponsible government to a government with goodpolicies; (2) it is a
once-for-all measure that will never be repeated. Let’s look at the
case for these two conditions.
It could be that the high debt is inheritedfrom a bad government
by a good government that truly will try to help the poor.We could
see wiping out the debt in this case. This tells us that only governments that display a fundamental shift in their behavior should be
eligible for debt relief. To assess whether countries havemade such a
fundamental shift, the international community should
see a long
and convincing record of good behavior priorto granting debtrelief.
There were important steps inthis direction in the 1996 HIPC initiative, which unfortunately may have been weakened by subsequent
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proposals such as the 2000 World Bank IMF annual meetings proposals that speeded up the process of debt relief and made more
countries eligible.
In the absence of a change in government behavior,
official lenders
should not keep filling the financing gap. The concept of financing
gap should be abolished, now and for all time, since it has created
perverse incentivesto keep borrowing. Although loans are made and
loans are forgiven all in the name
of the poor, the poor are not
helped if the international community creates incentives simply to
borrow more.
To avoid the incentiveto borrow more, the debt relief program has
to attempt to establish a credible policy that debt forgiveness will
never again be offered in the future. If this is problematic, then the
whole idea of debt relief is problematic. Governments will have too
strong an incentive to keep borrowing in the expectation that their
debt will be forgiven.
A debt relief program that fails either of these two conditions
results in more resources going to countries with bad policies than
poor countries with good policies. Why should the HIPCs receive
four times the aid per capitaof less indebted poor countries, as happened in 1997? If there is any expectation that donors will continue
to favor the irresponsible governments in the future, then debt
relief
will runafoul of peoples’(governments’)responsetoincentives.
Debt forgiveness will then be one more disappointing elixir on the
quest for growth.

Intermezzo: Cardboard House
fulia was born in 1925 near Guadalajara, Mexico.Her parents were not
married. Her father grew maize, chickpeas, and wheat.
When Julia was ten, she entered school. It did not go well, as she
repeated thefirst year three times. That was all of her education, leaving
her almost illiterate. In fact, Julia had already started working before
entering school, at the age of eight, as a domestic servant. Her father’s
agricultural output was so scanty that all members of the family had to
participate in the desperate searchfor money.
Julia’s mother left her father and married another man, but then her
mother died when Julia was eleven. The family sent Julia to livewith an
aunt and uncle in Guadalajara. She continued her domestic servant’s job
as well as doing domestic choresfor her aunt and uncle.
Julia married Juan when she was eighteen. Juan brought in a decent
income as a fitter,so Julia stopped working. But in 1947, Juan was
injured in a work accident. He was unemployed while he recovered, so
Julia again started working as a domestic servant and as a tortilla maker.
In 1949, Juan again got a jobas a fitter at a constructionsite. His
earnings now were irregular, however, because he was drinking heavily
and sometimes not sober enough to work. In 1958, he had another work
accident, falling 17 meters to a factory floor. Since that time, Julia has
been the main income earnerfor the household, while Juan has kept
drinking and occasionally working. His alcoholism peaked in 1965,
according to Julia, when ”he was drunkfor the whole year.”
Julia gave birth in 1965 to her tenth child. All of them except for the
first three died in infancy. Her oldest daughter, Rosa, emulated her
mother‘s example by starting work as a domestic servant at eight years of
age. Julia‘s and Rosa’s earnings made it possible for them to buy a plot of
land, on which they built their own house. However, Julia soon after
developed pneumonia, and Juan had to sell the land plot to pay the
medical bills.
They moved in 1973 to Rancho Nuevo, where they still live today.
Rancho Nuevo is a slum in Guadalajara where there is no drinking water,
no sewerage, and no public lighting. It stands next to a huge, foulsmelling garbage dump where clandestine workshops illegally dump their
industrial waste. The inhabitants of Rancho Nuevo also use the dump to
put their trash, since there is no public trash collection.
Julia and Juan lived rent free in a house that belonged to Juan‘s niece.
The niece finally grew tiredof this arrangement and evicted themin 1982.
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They then “invaded” a plot of land and constructed a house of cardboard
with a dirt jloor. Nobody knew who was the owner of the land they and
thirty other families ”invaded.” With their title to the land uncertain,
Julia and Juan have no incentive to build a sturdier house. The cardboard
house is very hot in spring,joods during the summer rains, and is cold in
winter, when the ground temperature falls to4 degrees centigrade. The
police periodically harass themfor bribes to avoid evictionfrom the
illegally occupied 1and.l
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People Respond to
Incentives
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In part 11, we saw that the
search for a magic formula to turn poverty
into prosperity failed. Neither aid nor investment nor education nor
populationcontrolnoradjustmentlendingnordebt
forgiveness
proved to be the panacea for growth. Growth failed to respond to
any of these formulas because the formulasdid not take heed of the
basic principle of economics: people respond to incentives. In part
111, we will see that poor people oftendon’t have good incentives to
grow out of poverty even when government is not subverting free
markets. Overcoming the bad luck and initial poverty that trap the
pooroftenrequiresdirectgovernment-created
incentives to grow
out of poverty. We will see that sometimes bad luck rather than
bad policy is to blame. We will also see how governments do subvert free markets and create incentives that kill growth. One of the
ways that governments destroy
economies is through corruption.
Creating incentives to combat corruptionandto foster free markets often requires fundamental institutionalreforms that make governments accountable to the laws and to their citizens. Even when
government policies or corruption are the problem, they are hard to
changebecausegovernment
officials themselvesoftenhaveincentives to create policies that destroy their own economies. High
inequality and ethnic polarization make it more likely that governments will choose destructive policies, because they act in the interest of a particular class or ethnic group and not in the interest of
the nation. Making sure that growth happens often requires
conscious government effort to supply health, education, and infrastructure services. Growth fails when we, through our governments, either
”have done what we ought not to have done” or “have not done
what we ought to have done” (to
use the wordsof the Book of Common Prayer).
Getting incentives rightisnot
itself anothernewpanacea
for
development. It is a principle that has to be implemented bit by bit,
strippingawaytheencrustedlayers
of vestedinterestswiththe
wrong incentives, giving entry to new people with the right incentives. It is like cutting away the brambles that block our path to
development,fighting
hard for every inch of cleared spacesometimes finding it difficult or impossible to make headway. The
interwoven websof incentives between government, the donors,
and
the people are hard to get right. Of course, the new incentive-based
views of growth could turn out to be as badly misguided as the
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panaceas that failed. It’s easy with the benefit of hindsight to point to
what failed; it’s harder to come up with ideas that might work. We
are in a better position than our predecessors for doing this for two
reasons: we now have four decades of experience to draw on to see
what worked and what didn’t, and the economics profession has
made some progress in developing analytical tools that give insights
into growth.

Tales of Increasing
Returns: Leaks, Matches,
and Traps

Them what’s got shall get
And them what‘s not shall lose
So the Bible says
And it still is news

Billie Holiday, ”God Bless the Child”

The potential for future high income is a potent incentive to
do
whatever it takes to get there. What could mess up incentives for
poor individuals?If technology was the most important determinant
of income and growth differences across nations, why didn’tall poor
countriesrespondtothehighincentives
to implementadvanced
technology? The answer to all of these questionsis: increasing returns.
The answer is: leaks of knowledge, matches of skills, and traps of
poverty.
Stories of leaks, matches, and traps took economists down some
strange byways. How did a small investment in a shirt factory by
a Bangladeshi enterpreneur named Noorul Quader
scare the U.S.
textile industry? What did the defective O-ring that caused the space
shuttle ChnIZengev to blow up have to do with the underdevelopment
of Zambia? What does the formation of urban ghettos have to do
with the poverty of Ethiopia? How do leaks and matches cause the
poor to be trapped in poverty?
Let’s think more about incentives for growth. Growth is the process of becoming rich. Becoming rich is a choice between today’s
consumption and tomorrow’s. If I cut my consumption sharply and
save a large proportionof my wage income, then in afew years I will
be richer because I will have both wage
income and the interest
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earnings on my savings. If I consumeall of my wage earnings, then I
will have just my wage earnings forever onward.
Under the old view of growth, however, savings economy-wide
did not affect long-run growth. Growth was determined by a fixed
rate of technological progress. Diminishing returns meant that
increased economy-wide savings wouldlower interest rates to the
point that the economy was saving just enough to keep up with
technological progress. So long-run growth would be at the rate of
technological progress no matter what the incentives to save.
But are there really diminishing returns to capital? New theories of
growth argued that the answer was n0.l How could it be no, when
trying tohavemoremachines
for the samenumber of workers
would clearly show diminishing returns to machines? The answeris
that people could accumulate technological capital: knowledge of
new technologies that economize on labor.2
If this is sounding a lot like the technological progress that made
growth possible in the Solow vision, it should. The change in the
Solow vision was to make technology, and all the other things that
make a given amount of labor go further, respond to incentives.
The core idea is simple. Diminishing returns requires one ingredient of production to be in fixed supply, like the labor force. But
profit-seeking entrepreneurs will seek out ways to get around the
constraint of fixed labor. They will seek out new technologies that
economize on labor.
This effect of incentives on growth is a big change from the Solow
framework in which the technological progress that occurred for
noneconomic reasons always determined growth in the long run.
Now changes in incentives would permanently change the rate of
economic growth.
But technology has some strange features. Technological knowledge is likely to leak from one personto another. Technology reaches
its potential when high-skilled individuals match with each other.
And low-skilled people can get left out of the whole process and
stuck in a trap.
Leaks

NoorulQuaderwatched
in April 1980 as his brand-new factory,
Desh Garments Ltd. in Bangladesh, produced its first shirts. Bangladeshdidnothavea
large garmentindustrytospeak
of before
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Quader started Desh Garments Ltd. Bangladeshi garment workers
in 1979 were a lonely group, because there were only fortyof them.3
Quader’s machineskept humming the rest of 1980, producing
43,000 shirtsinhis
first year of operation4 A factorythatproduced this many shirts, exported for $1.28 each to yield total sales
of$55,500,
was still notmuchevenby
Bangladeshi standards:
$55,050 was less than one-ten-thousandth of Bangladeshi exports in
1980.5
More impressive was what happened next, a story of leaks, unintended consequences, and increasing returns. As a direct result of
Noorul Quader’s Desh factory and its $55,050 in sales, Bangladesh
today produces and exports nearly
$2 billion worth of shirts and
other ready-made garments-54 percent of all Bangladeshi exports.6
To see how Quader’s $55,050 turned into $2 billion, we have to go
back a step, before his factory got started. Quader, a former government official with a lotof international connections, had anally in his
quest to start a shirt factory in previously shirtless Bangladesh. The
ally was the Daewoo Corporation of South Korea, a major world
textile producer. Daewoo was looking for a new base to evade garment import quotas that theAmericans and Europeans had imposed
on the Koreans. These quotas did not cover Bangladesh, so a Daewoo-supported venture in Bangladesh would be a way to get shirts
into forbidden markets.
Daewoo and Quader’scompany, Desh Garment Ltd., signeda
collaborative agreement in 1979. Its key feature was that Daewoo
would bring 130Desh workers to Korea for training at Daewoo’s
Pusan plant. Desh would pay royalties and sales commissions to
Daewoo in return, amountingto 8 percent of sales value.7
The collaboration was a great
success-too much of a success,
from Daewoo’s point of view. Desh Ltd.managersandworkers
learned too fast. Quader canceled the collaborative agreementon
June 30,1981, after little more than a yearof production andwatched
production soal from43,000 shirts in 1980 to 2.3 million in 1987. Although Daewoo did not do badly from the collaboration, the benefits
of its initial investment in knowledge had leaked well beyond what
Daewoo intended.
But not even Desh Ltd. could control the shirt maniafrom leaking
to others. Of the 130 Desh workers trained by Daewoo, 115 of them
left Desh during the1980s to set up their own garment export firms8
They diversified into gloves, coats, and trousers. This explosion of
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garment companies started by ex-Desh workers brought Bangladesh
its $2 billion in garment sales today.
The Bangladeshi garment explosion soon was noticed on the world
stage. Astonished U.S. garment manufacturers begged for protection
from the Bangladeshis, who in some product lines had surpassed
such traditional bugaboos of the protectionist lobby as Korea, Taiwan, and China.9 The U.S.government, led by that ardentbeliever in
free enterprise Ronald Reagan, slapped garment import quotas on
Bangladesh as early as 1985. Unfazed, the Bangladeshis diversified
into Europe and successfully lobbied for relaxing their U.S. quotas.
Although still vulnerable to worldtrade policies, the industry is
going strong today.
1 don’t mean this story to be a morality play for how nations can
succeed. I don’t even mean it to be a morality play for how Bangladesh can succeed, since the Bangladeshi economy as a whole is less
than a clear success story. I want instead to use this story to illustrate
why there might be increasing returns.
The story of the birth of the Bangladeshi garment industry illustrates the principle that investment in knowledge does not remain
with the original investor. Knowledge leaks.
Investment in Knowledge

Economist Paul Romer argued that knowledge grows through conscious investmentin knowledge. Solow had taken technological
knowledge as a given, independent of investment level. To Solow,
knowledge came from things that were independent of economics,
like basic science. But if knowledge has a big economic payoff, then
people will respond to this incentive by accumulating knowledge.
Investment in knowledge is all over the Desh Ltd. example. Why
was Daewoo’s participation in thecollaborative venture so valuable?
Why hadn’t Bangladeshis already been making shirts on their own,
before Daewoo volunteered its services? The answer is that Daewoo
had learned something about how
to make shirts and how to sell
them on theworldmarket.
Since Daewoo wasfoundedin
1967,
Daewoo managers and workers had created new knowledge about
garment production that would one day be valuable to others, like
NoorulQuader of Desh Ltd.,andtransmitted
this knowledgeto
Desh workers. They had the Desh workers do the cutting, sewing,
finishing, and machining in Daewoo‘s factory in Pusan, Korea, from
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April 1 to November 30, 1979. Daewoo’s investment in 1967 created
knowledge that could be sold to Desh in 1979.
Creating knowledge does not necessarily mean inventing new
technologies from scratch. Some aspects of garment manufacturing
technology were probably several centuries old. The relevant technological ideas might be floating out there in the ether, but only
those who apply them can really learn them and can teach them to
others.
Back in Bangladesh, investment in knowledge continued as Daewoo and Desh adapted Daewoo’s methods to local conditions. One
obstacle to surmount wasBangladesh’s heavily protectionist trading
system. It would be hard to be competitive on world marketsif they
had to pay several times world prices for their fabric because of the
government’s tariffs and quotas. The Bangladeshi government was
willing to do adeal, known as the special bonded warehousesystem,
to give duty-free imports to exporters like Desh. Daewoo knew well
the ins and outs of special bonded warehouse systems, because there
was such a scheme in Korea. Daewoo explained to Desh how to use
the system and advised the Bangladeshi government how to administer the scheme efficiently.
Daewoo and Desh also explained to local Bangladeshi banks how
to open back-to-back import letters of credit. They figured out how
to get the government to go along with such back-to-back import
letters of credit under the government’s strict foreign exchange
controls.
A financing firm called Empire Capital GroupInc. from California
gives the following simple explanation of back-to-back import letters
of credit:
We can arrange back-to-back letters of credit when the intermediary desires
the producer and thebuyer be kept apart for competitive reasons and at the
same time insuring payment to the respective parties. The instruments operate in a very simple manner.
The incoming (primary L/C)letter of credit is
opened to our designated lender as Beneficiary. This is the primary source of
repayment and typically theonlysource. The lender opens an outgoing
(secondary L/C) to a Beneficiary identified by you. The terms and conditions
of payment underthis outgoing L/C normally are identical tothose found in
the incoming L/C. However, use of back-to-back L/Cs accommodate ”difference of conditions” where a minimum performance
risk is present. For
example, aprimary
L/C states payment for assembled furniture. Cost
efficiency requires knock down in order to fill container. Solution is a backto-back L/C. As a general rule Lenders will not accept any degree of performance risk.1°
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You can see why some technical assistance was required for the
Bangladeshis!
Thekey principle again is: knowledgeleaks. Useful knowledge
about howto produce things at low cost-that is, how to get rich-is
hard to keep a secret. People have a high incentive to observe what
you are doing. People who work with you have a high incentive to
leave and do whatyou were doing to get rich.
Knowledge has one special property that makes it prone to leak
and generally beneficial to society when it does leak. Unlike a piece
of machinery, a piece of knowledge can be used by more than one
person ata time. It gets crowdedaroundone
of Desh’s sewing
machines if one hundred Desh workers are trying to use the same
machine. It’s not all that feasible for one hundred workers to use the
same machine at the same time. It is feasible for one hundred different Bangladeshi manufacturers to use simultaneously the abstract
idea of the back-to-back import letters of credit. An idea itself imposes no limits on how many people can use it.
Complementary Knowledge

A second propertyof knowledge is important for the leaks story: new
knowledge is complementary to existing knowledge. In other words,
a new idea is worth more tothe society the more the society already
knows. This property of knowledge means that there are increasing
returns to investment in knowledge. This is very plausible since most
knowledge gains are incremental. Right now I am writing this using
the knowledge embodied in Microsoft Office 97, which offers a leap
in productivitywithout requiring much investment in a society
widely familiar with the old Microsoft Office and personal computers in general. But think of the state of knowledge in the 1970s,
before the personal computer revolution started. The payoff of Office
97 would have beennonexistent in the PC-less and clueless 1970s.
Increasing returns has a very important implication. As the name
implies, it means that returns to capital (including knowledge capital) increase as capital increases. Returns to capital are high where
capital is already abundant; returns to capital are low where capital
is scarce. This is the opposite of diminishing returns, where returns
to capital were high when capital was scarce.
How did we overcome diminishing returns to get increasing returns? As a society gets more and more machinesfor a given number
of workers, it is still true that each additional machine contributes
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less and less additional production, as we discussed in chapter 3. It
would be absurd tothink of an Alice in Wonderland world wherean
additional sewing machine’s value goes up the more sewing machines there already are. Just how many sewing machines can one
person operate?
But knowledge is different. As a society gets more and more productive ideas, each additional idea contributes more and more additional production. If this investment in knowledge leaks to everyone,
then this newknowledge raises the productivity of all existing
knowledge and machines throughout the economy. If this knowledge creation and leaking are strong enough, they overwhelm the
normal process of diminishing returns to machines. The more existing knowledge there is, the higher is the return to each new bit of
knowledge. The higher the return to each new bit of knowledge, the
stronger is the incentive to invest in yet more knowledge.
We have seen that both physical capital and human capital tend
to flow toward the richest economies. If different levels of knowledge across nations explain income differences, then itis obvious
why physical capital and human capital want to go to the highknowledge economy, where rates of return to physical and human
capital will be higher.
Increasing returns seems to be what happened in the Bangladeshi
garment industry. The Desh workers watched Daewoo and Noorul
Quader create useful knowledge about making shirts, selling shirts
abroad, using special bonded warehousesystems, and using back-toback import letters of credit in Bangladesh. They took that knowledge with them when they left Desh and started their own garment
firms. By 1985, there were over seven hundred Bangladeshi garment
companies. Knowledge leaks.
To take one example, in January 1985, Mohammadi Apparels Ltd.
began operations, makingshirtson
134 Japanese-madesewing
machines. Mohammadi Ltd. had to buy its own machines, which no
one else could use at the same time. But it could use the same ideas
that seven hundred other firms were using-ideas that originated at
Desh. The production manager at Mohammadi was a
former production manager at Desh; the marketing manager at Mohammadi
was a former marketing manager at Desh; ten other former Desh
workers worked at Mohammadi, providing training to the Mohammadi workers. Within thirty-one months of beginning operations,
Mohammadi had already exported $5 million worth of shirts, with
Norway the single biggest customer.
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Noorul Quader’s Desh was not suffering too much from all the
competitors. Desh saw production increase fifty-one-fold by 1987.
The world garment market, where theBangladeshis were operating,
was a big ocean.
Still Noorul Quader did not get fully rewarded for the benefits he
brought to Bangladesh by inadvertently creating the
Bangladeshi
garment industry. The return to his initial investment was mostly a
return for society, not a private return to him. The distinction between society-wide returns and private returns is important, Ias
will
discuss in a moment.
Since we haveseen that physical capital investment is not a highly
important determinant of growth, it seems plausible that direct investmentsinknowledge
are fairly important. Noorul Quader acquired knowledge by paying royalties to
Daewoo; this knowledge
then leaked to otherBangladeshi producers.
Before Noorul Quader’s breakthrough, thereturn to an investment
in a Bangladeshi garment factory was low. Once Noorul Quader got
the industryrolling with his Daewoo-supported knowledgecreation,
the return to an investment in a garment
factory was high.
The leak part is critical to make the story workable. Suppose that
any knowledge created did not leak and the investor in knowledge
was the only one to
benefit. As the investor gets more and more
personal knowledge, his returns will be higher than anyone else’s,
and they will keepgettinghigherthemoreheinvests.
He will
reinvest his vast profits in his own enterprise. He will even attract
investment from others, since he offers higher returns than anyone
else. This highly successful and canny investor will grow, but nobody else will. That one investor will take over the economy-first
the industry, then the nation, eventually the world
...
A theory of growth in whichone company takesover the world is
not appealing, and it just hasn’t happened, despite the bestefforts of
some people. Something more is needed to make the theory reasonable. The something more is: knowledge leaks. The leaks create a distinction between social and private returns. With leaks, there are
social increasing returns, not private increasing returns. A society
benefits from a lot of investment in knowledge by that society; an
individual does not fully
benefit from a lot of knowledge creation by
that individual. This means that market incentives to create knowledge will not be strong enough, even when that knowledge is socially beneficial. The free market will not lead to the best possible
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outcome, because there are differences between the private and the
social return to knowledge investments.
Circles

The principle that knowledge leaks sets up the potential for virtuous
and vicious circles. Think of an economy in which a lotof investment
by a few individuals has created some knowledge. That knowledge
has leaked to others, giving them high returns to their own knowledgeinvestments. Liking highreturnswhenthey
see them,the
others invest. Knowledgeincreases further, leaking toyet others. The
additional others invest in knowledge,
increasing knowledge further
and leaking to yet others, and so on.
The initial wave of investment sparked a virtuous circle of further
investment and growth. The Desh case seems to fit, at least for purposes of illustration. Noorul Quader got things going. Others
invested in creating even more knowledge, raising the return to even
more investment in knowledge.
But virtuous circles do not always happen, and some suffering
countriesgetstuckwith
vicious circles instead. To completethe
story, we need one more element-a minimum rate of return that
investors require for investments. It is eminently plausible that there
is such a required rate of return, also known as the discount rate.
If there is such a discount ratefor, say, Bangladeshi investors, they
are going to need a minimum rate of return to give up some of today’s consumption and invest in a Bangladeshi garment factory instead. So what happens to a country that starts out with alow level
of both machines and knowledge?
The rate of return tonewknowledge
dependsonhowmuch
knowledge there already is; how much knowledge there is depends
on the incentives to invest in knowledge. If at the beginning there is
little knowledge, then there is alow rate of return. If this low rate of
return falls below the minimum required rate of return, that is, the
discount rate, then there will be no investment in new knowledge.If
there is no investment today, there will be still be low knowledge
tomorrow, so there will still be a low rate of return tomorrow-and
so no investment tomorrow either. The day after tomorrow, there
will still be low knowledge. Rather than a virtuous circle, this country is stuck in avicious circle. A poor country in a vicious circle is in
a trap from which there is no easyescape.
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It doesn’t matter why knowledge was too lowat the beginning-a
recent stroke of bad luck perhaps, or the accumulation of past bad
luck. Perhaps Bangladeshi knowledgeaboutgarmentproduction
was lost in the disastrous war of independence at the beginning of
the 1970s. Maybe the initial wave of socialism by the independent
government killed off the industry. Maybe there never was a garment industry.
Nor does it matter what provides an initial wave
of investment
in knowledge that gets one
out of the vicious circle and over the
threshold into the virtuouscircle. It was pure luck from Desh’s point
of view that Daewoo was shut outof US.shirt markets and needed
to find a base in a previously shirt-free country. The Bangladeshi
governmentcooperatedbypermittingduty-freeimports
for exporters, which we can think
of as raising thefeasible rate of return to
the new investments. We can speculate that the initial wave of investment and the change in government
policy got the rate of return
up over the minimum, and then the industry justfed on itself.
There’s still the big question: if virtuous circles are so wonderful,
why don’t they always happen? Surely everybody would like to get
into a virtuous circle, so why doesn’t everybody act like Noorul
Quader of Desh Ltd.? This is where the distinction between private
and social returns to investment again crucial.
is
A single individual,
even a Noorul Quader, cannot make hisown luck. He cannot start a
virtuous circle by himself.
Part of the problem is that the individual is not rewarded for the
social contributions he makes when he invests. When he invests in
knowledge, he increases the stock of knowledge available to everyone. He gets no reward for doing that, and so is less likely to make
such contributions to social knowledge.
The other side of the problem is that returns to the
individual’s
investment depend oneveryone’s investments in knowledgeand not
just his. The rate of return to new investment in knowledge depends
on the totalstock of knowledge in the economy.If the rate of return
is falling well short of the minimum, then a single individual’s investmentis too smalltomovethewholeindustry
or thewhole
economy above the threshold. All the individual is going to see is
that he is making investments that carry a below-minimum rate of
return, so he doesn’t invest in knowledge, nobody else invests, and
everybody remains facing below-minimum returns.
Noorul Quader was entrepreneurial and lucky enough to benefit
from thebig injection of knowledgefromDaewoothat
made it
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worthwhile to start investing in
Bangladeshi garment production.
Even he did not get rewarded fully for the benefits he brought to
everyone else, and Daewoo got rewarded even less. The fortuitous
combination of loopholes in international traderestrictions and local
government duty exemptions made it worthwhile for Daewoo and
Quader at the beginning nevertheless. The sheer luck involved in
gettingthe Bangladeshi garmentindustrystartedillustrateshow
hard it is for a poor country to
find those virtuous circles where
knowledge leaks.
This story about knowledgeleaks also makes clear that the market
left to itself will not necessarily create growth. Laissez-faire policy by
the government maywell leave the economy, or some parts of the it,
in a vicious circle. Getting into the virtuous circle may require conscious government intervention in knowledge creation.
The principle
that knowledge leaks fundamentally changes our view of how markets work for good or ill. Markets will often need an injection of
government subsidies to start the knowledgeball rolling.
Matches

What did the explosion of the space shuttleChallenger on January28,
1986, have to do with the poverty of Zambia? Nothing would be a
good first guess, but both events turn out to be metaphors for increasing returns, metaphors that illustrateessentially the same principle: the principle of matches.
The explosion seventy-three seconds after the Challengeu’s liftoff
wascausedbythefailure
of asinglecomponent,arubber
seal
known as an O-ring, in the right-hand-side solid rocket booster.ll
When the people in chargeof the O-ringon the Challenger made fatal
errors, all of the billions of dollars of well-functioning parts in the
rest of the spacecraft turned lethal.
The metaphor applies to many products besides a space shuttle.
Production is often a series of tasks. Think of an assembly line in
which each worker successively works on a product. The value of
each worker’s efforts depends on the qualityof all the other workers’
efforts. In the extreme, if one worker makes a disastrous error, all of
the other tasks go for naught. This creates strong incentives for the
best workers to match up with each other on the assembly
same
line.
Very good workers want to be on an assembly line with other very
good workers, so that they get the payoff from their high-quality
skills.
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Complements

With theO-ringstory,onehighly
skilled workercomplements
another. My productivity as a workeris higher, the higheris the skill
level of my coworkers. If this reminds you of the basic increasing
returns principle-returns to skills for the individual go up with the
existing skill average in the society-it should. The matching story
features increasing returns to skills.
Diminishing returns would have said the opposite. With diminishing returns, one highly skilled worker substitutes for another. If I
am a highly skilled worker, then the availability of another highly
skilled worker makes my kind of skills more abundant-and therefore less valuable.
Diminishing versus increasing returns accounts
for the ambivalence you feel when a person with skills similar to yours joins your
office. On one hand, everyone else in the office might value you less
because now there’s somebody else similar who is available as a
substitute. That’s diminishing returns. On the other hand, your productivity might be higher becauseyou can now talk shop with your
similar coworker. That’s increasing returns. Whether you lose or win
depends on whether you and the new coworker, on balance, substitute for eachother or complement each other.I prefer having
coworkers whoare similar to me in skills, whichsuggeststhat
workers inmy office complement each other, and wehave increasing
returns to skills.
This has something to do with why the most skilled lawyers live
in New York and not in New Mexico. If skilled workers can freely
movewherever they want,thentheywilltendtocongregatein
places where they can match with lots of other skilled workers. The
economy will exhibit strong concentrations of high skill in a few
places, surrounded by large swathesof low skill.
Evidence for Complements

This story is oneexplanation of the still powerfulpull
of the
big cities, despite their well-documented disadvantages of crowds,
crime, and Calvin Klein billboards. Cities arewhere high-skilled
people match up. In the United States, counties that belong to metropolitan areas have income per person that is 32 percent higher than
that of rural counties. It also explainswhy property values are higher
in big cities than in rural areas.
The richest urban county-New York,
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New York-has a median housing value twenty-two times higher
than the poorestrural county-Starr County, Texas.12AsRobert
Lucas at theUniversity of Chicago said, ”What can people be paying
Manhattan or downtown Chicago rents for, if not for being near
other people?”13
Another study found evidence for this story when it examined
wages and rents across cities in the United States. It found that the
wage of an individual with the same skill and education characteristics was higher in cities whose populations had higher average
skills. In otherwords,apersonwhomovedfromalow-humancapital city to a high-human-capital city would earn higher wages.
This study’s interpretation is that an individual with given
schooling
is more productive-and
so gets paid more-when he or she lives
and works with more highlyskilled people.
Cities withmore skilled populations also had higheraverage
housing rents for the same typesof housing and local amenities. This
study’s interpretationof the higher rentsis that people will pay more
for the opportunity tolive and work near the highly ~ki1led.l~
A WorldBank study found something similar when it studied
provinces in Bangladesh. Households in the Tangail/Jamalpur district of Bangladesh have 47 percent lower real consumption than
households with identical skills in Dhaka. A Bangladeshi woman
who movedfromtheTangail/JamalpurdistricttoDhakawould
have a higher standardof living.
Another study found a related result withU.S. immigrant groups.
One characteristic of immigrant groups is that they are more
likely to
match with another member of the group than someone outside the
group. An individual belonging to an immigrant group that had a
high average wage was more
likely to have a high wage than an
individual belonging to an immigrant group having a low average
wage. If you think I’m saying something tautological, I’m not. The
individual is too small to affect the average of the immigrant group.
If there were no benefits from matching, we would expect to see
individual wages determinedsolely by theindividual’s skills. Instead
we see the individual’s wageinfluenced by the wageof the group to
which he or she belongs. The patterns found bythese studies suggest
thatan individual’s opportunity for matchingwithother
skilled
individuals is as important as the individual’s own
skills.
What if skilled workers can moveacross national boundaries?The
matching story helps explain the brain
drain of some skilled workers
from the poor countries to therich countries. A star chef in Morocco
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knows that he can match with more
highly skilled restaurant people
in France than in Morocco, and thus will be paid more in France. A
surgeon from India will be paid more when she can match up with
highly skilled nurses, anesthesiologists, radiologists, medical technicians, bookkeepers, and receptionists. The highly skilled surgeon
from India would prefer to move to the United States, where other
highly skilled workers can be found.
Under diminishing returns, unskilled labor should wantto migrate
to capital-abundant rich countries. Skilled labor should want to stay
in poor countries where it’s scarce. With the matching story, skilled
labor from the poor country will want to move to the rich country to
match up with the skilled labor there. In fact, as we have seen, an
educated Indian is fourteen times more likely to emigrate to the
United States than an uneducated Indian.15
(The same incentives imply that financial capital will also flow
toward the richest countries. Increasing returns means the rate of
return to capital is higher where it is already abundant. We saw in
chapter 3 that the richest-and therefore most capital abundant20 percent of the world population received 88 percent of private
capital gross inflows; the poorest 20 percent received 1 percent of
private capital gross inflows.)
Of course, there areimmigration
restrictions onmovements
between countries. It might be more informative to check how the
many skilled people who cannot move are doing in countries that
have a lot of skills and those that don’t. The large differences in
skilled wages between countries also fit with the matching story.
Recall from chapter4 that engineers in 1994 earned $55,000 a year in
New York and $6,000 a year in Bombay.16
This story so far begs an average question. How come workers in
the poor country are less skilled than those in the rich country in the
first place?
How Not to Get Rich in Real Estate

Increasing returns stories usually have higher returns to individual
investment, when there is higher average knowledge capital in the
society. Is that a feature of this matching game?Absolutely.
A clear example from everydaylife of the matching game, one that
lends itself to analyzing individual investment, is real estate. Beautiful mansions do not get built in urban ghettos, where land is cheap.
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And someone who becomes rich usually moves out of the ghetto
rather than stays behind and renovates. The real estate game creates
powerful incentives for matching. The value of a beautiful mansion
would be pulled down by the low housing valuesof its poor neighbors, which may reflect negative neighborhood effects like higher
crime and lower school quality. These neighborhood spillovers create powerful incentives for matching. A new house built in a neighborhood is usually of about the same kind and value as theexisting
houses.
You can see the incentives or disincentives for self-improvement.
Suppose my neighbors have
little interest in keeping up appearances.
They leave rusting old Fords in the front yard and for
optthe natural
look of peeling paint and bare gray wood. Since most home buyers
don’t find my neighbors’ tastes appealing, the neighboring houses
lower my house’s value. That weakens myincentive to maintain my
own house.
There are vicious and virtuous circles in real estate. Neighborhoods that are dilapidated stay dilapidated, because it’s not worth
it for any individual to make home improvements. Neighborhoods
that are high priced stay high priced, because it would be costly for
anyoneto let their own housingvalueslip(and
costly for their
neighbors, who might apply a little peer pressure).
Skill Improvement and Matching

Let’s get back to the more serious issue of skills in nations. People
upgrading their skills in the national matching game are like homeowners upgradingtheir houses in the neighborhood real estate game.
It’s worth it if the neighbors(fellow workers) have high home quality
(high skill quality).
Supposeacountrystarts
out poor,witheveryonehavinglow
skills. Ms. X is deciding whether to make the sacrifices necessary to
get trained as a doctor.If she gets a medical education, she
will have
to forgo working at anunskilled job that she could get immediately.
She will not be able to support her aged parents or her young siblings for the duration of her medical training. But after she becomes
a highly skilled physician, she can earn more. She will be able to
support her parents and siblings even better after a few years of privation. But how much will her earnings increase after she becomes a
doctor?
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We are back to where we were before. How much her earnings
increase depends on howsuccessful she isat matching up with other
skilled workers-say, nurses,pharmacists, and bookkeepers. The
likelihood of a profitable match depends on how much education
everyone else is getting. Her problem after getting
skilled is going to
be to find other people of comparable skill.
She could try to coordinate with a bunch of others in advance, to
match up after graduation with other people getting trained.
But this
is asking her to know a lot more about many other individuals than
she could realistically know and to make binding agreements that
are impossible to enforce. Probably the best she can do is to check
how much people on average are getting educated in her future
sphere of operations. At best, she will have some aggregated information like the national averageof educational attainment. If a lot of
people are highly educated, then the chances of her matching with
other skilled peoplearemuchgreater.
She knowsthat going to
medical school is worthwhile in a country where there are already
plenty of skilled nurses,pharmacists, and bookkeepers. It’s not
worthwhile when suchskilled workers are rare.
This is her bottom line: go to school if average nationwide skills
are already high; don’t go to school if average nationwide skills are
still low. Her decision rule is sensible for her-but disastrous for the
nation. The nation with low average skill is going to be stuck with
low average skill because no single individual is going to find it
worthwhile to go to school.
The situation is evenworse if skills arecomplementarytothe
general state of knowledge in that nation. People who get educated
in a society with little knowledge don’t benefit as much as those in
a
knowledge-abundant society. Even if knowledge leaks, the value of
being educated is much less if there is not much knowledge to leak.
Even if the workers do go to school in a low-knowledge society, the
nation will stay impoverished (remember how surprisingly worthless was the educational explosion discussed in chapter4).
Like the other tales of increasing returns, the matching storyraises
the possibility that a poor country
is poor just because it started poor.
There are vicious circles in education. If a nation starts out skilled, it
gets more skilled. If it starts out unskilled, it stays unskilled. There is
nothing natural about who is
skilled and unskilled in this worldview. It does not reflect virtues or vices of individuals. It just reflects
where the nation started. Once again we have
a nation stuck in a
vicious circle.
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Hewers of Wood, Drawers of Water

There is also nothing natural about the international pattern of specialization in this worldview.The poor unskilled nationwill produce
raw materials. The rich skilled nation will produce secondary- or
tertiary-stage goods like manufactured consumer goods.
Suppose you are a businessman with an unskilledlabor pool and
you are deciding what to produce. One characteristic of unskilled
workers is that they are morelikely to make amistake, and so to ruin
the product they are working on. Is it more profitable to have them
work on a product that has already gone through a lot
of costly
processing-high-quality
linen made from flax-or is it better to
have them work on a product that has had
little processing-like
growing the flax? If they have equal probability of ruining the product in either case, it is better to risk ruining a low-value product with
no processing (the flax) rather than a high-value product already
embodying a lot of processing (the linen).
So in practice, the poorest countries, with the lowest skills, produce relatively more raw materials; the richest countries, with the
highest skills, produce relatively more manufactured goods. Economists used to think that producing agriculture versus manufactures
just reflected comparative advantage-that
is, who had the better
agricultural land, who had thebetter sites for manufacturing, and so
forth. The skill acquisition story fits reality much better.
The United States, whose agricultural advantages are legendary,
devotes 2 percent of its economy to agricu1t~re.l~
Ethiopia, whose
frequentdroughts,mountainousland,and
cattle-killing tsetse fly
make it about as idealfor agriculture as the lunarsurface, devotes 57
percent of its economy to agriculture.18 Americans have high skills,
with less than 5 percent of the population illiterate. Ethiopians on
average have lowskills, with 65 percent of the populationilliterate.I9
Comparativeadvantageinagriculture
and manufacturesis itself
manufactured.
Traps

The matchingstory offers an explanation for income differences
between countries. A country in which all the workers are skilled
will display much higher average salaries than one in which all the
workers are unskilled. The income difference will be much greater
than the skill difference of individual workers. In the rich country,
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the skilled workers raise each other’s productivity;inthepoor
country, the unskilled workers lower each other’s productivity. To
make it even worse, anyone who does happen to get skilled in the
poor country will try to move to rich
the country. The matching story
provides apossible explanation of the forty-fold difference in incomes
between countries, evenwhen thedifference in education per worker
is much less than forty-fold. It could help explain why the income
differences between nations are so persistent: individuals in poor
nations face weak incentives, while individuals in rich nations face
strong incentives.
The matching story could also apply to the ethnic differences in
education and income. Suppose that there are two ethnic groups,
purples and greens. The purples start out with high education. The
greensstart outwith low education, for someobscure historical
reason (perhaps the purples enslaved the greens
back in the bad old
days). Suppose that there islegal segregation between the two ethnic
groups so that by law purples work only with other purples, and
greensworkonlywithothergreens.
Then greens do nothave
much incentive to get educatedfor the same reason as in the story
for
nations: the chances of an educated green’s finding another of comparable skill are low. If there is nobody of comparable skill with
whom to match, the return to acquiring
skills is low. Each green does
this calculation and refrains from acquiring new skills, and so the
expectation that there will not be many greens withskills is fulfilled.
But even if there is no legal segregation, the greens could still be
trapped in low education. Employers, who are almost entirely purple
since they are the highly skilled ones, know that greens historically
havelow skills. Supposethatemployershavetroublediscerning
each individual’s skill level. In the absence of other information, lazy
purple employers could just assume that greens are low skilled and
purples are high skilled. So purple high-skilled employers looking
for high-skilled workers will always hire purples. If an individual
green gets an education, it will not do him any good because the
employers will assume he is poorly educated anyway.So the greens
will not get educated, fulfilling employers’ expectations.20
Of course, what I really have in mind with the purple and green
story is the ethnic income differentials in the United States between
blacks and whites. Blacks earn 41 percent less than whites. These are
not the only ethnic differentials in the United States. Native Ameri-
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cans earn 36 percent less than whites, Hispanics earn 31 percent less,
and Asians earn 16 percent
more.21There are even more subtle ethnic
differences in prosperity in the United States. George Borjas found
that individuals whose grandparents immigrated from Austria earn
25 percent more than people whose grandparents immigrated from
Belgium. The initial differences in income have percolated across two
generations. Similarly, there are ethnicdifferentials even between the
largely poor native Americans. The Iroquois earn almost twice the
median household income of the Sioux.
Other ethnic differentials in the United States appear by religion.
Episcopalians earn 31 percent more income than Methodists.22Forty
percent of the 160 richest Americans are Jewish, although only 2
percent of the US. population is Jewish.23
There are clear examples of ethnic-geographicpovertytraps
within many countries. Almost every country has its persistently
poor regions, like the south of Italy, the northeast of Brazil, Baluchistan in Pakistan, or Chiapas in Mexico. Most of these regions have
deep historical roots for their poverty. Brazilian economic historian
Celso Furtado traces the plight of northeast Brazil back to the collapse of sugar prices in the sixteenth century.
Within theUnited States, there are five well-defined poverty
clusters: (1)inner-city blacks, (2) rural blacks in theMississippi delta,
(3) native Americans in theWest, (4) Hispanics in the Southwest,and
(5) whitesinsoutheastern
Kentucky (Figure8.1showstherural
poverty traps; the inner city ones are too small in land areato show
up.) The southeastern Kentucky cluster isinterestingbecause
it

Figure 8.1
Poverty traps in the UnitedStates (counties with poverty rate above35 percent)
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shows the poverty trap to be more localized than the clich6 that
Appalachian whites are poor. Infact, eighteen of the twenty poorest
all-white counties in the United States are in southeastern Kentucky.
All of these poverty traps have beenin existence for some time.
Other nations also have ethnically defined poverty traps. Mexican
indigenous people have a poverty rate of 81 percent, while white or
mestizo Mexicans have a poverty rate of 18 percent.24 Guatemalan
indigenous people are twice as likely to be illiterate (80 percent of the
indigenous are illiterate) as other G ~ a t e m a l a n s There
. ~ ~ are differences even among the indigenous. Quiche-speaking indigenouspeople in Guatemala have 22 percent less income than Kekchi-speaking
indigenous people.26
InBrazil, residents of poor favelas complainedthatemployers
would not hire anyone who has an address infavelas with a reputation for violence. Those favela residents would give false addresses
and even get fake electricity bills borrowed from friends in other
10cations.~~
In South Africa, there is the well-known difference between whites
and blacks: whites earn 9.5 times more. The large differentials among
blacks by ethnic group are less well known. Among all-black traditional authorities (an administrative unit somethinglike a village) in
the state of KwaZulu-Natal, with its many diverse ethnic groups, the
ratio of the richest traditional authority to the poorest is 54.
Ethnic differentials are also common in other countries. The ethnic
dimension of rich business elites is not a big secret: the Jews in the
United States, the Lebanese in West Africa,the Indians inEast Africa,
the overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia. Virtually every country has
its own ethnographic group noted for their success. For example, in
the Gambia, a tiny indigenous ethnic group called the Serahule is
reported to dominate business out of all proportion to their numbers;
they are often called ”Gambian Jews.” In Zaire, Kasaians have been
dominant in managerial and technical jobs since the days of colonial
rule; they are often called ”the Jewsof Zaire.”28
And then, as we have seen, there is evidence of poverty traps at
the national level. India was near the bottom in 1820 of the twentyeight nations on which we have data from 1820 to 1992. India was
still near the bottom of these twenty-eight nations in 1992. Northern
Europe and its overseas offshoots were at the top in 1820; they are
still at the top today.
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The Rich Are Trapped Too

The matching story that predicts poverty traps also predicts wealth
traps. There will be some areas where valuable
skills are concentrated
that will be much richer than everybody else. Casual observation
reveals such concentrations: cities. And there is strong concentration
even among cities: metropolitan counties in the Boston-Washington
corridor are 80 percent richer per person than other metropolitan
countie~.~9
Since the Boston-Washington corridorroughly corresponds to the zoneof initial settlementof the United States, I suspect
that having a head start in the distant past has a lot to do with this
income difference.
It’s also obvious that there are neighborhood poverty traps
and
wealth traps within each metropolitan area. The rich and the poor
are not randomlymixed across the metropolitan areabut areconcentrated within certain neighborhoods,
confirming the predictionof the
real estate matching game. More generally, if knowledge leaks, rich
people will want to bearound other knowledge-rich people benefit
to
from theleaks. If the benefit of a knowledge leak is in creasing in the
amount of knowledge you already have, a knowledge-rich person
can outbid a poor personfor a house in therich neighborhood.
In the metro areaof Washington, D.C., for example, you can draw
a vertical north-south line down the middle dividing rich and poor
(the line roughly coincides with Rock Creek Park). The richest fourth
of zip codes in the city and suburbs lie to the west of this line, and
the poorest fourth of zip codes lie to the east. The richest zip code
(Bethesda, Maryland 20816)is about five times richer thanthe
poorest zip code (College Heights in Anacostia, D.C.). This has a
strong ethnic dimension, as usual,since Bethesda 20816 is 96 percent
white and College Heights is 96 percent black.30
Economic geography shows spatial concentration worldwide.
This
concentration has a fractal-like quality in that it recurs at each level
of aggregation. Using national data, we can calculate that 54 percent
of world GDP is produced on 10 percent of its land area. Even this
calculation vastly understates concentration, because it assumes that
economic activity is evenly spreadacross the map within
each nation.
This is obviously not true; within the
United States, for example,
2 percent of the land area produces
50 percent of the GDP. This
obviously reflects the dominant contribution of cities to production.
But even within cities there is concentration.
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Complements and Traps

It’s important to keepin mind what special features the “traps” story
has-that determine whether its predictions will come true. Stories
areinterestingonly
if theymight conceivably be false. Thekey
assumption of the matching story, which might be
false, is that skills
strongly complementeach other. A key assumption of the leaks story
is that new knowledge strongly complements existing knowledge.
We need bothstvongly and complement for this story to work.
Workers’
skills have to complement each other, and they have to complement
eachother so strongly as to overwhelmthenormaldiminishing
returns to skills as skills get more and more abundant. New knowledge has to complement existing knowledge and machines strongly
to overcome the diminishing returns to machines. Strongly complementary skills and knowledge create traps.
The matches story, like the leaks story, has a tension between the
individualandthe
society. Whatmattersmore
for myeconomic
productivity: what I do or what the society does? Loosely speaking,
if it’s what I do, as it is under diminishing returns, then I don’t have
to worry about virtuousand vicious circles. I will get what is coming
to me for my own efforts. This is theview of the Mankiw application
of the Solow model I discussed earlier. If what matters moreis what
the society does, then vicious circlescan form. My efforts go for
naughtbecausethe
rest of the society is not putting out
similar
efforts. So I don’t make theeffort. Everyone else does this calculation
and nobody makes theeffort, confirming each of us in the wisdomof
not making an effort.
I have talked about povertytraps at different levels of aggregation:
the neighborhood, the ethnic group, the
province, the nation. Perhaps even the world was one big poverty trap prior to the industrial
revolution. At the other extreme, even the household or extended
family could be the relevant ”society.” The level at which poverty
traps form depends on whatis the relevant society over which leaks
and matches happen. If neighborhood(orhousehold)members
associate only with each other (for noneconomic reasons), then the
neighborhood (household) is the “society” for the individual. At the
other extreme, if the global economy is wide open to at least some
individuals and companies, then the world
is the relevant society for
those individuals and companies. Unfortunately, it is the poor who
tend to have a constricted society because they don’t have the train-
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ing, the personal computers, and the contacts that would give them
access to global knowledge.
In Malawi, there is a saying, Wagalimoto ndi wagalimoto, wa wilibala
ndi wa wilibala (Those who possess vehicles chat among themselves,
while thosewho possess wheelbarrows chat amongthemselves also).
In KokYangak,Kyrgyz
Republic, peoplereportedininterviews,
”The rich and the poor [do] notlike each other and would not associate with each other.” And in Foua, Egypt, people were ”compartmentalized along socio-economic divides ...the rich engage in social
activities together, and the poor stayt ~ g e t h e r . ” ~ ~
Leaks, matches, and traps explain how abject poverty is consistent with people responding to
incentives. Income differences are
explained not by the individuals’ effort to accumulate physical and
human capital, but by differences in knowledge and matching opportunities across nations, across regions within a nation, andacross
ethnic groups. Poor people face weak incentives to upgrade their
skills and knowledge because their leaks and matches come from
other poor people.32
You G e t W h a t You Expect in Traps

Another feature of traps is that expectations matter. Great expectations can get you out of the poverty trap.
Suppose a poor country starts below the poverty
trap threshold.
The return on investing in knowledge, education, and machines is
currently too low to make such investment worthwhile, and so the
country would be stuck in the poverty trap. But now suppose that
you expect that everyone else will be investing in acquiring skills,
knowledge, and machines. Everyone else has the same expectations.
It is now worth your while to make the investment, because when
theinvestmentmatures,it
will be matchedwiththehigh
skills
createdbyeveryone
else’s investment. So highexpectationsare
enough to get theeconomy out of the poverty trap. Conversely, bad
expectations could take a country that was above the poverty
trap
threshold and send it down into the poverty trap.You won’t invest
if you think that no one else is going to be investing. Whether an
economy gets rich or poor can depend on whether everyone expects
it to get rich or poor.
Expectations could be a source of the instability of growth rates
thatweobservein
practice. A single shock tothesystemcould
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change expectations overnight. You suddenly expect everyone else
to stop investing,so you stop investing. The expectations story could
explain the Latin American growth crash after the debt
crisis in 1982,
the Mexican crash in 1995, and the East Asian crash in 1997-1998.
Growth changes more violently than is justified by a change in fundamentals because expectations change abruptly.
The increasing returns storyof poverty traps says that poverty is a
failure of coordination. If only everyone wasable to agree in advance
that they would make investments until they
reached a skill level
above the poverty trap threshold, then they would get out of the
poverty trap. Unfortunately, the market does not make this coordination on its own,and so poverty persists.
Government Policies and Traps

How would government policy affect incentives in a world of leaks,
matches, and traps? First, recognize that government intervention
may be necessary to get an economy out of a trap. If there is a minimum required return on investment! low knowledge may make the
rate of return too low for the private sector to invest. The public
sector could get the economy out of the trap by subsidizing investment in new knowledge.
Second, be careful about how that government intervention
affects
incentives. It wouldn’t help get out of a trap to have massive public
investment that is financed by a punitive tax on private investment,
If the cause of the trap is a low private rate of return to capital, it
does not make much sense to depress that return further. What the
state gives with one hand, ittakes away with the other.
Bad government policies could even be the cause of the trap. Bad
policies imply a lower rateof return to the privatesector. If the postpolicy rate of return falls below the required minimum rate
of return,
the private sector won’t invest. The private sector facing sufficiently
bad policies will not invest in the knowledge and skills that the
nation needs to get out of the trap.
The first step in a bad policy situation is to remove the bad government policies. If that is not enough byitself to get the nation out
of thetrap,thenthegovernmentshouldsubsidize
all forms of
knowledge and capital accumulation.This would mean duty andtax
exemptions for capital goods, education, technology licensing payments, and even government subsidies for those goods and services.
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The subsidies should be financed by taxes that do not themselves
discourage knowledge accumulation,like taxes on consumption.
The government can alsoact to try to solve the coordination problem. If it can convince a number of big players to make big investments even if current incentives are not sufficiently strong, then the
nation can escape the trap.
This is a plausible story
of the governmentbusiness collaboration that helped jump-start the East Asian growth
miracle.
If the nation as a whole escapes the trap but leaves behind some
ethnic or regional group, the government should try to subsidize
the acquisition of skills, this time by the poor. Government welfare
payments should increase in a matching fashion when individuals
increase their incomes. The opposite occurs undermostwelfare
schemes in the industrialized countries, although the U.S. earnedincome tax credit is asuccessful exception that shows how to reward
the poor for earning money. The subsidy to skill acquisition by the
poor should befinanced in a way that does not depress anyone
else’s
return to skill acquisition. Again, putting a tax on consumption is
one way to do this.
Having said whatpolicies should be, stories of leaks, matches, and
traps still raise the frightening specter of indeterminacy. Policy differences will not be enough to explain all the variation in growth
across nations. Some nations will be poor just because they started
off poor or because everyoneexpects them to be poor.
The success or
failure of government programs does not uniquely determine the
fate of the poor. Even knowing fundamentals like how much moral
uprightness, thriftiness, and diligence a given group has, and even if
a wise government gives them every incentive to succeed, we do not
know what their economic future will look like. It is sensitive to initial
conditions of knowledge and skill and to expectations, all of which
are hard tomeasure.
This chapter has presented a rather gloomy prospect for the poor,
those that are stuck in
vicious circles. The next chapter considers
some other aspects of technology that gives more hope for at least
some backward regions and nations.

Intermezzo: War and memory
Jade is a young woman who grew up in Nae-Chon, a village of240 people
fifty miles southeast of Seoul, Korea. Jade was born in 1958, the year after
me. Over her lifetime the average income of Koreans increased more than
eight times. Over my lifetime, American income has increased less than
two times.
The older people in Nae-Chon look back on their youths with a mixture
of nostalgia and relief. Jade's mother remembers that there was no store in
Nae-Chon when she first moved there in the 1950s; residents to walk three
or four hours into Suwon to buy sugar, salt, or lamp oil. Mrs. Kwang
adds how everyone would carry a load offirewood on their back on an
A-frame to sell in Suwon.
Jade's mother had to carry the laundry all the way down to the river to
wash. "You'd have to get up at three o'clock in the morning, there was so
much to do," says Mrs. Kwang. "But those old clothes were really
lovely," she sighed.
"The poorest people just ate the bark of the treesor what herbs and
grasses they could find in the spring," interjects Mrs. Y u . "There was
always a time of hunger before the rice harvest."
The conversation turned somber as they remembered the war. Mrs.
Kwang's husband worked as a slave laborer in a coal mine in the north
and returned with his health broken. In the war against the North
Koreans, Mrs. Kwang remembered, everyone fled south, hurryingpast the
bodies lying along the roads.
Jade's father had a law degree, but twenty years
of war had kept him
from establishing himself in his profession. He stuck to farming and put
his hope in the next generation, sending Jade to Seoul University. She
finished her studies, got married, and moved to Japan. Her sister now
lives in Inchon, in an apartment filled with appliances like "washer,
juicer, dryer, blender." Her mother still lives in Nae-Chon.
But now Nae-Chon itself has all the appurtenances of a consumer
society. The roads are paved, houses have TV antennas or satellite dishes,
electric and telephone wires. Less appealing is the litter of plastic cartons
and soda bottles tossed in the ditches. A polyurethanefoam factory gives
work to villagers. The young no longer talk of war and politics, butof
sports, foreign travel,and clothes. Nutrition has improved so much over
recent decades that this generationis four and a half inches taller than
their grandparents.l
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Creative Destruction:
The Power of Technology

I think there is a world market for maybefive computers.

Thomas Watson, chairman of IBM, 1943

The previous chapter painted
technological knowledge as a force
creating poverty traps. But there are other ways in which the power
of technology offers hope for tropical countries, who don’t have as
much vested interests in old technologies as industrial countries do.
At least some tropical countrieshavethepotentialtoskipsome
technological stepsthatarenow
obsolete andjumprighttothe
technological frontier. However, seizing technological opportunities
requires a minimumlevel of skill, basic infrastructure, some previous
technological experience, and favorable government policies.

The Shock of the New
I look at the mess on my desk at home and just about everything I
see are products that didn’t exist a few years ago. Most important,
the laptop on whichI’m typing these words did notexist as recently
as 1985, when I got my Ph.D.I laboriously typed out my dissertation
on what now would bea dinosaur mainframe computer. Just afew
years earlier, I had been typing high school and college papers on a
manual typewriter. Even when I got my first laptop at the World
Bank in 1986, it had a habit of kidnapping innocent young computer
files that were never seen again. I had to reenter one computer file
four different times.
My laptop todaycorrects my spelling and grammar.It hooks up to
a telephoneline so I can download mye-mail from work; e-mail, fast
modems, and the touch-tone technology that makes it all possible
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did not exist a few years ago. I can also access the Internet, another
new technology, and read thousands of economics papers and check
other information web sites. I did a lot
of research for this book over
the web. I can get the e-mail addresses and telephone numbers of
other economists from the web. I store those addresses and phone
numbers on a Sharp
electronic organizer that is today nearly obsolete
compared to the Palm Pilot but did not exist at all a few years ago.
Thecoffee I guzzle as I work is
Starbucks’ high-quality coffee,
another product unavailable a few years ago. I used tobe limited in
my supply of good coffee to what I could get on occasional trips to
Bogoti, Colombia; otherwise I was stuck with the horrors
of the
grocery store brand. Now there’s a Starbucks on every street corner.
My coffee at home goes through a cheap espresso machine toreally
give me a jolt.
We are living through an amazing technological revolution. We
have seen that growthis not explained verywell by accumulation of
inputs like machines. The major part of growth is the residual, which
includes technology.
My computer modem is twenty-two times faster than those of two
decades ag0.l From just 1991 to 1998, the price of a megabyte of hard
disk storage fell from five dollars to three cents.2 Computing power
per dollar invested has risen by a factor of 10,000 over the past two
decades. The cost of sending information over optical fiber has fallen
by a factor of 1,000 over the past two decades. Semiconductor usage
per unit of GDP in the United States has grown by a factor of 3,500
since 1980. In 1981 there were all of 213 computers on the Internet.
Now there are 60 r n i l l i ~ n . ~
And it’s not just high tech that has made such spectacular leaps.
Wheat yields doubled between 1970 and 1994; corn and rice yields
also soared, by 70 and 50 percent, respectively. Asian cereal yields
have done even better, tripling
over the past four decade^.^
Industry has become more efficient. New technologies like just-intime inventory management and numerically controlled machines
have emerged.
Health advances have been spectacular. To take one example, the
treatment of mental illnesses like schizophrenia and depression has
leaped with the discovery of new drugs like Risperdal and Prozac,
bringing relief to millions of sufferers.
The list could go on and on. Technological change is indeed a
powerful force behind economic growth, which is all about creating
new goods and new technologies. A side effect of this growth, how-
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ever, is that it destroys old goodsand old technologies. The previous
chapter looked at how new technology complements existing technology, which implied depressing prospects for backward nations.
Now let me illustrate how new technology can sometimes substitute
for existing technology, which will add some potential for backward
nations or regions to catch up. First, let’s just celebrate the amazing
power of technology to get more output out of the same amount of
input. Let’s illustrate with the history
of lighting, afield where we can
precisely measure the input (Btu of energy) and the output (lumen
hours).
The Story of Light

The first known type of lighting was a campfire, which dates from
about 1.4 million years ago.5 Our slow-witted ancestor Homoaustralopithecus was the inventor of the campfire. As everyone knows
who has tried to set up a tent by firelight, a fire consumes a lot of
energywithoutgivingmuchlight.
The morewith-it Paleolithic
peoples, of about 42,000 to 17,000 years ago, replaced campfires as
a source of light by burning animal fat in stone lamps. This was a
major breakthrough by Paleolithic standards: the fat lamp was about
twenty-two times moreenergy efficient asasource of lightthan
campfires.
Moving upthe
evolutionary scale, the Babylonians of about
1750 B.C. used sesame oil to light up their temples. This was double
the energy efficiency of lamps using animal fat.Finally, by the times
of the Greeks and the Romans, we have candles, which have about
twice the luminosity of sesame oil. Plato wrote by candlelight. No
further advances were made for the next 1,800 years.
We at last moved beyond candles at the expense of the whales.
Whale oil lamps were about twice as bright as candles for a given
amount of energy. The early nineteenth-centurywhalershunted
the noble mammals relentlessly to get their oil. Just as whales faced
extinction, they (and we) were saved by thediscovery of petroleum.
Edwin L. Drake sank the world’s first oil well near Titusville, Pennsylvania, on August27, 1859. Kerosene lamps were about20 percent
brighter than whale oil lamps for a given amount of energy, and
petroleum was cheap compared to whaleoil.
Then Thomas Edison came along and gave us the electric carbon
lamp, which was a dramatic improvement:
sixteen times more energy
efficient than kerosene. The electric lamp continued to be improved,
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all the way to today’s compact fluorescent bulb, which as of 1992
was twenty-six times brighter than Edison’s lamp for a givenamount
of energy. So today’slightsare
143,000 timesbrighter than the
campfires of the cavemen, for a given amount of energy (figure 9.1).
The dramatic advances in technology and the rise in wages mean
that we can buy a lot more lightingfor a given amount of labor. We
can get 840,000 times more lumen hours todayfor one hour of labor
than could H. austraZopithecus. Even if we shrink our gaze away from
the evolutionary time line, we see dramatic changes. We can purchase 45,000 times more lighting for an hour of work today than
could the workers of two centuries ago.
Nice But No Panacea

Technology is a wonderfulthing, but let’s not anoint it asyet another
elixir for growth. Technology responds to incentives, just like everything else. When technology exists but the incentives for using it are
missing, not much will happen. The Romans had the steam engine,
but used it only for opening and closing the doorsof a temple.6 They
even had a coin-operated vending machine, used to dispense holy
water in the temple.
They had reaping machines, ball bearings, waterpowered mills, and water pumpsbutdidnotattain
sustained
growth. They also had levers, screws, pulleys, and gears, which they
used mostly for war machine^.^
The Mayans and the Aztecs had the wheel, but used it only for
children’s toys.8 Hyderabad, India, was theworld’s first producer of
high-quality steel and exported it to the medieval Islamic empire,
which used it to make swords for the holy war against the infidels.
China isthemostdramaticexample
of having technological
knowledge but failing to sustain growth of income per head. The
Chinese learned to cast ironamillennium
and a half before the
Europeans. They had iron suspension bridges, which the Europeans
would later imitate. Chinese agriculture was a marvel of high-yield
rice fields, with hydraulic engineering performing the irrigationand
draining of fields. Chinese agriculture used an iron plow, the seed
drill, weeding rakes, the deep-tooth harrow, many different types of
fertilizer, and chemical and biological pest control. By the time of
the Ming dynasty (1368-1644),China had gunpowder, the paddle
wheel, the wheelbarrow, the spinning wheel, the waterwheel, printing, paper (even the critical breakthrough of toilet paper), the com-
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pass, and triple-masted ocean-going ships9 But the Chinese chose
not to compete in the world economy with their advanced technology, and they closed their borders. So Chinaremainedstagnant
through the nineteenth century, when Westerners using these some
of these same technologies were able to impose their will on China.
(Just think how history would be different if the Chinese had discovered America.)
In the world today, we can get some idea of technological progress
by measuring productivity growth:the part of economic growth not
accounted for by growth in machinery and
labor force. The industrial
countries have productivity growth of about 1-2 percent per year.
This explains virtually all growth of output per worker in industrial
countries. However,even if the technological frontier is moving
outward at 1 to 2 percent per year, we do not observe a very strong
tendency for many poor nations to benefit from this growth. As we
have seen, the growth rate of GDP per capita of the typical poor
country was zero between 1980 and 1998. Differences in productivity
growth explain over 90 percent of the differences across countries in
per capita growth between 1960 and 1992.
Some countries evenhave
negative productivitygrowth. For
example, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Peru, and Syria all saw real per capita
GDP fall during the 1980 to 1992 period at more than 1 percent per
year. This was at the same time that their real per capita capital
stocks weregrowingat over 1 percent per year andeducational
attainment was also increasing. I wouldn't argue that Costa Rica,
Ecuador, Peru, and Syria had technological regress, but clearly other
factors got in the way of technological progress. Technologically
driven growth is anything but automatic.
Just as productivity growth explains most of the difference in per
capita growth across countries, so differences in technological levels
explain most of the differences in income per capita. U.S.workers
produce twenty times the output per worker that Chinese workers
do. If Chinese workershad the same technology as U.S. workers, then
U.S. workers would produce only twice as much as Chinese workers
(which wouldbe explained by more education and machinery
for U.S.
workers). Most of the higher output of American workers compared
to Chinese workers is explained by higher technological productivity.l0 Poor countries like China continue to lag behind technologically, despite the widespread availability of advanced technology.
Technology by itself does not improve life everywhere.
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Technological Progress

Economic growth occurs when people have the incentive to adopt
new technologies, beingwilling to sacrifice currentconsumption
while they are installing the new technology for future payoff. This
leads to a steady rise over time in the economy’s productive potential and people’s average income.
The incentives that are important are the same as
I’ve already discussed. Good government that doesn’t steal the fruit of workers’
labors is the essence of it. The Romans and the Chinese had centralized authoritarian governments that devoted mostof their resources
to war and bureaucracy. The Roman empire thought of production
as something to be left to the slaves, not a good attitude for technological progress.Nineteenth- and twentieth-century America had
(and has) a vibrant private market that rewarded the inventors
of
new and improved lighting. Ecuador,Costa Rica, Peru, and Syria all
had unpredictablegovernment policies thattendedtodiscourage
investment in the future through innovation. So we reach the same
old conclusion: incentives matter for growth.
But there are afew complications about incentivesfor technological
progress. Technological progress creates winners and losers. Beyond
the happyfacade of technological creation are sometechnologies and
goods that are being destroyed.
Economic growth is not simply more
of the same, producing larger and larger quantities of the same old
goods. It is more often a process of replacing old goods with new
goods. People who were producing the old goods may
well lose their
jobs, even as new jobs-probably for other people than the people
who lost their jobs-are created producing the new goods. In the
United States, for example, around 5 percent of jobs are destroyed
every three months, with a
similar number of new jobs created.ll
Vested interests wedded to the old technology may want to block
new technologies.
In our lighting example, high-cost light producers kept getting
pushed asideby lower-cost lightproducers.Candleslost
out to
whale oil lamps, which in turn lost out to kerosene lamps, which
inturn lost out to electric lighting.Candlemakers,whalers,
and
kerosene refiners have successively been driven out of business by
new technologies. This is not a new insight. The economist Joseph
Schumpeter noted as long ago as 1942 that the process of economic
growth ”incessantly revolutionizesthe
economic structure from
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within, incessantly destroying the oldone, incessantly creating a new
one. This process of Creative Destruction is the essential fact about
capitalism.”12
The economists Philippe Aghion and Peter Howitt have stressed
this kind of approach to growth in recent research.13 They note that
the process of creative destruction complicates incentives for innovation. They give more reasons why a free market economy could
have a rate of technological innovation that is too slow. Innovators
cannot capture all of the returns to their innovation because others
can imitate them (Apple never got the full returns to its innovative
graphical userinterface because Microsoft imitated it with Windows).
Since the social return to innovationis higher than the private return,
privateindividualsdonotinnovateas
fast aswouldbe
socially
beneficial. Patent protection is one attempt to solve this problem,but
it is a very imperfect mechanism that doesn’t cover all of the diversion of returns away from the original innovators (as Apple found
out). We can call this problem the nonappropriabilityof innovations.
(This is like the ”knowledgeleaks” principle of the previous chapter.)
Aghion and Howitt also point out another less-well-known way
that the cards are stacked against innovation in a free market economy. Today’s innovators are acutely aware that future innovations
will eventually render obsolete today’s inventions. That lowers the
return to today’s invention and so tends to discourage innovation,an
unfortunate circumstance because tomorrow’s inventions are going
to build on today’s invention. A s Isaac Newton said, “If I have been
able to see further, it was only because I stood on the shoulders of
giants.”14
Today’s innovators don’t take into account that their innovation
will permanently increase the productivity of the economy; they get
the returns to their innovation only until the next ”new, new thing”
comes along. This means once again that the private return to innovation is less than the social return. The extreme case is that no innovation happens because people are afraid subsequent innovation
will
happen. As Yogi Berra once said about a restaurant, “Nobody goes
there; it’s too crowded.”
For the reason of nonappropriability and obsolescence, the rate of
technological innovation will tend to be too slow in a market economy. These disincentives to innovation can beso strong that thereis
no innovation and thus no growth in a free market economy. The
way out would be tocreate strong incentives for innovation by sub-
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sidizing private research and development, subsidizing adoption of
best-practices foreign technology, encouraging foreign direct investment from high-tech places, having the government itself do some
research and development, and having strong intellectual property
rights that allow inventors to keep theprofits from their invention.

The Deadweight of the Old
The other new perspective given by the
”creative destruction” model
is that the deadweightof old technologies could limit the benefits of
the new technologies. One reason for the slowdown in growth in
the United States and other industrial countries may be due to an
exhaustion of the existing technologies without moving fast enough
to the new technologies. The incomplete switchover to e-technology
may have been what slowed the industrial countries, although it
bodes well for their growth in the future.I5(I just wasted two hours
trying to arrangean international flight on-line, before I finally turned
to an old-fashioned travel agent to do it for me. The e-revolution is
great but hasits growing pains.)
A classic paper by the economic historian Paul David (which I
just found on the Internet, though after a somewhat tedious search)
describes the hindering effect of old technology on an earlier technological revolution: electric engines replacing steam engines3 Indeed,
the period of gradual adoption of the electric engine coincided with
aproductivityslowdowninboththe
United States and United
Kingdom. As late as 1910, only 25 percent of American industry was
electrified, although Edison had invented the central electricity generating station in 1881. The electric engine was slow to
catch on
because it required a whole reengineering of the factory floor. With
steam engines, there‘was a highfixed cost for the engine, so a steam
engine was put in the middle
of the factory floor, and then its power
was transmitted by shafts and belts to all of the machines in the
factory. The electric engine’s big advantage was that
it could be
installed insideeach machine individually, with no needfor a central
engine. This saved on energy transmission losses through the belts
and shafts. It also saved on investment in plant, because the
belts
and shafts and their heavy supporting infrastructure no longer had
to be constructed. The whole system of materials movement within
the factory was optimized once location relative to the energy source
was no longer a factor. One-story factories replaced multistory fac-
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tories, which had been desirable from the shafting technology with
the steam engine. The multiple power source factory was also less
prone to shutdowns. A problem with the steam engine or any of
the belts and shafts would shut down the whole factory while the
system was repaired.If an electric machine broke down,on the other
hand, it affected only the equipment containing it.
However, none of these gains was realized right away because of
the heavy investment that had already taken place in the belts-andshafts factories. In the initial phase of adoption of the electric engine,
it merely replaced the steam engine as the central energy source for
the belts and shafts. It was only as these old factories depreciated
and new ones were built designed around decentralized electric
power that the full productivity gains were realized. Ironically, past
technological prowess (at steam)can block new technology (power).
Backward countries could have an advantage in implementing the
new technology because they never had the old one!
Moreover, in a theme that is familiar throughout this book, individual factories’ decisions on electric power depended on whatother
factories were doing. It was worthwhile building generating
a
station
only if a large number of commercial users were in the vicinity. If
neighboring users were not adopting electric power, an individual
factory was out of luck. This network effect may explain why there
was very little electrification at first, and then it happened all in a
rush. By 1930, 80 percent of American industry was electrified.
Similarly, the productivity gains of the computer are slow to be
realized, because they imply a whole reorganization of the old way
we do business. I still have much moreof my office space devoted to
books and papers than I do to computers. This is because the economy is not yet computer intensive enough to do away withthe paper
versions of documents. It’s already easy to foresee the day when all
business and professional documents will be shared on-line, obviating the need for shelves of paper-based materials. But it still hasn’t
happened because there are still too many traditional people out
there with ink and paper. When it does come, the new wave will
come with a rush. Probably the rush has already begun. In 1997,
there was still only one Internet-linked computer for every twentythree people in the United States, but the number of Internet-linked
computers is growing at 50 percent a year.17 In many poorcountries,
the Internet is growing even faster, as they can skip some of the
intermediate steps and jump to the frontier. Mexico already has 36
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Internet service providers, including one in its most backward state
of Chiapas.
Vested Interests and Creative Destruction

Another insight of creative destruction is that there
will be losers
as well as winners from economic growth. As growth proceeds, old
industries die and new ones are created. Growth alters the landscape, turning farms intofast-food restaurants and factory sites.
And
because growth involves losers as well as winners, it’s easy to see
why there has always been a vocal antigrowth faction, even aside
from the concern for the environment.
On the web is a site for the Preservation Institute, a group that
calls for ”the end of economic growth.”18 1999 study warns, ”Urban
sprawl is undermining America’s environment, economy, and social
fabric.”19 The historian Paul Kennedy notes that economic change
”like wars and sporting tournaments” is ”usually not beneficial to
all.” Progress benefits some ”just as it damages others.”20Browsing
the library, I find titles like Sustainable Development Is Possible Only
If We Forgo Growth,EconomicGrowthandDecliningSocialWelfare,
DevelopedtoDeath,ThePoverty
of Afluence,TheCosts
of Economic
Growth, andthemorerestrained
GrowthIllusion:HowEconomic
Growth Has Enriched the Few, Impoverished the Many, and Endangered
the Planet? Demonstrators at the Prague2000 annual meeting of the
IMF and World Bank threw rocks and Molotov cocktails to express
their disenchantment with globaleconomic growth.
The most obvious vested interest that has an incentive to oppose
creatively destructivegrowthisthe
groupworkingwiththeold
technologies. I resist the new Palm Pilot palmtop computer because
I have all my telephone numbers in the now obsolete Sharp Wizard
electronic organizer. More generally, there will bea coalition of
workers and corporations in the old industries pleading for protection against the new
technology. When the newtechnology is coming
from abroad, this often translates into protection against competing
imports made with the new, moreefficient technology. Government
leaders may also be partof the vested interestsin theold technology.
Bureaucrats may feel that new technology threatens their control.
This may be the story
of China’s turning inward in the
Ming dynasty
and Chinatodaytrying
to controltheuse of theInternet. These
vested interests could beso strong as to slow growthsignificantly.
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The economic historian Joel Mokyr argues that the same interests
that produced the world’s first industrial revolution in England later
opposed further technological progress, causing England to lose its
technological lead to America. English public schools trained the
elite for the professions rather than in science and technology. On
the Continent, in contrast, the Germans introduced their Tecknische
Hockscku2e.22The American spinning industry went ahead with the
introduction of the new technique of ring spinning, while Lancashire
stuck with the old technology of mule spinning.23After three worker
strikes in the 1850s, the English prohibited the introduction of the
sewing machine into shoemaking in Northampton. Workers in the
Birminghamgun-makingindustry
blocked the introduction of
the great breakthrough of interchangeable parts. English workers
also blocked newmachinery in carpetmaking, glassmaking, and
metal~orking.~~
Thenwe see the same thing happening to America, losing its
lead to Japan in the 1970s and 1980s. Now Japan is stagnating, and
America-after a big shakeup-is in the lead again, although both
America and Japan are growing more slowly than they were a few
decades ago.
We can think of the conflict between the old and the new technology as an intergenerational conflict.The old are those who were
trained in the old technology, and their skills may be highly specific
to that technology; they have every incentive to oppose new technologies. The young are trained afresh in whatever is the current
technological frontier; they have an incentive to introduce this new,
moreproductive technology. So whether technological progress
continues depends on whetherthe young or the old are in charge. In
a democracy, this may come down to demographics: is the population sufficiently skewed toward the older generations that they form
a majority? This in turn depends on population growth. In rapidly
growing populations, the young have a majority; in slowly growing
populations, the population ages, so the old are in the majority.25
Poor countries have rapidly growing populations, and so have the
advantage of a young majority.
This insight could explain some of the dramatic facts of recent
economic experience. The economic growth slowdown in the industrial economies coincides with an aging of their populations. This
could explain why the electronics revolution of the past two decades
has not yet had the expected productivity payoff: the older genera-
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tions are resisting having the personal computer permeate the whole
infrastructure of modern society. (My mother mightily resists the
introduction of e-mail and still types her letters to me on what is
probably the last electric typewriter in America.) The US. economy
may be more dynamic than other industrial
economies because of its
faster population growth and relatively younger population (thanks
in part to immigration).
This perspective could explain another big economic happening:
the general failureof transformation in the ex-communist economies
of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. These are economies
with near zero population growth and old populations. A plausible
story (among many others)
for their failuretotake off afterdismantling the planned economy is that the vested interests in theold
technology are still in charge. The old enterprise managersstill resist
the introduction of new Western technologies that would give the
advantage to the youngover the old.
The late economist Mancur Olson pointed out another feature of
economic growth explained by the insight of vested old-technology
interests. He noted the curious fact that economies seemed to grow
very fast after major wars or other societal revolutions. Examples are
the rapid growth in Japan, Germany, and
France after World War 11.
Olson’s story was that wartime destructionand revolution dissolved
the old vested interests and let new leaders come to the fore. Extending Olson’s story a bit, we could say that war and revolution kicked
out the older generation and brought in the new generation ready to
adopt new technology.
The story of Japan’s and America’s post-World War I1 steel industry illustrates thedifference between a shakeup tocreate new leaders
(in Japan) and resistance to innovation by vested interests (in the
United States). The American occupation in Japan purged theheavy
industries of their prewarleadership. A youngengineernamed
Nishiyama Yataro emerged as president of Kawasaki Steel and was
one of the technological pioneers of the industry.26
In 1952, two Austrian companies invented the basic oxygen furnace to replace the then standard open hearthfurnace. They tried to
sell their invention both to the Americans and Japanese. The Americans, who produced ten times more steel than the Japanese and had
aheavyinvestmentinopenhearth
technology (bywhichthey
themselves had leapfrogged over the British, who used the Bessemer
process),27 declined the offer of the new basic oxygen technology.
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Nishiyama Yataro, in contrast, adopted the
technology in the late
1950s, soon followed by other Japanese firms. After the technology
was perfected, the oxygen furnace reduced production costs
relative
to open hearth furnaces by10 to 20 percent and cut refining time to
one-tenth of what it was under the old technology. Moreover, technology adoptionbegat technology adoption.Continuous casting,
where production from the steel refining process went directly into
the production of slabs, replaced the old process-in Japan in the
1950s, butnot in theUnited States-by which refined steel was
cooled intoingots andthenreheatedtomake
slabs. Continuous
casting was more energy efficient because the ingots did not have to
be reheated.
Continuous casting followed naturallyfromthe
basic oxygen
furnace, because otherwise there was a production
line imbalance
between the speed of slab making and steelmaking. This innovation
in turn led to computerizedprocess control of the whole steelmaking
process, which Japan introduced as early as 1962 and was the world
leader in this technology in the 1 9 8 0 Over
~ ~ ~1957 to 1993, the efficiency of resource use in Japanese steel more than doubled, while
American steel efficiency remained roughly the same.29 Over the past
four decades, Japanese iron and steel production has quadrupled,
while American iron and steel production has grown just 13 percent.30Japan’s share of the world steel market doubled from1960 to
1996, while the U.S. share fell by half. And then, as the natural progression would have it, Japan has more recently been losing market
share to newcomerslike Korea and Taiwan.31
As the Japanese steel story illustrates, the tension between vested
interests in old and new technologies can give an advantage to the
backward economies. The advanced economy will have a big stake
in the currenttechnology, having trained its workers in the use
of the
technology so well that they are more productive sticking with the
current technology rather than switching to a new one.34 Compare
this to a backward economy that has not trained its workers in the
old technology because it hasn’t yet startedproducing in some
industries at all or because the old factories were bombed in a war.
The backward economy will find it worthwhile to jump right to the
new technology when they move into new industries, overtakingthe
advanced economy. Again, some think that this is a plausible story
for Japan’s catching up to the United States afterWorld War 11. This
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is an interesting contrast to themessage of the previous chapter that
the backward economies will always be at a disadvantage.
Before getting too excited about the blessings of backwardness,
though, let’s note that the forces identified in the previous chapter
are still active. Althoughbackwardness may be anadvantagein
allowing countries to jump to the frontiertechnology, there are also
disadvantages to backwardness.Countriesthatare
too backward
may lack the complementary inputs to new technologies. For example, to move to computerized process control of steelmaking requires
familiarity with computers. At an even more basic level are reliable
energy supplies, which depend on the transportation infrastructure
of the economy. An economy could be ”too backward,” with
no
hope of leapingtothe
frontier technology. The disadvantages of
backwardness could explain why Chad didn’tcatch up to theUnited
States in the same way that Japan did. We have seen that there is
no general tendency for the poor countries to catch up to the rich;
instead, on average, they arefalling further behind.
Imitation Among the Poor

Poor countries are unlikely to be inventors of technology, but they
do not have to produce their own Thomas Edisons and Bill Gateses.
They have the advantage that they can advance their technological
level by adopting inventions fromrich countries.
As we saw in the Bangladesh garments example in the previous
chapter, poor countries can leap right to the technological frontier
by imitating technologies from industrialized nations. Bangladeshi
garmentworkersimitated
Korean garmentworkers during their
apprenticeship in Korea, and Bangladeshi managers imitated Korean
managers. The result was amultibillion dollar garment export industry in Bangladesh.
One likely vehicle of transmission of advanced technology from
rich to poor countries, as was evident from theBangladeshi garment
example, is foreign direct investment. The Bangladeshi technological
leap would not have happened unless the Korean firm Daewoo had
decided to invest inBangladesh.
There is indirect evidence that direct foreign investment is good
for technological progress. Several empirical studies have found that
higher inflows of foreign direct investment as a ratio to GDP raise
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economic growthinpoor
countries, possibly reflecting growth
through technology adoption.33 A study of Indonesian firms found
that foreign-owned firms had higher output per worker than domestic firms. Foreign-owned firms in Indonesia also raised output
per worker in domestic firms, presumably through imitation.34
Another channel by which foreign technology enters a country
is through importsof machines. It’s easy for people in poor countries
to jump to the technological frontier in computers: just buy a Dell
Latitude CPi laptopwith
Microsoft Windows Word and Excel
installed on it, and off you go. A recent study found that imports
of machines do indeed raise
If the
government
is foolish
enoughtoprohibitimports
of machines, growth will suffer. For
example, Brazil moved more slowly into the computer revolution
than necessary because of a government ban on PC imports, a misguidedattempttopromotethedomestic
PC industry,a classic
attempt by vested interests to
hijack technological progress.
In general, imitation responds to the same kind of incentives that
innovationdoes. The governmentshouldsubsidize
technological
imitation because it brings benefits to other firms in the economy
besides the imitator.And of course, the business climate has to favor
foreign direct investment and imports of machines, not to mention
entrepreneurs in general.
Bangalore

Bangalore, India, is the capitalof Karnataka state in the southIndia.
It’s an inland plateaucity, long famous for its refreshing climate and
manygardens. It wasasleepy
place wherehoneymooners and
retirees went to get away.36
But gardening is not whatBangalore is famous for today. The universal clich6 is that it’s India’s Silicon Valley, one of the biggest concentrations of software industry in the Third World. In bars named
NASA andPubworldonChurchStreetindowntown
Bangalore,
young software engineers hang out and exchange industry gossip
(”Church Street buzz”). Software clients include Citibank, American
Express, General Electric, and R e e b ~ k Texas
. ~ ~ Instruments, Sun
Microsystems, Novell, Intel, IBM, and Hewlett-Packard all have
offices here. Local firms include Wipro, Tata, Satyam, Baysoft, and
Infosys. Some domestic firms have paired off with foreign partners
(Wiprowith Intel, Tata with IBM). Headhuntingfirms come to
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Church Street to recruit software engineers for the original Silicon
Valley. Bangalore accounts for a large share of India’s $2.2 billion
software industry. Bangalore is a good example of how a backward
area can leapfrog to thetechnological frontier.
But why are Silicon Valleys all over the world so concentrated in
particular locations? Like elsewhere, Bangalore’s story begins (but
does not end) with a government interventions and a university.
What Stanford was to the Silicon Valley and MIT to Route 128, the
Indian Institute of Science is to Bangalore.
Indianindustrialist
Jamsetji Nasarwanji Tata founded India’s
premier science and technology university, the Indian Institute
of
Science, in Bangalore in 1909. Like everybody else, he was attracted
by the beautiful climate. After national independence in 1947, government defense, aeronautics, and electronics agencies located in
Bangalore: Hindustan Aeronautics, Bharat Electronics, theIndian
Space Research Organization, and the National Aeronautical Laboratory. So we can begin to understand why the software industry
gravitated to this spot, but something still seems missing. Software
engineers came here because other software engineers were already
here, who in turn were here because other software engineers were
here. Why does the software industry concentrate in these tight
geographic circles all over the world?
I have been treating technological innovation as a conscious decision by innovators, who respond to incentives often reinforced by
government intervention. But there’s an unconscious side to invention, which is called path dependence. An innovator cannot anticipate
where a particular innovation might lead. Jamsetji Nasarwanji Tata
did not anticipate in 1909 that his technical school would lead to a
computer industry concentration inBangalore (especially since computers weren’t yet invented).
Path Dependence and Luck

An individual innovator usually cannotforesee whether a particular
invention will lead to a chain of further inventions or whether it’s
the last gasp of a technological dead end. We have here again the
specter of indeterminacy. Some societies may have had the badluck
to implement technologies that made sensefor the present but didn’t
offer much innovation potential. Other societies may just get lucky,
having embarked on the first steps of what turn out to be techno-
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logically fruitful paths. This is path dependence. A country‘s future
success depends on the path it chose in the past. For example, the
eighteenth-century English were much concerned withtechnological
progress in mining, given their abundant coal deposits. One problem
they faced was getting the water out of the coal mines.
What happened next was that the miners ”worked on developing
better pumps, leading to more accurate boring machines and other
tools, which eventually helped to develop steam- andmodern
waterpower. Mining required knowledge of metallurgy, chemistry,
mechanics, and civil engineering; the convergence of so many different branches of so many different branches of knowledge ...
could not but lead to further technological progress.” Many of the
great eighteenth-century British inventors came out of the mining
industry.38
Another example is the West’s use of the wheel in transport. There
was a naturalprogression from the wheelbarrow to the horse-drawn
cart to the stagecoach to the railroad. In the Middle East and North
Africa, in contrast, camel transport replaced wheeled transport after
the invention of the camel saddle before 100 B.C. Using camels made
economic sense since noroadshadto
be built for camels going
through the desert, but they were atechnological dead end.As Mokyr
puts it, ”Camels conserved resources ... but they did not inspire

rail road^."^^
Amore
recent example is Japan’s inventing analogue highdefinition television in the late 1960s. Japan wasthe world leader for
a while in HDTV, making its first broadcast in 1989, but it lost its
lead to the United States and Europe, which saw that the future of
the technology was in digital HDTV. The first digital HDTV broadcasts in the United States came in 1998.40 Intechnology, it’s hard to
anticipate what’s going to be the breakthrough technological path.
Sometimes youjust bet on the wrong horse.
Complementarity versus Substitution

A similar idea is that new technologies are complementary to each
other, in that one invention raises the rate of return to a different
invention. This is in contrast to the effect that I have been stressing
for most of this chapter: that new technology destroys old technology. The complementarity effect has some of the same predictions as
the skill-matching game of the previous chapter. Whether comple-
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mentarity or substitution dominates determines the shape of
economic history.
The railroad was a complementary invention to the steam engine.
(How far would we have gotten with horse-drawn rail carriages?)
The Internet is a complementary invention to the personal computer.
(Can you imagine the Interneton mainframes?).
If complementarity of inventions dominates substitution of inventions, the consequences will be similar to the increasing returns story
of the previous chapter.
First, invention will tend to be highly concentrated in space and
time, like the English Midlands between1750 and 1830, Silicon Valley
in the 1980s and 1990s, and Bangalore India‘ssoftwareindustry
today. Inventors’ activity isspurredbyhavingotherinventors
around them. Where these concentrations happen can depend on
accidents such as university location.
Second, innovation will happenwhere technologyis
already
highly advanced.(This effect offsets the advantages of backwardness
for imitation and leaping to the frontier mentioned earlier. On balance, backwardness seems to be a disadvantage becauseof the complementaryinvention effect.) New inventions will happenwhere
they can draw onexisting inventions. This is path dependence again.
Third, sometimes new inventions give new life to existing inventions, as opposed to the creative destruction emphasized
for most of
this chapter.41 This does not invalidate creative destruction; the two
processes can live side by side, with some technologies destroyed
by newinventions and other technologies perpetuatedbyeverextending invention.
Finally, technological change will accelerate over time. If new
inventions are complementary to existing technology, their rate of
return will increase as technology advances, meaning faster technological progress. This seems borne out by experience. In the first
millennium after Christ, it was big news to come up with the occasional innovation like the horse collar, which allowed horses to pull
loads without theyoke’s pressing againsttheir windpipe. Even in the
nineteenth century, it took a whileto get from the 1.2 million horsepower that steam engines delivered toAmerican industry in 1869 to
the 45 million horsepower that electric engines delivered in 1939.
That’s a forty-fold increase in muscle power over a seventy-year
period. In contrast, over the past forty years, we have gone from
having 2,000 computers in 1960 with an average processing power
of
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10,000 instructions per second to having 200 million computers with
an average processing power of 100,000 instructions per seconda million-fold increase in information processing power in four
decades.42
The possible complementarity of inventions introduces a role for
history and expectations. History is important, because having advanced technology already makes acountry a breeding ground for new
invention. Expectations are important, because
the return to an invention will be higher if the expectation is that everyone else is making
complementary inventions. Computer companies come to Bangalore
because they expect other computer companies tolocate there.
Again, note that this is a contrary prediction to the creative destruction theory, where anticipating future inventions discouraged an
invention by making it obsolete sooner. Once again, both theories can
be right for different inventions: some inventions make existing technology obsolete, and others raise the return to existing technology.
A given technology can have both effects at once. For example,
Microsoft Windows tended to substitute for Apple’s graphical user
interface, shrinking Apple to a small percentage of the PC market.
On the other hand, Windows raised the rate of return to multiple
Windows-based software applications. The word processing program I used for writing this book would notexist without Windows.
Microsoft’s incentive to invent and improve Windows was stronger
because of all the complementary software it expected to be written
by other inventors. (Sometimes these are inventors within the software giant itself. The giant is sitting pretty if it can capture all of
the complementary inventions within one company-as the Justice
Department has noticed.)
Technology also may be complementary to skills. One bit of evidence for this is the increased returns to skills in industrial economies
as the electronic revolution proceeded over the past few decades;
this is a plausible explanation of the increased inequality in many
industrial countries. High school graduates get left behind by the
e-economy even as college graduates get a high payoff for their skills.
Complementarity between technology and skills would set up a
matching game like that discussed in the previous chapter. People
would accumulate high skills where there was high technology and
invest in new technology where there was high skills. There would
be the same kindof virtuous or vicious circles as in theskill-matching
game of the previous chapter or the complementary inventions story
of this chapter.
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The dependence of invention on history and expectations raises a
role for sheer luck, as did the theories of the previous chapter. A
critical mass of inventorscan happen to coalesce in aparticular
place, like Bangalore, India, and then sustain itself by continually
attracting new inventors. The failures of Roman and Chinese technology to take off despite promising beginnings could be because
they lacked a few critical complementaryinventions(orenough
people with complementary skills).
In the end, it could be the
luck of
the draw. I explore luck further in the next chapter.
The Future of the Tropics

How much the current electronic revolution will create and destroy
in the poor countries
is very much an open question-willcomplementarity or substitution dominate? Technological backwardness
can be an advantage or a disadvantage. It’s a disadvantage to the
extent that the ability to use new technology depends on the familiarity with existing technology (i.e., if new technology complements
existing technology). It’s a disadvantage to theextent that low average skills pulls down the returns to new technology in poor countries. Then it’s very bad news that the poorest countries have fewer
Internet users relative to population than the richest countries, by a
factor of 10,000.
However,wehave
also seenwaysinwhichnew
technology
destroys existing technology (i.e., if new technology substitutes for
existing technology). If this is the case, poor countries’ lack of much
existing technology could be a blessing in disguise. They can jump
righttothe
frontier technology. Onenotablephenomenonthat
travelers to developing countries see today is the amazingly high
density of cell phones. Since state-owned telephone companiesnever
really delivered the goods,usershaveleapfroggedrightto
cell
phones, skipping the intermediate stage of high telephone mainline
density.
Moreover, the falling price of communications and transport can
create new opportunities for poor nations to borrow knowledge and
technology from the rich nations. The decentralized nature of the
electronics revolution could be very good
for the poor.Electric power,
a phone line, and a computer translates to access to a vast store of
knowledge on the Internet. The World Bank is investing heavily in
distance learning, in which speakers in Washington can give lectures
by teleconference to audiences in poor countries (and
vice versa).
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Falling transport and communications costs will lower the importance of being close to major markets, gradually eliminating the distance factor that has worked against poor countries in the global
South trying to be competitive in the markets of the global North.
The Bangalore software industry wouldn’t exist if it weren’t for the
dramatic fall in the cost of distance. We can expect new Bangalores
as the communications revolution continues.
We have seen that so far, the rich have tended to grow faster than
the poor over the pasttwo centuries of technological progress.
However, this needn’t continue to be true; the changing nature of
technology and aggressive government incentives for technological
adoption in poor countries could change the equation. Which way
the computer revolution goes is an open question.
Conclusion

An understanding that technological creation and destruction is the
essence of the growth process yields several new insights about
growth. The empirical evidence suggests that technological innovation and research and development shouldbe subsidized. The United
States for one is going in the wrong direction: federal R&D spending
as a ratio to GDP today is only 0.8 percent, compared to 1.5 percent
in the 1960s.
The old technology has its adherents who have to be overcome if
the process of growth is to go forward. They will try to erect barriers
to the entry of new firms to preserve their competitiveness with the
old technology. A favorable climate for new generations of businesspeople and entrepreneurs is essential for growth from the creative
destruction pointof view.
For poor countries, it’s time to turn on the light-the electric light
that is 100,000 times brighter than wood fires. The new e-dot economy is a two-edged sword:it could leave behind Third World places
that are too unskilled, too backward technologically, or too hostile to
enterprise, but it could mean the decentralization of production to
other Third World centers and leapfrogging to the frontier.
The combination of this chapter and the previous chapter could
help us understand the pattern of many poor economies stagnating,
with an exceptional few catching up to the rich economies. Which
group agiven country falls in depends on bothluck and government
policy. Let’s turn first to luck.

Intermezzo: Accident in Jamaica
A woman in Bower Bank, Jamaica, had eight children. The fatherwas in
jail in the United States, no longer sending remittances.
Her fourteen-year old daughter ”get burn up fromher face, breast, chest
down to her legs with boiling water February 2 1999. That night just
because I never have any money earlier to cook, me go town and get a
money, buy something to cook cause them never eat from morning. Me
daughter bend down, to pickup something near the stove and bounce off
the pot of boiling water pan herself. Me tekher to hospital and me never
have the money f e register her. Me beg somebody the money andregister
her. Me owe the hospital $10,500 for the bill, a caan [can’t] pay it. She’s
to go backfor treatment because her hand caan stretch out or go up, but
the hospital will not see her if1 don’t pay the bill.”
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Under an Evil Star

Although men flatter themselves with their great actions, they are not
result of a great design as of chance.

so often the

Franqois de la Rochefoucauld

Nha is a twenty-six-year-old father in Lao Cai, Vietnam. His household has twelve members. Nha’s family used to be one of the richest
families in the village, but now they are one of the poorest. In recent
years they have suffered twodisasters. First, hisfatherdiedtwo
years ago. That left only two main workers in the family: Nha and
his mother, aged forty. And two years ago, Nha’s daughter, Lu Seo
Pao, had a serious illness and had to be operated on in the district
and province hospital. Hisfamily had to sell four buffalo, one horse,
and two pigs to cover the cost of the operation. The operation cost
several million Vietnamese dong. Sadly she is still not cured. All the
people in his community helped, but no one can contribute more
than 20,000 dong. Nha’s younger brother, Lu Seo Seng, who was
studying in grade 6, had to leave school in order to help his family.
Nha says that “if Lu Seo Pao had not been ill, his family would still
have many buffalo, he could have a house for his younger brother
and Seng could study further.”
Sandhya Chaalak is a thirty-year-old mother of four daughters in
Geruwa, India. Her eldest child is seven, and the youngest is still in
her lap. Her husband used to workin a dairy, cleaning buffalo. Then
disaster struck. For over a year now, hehas been suffering from diabetes and can no longer work. To raise money for her husband’s
treatment, Sandhya sold her house and her land to another resident
of the village for 1,300 rupees, although the actual value was over
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20,000 rupees. She knows she was underpaid, but she feels indebted
to the buyerbecause he hasallowed her to retain a small
room in the
house for her ailing husband and children. She has taken over supporting the family by hauling fuelwood on her head a distance of
about 10 kilometers everyother day. She has little hope for the
future. She lives hand to mouth,for her daily earning barelysuffices
for two kilograms of rice a day. Her daughters do not go to school,
and she is hardly keen that they should do so.
Freda Musonda is a mother of five children in Muchinka, Zambia.
Her husband died in 1998. After the funeral, his relatives seized the
family’s possessions, including the furniture, her husband’s sewing
machines (he was a tailor), and his bank book. Freda was left with
nothing but her children. She was told by her father-in-law to leave
the house. Luckily, her husband’s friend drove her to
her village
with the children. She worries about how she will feed her children
because she has nothing with which to start earning income. Her
parents are very old and poor. She has cultivated her parents’ field,
but the maize fields are not doing well because shehad no fertilizer.
The cassava and millet fields are more promising. Her two children
started at Mabondebasic school, but they were sentback because she
could not afford to pay for them. At the time the interviewer visited,
there was no sign that the family was going to have anything for
lunch. According to Freda, the family had not eaten anything the
previous day because she could notsell her dress. Her children were
feeding on unripe mang0es.l
Nha, Sandhya Chaalak, and Freda Musonda were thrown into the
vicious circle of illiteracy, unskilled work, and povertyby household
disasters. Living in rich countries, it is easy to forgethow much poor
people are at the mercy of nature and disease.
The poverty traps thatexist at low incomes make poor households
and economies highly vulnerable to shocks. Within the household,
the return to skills may depend on complementary household assets
and skills of other household members. The ability to use new technologies like the green revolution depends on complementary skills
to get the right mix of fertilizer and high-quality seeds. Households
with enough resources can invest in skills and technology to get the
virtuous circle going. Poor households cannot borrow because they
have no collateral, and so they cannot invest in skills or technology
even where the return schooling
to
and technology is high.A disaster
can wipe out the liquid assets of the household that it could have
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used to get ahead. A household can be thrown into avicious circle of
poverty by a disaster.
The Economy of Disaster

Whole economies are also vulnerable to disasters. For example, an
economy could be at a high enough average skill level that it pays
off for everyone to acquire skills, to match with other skilled individuals. Or the introduction of new techologies could be worthwhile
if enough skilled people exist. If a disaster kills off skilled people
and wipes out the assetsof the survivors, however, the poorwill no
longer be able to afford skill acquisition and acquistion of new technologies. They could be thrust back into the vicious circle where no
one acquires skills because they have only unskilled people to match
with. They could fall back into the vicious circle where new technology is not adopted because skills are too low, and skills are not
improved because technology is too backward.
Poor countries are more vulnerable than rich countries to natural
disasters. Between 1990 and 1998, poor countries accounted for 94
percent of the world’s 568 major natural disasters and 97 percent of
disaster-related deaths.2
Twenty-seven percent of the poorest fifth of nations had famines
between 1960 and 1990; none in the richest fifth did. Over 1 percent
of the poorest fifth of countries’ peoples wererefugees from one type
of disaster or another; none of the richest countries’ peoples were
refugees. Eleven percent of the low-risk population in the poorest
fifth of countries had the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV);
three-tenths of a percentof the low-risk population in therichest fifth
of countries had HIV.
The twenty-onecountrieswiththehighest
HIV prevalence in
the world are all in sub-Saharan
Africa. TheAIDS epidemichas
already killed 14 million Africans. In Zimbabwe and Botswana, one
in four adults is infected with HIV. A child born today inZambia or
Zimbabwe is more
likely than not to die
of AIDS.3 If the children don’t
die of AIDS themselves, their parents might; there are11million AIDS
orphans in Africa today.4 Because ofAIDS, life expectancy in the
hardest-hit African nations is projected to be lower by seventeen
years in 2010: forty-seven years instead of s i ~ t y - f o u rFour
. ~ million
more peoplebecame infected with HIV in Africa in 1999. AIDSis not
just a human tragedy; it also starves the economy of its prime-age
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workers. In Botswana, companies take out ”key man” insurance to
cover the cost of recruitment if a skilled worker dies of AIDS.6
Besides the AIDS epidemic there are also natural and man-made
disasters. The number of people killed in natural disasters (such as
earthquakes, droughts, floods, landslides, typhoons, and volcanic
eruptions)and man-made disasters (war, famine, and so forth)
worldwide since 1969 is 4.2 million. Of this total, six low-income
countries account for two-thirds of the deaths: Ethiopia, Bangladesh,
China, Sudan, India, and M ~ z a m b i q u e . ~
The poor countries’ sensitivity to disasters could explain why they
have a much larger range of growth rates than do industrial countries. The poorest fifteen countries in 1960 had subsequent annual
per capita growth 1960 to 1994 that ranged from -2 percent (Zaire)
to 6 percent (Botswana). The richest fifteen countries had growth that
ranged only from 1.6 percent (Switzerland) to 3.2 percent (Italy).8
In the past few years, wehavehad
Hurricane Mitch, causing
deadly floods in Nicaragua andHonduras;twoearthquakes
in
Turkey; monsoon-induced flooding in Orissa, India; an earthquake
in Colombia; mudslides in Venezuela; an earthquake in Armenia;
floods in Vietnam; an earthquake in Taiwan; YangtzeRiver flooding
in China; ElNiAo in Ecuador; tidal waves in Papua New Guinea;
Hurricane Keith in Belize and flooding in Bangladesh and Mozambique. As the new millennium opens, famine threatens people in
Sudan, Kenya, and Ethiopia.
To take just one disaster, two weeks of torrential rains in Venezuela caused flash floods andmudslides in December1999.The
disaster killed an estimated 30,000 people, left 150,000 homeless, and
destroyed much of the state of Vargas. Estimated economic damage
is $10 billion to $15 billion, or 10 to 15 percent of GDP.9 Red Cross
volunteers filed some of the first on-scene reports:
Houses that look like shredded paper. Streets that look like they have been
bombed continuously for days. The stench of death. Debris everywhere. The
rock and mud remains of rivers that carved their way through towns. Bits
of cars and telephone booths that peep out above the ground. It is hard to
believe that this is the result
of water and not of war. But if you enter what is
left of a house or a school or a church, and walk through the corridors, enter
of the crime is
what was once a class room or a kitchen, the perpetrator
unmistakably mud. So thick and so high that every structure is now part
funeral home, part morgue, part cemetery. In the town of La Guaira, where
35,000 people once lived, only 5,000 remain.
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Survivor Blanca Rosa Giralda, age seventy-four, said, “When I saw
the wave [of mud] coming at me, I didn’t have time to remember I
was an old lady.” She ran to higher ground.
Many of the victims were living in tinand wood shacks at thefoot
of Mount Avila next to Caracas. Government officials had ignored
for decades the slums creeping up the dangerous slopes of Mount
Avila. ”Sure I knew it was dangerous,” said slum resident And&
Eloy Guillen, ”but it’s theland I live on. Only the rich get to
choose.’’10
I traveled to Caracas in February
2000, a month and half
a after the
mudslides. I shudderedonseeingtheshantytowns
of thepoor
clinging to hillsides-those shantytowns that survived. Elsewhere
there were red gashes in the hillsides where land and houses had
been swept away. There were still many pockets of debris that the
government had not yet cleaned up.
Why Luck is Important

Economists onthequest
for growthlikedtothinkthatgrowth
responded to deterministicfactors. But thenewviews
of leaks,
matches, and traps said that growth was not so deterministic after
all. The new view of technological change said that technology in
one part of the economy depends on complementary technological
changesinotherparts
of the economy. The complementarity of
technology and skills could set up vicious and virtuous circles that
depend on the economy’s starting point. Although leaping to the
technological frontier could enable backward economies to catch up
to advanced economies, an economy can be too backward in skills or
existing technology to implement the
technology needed for the leap.
Growth depends on initial conditions.
If the economy starts from a
favorable position, it will take off. If a natural disaster or historical
initial poverty has it below the threshold, it won’t take off. Growth
also depends on expectations. If everyone expects the economy to
succeed, then they invest in knowledge and technology
for that economy; otherwise theydon’t. Bad luck could create bad
incentives; good
luck could create good incentives.People respond to incentives.
Sensitivity to expectationsalsomakes economies vulnerable to
luck. An accidental change in initial conditions can make everyone
believe that investment in an economy will not pay off. If everyone
disinvests accordingly, then investment really will not pay off. The
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belief that everyone else will not be putting in new knowledge,
machinery, technology, and skills isenoughtomakepeoplenot
invest in knowledge, machinery, technology, and skills. They lack
opportunities for matching their own investmentsin technology,
machinery, and skills to others’.
With increasing returns, a war or a flood could shift an economy
from a growing to declining
a
one. The same is trueof abrupt changes
in an economy’s export prices or import prices, or of a sudden interruption in capital
flows, as we saw Latin
in America in 1982 and 19941995,Asia in 1997-1998, Russia in 1998, and Brazil in 1999. With
increasing returns, capitalist economies are inherently unstable.Even
the United States was no stranger to
financial panics and depressions
during its long climb out of poverty to prosperity.
How do accidents change a country‘s prospects? We’ve seen that
because of leaks and matches, there are strong incentives to invest
inknowledge, machinery, and skills wherealot
of knowledge,
machinery, and skills are already in place. The existing knowledge
will leak to any new investors. The existing knowledge, machinery,
and skills will create opportunities for profitablymatchingnew
knowledge, machinery, and skills to the old ones. If new technology
is complementary to existing technology, there are vicious and virtuous circles. So if there is an abrupt drop in the amount of technology, machinery, and skills or a change in expectations for how
much there will be in thefuture-say because of a natural disaster, a
war that devastates the economy, or sudden capital outflows, as in
the Asian and Latin American crises-then the incentives for growth
will quickly worsen.
Luck Keeps Us Honest

I like talking about luck because it’s a rival hypothesis that keeps us
scientifically honest whenever we test our own favorite hypothesis
on whatdetermines growth. Thinking about luck
is good for the soul.
It reminds us self-important analysts that we might just be
totally
witless about what’s going on.Luck makes us ask ourselves whether
we wouldsee the sameassociation between our favoritefactor X and
economic growth if the true cause was sheer luck. I explore in this
chapter some of the subtle ways that luck might operate in the data.
Consider an evolutionary example. Weoften thinkof the extinction
of dinosaurs as a moralfable on what happensif you don’t adjust to
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changing conditions. We often insult apparently doomed, lumbering
organizations by calling them "dinosaurs" (this is pretty presumptuous on the part of homo sapiens, since our species has so far lived
less than 1 percent as long as the dinosaurs).The fittest survive, and
the less fit perish.
This sounds a lot like the traditional idea that the most fit economies succeed in the long run.
The similarity is not accidental. Darwin
borrowed from Adam Smith the idea that
invisible
an hand could pick
winners in a decentralized systemlike a market or an ecosystem.
But now there are new views of what happened to the dinosaurs.
They were doing fine until the earth got hit by an asteroid. In the
words of one evolutionist,it was bad luck rather than bad genes that
did them in. The asteroid hypothesis is agood example of the eternal
tension between inherent meritand good luck.
Finally, growthratesbehaving like luck isimportant. Thereis
only a weak association between growth for each country between
1975 and 1990 and growth between 1960 and 1975. We have countries like Gabon that had about the best per capita growth in the
world between 1960 and 1975 and then had negative growth from
1975 to 1990. Similar cases that were above average between 1960
and 1975 and then disasters from 1975 to 1990 include Iran, Ivory
Coast, Nicaragua, Guyana, Peru, and Namibia. Conversely, we have
countries like Sri Lanka that had zero per capita growth between
1960 and 1975 and then had above-average growth from1975 to
1990. Growth in the earlier period is a poor predictor
of growth
during the later period; growth in the former period explains only
7 percent of the variation across countries in the latter period.Figure
10.1 showsthe volatile percapita income of fourprototypically
unstable countries.
This instability of growth could have a lot to do with these kinds
of shocks and the way that countries respond to them.
Poor countries
may be closer to the threshold of knowledge and skills that in the
increasing-returnsstoriesmakesthe
difference betweenvirtuous
circles of growth and vicious circles of decline. A disaster that wipes
out skilled workers or assets of the population may plunge them
beneath the threshold of escaping the vicious circle of poverty. Rich
countries are likely safely past that threshold.
Only four countries-Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore
-had exceptional growth in both periods. Because of their consistent high growth, theybecame known as the gang
of four. But even a
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weak correlation of growth rates across periods will produce some
countries that stay high performing just by chance. Sooner or later
the odds will catch up to them. Remember what happened to East
Asia in 1997-1998.
Sometimes the big growth reversals are a consequence of government policy reversals, but generally they are not. Unlike growth,
last decade’s policies are a good predictor of this decade’s policies.
Last decade’s inflation explains between 25 and 56 percent of this
decade’s inflation. Last decade’s openness (trade share) explains 81
percent of this decade’s trade share. Last decade’s financial development (money to GDP ratio) explains between60 and 90 percent of
this decade’s financial development. Policies are much more persistent than growth and so cannot be thesole determinant of growth.
The instability of growth also drives another nail into the
coffin of
capital fundamentalism, in either its
physical or human capital manifestations. Investment in physical capital-plant and equipment-is
highly persistent across decades. Last decade’s investment explains
77 percent of the variation in this decade’s investment. Something
similar is true for educational investments. Last decade’s enrollment
inprimaryeducationexplains
78 percent of this decade’s. Last
decade’s enrollment in secondary education explains 85 percent of
this decade’s. Yet this decade’s growth explains very little of the
variation in next decade’s growth?
This instability of growth extends to long time periods too. Compare the rank a country held in per capita growth over sixty years
(1870-1930) against the growth ranking in the next sixty-two years
(1930-1992).We see that there is considerable shaking
up of the
ranks between these two long periods.To give some concrete examples, Argentina had the highest growth (out of twenty-seven countries that had data) for the period 1870 to 1930, but fell to dead last
from 1930 to 1992. For an example going the other way, Italy was
only fifteenth in growth inthe period 1870 to 1930 but jumpedall the
way to second between1930 and 1992.
Mean Reversion

If economic growth is pure luck, then obviously it would be impossible to forecast. However, there is one way in which you can pretend to forecast even if luck determines all. It’s a parlor trick that you
can pull on the unsuspecting. Announce to your friends that you are
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sure that countryX is going to have a fall in growth. Announcealso
that country Y is going to have anincrease in growth.You are almost
certain to be right, even if the growth of all countries is completely
random.
How can you do this? It’s foolproof, as long as you are allowed
to pick which X and Y you will make these statements about. Pick
X-the country where growth is going to fall-as the country with
the highest growth rate in the world this year. Pick Y-the country
wheregrowth is going to rise-as thecountry withthe lowest
growth rate in the world this
year. If growth is random, then the
extremely unlucky outcome in Y is unlikely to be repeated. Hence
Y’s growth will increase. And the extremely lucky outcome in X is
unlikely to be repeated, so X’s growth will decrease. This is mean
reversion.
I used this trick to predict in a 1995 publication that ”the stratospheric trajectory of the [Gang of] Four should be heading back
toward earth soon.” I didn’t know anything about their banking
systems, international capital flows, exchange rates, or anything else
that brought on the
East Asian crisis of 1997-1998. Ijust knew that the
top-ranked growers would revert toward the mean sooneror later.
Roulette

To makemeanreversion
concrete, thinkaboutaroulette
wheel.
Suppose that a thousand of us are playing roulette.Each of us plays
twenty times on the roulettewheel, betting on red or black. It is safe
to assume that each time the wheelis spun, each of us has a 50 percent chance of winning.
What wouldbe therange of winningpercentagesamongour
group of one thousand after twenty tries? Because we have so many
trying our luck, the range is surprisingly wide. On average,out of a
thousand, the luckiest among us will have won seventeen times out
of twenty (85 percent winning percentage) and the unluckiest oneof
us will have won only threetimes out of twenty (15 percent winning
percentage). The luckiest will be bragging about his uncanny sixth
sense for what color is coming up on the roulette wheel, while the
unluckiest will feel like a real klutz.
If the luckiest and unluckiest play more roulette, we know that
each still has a 50 percent chance to win every play. Fifty percent is
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better than theluckiest was doing and worse than the unluckiest was
doing. It’s a very safe prediction that the unluckiest will start doing
better and the luckiest will start doing worse.
This trick still works if there is some ability involved and only a
partial role for luck. It’s still likely that the best outcome involves a
combination of superior ability and good luck, and the worst outcome involves a combinationof inferior ability and bad luck. Ability
remains, but extremely good or bad luck is unlikely to recur, so the
best will have somefalling off, and the worstwill have some improvement. Making such a predictionwill still probably be right.
The principle of mean reversion is universal. All you need to get
strong mean reversion is atleast some role for luck and selection of
the best outcome
of the previous period.
Mean reversion explains why
the Rookie of the Year in the American League has a worse second
year (the so-called sophomore jinx-the Rookie
of the Year moves
back toward the average after an
exceptional first year), why the
NFL Super Bowl winner seems to fall apart the next year (the team
doesn’t really fall apart; it just falls back toward the mean), why
second novels are disappointing (we pay attention to the second
novel only when the first was exceptional), why movie sequels are
usually not as good as the original (a sequel is made only after an
extremely successful movie, and extreme success is unlikely to recur),
and whya stock market prognosticator falls out of favor right after a
streak of accurate predictions (she had a lucky streak that got our
attention and then reverted to average). In economic growth, mean
reversion explains why the success stories of one decade disappoint
the pundits thenext decade. It also explains why the disasters
of one
decade do better the next decade.
Mean reversion is often mistaken for the different prediction that
success breeds failure. Moralistic sportswriters often writeabout
how the Rookie of the Year let success go to his head, how he spent
too much time on the banquet circuit rather than training, and how
he got distractedby all his nights on the town with supermodels.
The
moralistic sportswriters could be right, but the Rookie of the Year
will have a worse second year even if he spent the wholeoff-season
in church camp.
One group that does notseem to understand mean reversionis us
development experts. In extrapolating continued extremesuccess for
the extremely successful, we are doing the equivalent of forecasting
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the luckiest person’s continued roulette success because he had been
successful the first twenty times.
Prediction

Jude Wanniski, in his 1978 best-selling book The Way the World
Works, celebrated the achievements, as of 1978, of the Ivory Coast.
To Wanniski, the Ivory Coast was the star of Africa.12 A supply-side
enthusiast, Wanniskithought the Ivory Coast’seconomicsuccess
was due to low statutory tax rates. (There were already two minor
problems with Wanniski’s story. The first was that there’s no evidence that economic growth has any association with statutory tax
rates, as we will see in the next chapter. The second problem was
that these taxes applied to the formal private sector, which employed
only 1.4 percent of the p~pulation.)’~
Wanniski’s star country (now officially known to English speakers
as C6te D’Ivoire; the French still call it Ivory Coast) has had among
the world’s biggest economic collapse since 1978 (look at figure 10.1
again); there were only minor increases in tax rates.14 Ivorians are
now nearly 50 percent poorer than they were in 1978 when Wanniski
celebrated the miracle wrought by low Ivorian taxed5
Because of the large random element, forecasting growth is very
hard. Korea had poor economic performance in the 1950s. The first
World Bank mission to Korea in the early 1960s had this to say about
the Korean government’s plan for 7.1 percent GDP growth: ”There
can be no doubt that this developmentprogram far exceeds the
potential of the Korean economy.” As it turned out, Korean growth
was 7.3 percent for the forecast period and would get even higher for
the next three decades.
Hollis Chenery and Alan Strout wrote in the early 1960s that
growth in India would exceed growth in Korea between 1962 and
1976. As it turned out, Korea grew three times faster than India over
this period. Anotherdevelopmenteconomist
in the early 1960s
ranked East Asia below sub-Saharan Africa on “economic culture”
and ”population pressure.” The economist Gunnar Myrdal fretted
about future superstarSingapore’s ”potentially explosive problems,”
including rapid population growth, which would lead to ”a mounting unemployment burden.”16 All that turned out to be explosively
mounting in Singapore was GDP.
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In Search of Excellence
This failure to appreciate mean reversion in
economicsis true at
scales other than countries. Tom Peters in his mega-best-seller with
Robert J.Waterman, InSearch
of Excellence, identified thirty-six
highly successful American companies in 1982. They included such
stalwarts of American industry as IBM, Digital, General Motors,
Wang, and Delta Airlines. One of their criteria for success was above
average return on equity, 1961 through 1980.17
For Peters and Waterman, the success of this group stemmed from
“a uniqueset of culturalattributes,” ”values,” customer service,
and gettingthe “itty-bitty, teeny-tiny things”right.ls By sticking
to such values, they wrote in 1982, companies like Delta Airlines
had remained “remarkably successful.” For example, one informant
of Peters and Waterman related that his wife had missed out on a
super-saver ticket on Delta Airlines because of a technicality. She
complained, and Delta’s president met her personally at the gate
with a newticket.19 (Wait while I choke back my disbelief at this last
story, as a much-abused airline passenger.)A New York investment
firm, Sanford Bernstein & Co., later examined how Delta and the
other thirty-five highly successful companies haddone since the
book. It found that many of the thirty-six InSearch of ExceZZence
companies, including Delta, had since been in searchof the bottomof
the stock market. From 1980 through 1994, slightly less than twothirds of the thirty-six companies yielded below-average returns in
the stock market.20 Mean reversion plagues even mega-best-selling
business extrapolators.
In general, it’s hard to predict success when there are intangible
and unobservable factors behind success.
Which composer in eighteenth-century Vienna was most likely to
have his or her work endure for later centuries? At the time, you
probably would not have picked the one who was only the eighth
most popular composer in Vienna: Mozart.
Who is Sam Bowie? Never heard of him? Neither had I. Yet he
was picked ahead of Michael Jordan in the 1984 National Basketball
Association draft.21
What politician complained about asuccessful rival, ”With me, the
race of ambition has been a flat failure; with him it has been oneof
splendid success. His name fills the nation; and is not unknown,
even, in foreign lands”? This is Abraham Lincoln speaking about
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Stephen Douglas in 1856.22 It'svery, very hard to predict success in
sports, music, and politics-as well as in economics.

Warning: Some Prices Are Beyond Your Control
Another piece of evidence that luck is an important determinant of
growth is the high sensitivity of growth to changes in the terms of
trade: the ratio of export to import prices. These prices are largely
determined in the international marketplace. There is very little that
a poor country can do to influence what it gets for its exports or pays
for its imports.
In the 1980s, there was a strong association between terms-of-trade
shocks and growth. The one-fourth of countries that had the worst
shocks-for example, oil exporters that saw the price of oil collapse
"also had the worst growth. Their bad shock cost them an average
of about 1 percent of GDP per year. Per capita growth for them
was actually negative, at -1 percent a year. Countries that had the
most favorable shocks to their prices-increases in export prices or
decreases in import prices that yielded them about 1 percent of GDP
per year-also had the best growth of about 1 percent a year. The
effect is about onefor one: a terms-of-trade loss of 1percentage point
of GDP will cause a loss of 1 percentage point of
To make things concrete, think about Mauritius and Venezuela.
International financial institutions like to point to Mauritius as a great
success story, attributing thatsuccess to good economicpolicies. And
indeed policy may have had something
to do withMauritian success.
But Mauritius also had the most favorable terms-of-trade shock in
the entire sample in the 1980s.
Conversely, international financial institutions point to Venezuela
as an example of how not to run an economy. Growth has been
sharply negative in Venezuela since 1980. This happens to coincide
with the collapse of oil prices in the 1980s. Bad policy probably contributed to the Venezuelan debacle, but so did bad luck. (And now,
higher oil prices are reviving up the Venezuelan economy again,
even with a growth-killing populist government in power.)

Terms of Trade Going Up or Down?
There has been a longstanding debate in economics about the trend
in the terms of trade of poor countries. In the 1950s, economists
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postulated that the terms of trade would tend to decline over time.
They thought that as income rose, the world economy would have
less use for basic commodities like oil and copper. This sounded like
a good argument for poor countries to diversify their production
away from basic commodities.
In the 1970s, one group of experts postulated just the opposite.
The “limits to growth” crowd warned that the world was running
out of basic commodities like oil and copper. Although they seldom
emphasized the potentialbenefits of these shortages to the developing countries that produced them-that their terms of trade would
improve as prices of goods in short supply shot up-they warned
theindustrialcountriesaboutthedoomsdaythatawaitedwhen
these commodities ranout.
So which is it?Are terms of trade of developing countries goingup
or down? The best answer I’ve seen is ”both.” Experts on the left
often warn simultaneously about thedeclining terms of trade of poor
countries and the coming shortages of raw materials (which would
improve termsof trade of poor countries).The prestigious Brundtland
Commission, for example, in its report Our Common Future in 1987,
warnedthepoorcountriesthat
they would face ”adverse price
trends.” But then later they warned that oil production, much of
which is concentrated in poor nations, will “gradually fall during a
period of reduced supplies and higher prices.”24
Economists not agile enough to think that something can go up
and down at the same time have looked at long-run trends in commodity prices. The current wisdom from such studies is that thereis
no strongtendency either way. Commodityprices on average do not
decline relative to manufactured goods, after adjusting for the rising
quality of manufactured goods.25
War

Terms-of-trade collapses are but one of the shocks that can throw a
developing economy askew. Anothershock beyond the controlof the
economic policymakers is war. It is fairly obvious that war creates
bad incentives for growth. No one wants to build a new plant
if
ravaging armies are going to destroy it.
So nothing much good is going to happen to an economy at war,
and the data confirm the obvious. A country at war, with either another country or itself in a civil war, has a per capita average growth
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rate of -1 percent per year. Peacetime economies have an average
growth rate of 1.8 percent per year. For example, the Bangladeshi
economy contracted by 22 percent during and after its war of independence in 1971. Ethiopia’s per capita income fell by 27 percent
during its protracted civil war from1974 to 1992. Sudanese saw
their incomes drop 26 percent during the first civil war between the
Islamic north and the Christian south (1963-1973); then income fell
23 percent again when war re-emerged beginning in 1984 and continues to the present. Note that all of these wartime disasters happened to countries that were already among the poorest
in the world.
These calculations probably understate the effect of war on the
economy, because the worst wars shut down not only the economy
but also the statistical office that publishes growth rate numbers.
Sudan stopped reporting GDP numbers in 1991; the civil war is still
going on today. Afghanistan, Liberia, and Somalia have all stopped
reporting GDP during ongoing civil wars; anecdotal evidence suggests that these are not booming economies. So we lack data on the
worst wartime disasters.
Chronic civil war explainssomecountries’underdevelopment.
Colombia hasavery
professional and high-quality civil service
and exemplary economic management. Yet Colombia’s history since
independence has been plagued bycivil wars or violent insurgencies:
1839-1842,1851,1859-1862,1876,1885,1895,1899-1902,1930,19461957, and 1979 tothepresent.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez had his
fictional character Colonel Aureliano Buendia continually start new
civil wars in his tragicomedy One Hundred Years of Solitude.
Comedy is not what one thinks
of in Colombia today (Woody
Allen says comedy is tragedy plus time).Well-armed guerrillas now
control an area the size of Switzerland, and their links to drug lords
worsen the violence. Right-wing vigilantes fight against the guerrillas. In 1999 the various armed groups killed 32,000 people.
During my various visits to Colombia, I have had a bomb go off
next to my hotel, have witnessed an attempted assassination, and
once absent-mindedly walked into the middle of a n armed standoff
between two rival government military units. During anotherof my
visits, a government minister kindly offered to give my colleagues
and me a ride back to our hotel.We were a little skittish because we
knew that guerrillas had unsuccessfully tried to denotate a
bomb
beneath his car the month before. But politeness outweighed fear of
death, and weaccepted his offer, running red lights all the way back
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to ourhotel. While no estimate of the effect of such recurrentviolence
on Colombia’s economy is possible, it probably has quite a lot to do
with Colombia’s poverty today.
Industrial Country Growth

Growth in developing countries is also very sensitive to growth in
industrialcountriesinNorth
America,WesternEurope,
and the
Pacific Rim. When the rich countries sneeze, the poor countries get
the flu. The statistical evidence is that one percentage point slower
growthintheindustrialcountriesis
associated withonetotwo
percentage points slower developing-country growth.
The growth
slowdownintheindustrialcountriesfromthe
1960-1979 period
to the 1980-1998 period could explain some of the slowdown in
developing-country per capita growth
from 2.5 percentage points
over 1960 to 1979 to zero over 1980 to 1998.26
Why would developing-country growth be so sensitive to industrialcountrygrowth?
It may be thatindustrialcountriessetthe
technological frontier and developing countries follow. A slowdown
in growth of new technologies slows growth in both leader andfollower countries.
In any event, the industrial country slowdown yet
is another bit of
bad luck that has afflicted developing countries over the past two
decades. The irony is that they had finally begun to improve their
policies, on average, in the 1990s, only to be rewarded with zero
growth. This may reflect the increasing returns that penalizes poor
countries, or the bad world economic conditions, or both. If industrial economies accelerate their growth thanks to thee-revolution, as
some predict, then developing countries could reverse their luck in
the next decade.
Don’t Try This at Home

Let’s fantasize for a moment about what the world would look like
if growthdepended only on luck. Let us consider two countries
that for the moment I will call Venambia and Singawan. Venambia
increased its per capitaincome by 50 percent between 1960 and 2000,
while Singawan’s per capita income tripled (figure 10.2). What were
the factors behind Singawan’seconomic miracle and Venambia’s
economic misery? Rivers of ink from us expertscouldflow. The
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differing factors could have been different institutions, different cultures, or different government policies. They could have been adept
government intervention, adept laissez-faire, or intervention and
laissez-faire at the same time.
They could have been, but they weren’t. What is the real identity
of Singawan and Venambia? I created Singawan and Venambia from
a random number generator. I allowed growth of per capita income
to fluctuate randomly between -2 and 6 percent each year for 125
simulated countries. Then I took the country with the fastest growth
(Singawan) and the country with the slowest growth (Venambia).
The country with the fastest growth naturally boomed, while the
country with the slowest growth was by construction mediocre. But
the difference between the fastest-growing country and the slowestgrowing country in this example was completely random.
Mathematicians point out that random numbers often do counterintuitive things. For example, if you flip a coin repeatedly and count
the number of heads andtails, it’s likelythat oneof the two will be in
front for long periods of time. In addition, if you flip a coin for long
enough, it is likely there will be long runs of heads (and of tails). For
example, in the Singawan and Venambia example, Singawan had a
streak of twenty-two years without a recession. Gamblers are very
aware of these “lucky streaks.” So are basketball players, who have a
”hot hand” when they hit a number of baskets in a row. But we
know that it’s all just completely random. In reality, studies have
shown that basketball players are no morelikely to hit a basket after
a string of made baskets than after a string of missed baskets.
Think of how all of us economists would feel to discover that differences between the swift and the dead were just random. This little
exercise should make all of us pretentious analysts very, very humble about our powersof analysis.
We forget how selective we are being when we talk about growth
miracles and growth disasters. There is a natural tendency to focus
on the best growth miracles and the worst growth disasters when
trying to illustrate what causes growth differences. But we cannot
hope to explain the difference between the best and the worst completely if there is any random element atall. The laws of probability
ensure that the best will have had at least some good luck and the
worst will have had at least some bad luck. A strong dose of randomness could explain why it is so very difficult to predict who is
going to succeed and who is going to fail, as we saw earlier.
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Conclusions

The Romans had a goddess of luck, Fortuna, who was the first-born
daughter of Jupiter. She was usually pictured with a cornucopia,
as the bringer of prosperity, and with a rudder, as the controller of
destinies. Priestesses inthetemple
of Fortunagaveworshippers
predictions based on rolling of dice and drawing of lots. A wheel
sometimes figured in her portrayal, anticipating Vanna White and
the Wheel of Fortune by two millennia.
The medieval versionof Vanna White was found at the
Benedictine
abbey in Fkcamp, Normandy, around 1100:
I saw a wheel, which by somemeans unknown to me descended and
ascended, rotating continually.. ..The wheel of Fortune-which is an enemy
of all mankind throughout the ages-hurls us many times into the depths;
again, false deceiver that she is, she promises to raise us to the extreme
heights, but thenshe turns ina circle, that we shouldbewarethe
wild
whirling of fortune, nor trustthe instability of that happy-seeming and evilly
seductive

For the poor, thecycle of good and bad luck takes on atragic cast,
because they have so little to fall back on. In Ghana, the sondure, or
hungry period, recurs annually in some regions and may last five or
sixth months, depending on the erratic rainfall. Health is often bad
during thesondure. In Zambia, the demand for labor is at the highest
just before the harvest, when food shortages and malaria reduce the
energy of workers. In Nigeria, the poor farmers borrow at high interest ratesduring the ”hungryseason” when food prices are high, then
sell the crop at lowprices after the harvest to repay the loan.28
Whether we look at the comic attempts of economists to explain
randomness or the tragic vulnerability of the poor, luck is a constant
influence on the quest for growth. I don’t really believe growth is
completely random. I hope that evidence elsewhere in this book will
convince you that governmentpolicies and other factors have a strong
association with growth and prosperity in the long run.
Luck causes
fluctuations around a long-run trend determined by more fundamentalfactors. Keeping inmindthe
role of luck in economic
development will keep us from paying too much attention to shortrun fluctuations around this long-run outcome.It also allows us to be
more charitable toward countries where growth
has taken a dive. Bad
government policies are usually partly toblame, but so is bad luck. To
see how bad governmentsaffect growth, let’s turn to thenext chapter.

Intermezzo: Favela Life
Carolina, age twenty-seven, lives in the favela of Piu Miudo, one of the
worst slums outside Salvador, Brazil. Carolina had grown up in the
village of Guapira in northeast Brazil. Her family of eight lived in a mudand-wattle palm-thatched hut. Their daily diet was black beans, rice, and
cassava Jour. Drinking water was sometimes contaminated with worms
that caused schistosomiasis, and cockroaches in the mud wall of the hut
carried fatal Chagas’ disease. The nearest doctor was ten miles away over
a dirt road. Not surprisingly, villagers embraced many superstitions even
as they prayed to St. George for protection. They believed that God could
turn sinners into werewolves, that the fertility of their fields was governed
by the moon, and that a menstruating woman who stepped in afield
would curse the crop.
As soon as she was old enough, Carolina moved to the big city,
Salvador, and became a housemaidfor a wealthy family.But Carolina’s
quest for a better life went wrong. Her wealthy family asked her to leave
after she became pregnant. Then the father of her child, a dockworker
named Afrodizio, abandoned her. She moved into the hut of a friend in
Pau Miudo, supporting herself andher child by taking in laundry. She
washes the laundry in a canal each day, earning about twenty dollars a
m0nth.l
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Governments Can Kill
Growth

Politics is the art of looking for trouble, finding it, misdiagnosing it, and then
misapplying the wrong remedies.

Grouch0 Marx

Bad governmentsaswell
asbad luck can kill growth. Because
becoming rich-that
is, growth-is so sensitive to the incentive to
lower present consumption in return for higher future income, anything that mucks up that incentive will affect growth. The prime
suspect for mucking up incentives is government. Any government
action that taxes future income implicitly or explicitly will lower
the incentive to invest in the future. Things like high inflation, high
black market premiums, negative real interest rates, high budget
deficits, restrictions on free trade, and poor public services create
poor incentives for growth. We have evidence that these government
policies lower growth. In this chapter I will look at this evidence. In
the following chapter I will look at one form of bad governmentcorrupt ones. Then in the next chapter I will look at the deeper
reasons governments in some societies go bad.
Creating High Inflation

I first visited Israel in November 1997. When most people think of
the land of Israel, they think of its rich history, its giving birth to
three greatreligions, its tragic conflict between Jewsand Palestinians.
Macroeconomists, who always havea strange perspective on things,
think of consumer price inflation.
Israel had one of the worst cases of high inflation in the world
from 1973 to 1985. After 1985, it had one of the most successful
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treatments of high inflation in the world.To macroeconomists, Israel
is a great laboratory for studyingwhathappens
to a country’s
growth rate whenit gets the high inflation disease.
The story begins in late 1973, when OPEC’s oil price increase hit
Israel as well as many other countries. Unlike most other countries,
Israel was in a war atthe same time: the Yom Kippur war of October
1973.
Throughout much of history, inflation has been an expedient that
governments use in wartime. When governments have to spend a lot
of money in a hurry and with no extra tax revenue lying around,
they resort to printing money.Both sides of both world wars printed
money. The U.S.government printed moneylike never before during
the Civil War, but not as fast as the even more revenue-starved
Confederate States government. The pre-U.S. Continental Congress
paid Revolutionary War soldiers withpapermoney.
The1790s
French revolutionary government kept itself afloat with paper assignuts. Even in ancient times, Cleopatra financed her Egyptian military
adventures using the B.C. analogue to printing money: reducing the
precious metal content of the coinage below face value.
Israel, following all of these good historical precedents, printed
money during 1973-1974 to get through the shocks of oil price hikes
and war. The government’s reliance on printing money was understandable. But when the war wasover, the government kept inflation
going. It was going to take twelve years to unwind the inflationary
chaos that began in late 1973. What happened?
High inflation is easy to start and not so easy to stop. Workers
demand and often get the indexation of their wages to consumer
prices. Savers demand the indexation of their deposits. All this
indexation creates inertia in the inflation rate. Even if inflation falls
this year, wages are going to increase at the rate of past inflation,
wages drive up inflation, and so the inflation keeps going. Israel
became the land of indexation during its high inflation.
What’s more,governments find itdifficult to give up printing
money to finance budget deficits. The government of Israel ran an
annual budget deficit, on average, of 17 percent of GDP between
1973 and 1984.l The per capita growth rate, which had been an
impressive 5.7 percent per year from 1961 to 1972, fell to 1.2 percent
between 1973 and 1984.
For economists, Israel has another distinction besides being a
great laboratory for inflation. For many economists, it is home. Israel
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has a remarkablyhighpercentage of theinternational economics
profession’s members for suchatinycountry.
All of thesegreat
economists were not listenedto at thebeginning of the highinflation,
but they would be in on its ending.
One of those distinguished Israeli economists was Michael Bruno,
who became the governor of the Central Bank of Israel during the
fight to end inflation. He later became the chief economist of the
World Bank, which is where I had the
pleasure of working with him.
Michael died all too young, soon after he left the World Bank, and
the occasion of my first visit to Israel was a conference in his memory.
Bruno in 1985 was a member of a five-member team that secretly
preparedacomprehensivestabilization
package, hidingoutina
room of the Israel Academy of Arts and Sciences, which, as he later
put it, ”no one suspected could have anything to do with practical
policy matters.”2 The program was approved at the end
of a twentyhour cabinet meeting in theearly morning hours of July 1, 1985, and
officially launched on July 15.
Bruno and his colleagues brilliantly engineered the shutdown of
the inflationary engine. They got the labor unions to agree atofreeze
on wages, they froze prices and the exchange rate, and they got a
steep reduction in the budget deficit from the government. (One of
Bruno’s chief fears during theplan’s preparation was that the United
States would prematurely give aid to the government, which would
lessen the urgency of reducing the deficit.) The budget deficit fell
from 17 percent of GDP between 1973 and 1984 to 1 percent of GDP
between 1985 and 1990.3 Bruno participated actively in making the
program stick after his appointment as Central Bank governor in
June 1986.4Inflation fell from 445 percent in 1984, to 185 percent in
1985, to 20 percent in 1986.
Bruno and his colleagues had stopped high
inflation. Growth began
to recover, with average per capita growth of 3.4 percent in the first
three years after inflation started onits way down.
Israel was not unique in allowing such high inflation to develop.
In the 1970s, 1980s,and 1990s, the diseaseof peacetime high inflation
spread like never before in economic history.Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Ghana,
Guinea-Bissau, Iceland, Jamaica, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Suriname,
Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Zaire (Congo), and Zambia all had
bouts of inflation above 40 percent per year that lasted two years or
more (as did many ex-Communist countries, as we sawearlier.)5
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High inflation crazily inverted the lecture your grandfather gave
you on howcompoundinterestcouldmultiplysavings.Inyour
grandfather’s lecture, saving your pennies makes you
rich if you
waitlongenough.Intheinverse
version, high inflation reduces
riches to pennies if you wait too long.
Argentina sets therecord for highest and longest inflation, with an
annual average inflation of 127 percent per year from 1960 to 1994.
Thus, Argentines had the most potential in the world
for money
meltdown. If an Argentine with theequivalent of $1 billion in savings
had kept all of his money in Argentine currency since 1960, the real
value of his financial holdings in 1994 would amount to a thirteenth
of a penny. A candy bar that cost 1 Argentine peso in 1960 cost 1.3
trillion pesos in 1994. To avoid having to use trillions in prices for
candy bars, Argentina had done numerousmonetary reforms where
itaskedthepublicto
exchange 1 zillion ”oldpesos” for 1 “new
peso.” Then prices were thereafter quoted in ”new pesos.”
It’s notabigmysterywhy
inflation creates bad incentives for
growth. Because of the money meltdown, people try to avoid holding
money during high inflation. Inflation is effectively a tax on holding
money. But thisavoidance of money comes at a price, because
money is a very efficient mechanism for economic transactions. We
can think of money as being one of the inputs intoefficient production. Inflation is then like a tax on production.
Moreover, inflation diverts resources away from producing things
toproducing financial services. A study has found that
financial
systems, measured by the share
of financial services in GDP, get
bloated during high inflation, and so productive sectors get short
shrift. This makes sense: individuals devote a lot
of resources to
protecting their wealthduringhigh
inflation, resourcesthat get
taken away from productive uses. People respond to the incentives
to divert resources toward protecting their wealth and away from
creating new wealth. Trying to have normal growth during high
inflation is like trying to win an Olympic sprint hopping on one
leg.
Is this the way things work out in practice? Just to remove any
suspense, growth experiences during high inflation are not happy.
For a sample of forty-one episodes of high inflation (above 40 percent), here is what per capita growth looks like before, during, and
after a high-inflation episode:6
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Before the episode
During the episode
After the episode
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1.3 percent
-1.1 percent
2.2 percent

We see that Israel’s experience was typical. Growth falls sharply
during a high-inflation episode, then recovers nicely afterward. This
pattern is robust to different definitions of the before, during,and after
episodes; it is robust to exclusion of extreme observations; and it is
robust to different time periods. Inflation creates bad incentives for
growth; people respond to
incentives, and growth suffers accordingly. One easy way for the government to kill growth is to print
money to cause highinflation.
Creating a High Black Market Premium

I was lounging on Negri1Beach in Jamaica, recovering from the
rigors of a consulting assignment in Kingston, when a local entrepreneur made me an attractive proposition. He offered to trade me
Jamaican dollars for American currency at a rate 65 percent more
favorable than theofficial exchange rate I get at thehotel. (Since such
a transaction was illegal under Jamaican law, I’m not going to tell
you whether I accepted his offer.) But why would he make such an
offer?
The Jamaican government did not allow its citizens to buy Americandollars except insmallamounts
for touristtravel.Jamaicans
would have liked to hold dollars as a hedge against devaluation of
the Jamaican dollar, so there was more demand for US.dollars than
could be satisfied through official channels at the official exchange
rate. The official exchange rate didnot price U.S. dollars high enough
compared to the value that Jamaicans placed on them-hence, the
offer of the local entrepreneur to pay a higher
price for my U.S.
dollars than theofficial rate the Jamaican banks were
offering.
The same phenomenon is common around the world. How does
the existence of a black market premium affect the incentives for
growth? First, there is obviously a strong incentive to get access to
U.S. dollars at the official rate and resell them at the black market
rate. This creates fierce competition for licenses to buy US.dollars.
Anytime the mainprofit opportunity in theeconomy is to get around
government rules, not much good is going to
happen in the real
economy.
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It gets worse.The black market premium acts astax
a on exporters.
Exporters are forced to deliver the U.S. dollars they earn to the central bank at the official exchange rate. Their imports are effectively
purchased at the black market exchange rate. There are two possibilities: either they are not given enough currency to buy imports at
the official exchange rate, or they are. If they are not given enough
foreign exchange at the official exchange rate, then of course they
will have to buy US. dollars on the black market. Even if they are
given enough U.S. dollars at the official rate, they know that they
have the possibility of selling these dollars on the black market, so
they will place a value on U.S. dollars that reflects the black market
rate and use some of these precious dollars to buy their imports.
Theyeffectively buy their imports at the high
black marketrate
and sell their exports at the low official exchange rate. With a high
black market premium, that is a punitive
tax on exporters-not a
good incentive for growth.
The black market premium had a lot to do with the collapse of
cocoa in Ghana, which I will discuss more in a later chapter. Cocoa
accounted for 19 percent of Ghana’s GDP in the 1950s but only 3
percent of GDP in the1980s. Ghana had a world-record4,264 percent
black market premium in 1982 and had consistently had the premium above 40 percent for eighteen of the previous twenty years.
The black market premium was a tax on cocoa because the farmers
had to sell their cocoa to the government marketing board at a price
reflecting the officialexchange rate. They had to buy their inputs
at black market prices many times higher. By 1982, cocoa farmers
were receiving only 6 percent of the world price for their cocoa.
The incentives to smuggle it to neighboring countries and sell it at
the world price were overwhelming. People respond to incentives.
Trying to fight the incentives, the Ghanaian military leader at the
time, Jerry Rawlings, decreed the deathpenalty for ”economic
crimes” like smuggling.
As we saw in a previous chapter, it was not only cocoa that was
suffering in Ghana in those years. In those twenty years of the high
black market premium, theincome of the average Ghanaiandropped
by nearly 30 percent.
The Ghanaian premium reached such alpine heights through a
combination of bad policies. The nominal exchange rate was kept
fixed. The government financed its deficit by printing money, which
led to inflation. Exporters evaded delivering their foreign exchange
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Table 11.1
The years of living dangerously: Episodes of black marketpremiumabove
percent

Country
Ghana
Indonesia
Nicaragua
Poland
Sierra Leone
Syria
Uganda

Years black market
premium over 1,000
-7.7
1981-1982
1962-1965
1984-1987
1981
1988
1987
1978

1,000

Median black
market premium

Median per
capita growth (“10)

2,991
3,122
4,409
1,404
1,406
1,047

-0.7
-5.6
-11.4
-0.4
~2.9

1,046

-6.9

~

so official exports fell. By 1982, the official exchange rate had become
so fictitious that Ghanaian prices hardly rose at all when the longawaited devaluation came.
When we look atthedata
for othercountries, we see similar
ruinous effects of the black market premium. Countries that had the
black market premium above 40 percent in some years had average
per capita growth of 0.1 percent per yearduring those years. (Countries with a zero black market premium had average growth of 1.7
percent over the same time period.) Especially bad governments that
let the black market premium go above 1,000 percent had average
growth of -3.1 percent per year. Table 11.1 shows all the episodes
above 1,000 p e r ~ e n t . ~
The association between a high black market premium and negative growth is strong.Let us assume that theblack market premium
causes the low growth. Then another easy way a bad government
can kill incentives for growth is to keep the nominal exchange rate
fixed in the face of high inflation until it reaches a really outlandish
black market premium.
Creating High Budget Deficits: A Tale of Three Crises

Mexico enjoyed macroeconomic stability from 1950 to 1972, an era
that earned the moniker “stabilizing development.”
The exchange
rate of pesos for dollars stayed fixed for all of those years. Inflation
was low.The country had robust per capita growth
of 3.2 percent per
year. But when Luis Echevarria took over the presidency in 1970,
there was a feeling that all was not well.Many Mexicans questioned
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whether the growthhadhelped
the lot of the poor. Echevarria
responded by institutinganewprogram
of ”redistributionwith
growth.”
We economists heartily endorsed Echevarria’s response, and
”redistribution with growth” became a popular slogan throughout
the community of us economists working on poor countries. Unfortunately, we were venturing from an
area where we still understood
little-the determinants of growth-into one where we knewalmost
nothing-how
to redistribute incometoward
the poorwithout
harming growth. (Since then, the cycle swung back to growth, but
now we once again are shifting toward redistribution, still lacking
much knowledge about how to achieve it.)
Even more unfortunate, Echevarria’s program caused him to lose
control of the government’s budget deficit, which was going to cost
the poor far more in the long run than any short-run benefits they
derivedfrom”redistributionwithgrowth.”
Echevarria’s choices
from 1970 to 1976 caused damage that still affectsMexico today,
three decades later. The sins of one president are visited upon later
presidents, unto the fourth generation. The budget deficit went from
2.2 percent of GDP in the first year of his administration to over
5 percent in 1973-1974, and then to 8 percent in 1975. Inflation at the
same time accelerated to over 20 percent.
Budget deficits and high inflation rates didn’t make it easy to
keep a fixed exchange rate.Mexican exports suffered a profit squeeze
as their peso costs kept increasing but the dollar prices they received
stayed unchanged. Exports fell. Imports seemed relatively cheap
compared to the rising prices of Mexican products, and so imports
boomed.Therewas
a high external deficit (moreimportsthan
exports), whichmeant external debtaccumulationto
finance the
excess imports. Speculators started t0 keep their assets in dollars,
becoming wary of an imminent major devaluation.
Finally, in 1976, the expected crisis arrived. Withcapital fleeing the
country and foreign exchange reserves falling, Echevarria announced
that he was devaluing the currency, whose exchange rate had remained unchanged for over two decades, by 82 percent.8 Per capita
growth fell to under 1 percent in 1976-1977.
The crisis would have been prolongedexcept for the serendipitous
discovery of new oil reserves around the Bay of Campeche. Between
1978 and 1981, the economy boomed as oil riches gushed out, with
per capita growth at 6percent.
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Unfortunately,thegovernment
of Lopez Portillo, Echevarria's
successor, used the oil riches to go on a spending spree. The official
motivation once again was "redistribution with growth," but the oil
riches seemed so boundless that all kinds of spending increased.
Lopez Portillo somehow managed to outrace
oil revenues with
even faster spending. Using the oil revenues as collateral, the government's foreign debt increased sharply from $30 billion in 1979
to $48.7 billion by the end of 1981 (compared to only $3.2 billion
in 1970;L6pez Portillo and Echevarria werenothing if notbig
spenders).g There was no mystery where the new debt was coming
from. Lopez Portillo brazenly ran budget deficits of 8 percent of
GDP in 1980, 11 percent in 1981, and 15 percent in 1982. By 19811982, speculators once again honed in on the
Mexican peso as a
currency soon likely to lose its shirt. Billions of dollars flowed out
as Mexicans put their moneyintodollarassetsabroad,even
as
their enterprises were borrowing in dollars. As Lopez Portillo said
plaintively after the inevitable devaluation caused huge enterprise
losses but capitalgains
for individuals, "poor enterprises, rich
individuals."
After vowing to defend the currency "like a dog," Lopez Portillo
let the currency float on August 9, 1982. The currency immediately
lost 30 percent of its value.(Disillusioned but witty Mexicans dubbed
the opulent hilltop homeof the president colina del peuuo-hill of
the
dog.) A few days after the devaluation, finance minister Jesus Silva
Herzog announced that Mexico could not service its debts. It was a
turning point not only
for Mexico, but for many other poor countries.
Mexican per capita growth
during the subsequent "lost decade,"
1982 to 1994, was -1 percent per year.
The government finally brought inflation under control after 1988
and refixed the exchange rate. It also instituted economic reforms
that caused a sort of boomtown atmosphere in Mexico in the 2990s.
Nobody seemed to notice that while the official budget deficit was
well under control, lax banking regulations were leading
to bank
losses that the government would have to cover (much like what
would happen in East Asia's growth crash three years later).
For
the third time in two decades, credulous international investors got
burned inMexico in December 1994as the peso went downflames.
in
For thethird time intwodecades,the
Mexican people suffered
through acrisis caused byfiscal mismanagement. Growth in1995 fell
to -8 percent per capita.
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Mexico was not alone in having
fiscal mismanagement kill growth.
Many other high-debt countrieshad also gotten into troublebecause
of public sector red ink and overborrowing. There is a strong relationship between budget deficits and growth in the data. The worst
fifth of countries with extremely high deficits have per capita growth
of -2 percent per year, while budget surpluses are associated with
3
percent per capita growth (figure 11.1).
High budgetdeficits create bad incentives for growth because they
create the anticipation of future tax hikes to reduce the deficit and
service the public debt.They raise the possibility of inflation that will
tax money holdings. They lead to generalmacroeconomic instability,
which makes ithard to tell which projects are good and whichfirms
should get loans. People respond to incentives. For all of these reasons, high budget deficits are another easy way for a bad government to kill growth.
Killing Banks

Yet another way to kill off growth is to kill off banks that allocate
credit for investment. How do you kill banks? Banks need to have
people deposit money in them in order to make loans for investment-but people will deposit money in the banksonly if they get a
good return ontheir savings.
We saw earlier that highinflation causes bloated financial systems,
but this was assuming that market forces determined interest rates.
However, many poor countries
put controls on their nominal interest
rates even while inflation was soaring out of control. The result was
that depositors were not protected against the
erosion of the real
value of their deposits.
Say that the nominal interest rate was subject to a ceiling of 10
percent. Suppose inflation was 30 percent. Then a depositor who
reinvested interest earnings in a savings account would still have
real savings declining at 20 percent a year. The nominal interest rate
minus the inflation rate is the real return that depositorsget on their
savings. If this real interest rate is sharply
negative, that will certainly lower the incentives to
put money in the bank.
People are
much more likely to put their money abroad or into real estate or
not save at all. A negative real interest rate policy is usually called
”financial repression,” because it represses financial savings in banks.
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Table 11.2
Examples of severely negative real interest rates

Years

Real
interest

(%)

Country
Argentina
Bolivia
Chile
Ghana
Peru
Poland
Sierra Leone
Turkey
Venezuela
Zaire
Zambia

-2.2
1975-1976
1982-1984
-3.6
1972-1974
-2.9
1976-1983
-1.4
1976-1984
-8.6
1981-1982
-1.9
1984-1987
-3.1
1979-1980
-2.7
1987-1989
-6.0
1976-1979
1985-1988

Per capita
growth (Yo)

-69
-5.2

75

-1.8

24

-61
-35
-19
-33
-44
-35
-24
-34

Banks trying to keep savings with a negative real interest rate are in
effect trying to carry water with asieve.
The evidence supports the view that sharply negative real interest
rates areassociated with growth disasters. Real interest rates that are
-20 percent or even morenegative go together with sharplynegative
growth: -3 percent per capita per year. Interestingly, milder financial repression is not so disastrous. Real interest rates between -20
and 0 go together with modest but positive per capita growtha little below 2 percent per capita. Positive real interest rates are most
favorable for growth, with a growth rate of 2.7 percent per capita.1°
Table 11.2 shows some examples of severely negative real interest
rates and the accompanying growth performance.
Strongly negative real interest rates are bad for growth because
they tax those who put their financial savings in banks. Most people
do not. People respond to incentives, so the amount putin banks will
decline. The ratio of the amount of savings put in banks to GDP in
countries with strongly negative real interest rates (less than -20
percent) is little more than half the ratio in countries with mildly
negative or positive interest rates.
How does that affect growth? If banks providevaluable services to
the economy when they provide credit, then the economy is going to
suffer when banks have little credit to give. In the words of economists Robert King and Ross Levine, banks:
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evaluate prospective entrepreneurs, mobilize savings to finance the most
promising productivity-enhancing activities, diversify the risks associated
with these innovative activities, and reveal the expected profits from engaging in innovation rather than the production of existing goods using existing methods. Better financial systems improve the probability of successful
innovationand thereby accelerate economicgrowth. Similarly, financial
sector distortions reduce therate of economic growth by reducing therate of
innovation.

King and Levine find a strong relationship between a country’s
level of financial development (as measured by the ratio of the financial savings in banks to GDP in 1960) and growth over the next three
decades. Per capita growth shifts down by 2.3 percentage points
from the most developed quarter of financial systems to the least
developed quarter. Killing off banks is another easy way that a misguided government cankill growth.
Closing the Economy

Another unfortunate legacy of the first generation of research on
poor countries was to close many poor economies to international
trade. Countries went to great lengths to produce goods at home
rather than import them. A case in prereform Ghana gives the most
nonsensical lengths to which this could go. The Ghanaians were so
eager to have domestic automobile production that they imported
kits with a complete set of auto parts from Yugoslavia. They then
assembled the cars and sold them. But the international price at
which they bought the kits was greater than the international price
of the fully assembled vehicle!
The argument for protectionism was twofold.ll First, many firstgeneration development economists believed that the price of export
commodities likeoil, copper, and tin hada long-run downward
trend. Hence, a country shouldavoid getting stuck in the position of
importing manufactured goods and exporting commodities. Rather,
they should throw barriersin the way of manufactured imports so as
to develop their own industries. Many countries in Latin America,
Africa, and Asia followed this advice and tried to do ”import substitution,” where domestic production would replace the proscribed
imports.
The idea that commodity prices were doomed to trend down has
not held up very well. The typical change in terms of trade of poor
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countries has been negative but nothing major-only about -0.6
percent per annum.12 Even this is spurious, because the consensus is
that therise in manufacturingprices is overstatedby underestimating
quality improvements in manufactured goods.13 Commodities, by
contrast, are measured instandard units thatdon’t change in quality
over time. Anyway, countries that had a comparative advantage in
commodities could alwaysdiversify their commodity price risk using
financial instruments like hedging contracts.
Second, the first generation of development economists believed
thatallowingmanufacturedimportsinwould
kill off anypoor
countries’ industries before they had a chance to begin. The idea was
that there was a learning curve to developing industry.
Allowing
imports in from countries that were already of
ahead
the curvewould
prevent poor countries from doing their own learning to establish
industry. This was an old argument in economics, known as the
”infant industry” argument.
The case for free trade is also an ancient one in economics. Free
trade allows economies to specialize in what they are best at doing,
exporting those things andimportingthethingstheyarenot
so
good at producing. Interference with trade distorts prices so that
inefficient producers will get subsidized. This distortion could affect
growth because inefficient resource use lowers the rate of return to
investing in thefuture.14
The free trade arguments are now supported by theexperience of
the pastfew decades, whichhas found that more open
economies are
richer and grow faster. Openness to trade has many
dimensions, and
all of these dimensions are positively associated with growth.
Jeffrey Sachs and Andrew Warner defined countries as closed if
they had any of the following: nontariff barriers covering 40 percent
or more of trade, average tariff rates of 40 percent or more, a black
market premium of 20 percent or more, a socialist economic system,
or a state monopoly on major exports. They found that closed poor
economies grew at 0.7 percent per capita per year while open poor
economies grew at4.5 percent per capita per year.
When a previously
closed economy became open, they found that its growth increased
by more than one percentage point ayear.15
My colleague David Dollar examined economies where prices of
traded goods in dollars at the prevailing exchange rate were higher
than U.S. prices for the same goods.He interpreted the higher prices
in these economies as reflecting restrictive trade policies, like a tariff
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that would drive
up domestic prices relative to foreign ones. He found
that economies with distorted prices in this sense grew more slowly
than economies that were notso distorted.l6
The Korean economist Jong-wha Lee finds that high tariff rates
have a negative effect on growth when the tariff rate is weighted
by the importance of total imports in GDP.17 He found in separate
work that imports of machines are particularly helpful to economic
growth.ls ColumbiaUniversity economist Ann Harrison finds that a
variety of measures of restrictions on free tradetendtolower
growth.19UCLA economist Sebastian Edwards finds that a variety
of
measures of interferingwith free trade (tariffs, nontariff barriers,
collected trade taxes, andothers)tendtolowerproductivity
growth.*O
Harvard economist Jeffrey Frankel and Berkeley economist David
Romer find apositive effect of theshare of trade(exportsplus
imports) in GDP on income levels. They argue that this is a causal
relationship, by identifying the geographic component of trade (the
tendency for neighbors to trade more with each other and the tendency for larger economies to have more internaltrade).21 The effect
is large: a 1 point rise in the shareof trade in GDP raises income per
capita by 2 percent.
Maryland economist Francisco Rodriguez and Harvard economist
DaniRodrik express a contrarian view.
They argue that many of
these measures do not really capture trade interventions and that
they are not robust to changes in the sample period or other control
variables (they did not study all of the results mentioned here, however).22Still, few variables in the research on growth captureexactly
a specific policy or are robust to all
possible control variables.It is too
easy to drive out individual
associations with other controlvariables.
What does hold up well is that the whole setof policy distortions of
free trade is negatively related to
g r o ~ t h . ~This
3 evidence tells us
that governments that mess around too drastically with free markets
and macroeconomic stability, whether in trade, foreign exchange,
banking, budget deficits, or inflation, will have lower growth.
Government Disservice

I am arriving in Islamabad, the capital of Pakistan, on a World Bank
mission to look at public services. Public services leave something
to be desired in Pakistan. Social indicators like infant mortality and
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female secondary enrollment are among the worst in the world in
Pakistan. There is also substantial variation within Pakistan. Female
literacy ranges from 41 percent in urban Sindh to 3 percent in rural
North-West Frontier province and Baluchistan. Pakistani economist
Ishrat Husain notes that
fewer than a third of Pakistan’s villages
have access to wholesale trading centers, and where there are roads,
poor road quality raises transport costs by 30 to 40 percent.24Just
over the short period 1990 to 1998, vehicles per kilometer of road
doubled. Public irrigation services are also in crisis. Nearly 38 percent of publicly irrigated land suffers from salinity and flooding; the
crop loss due to salinity alone may approach25 ~ e r c e n t . ~ 5
A study of public services in Uganda found that firms had power
outagesamountingtoeighty-ninedaysayear.
Firms investedin
backup power generators, which raised their investment cost by 16
percent. It costs about three times more to buy and run a generator
thanto get publicly supplied electricity. Phone services wereno
better: it took 4.6 attempts on average to complete a long-distance
within Uganda and 2.8 attempts to complete an international call.
Similar problems occurred with water supply (thirty-three days of
outages a year), waste disposal(77 percent of firms disposed of their
own wastes), and postal services (only 31 percent of business correspondence was delivered by the postoffice).26
In Nigeria, the government has failed almost completely to provide basic services, despite $280 billion in government oil revenues
since the discovery of reserves in the late1950s. The government has
preferred to spend its money instead on things
like the $8 billion
steel complex that hasyet to produce a bar
of steel and a new national
capital built from scratch, not to mention the breathtaking amount
of
money stolen by the rulers.
The southern deltaregion where theoil is
produced suffers from oil spills and lacks roads, schools, and health
care. The government high school in the delta fell into ruins a few
years back due to a tropical squall; the government has never bothered to replace it. (The plight of the delta got some international
attentionthankstothecampaign
of theOgonipeople
for better
treatment led by Ken Saro-Wiwa, who was executed for his pains by
the late dictator Sani Abacha.) The slums of Lagos are no better off
shacks on stilts set
on black lagoons that also serve as odiferous
sewers, admid scraps of land piled high with mounds
of garbage.
Doctors and nurses have long since abandoned the health clinics in
the slums due tolack of funds and medicines. The men of the Lagos
lagoons eke out a living from snagging rafts of logs floated down
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the Niger River into the lagoons.Despite Nigeria’s abundant energy
reserves, theNational Electric PowerAuthority (NEPA, said by
Nigerians to stand for Never Ever Power Always) frequently cuts
power to the sawmills that process the logs, so that they stand idle
much of the time.27
So far I have covered very specific quantifiable actions that governments take that kill growth. However, there are some less quantifiable ways that they also hinder growth.
As the Pakistan, Uganda,
and Nigeria examples showed,theymay
fail toprovidequality
public services like electric power,telephone lines, roads,health,
water,sewerage,irrigation,postal
services, wastedisposal, and
education(andinterferewiththeprivate
sector’s providing such
services). They may be corrupt, which I save for a separate chapter
all its own. They may create a mazeof regulations that kill off private
enterprise.
A survey of privatebusinessesin
sixty-seven countries gives
some insight into the regulatory burden. In countries as diverse as
Bulgaria, Belarus, Fiji,Mexico,Mozambique,
and Tanzania,firms
cited ”the regulationsfor starting new businesses/new operations” as
a strong obstacle to doingbusiness.28To take a well-knownexample,
the Peruvianeconomist Hernando deSoto registered a smallclothing
factory in Lima as an experiment and decided in advance not to pay
bribes. During the timeit took to get registered, government officials
asked for bribes ten times. In two cases, he hadto break his own rule
and pay the bribes, or the experiment would have come to a halt. In
the end, it took ten months toregister the clothing factory. A similar
procedure takes four hoursin New York.29
In judging government services like electric power supply, firms
surveyed in Azerbaijan, Cameroon, Chad, Congo, Ecuador, Georgia,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, India, Kazakhstan,Kenya,Moldova,Mali,
Malawi, Nigeria, Senegal, Tanzania, and Uganda report that they
experience power outages atleast once every two weeks. In Guinea,
the average firm reported a power outage at least once a day. Firms
turn to high-cost generators to cope with the
unreliable power supply.
According to a survey,92 percent of Nigerian firms had generator^.^^
More than a third of developing countries have a waiting time
for a telephone line of six years or more.31 Guinea again stands out
because peopleliterally die waiting: the waiting time
for a phoneline
is ninety-five years.
Roads are aprobleminmanycountries.
Firms surveyedin
Albania, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Chad, Congo, Costa Rica,
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Guinea-Bissau, India, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyz Republic,
Moldova, Malawi, Nigeria, Togo, Ukraine, and the West Bank rated
road quality as 5 or worse on a scale of 1 (very good) to 6 (very
poor). In Costa Rica, cuts in road operations and maintenance during
the fiscal austerity program of the 1980s left 70 percent of the roads
in poor condition.
Another area where governments often fail is elementary public
health services. The same firm survey found that firms rated quality
of public health services as 5 or worse on a scale of 1 to 6 in eighteen
of sixty-seven developing countries. Poor Guinea again makes the
news by spending only 3 percent of its health budget on drugsfor its
health clinics, as compared to 34 percent for health workers wages.
This comes out to spending on drugsper capita of eleven cents. As a
result virtually clinics
all lack
Medical
workers
without
medicines are not helpful to promoting the basic health services
crucial to development.
In contrast, good governments that spendtheir money on essential
public services realize very high rates of return. One studyestimated
that each additional 1 percentage point of GDP in transport and
communications investment increased growthby 0.6 percentage
point.33 Otherstudiesfoundthat
the number of telephones per
workerhada
strong, positive impact on
The rate of return
to infrastructure projects such as irrigation and drainage, telecommunications, airports, highways, seaports, railways, electric power,
water supply, sanitation, and sewerage averages 16 to 18 percent per
year.35 The returns to maintenance spending on existing infrastructure (such as road maintenance) are even higher, perhaps as much as
70 percent.36Governments can kill growth by doing too much regulation and too little public service provision.
The Missing Policy

There is one government policy that has been conspicuously missing
from my short list of ways to kill growth: tax rates on income. I said
at the beginning that a high tax rate was the most obvious disincentive to invest in the future, since it directly lowers after-tax return.
Many of the policies we have just reviewed imply a tax that lowers
the return to investing in the future.
Surprisingly, there is no evidence that higher explicit tax rates
lower growth. High-tax-rate countries like Sweden seem to do fine,
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while low-tax-rate countries like Peru runaground. The United
States kept growing at about the same rate after the income tax was
introduced in 1913 and after the tax rate was increased sharply in
the 1940s. US. income tax revenues increased from under 2 percent
of GDP in 1930 to nearly 20 percent of GDP by 1989, yet growth
remained unchanged.37 There is no statistical association between
the statutory tax rate and economicgrowth, either across time in the
United States or across countries in the world.
This example shows the value of subjecting every theoretical prediction to empirical testing. We can only guess why the theoretically
compelling ”taxes lower growth” story doesnot work out. It may be
that the statutory tax rate does not really capture the true tax rate on
income. The latter is affected by the opportunities for legal evasion
(such as deductions, tax credits, or different tax rates on different
kinds of income) or illegal evasion.
In the developing countries, actual tax collected is a small fraction
of that which should be collected at the official tax rate. To take the
Peru and Sweden comparison again, Peru collects only 35 percent of
what it should take in given the tax rate and the size of the tax base;
Sweden collects nearly all. The collection rate varies considerably
from one country to another, and so the value-added tax rate or
revenue collected is a poor measure of the disincentives that producers face.
Chicken and Egg to Go

So far I have identified several government actions that are associated with low economic growth: high inflation, high black market
premiums, high budget deficits, and strongly negative real interest
rates. However, I have been careless with my language so far. By
saying ”governments kill growth,” I am saying that bad government actions cause badgrowth. But I have only established that
government actions are associated with growth, not that government
actions cause growth.
There are many stories about going astray mistaking correlation
for causality. The most common story involves nineteenth-century
Russian peasants. Supposedly the peasants noticed that villages with
a lot of smallpox also had more doctors’ visits than villages without
smallpox. They drew the natural conclusion and started shooting the
doctors.
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Another story along the samelines comes from thegreat American
historian Francis Parkman. This one is a little more subtle. French
Catholic missionaries in Canada mounted a major effort to convert
the Huron Indiansin the seventeenth century. They werenot terribly
successful, perhaps because the Hurons correctly suspected that the
Great Spirit of the priests wanted their land as well as their souls.
The indefatigable priests nevertheless persisted. They figured they
could get at least deathbed conversions, so as soon as they heard a
Huron was mortally ill, they rushed to his bedside and administered
the conversion rite of baptism shortly before the sick Huron died.
This association between baptism and the subsequent demise of the
baptized did not escape notice. The Hurons had every reason to
suspect that the holy water the priest sprinkled on the baptized contained some deadly poison. (Whether this is related to the martyrdom of some Jesuits at the hand of the Hurons, Parkman doesn’t
say.)
How do we avoid making similar mistakes of confusing causation
with correlation? Could it be that negative growth causes governments to take desperate measures? Say the government resorts to
high inflation as a means of financing high budget deficits during
bad economic times. We would have an association among low economic growth, high deficits, and high inflation. Then the government
is not killing growth; it is low growth thatis killing the government.
Causality could go both ways, so what do we say comes first, the
chicken or the egg?
Economists have resorted to several strategies to tease out causality of the growth-policy relationship. One is to see if the initial value
of the policy variable is correlated with subsequent growth. For example, King and Levine established that a well-developed financial
system in 1960 is associated with good economic growth over the
subsequent thirty years. The thinking goes that the past cancause the
future, butthe future cannot cause the past.
This is not foolproof, because sometimes you can anticipate the
future (as the priest-Huron example showed). However, we saw in
the previous chapter that it is very difficult to anticipate growth.
Therefore, using initial values of policy variables does help the presumption that governmentactions cause changes in growth.
Another strategy to establish causality is to identify the part of the
policy variable that is correlated with some outside events and then
see if that part is correlated with growth. For example, Ross Levine
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has found that adopting a French rather than English legal system
adversely affects bankingsystemdevelopment.Havinga
French
legal system presumably has nothing to do with economic growth
except insofar as it affects the financial system. So we can decompose
the measureof banking system development intofirst
a part that was
caused by the French legal tradition and into a second part that
could be caused by other factors, including low growth. If the first
part is still correlated with growth, then we can have increased confidence thatbankingsystemdevelopment
causes growth. Economists have followed similar strategies to establish at least tentative
causality from the black market premium andinflation to

Growth Across Continents
Policy effects on growth are not just theoretical possibilities. Ross
Levine and I examined the income difference betweenEast Asia and
Africa as explained by policies and other factors. For each policy, we
calculated the difference in that policy between Africa and East Asia
and then multiply it by that policy’s effect on growth. I apply the
growth difference to initial income togetthe income differences.
Africa’s higher government budget deficits, higher financial repression, and higher black market premium explain about half of the
growth difference between East Asia and Africa over three decades.
If policies truly docause growth, then Africa would havebeen $2,000
richer per person if African economic policies had been at East Asian
levels (figure ll.2).39
On the brighter side, Latin American governments changed incentives for growth in the early1990s by correcting all of the above,
and they gained an additional 2.2 percentage points of growth in
response.40 They lowered inflation, lowered the black market premium, moved towardfree trade, and lifted repression of banks. They
closed the growth gap withEast Asia in the early1990s by reforming
more than the East Asians (who at that time did not need to reform
as much as theLatin Americans did).

Conclusion
So here we finally have something constructive coming out of our
motto: people respond toincentives. Knowing this, governments can
avoid killing growth by avoiding any of the following actions that

Intermezzo: Florence and Veronica
Florence and Veronica Phiri once lived with their parents in a small but
comfortable house in Lusaka, Zambia. Their father was an electrician. But
both their parents died when the girls were eight and six. Their father’s
family took all of the Phiris‘s possessions, including the house, and sent
the girls to live in a rural village with an aunt. The children worked hard
there fetching water and collectingwood. Often they were beaten for not
working hard enough.
After two years, their mother’s relatives brought Florence and Veronica
back to Lusaka to live with their maternal grandmotherin a dilapidated
house. Their grandmother earns a precarious living by selling vegetables
at a market stand. When she has a bad day, the family goes without
food.
Four other orphans also live with the grandmother, in a country fullof
orphans because of deathsfrom AIDS. Florence and Veronica playin
streets full of dust with theirfour cousins.
A community group donated moneyfor Florence to pay schoolfees, buy
a school unqorm, and buy shoes. There wasn’t enough money to do the
same for Ver0nica.l
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Corruption and Growth

There is no distinctly American criminal class, except Congress.
Mark Twain

The urge to stealeverythingnotbolted
to the floor isthe most
obviousgrowth-killingincentivethatgovernment
officialsface.
Requiring private businesspeople to pay bribes is a direct
tax on
production, and so we would expect it to lower growth. Corruption
is one of the problems most likely to be mentioned by casual visitors
to poor countriesor by investors in those countries.
In a poll commissioned by the agency Roper Starch International in nineteen developing countries, corruption was the fourth out
of fifteen top national
concerns of citizens, after crime, inflation, and recession1
Despite the obvious importance of corruption in economic development, it has not attracted much attention from economists until
recently. The prestigious four-volume Handbook of Development Economics, published from 1988 to 1995, does not mention corruption
anywhere in 3,047 pages of text. A recent leading textbook on development economics does not mention corruption (or politics for that
matter) anywhere.2
Moreover, the international financial institutions like the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund paid virtually no attention
to corruption for decades. Only recently has corruption become a
hot issue for these institutions. Even then we are often reluctant to
utter the wordcorruption; problems with governance is the bureaucratic
jargon we use instead.
Once we acknowledge the importance
of corruption to growth,
thereareunresolvedquestions.
Why dosomegovernments
face
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stronger incentives to steal than other governments? Why is corruption more damagingin some countries than in others?
In this chapter,
I discuss the scale of corruption, its effect on growth, its determinants, and some possible solutions.
Life on the Run

When I lived in Mexico City for a year, Iplayedaconstant
cat
and mouse game with the Mexican police. I was the mouse, and the
very corrupt Mexican police were the cats. Driving my car with its
American license plate in Mexico City was like having a sign, “I’m
an American tourist. Please extort bribes from me.”
Before I caught on to how corrupt the
police were, I actually stopped
and asked a policeman for directions. When I told my Mexican friends
that I had done this, they exploded in laughter. As they surmised,
the policeman whom I asked for directions immediately shouted,
”Alto” (halt) and ran to get several fellow officers to share in the
booty. I used the time-honored technique
of pretending not to understand the language.I pretended thatI thought alto meant ”proceed in
your car at a high rate of speed away from the corrupt policemen,
who are fortunately on foot.”
I wasn’t so lucky in my next encounter with thepolice. This time a
motorized policeman pulled me over. Asking him what my infraction had been, he told me I had committed the serious offense of
transporting books without a license. The offending cargo was a box of
books in my trunk. I had the nerve to carry these in
my Volkswagen
Rabbit. What did I think I was? A professional moving company?
This serious offense required a trip to the station house (my
Mexican
friends told me, ”Never let them get you to the station house”). I
offered to pay the fine for my outrageous offense on the spot, and
that resolved matters. (I’m embarrassedto tell you howmuchI
paid for the bribe. I got caught with only large denomination notes
on me.)
After that I developed several techniques for evading police sting
operations. I continued toact like an idiot as far as comprehensionof
Spanish went whenever the policeman was on foot. The next time I
encountered a motorized policeman, I simply refused to pull over
and kept driving until I got to the private university I was going to.
Private property was apparently
safe refuge, and the policemen gave
up the chase at the gates.
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Things were notso amusing for poorer inhabitantsof Mexico City,
whom the police regularly shook down for bribes. Supposedly each
precinct had a quotaof bribes to collect every month, from which the
higher-ups would get a cut. Everyone knew about this corruption,
but attempts to deal with it proved
futile. This phenomenon of venal
police is not limited to Mexico; in countries ranging from Jamaica,
Uganda, India, to Moldova, the poor reportpolice brutality and corruption as oneof their main worries3
The All-World Corruption Tour

Corruption occurs in rich countries and poor countries, tiny countries and gigantic countries, Christian countries and Islamic countries, African countries and Asian countries, Old World countries
and New World countries. Although it appears everywhere, there
are some careful measures of the severity of corruption across countries that we can use. I will first give some anecdotes to illustrate the
ubiquity of corruption and then present some measures to distinguish corruption across countries.
Denver brewery owner JosephCoors was a big financial backer of
Ronald Reagan. When his beer can manufacturing plant had to dispose of some hazardous waste, Reagan appointed several members
of the Coors clan to the Environmental Protection Agency, which
then lifted restrictions on dumpingof toxic waste in Colorado.There
was a public outcry against Coors for his buying the right to dump
toxic waste, if not for his watery beer.4
The psychologist Dr. Don Soeken alleged in 1988 that he hadbeen
askedto declare as mentally unbalanced American civil servants
who had uncovered corruption in the State and
Defense Departments. Their superiors were trying to discredit them by
claiming
they were insane (thecivil servants, not the superior^).^
In Japan,agovernmentprosecutoruncovereda
scheme where
businessmen who needed a government favor would provide expensive free entertainment for the officials concerned. Showing their
determination to stamp out corruption, the Japanese governmentreassigned the prosecutor in August1998 to a remote coastal city.6
In Ecuador in February 1997, agents for President Abdala Bucaram
allegedly walkedoff with $3 million in Ecuadorian currency from the
Central Bank. They delivered the loot to his office shortly before his
term of public service was to e ~ p i r e . ~
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The brother of Mexican president Carlos Salinas was implicated in
payoffs for drug running, which may explain the$132 million in his
Swiss bank account. Meanwhile, the personal secretary of President
Salinas, Justo Ceja Martinez, was unable to explain how he accumulated $3 million from 1988 to 1994 on an annual salaryof $32,400.8
In a South Indian state in the late1970s, corruption permeated the
system of official irrigation. Among the many types of corrupt payoffs, there was one euphemistically called “savings on the ground.”
A government contractor would do less work than called for in his
contract-like removing only 1 inch of silt from the irrigation canal
instead of 3 inches of silt. The contractor would split the “savings
on the ground” with the government’s executive engineer, who had
already gotten a kickback of 2.5 percent of the contract for awarding
the contract to that particular contractor. The savings on the ground
and kickbacks ranged from25 to 50 percent of the valueof what was
supposed to be put onthe ground. The executive engineer’s earnings
from corruption were as much as nine times his
official salary. Little
wonder that these lucrative posts were bought and sold within the
irrigation bureaucracy.The executive engineer in this example might
pay a lump sum of five times his annual salary for a two-year posting, still leaving him an attractive net income. The rampant corruption had more than a little to do with the poor performance of the
irrigation ~ y s t e m . ~
In Korea, fourunqualifiedbonesetterspaidtheequivalent
of
$11,000 to the Bureau of Health andSocial Affairs in one provincefor
fake licenses. There has been no word on how
their patients survived
amateur bone settinglo
Onamorespectacular
scale, theformermayor
of Beijing and
member of the Politburo, Chen Xitong, was sentenced to sixteen
years in prison for corruption. He allegedly diverted as much as$2.2
billion in Beijing city funds during his time of public service, using
kickbacks on construction contractsand manyother devices. Chinese
television showed some of the trappings of the high-living Chen:
“a gold ring, a gold tortoise, a silver carriage and horses, a house in
thecountrysideequippedwithmassagechairs
andan extensive
bedroom complex.”l’
One government agency in the Philippines was said to be so corrupt that even the janitors werereceiving payoffs.12 Marcos initially
promised to clean up corruption. His lack of success can be measured in the zillions of dollars that he himself stole. To give one
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example, Westinghouse allegedly paid Marcos $80 million to get the
contract to build a new nuclear plant. A presidential commission
approved General Electric’s much lower bid, but President Marcos
overruled them. His secretary of industrycomplainedthat
the
country was getting ”one reactor for the price of two.”13 (Nor has
democracy been a panaceafor corruption: the current democratically
elected president is facing impeachment on corruption charges.)
Nigerian dictator Sani Abacha allegedly accumulated billions of
dollars from kickbacks on construction contracts and from diverting
oil revenues to his personalaccount. He also diverted $2 billion from
state oil refineries, leaving them unable to produce gasoline, and
then, with real chutzpah, pocketed commissions on imported gasoline. Only his sudden death in June 1998 put an end to his imaginative plunder .l4
In Zimbabwe, the cabinet awarded the contract for the airport
at Harare to Air Harbout Technologies from Cyprus. In a startling
coincidence, the local agent of Air Harbout Technologies was President Mugabe’s nephew. The cabinet overruled the tender board that
placed this company fourth. Twoother facilitators allegedly received
$1 mil1i0n.I~
President Mobutu Sese Sekoof Zaire, not satisfied with his personal
fortune of billions of dollars, stole the entire gold-mining region of
Kilo-moto. Kilo-mot0 covers 32,000 square miles and has reserves of
100 tons of gold. In another transaction Mobutu, who never seemed
to think small, gave the West German rocket company OTRAG the
rights to an area of southeast Zaire as large as West Germany itself.l6
Rating Corruption and Its Consequences
This selection of anecdotes may suggest that government officials
everywhere are no better than highwaymen on the road to growth.
All countries can furnish anecdotes, but some countries are more
corrupt than others.
The International Credit Risk Guide surveys businesspeople for their
perception of corruption in countries around the world on a rating
between 0 (most corrupt) and6 (least corrupt). In 1990, the countries
that distinguished themselves with a 0 for exceptional graft in the
line of duty were: the Bahamas, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Liberia,
Paraguay, andZaire. (The Philippines under Marcos had earned a 0,
but by 1990 the country under a reformist government had climbed
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all the way to 2.) The countries with a 6 are all industrial countries,
although not all industrial countries have a 6 (theUnited States and
Japan, for example, are both 5s).
The data show that corruption and growth are inversely related.
(This sample includes growth in the1980s against corruption in1982
and growth in the 1990s against corruption in 1990.) Similarly corruption and the investment ratio toGDP are inversely related. (This
sample is investmentto GDP in 1982 oncorruptionin
1982 and
investment to GDP in 1990 on corruption in 1990.) Nobody wants to
invest in a corrupt economy, and nobody wants to do all the other
things that make for a growing economy.17
Corruption not only has a direct effect on growth; it also has an
indirect effect because itmakesother
policies that affect growth
worse. For example,many of thecorruptionanecdotesdescribe
diversions of fundsfrompublicrevenues
or blowing up public
expenditures through kickbacks. It’s not a surprise, then, that more
corruption is associatedwithlargerbudget
deficits. The average
budget deficit in the quarter of the sample that is least corrupt is
3.1 percent of GDP; the average deficit in the most corrupt quarter of
the sample is6.7 percent of GDP.
Still, the relationship of corruption with growth is not a simple
one. Notice that the list of most corrupt in 1990 includes both growth
disasters (Zaire)and growthmiracles (at least a miracle until recently,
Indonesia). Could the effect of corruption be different in different
countries?
The effect of corruption could even be different over time in the
same country. The 1990 survey by the Internation Credit Risk Guide
did not include much data on the postcommunist countries,
since
communism was not yet post- everywhere in 1990. A World Bank
survey of sixty-ninecountriesin
1996 did includemanypostcommunist countries. Firms in the sixty-nine countries were asked
whether”irregularpayments”wereacommonpracticeintheir
industry. The possible answers ranged from 1 (always) to 6 (never).
While the communist countries had always had some corruption (the
Soviet Union got a4 on the0-6 scale of the Credit Risk Guidein 1990),
it was clear from this new survey that corruption had become more
pervasive in the postcommunist countries.
The two most corrupt
countries were Azerbaijan and Bulgaria. Postcommunist countries
accounted for 10 of thetop 20 most corrupt in the 1996 survey,
although they accounted for less than 30 percent of the sample. The
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disastrous output decline occurring in the postcommunist countries,
while having many other causes, is another hint that corruption is
not good for growth.
Varieties of Corruption

Two different kinds of corruption could affect growth: decentralized
corruption and centralized corruption. Under decentralized corruption, there are many bribe takers, and their imposition of bribes is
not coordinated among them. Under centralized corruption, a government leader organizes all corruption activity in the economy and
determines the shares of each official in the ill-gotten proceeds.
Decentralized corruption is like the multiple roadblocks by soldiers that one would encounter in traveling in, say, Zaire. Each soldier at a roadblock is an individual predator, without taking into
account the effect of his actions on other predators. The wealth of the
travelers is a commonresource that all of the independent thieves try
to appropriate.
We have the classic common pool problem. The bribes demanded
will be higher as each soldier thief tries to get as much revenue from
the hapless traveler as possible before other thieves get it. The total
”theft rate” implied by decentralized bribes will be higher than under
centralized corruption. Indeed, the theft rateunder decentralized
corruption may be so high that total corruption revenues are lower
than they would be with a lower theft rate. As the tax rate climbs,
individuals put moreeffort into avoiding bribe opportunities for the
military thieves. They travel by roads with fewer roadblocks, carry
less money with them, and conceal the wealth of goods they are
shipping. Decentralized corruption ironically results in lower total
bribe revenues than centralized corruptioneventhough it hasa
higher bribe “tax rate” on private activity. Decentralized corruption
creates the worst incentives for growth.
There is yet onemore reason that decentralized corruption is
damaging. The likelihood that someone will be punished for corrupt
behavior is positively related to the strength of state enforcement
and negatively related to the number of corrupt officials. With decentralized corruption, the state is weak and many officials are corrupt.
Even if the state prosecutes some corrupt officials, the likelihood of
being caught is low because there are so many corrupt officials from
whom to choose when the state prosecutes. There are thus virtuous
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and vicious circles in corruption. The virtuous circle occurs when,
for whatever reason, decentralized corruption is low and so anyone
who does stealwill likely get caught. Thus, corruption stays low.The
vicious circle occurs when decentralized corruption is high, and so
the likelihood of being caught is low.Thus, corruption stays high.
Under centralized corruption, one leader seeks to maximize the
take from the corruption network as a whole. This leader is more
solicitous of his victims’ prosperity, because he knows that stealing
too muchwill cause thevictims to take evasive action that will lower
bribe collections. So the centralized corruption mafioso, like Suharto
in Indonesia, will set the bribe ”tax rate” at all of the roadblocks at
lower levels that maximize the total take of the system. Under centralized corruption, there is monitoring of the size of the rake-off at
each level; anyone trying to rake off more than the center prescribes
will be punished. Because of this supervision, there are no vicious
circles. Centralized corruption is less damaging than decentralized
corruption.lB
More generally, a strong dictator will choose a level of corruption
that does not harm growth too badly, because he knowshis rake-off
depends on thesize of the economy. A weak state with decentralized
corruption doesn’t have this incentive to preserve growth. Each individual bribe taker is too small to affect the overall size of the economy, so he feels little restraint on getting the mostout of his victim.
This tale gives us insight into why corruption was more damaging
to growth in Zaire than in Indonesia. Zaire is a weak state with man
independent official entrepreneurs. Indonesia under Suharto was a
strong state that imposed bribesfrom the top down. Zaire had negative per capita growth, while Indonesia had exceptional per capita
growth (until recently).
There wasalsoa
shift inthetype
of corruptioninthepostcommunistcountries. The communistcountries hadalwayshad
some corruption, but under the centralized party dictatorship, it was
mostly top down. The postcommunist countries, by contrast, have
many independent power centers and
so have shifted to decentralized
corruption. This helps us to understand why corruption has been
much more damaging after communismthan during communism.
Determinants of Corruption
It is clear that the incentives for corruption are stronger in a decentralized government than in a centralized one. In a decentralized
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government, such as a coalition government among interest groups,
the theft rate will behigher. Moreover, any piles of moneythat
become available through commodity windfalls or foreign aid are
more likely to be stolen in a decentralized weak government than in
a strong centralized government.
I will discuss in the next chapter one circumstance that leads to
multiple interest groups: a high degree
of ethnic diversity. Stockholm University’s Jakob Svensson has indeed found that corruption
is higher with more ethnic diversity,as Paolo Mauro of the IMF also
did in earlier work.
Svensson also foundthatcorruption
increases withmore foreign aid in an ethnically divided society though not in an ethnically
homogeneous one.Foreign aid is a common resource that each ethnic
interest group will try to divert to its own pockets. Svensson too
found that countries that were both commodity
(like cocoa or oil)
producers and ethnically divided were more
likely to be corrupt.
Multiple ethnic interest groupswill each try to steal as much as they
can from the common pool of commodity revenues.19
I already hinted in the previous chapter that one motivation for
many bad policies is to create opportunities for graft. This is most
obvious for a policy like the black market premium, where any government official with a license to get dollars at the official rate can
make a corrupt profit by reselling the dollarsat theblack market rate.
It’s not a big surprise, then, that corruption
and theblack market rate
are associated.*O Causality in this association likely goes both ways:
there is incentive among the already corrupt to create a high black
market premium and an incentive to be corrupt if there already is a
high black market premium.
In thesame vein, restrictions on trade create opportunities for
corruption. If there is a high tariff on an imported good, there is an
incentive to bribe customs officials to import the good at
a lower
tariff. And, if a license is needed to import the good and the good is
in great demand, the license seeker w’ill have to pay a bribe. One
study has found that countries that restrict the freedom of international trade are indeed more corrupt.21
The quality of institutions in a country also affects corruption. A
high-quality civil service organized on meritocratic lines will provide
some checks oncorruption. A governmentthat itselfobeys
the
laws rather than putting itself above the law will create a poor ecosystem for corruption. The International Credit Risk Guide
measures
four aspects of the quality of the institutional environment for busi-
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ness: rule of law, quality of bureaucracy, freedom from government
repudiation of contracts, and freedom from expropriation. Each of
thesecapturesa different aspect of theinstitutionalenvironment
that will affect corruption. To stamp out corruption and create good
incentives for government officials to promote growth, eachof these
institutional aspects must be strong.
The rule of law measure captures theability of government official
to enforce or ignore the law selectively so as to get payoffs. Government officials take corrupt payoffs to have the law interpreted creatively in the bribe payer’s favor. The Guide measures both it and
freedom corruption on a0 to 6 scale. For example, Haiti in 1982 was
a place where the law meant about as much as the
king’s dictates in
Alice in Wonderland. Haiti had a 0 for rule of law and a 0 for freedom
from corruption. Those with a 6 for rule of law are all industrial
countries (except Taiwan). All of them except Portugal get either a 5
or a 6 for freedom from corruption.
A low-quality bureaucracy is one where reams of red tape slow
business to a crawl. The opportunities for decentralized corruption
in such circumstances are obvious. The Credit Risk Guide measures
this on a 0 to 6 scale, but no country in 1990 got a zero. Bangladesh
got a 1 on the qualityof bureacracy in 1990 and a 0 on corruption. In
Dhaka, you can wait for a cold front in hell to get your business
permit, or you can pay a bribe. The countries with a 6 for highquality bureaucracy are all industrial economies, except for Hong
Kong, Singapore, and South Africa. The United States, for example,
gets a 6 on high-quality bureaucracy, which may come as a surprise
to those who have stood in interminable lines at federal agencies.
Still, everything is relative. Standing in
line is not as bad as having
to
go to fourteen different departmentstocompletepaperwork.
All
countries with a 6 for bureaucratic quality had either a 5 or a 6 for
freedom from corruption (except Portugal again).
Freedom from repudiationof contracts measures adifferent aspect
of business and government relationships. A high expected rate of
repudiation makes corruption more possible, as private individuals
feel the need to bribeofficials in order to have
their contract honored.
(And they will include the cost of this bribe in their contract, so the
government winds up overpaying because it threatens not to pay.)
Freedom from repudiation of contracts is measured on a 1 to 10
scale. The worst countries on this measure in 1990, with a 1 or a 2,
areMyanmar, Liberia, Lebanon, Iraq, Haiti, Sudan, Zambia, and
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Somalia-not exactly honest economies, asitturnsout,with
an
average freedom from corruption score of 1.67 on the 0 to 6 scale.
The countries with a 10 are all industrial countries, again with the
exception of newly industrializing Taiwan.All of the 10s have a5 or 6
on freedom from corruption, with theexception of Taiwan and Italy.
Finally, freedom from expropriation strikes right at the heart of
business-government relations. With a high risk of expropriation,
corruption will flourish as businesspeople make protection payments
to those who might expropriate them. The worst countries on this
measure in 1990, with a 1 or a 2 on a 1 to 10 scale, were New Caledonia, Iraq, and Namibia. Those with a 1 or a 2 in 1982 were Iran,
Libya, Syria, Iraq (again), and Lebanon. The average freedom from
corruption score of these economies was 1.9.
All countries with a10 on the freedom from expropriation measure
are industrial countries, and all industrial countries have a10 except
for Australia, which has only a 9. All of these industrial countries
have a freedomfrom corruption ratingof 5 or 6, except for Spain and
Italy.
In general, the data show a strong association between institutional quality and corruption. (This sample includes corruption in
1982 againstinstitutionalqualityin
1982, and corruption in 1990
against institutional quality in 1990.) Countries with the worst institutions have corruption that is between 2and 4 ratings below countries with the best institutions. Corruption is high in countries with
any of the four kinds of poor institutional quality. It is low in countries with any of the four kinds of the best institutional quality.
These strong relationships need to be interpreted cautiously.They
are subjective ratings, and so thebusinesspeoplesurveyedmay
simply perceive a worse bureaucracy in a corrupt economy than in
an honest economy. There may be some third factor, like bad government policies or low per capita income, that causes countries to
have both corruption and poor institutions. Still, the strong association between institutions and corruption is at least consistent with
the view that institutions can influence corruption.22
Policies to Control Corruption

Institutional reform is difficult but not impossible. Ghana, for example, increased its quality of bureaucracy from 1982 to 1990 from 1 to
4 (on a 0 to 6 scale). It increased its rule of law from1 to 3 (also on a
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0-6 scale). The government reduced the black market premium all
the way from 4,264 percent in 1982 to 10 percent in 1990. So it was
probably no accident that Ghanaian freedom from corruption
increased from 1 in 1982 to 4 in 1990 on a 0-6 scale.
The findings in this chapter point to a way out of corruption and
its growth-killing effects. First, set up quality institutions. Eliminate
red tape, establish rules that government honors contracts and does
not expropriate the private sector, and create a meritocratic civil service. These institutions create checks and balances on officials instead
of opportunities for payoffs.
Second, establish policies that eliminate incentives for corruption.
A high black market premium or a highly negative real interest rate
practically guarantees massive graft. Eliminating both is not only
good for growth, as we saw in the previous chapter; it is also good
for controlling corruption.
Too often we have treated government as if it were some beneficent agent that we could advise on how to benefit the public weal.
The knowledge that governments are often corrupt gives pause to
such an attitude. Knowing that governments are corrupt, we should
be cautious about relying on them to do interventions on behalf of
growth. For example, we wouldn’t want to recommend industrial
policies that subsidize certain sunrise industries, because governments are likely to take payments when they decide whose sunrise
to subsidize. The best course would be to eliminate government’s
discretionary power over households and businesses as much as
possible and set up hard and fast rules of the game for government
operation. Too long we have ignored corruption on the quest for
growth.

Intermezzo: Discrimination in Palanpur
Palanpur is a small village in Uttar Pradesh state in northern India. It is
unusual in that it has been studied by development economists at several
distinct periods over the pastfive decades: in 1957-1 958, 1962-1 963,
1974-1975, 1983-1984, and 1993. Peter Lanjouw and Nicholas Stern
published a book about thesefive decades of studies of Palanpur in 1998.
The following descriptionof life there is based on thefirst chapter, by Jean
Dr&e and Naresh Sharma, which describes features that have remained
relatively unchanged over the peri0d.l
Palanpur had a population of 1,133 in mid-1993. Palanpur is a poor
village, with 160 babies out of 1,000 births dying before their first
birthday in 1993. The literacy rate is only 37 percent for men and just
9 percentfor women.
There are 11 7 men for every 100 women, reflecting systematic
discrimination in health care against girls and women. The scholars
witnessed "several cases of infant girls who were allowed to wither away
and die in circumstances that would undoubtedly have prompted more
energetic action in the case of a male child." The high-caste Thakurs in
Palanpur practice child marriage, seclusion of married women
from public
view (purdah), a ban on women's work outside the home, and in some
extreme cases even female infanticide and sati (burning of widows on their
husband's funeral pyre).
The other group in Palanpur that suffers discrimination is the low-caste
Jatabs. All of them live in a group of "shabby mud houses" on the edge of
the village. Jatabs own little land and most frequently work as day
laborers or on their own subsistence plots. Only 12 percent of the Jatab
men and none of the Jatab women are literate. The school teacher in
Palanpur was a Thakur, who considered any contact with a Jatab pupil to
be repulsive. The urban managers of the local credit cooperative frequently
try to extort moneyfrom Jatabs. The Jatabs have greatdifficulty borrowing
money in any case. They try to avoid the higher castes and behave with
deference when they do encounter them.
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Polarized Peoples

So strong is this propensity of mankind to fall into mutual animosities, that where
no substantial occasion presents itself, the most frivolous and fancz@l distinctions

have been suficient to kindle their unfriendly passions and excite their most violent
conflicts.
James Madison, Federalist

Paper No. 10

I was once on anairline flight that wascanceled owing to mechanical
failure. There was another flight immediately following to the same
destination. Both the original flight and the next flight were close to
being full. These circumstances instantly created two polarized factions: the canceled flighters and the later flighters, both competing
for a fixed number of seats on the later flight. The canceled flighters
argued that they should have priority on these seats, since they had
been on an earlier flight whose cancellation was the airline’s fault.
The later flighters argued that they should have the seats, since their
right to a seat should not be affectedby what happenedto some other
flight. It was amazing how quickly animosity developed between
these two factions, just as solidarity developed within each factioneven though these were complete strangers. The canceled flighters
exchanged remarks with each other about how unfair, aggressive,
and arrogant were the later flighters. The later flighters grumbled to
each other equally uncomplimentaryremarksabout
the canceled
flighters. The situation almost got violent. In the end, the airline
favored the later flighters. Meanwhile both groups lost because the
later flight was also delayed while this heated argument was going
on. Factions seem to spring out of nowhere in human society.
Factions help explain the part of poor growth that is attributable
to government policies. Why wouldgovernments ever have the
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incentive to choose policies that kill off growth? Why would they
kill off growth through corruption, when their take from a growing
economy would be greater? And if thepoorneedtohavetheir
investments in future income subsidized to participate in growth,
then why don’t governments always provide those subsidies?
We
will see that divided societies’ governments face incentives to redistribute existing income. In more cohesive societies, governments face
incentives to promote development. The fundamental difference between redistributionist and developmentalist governments is social
polarization. Societies divided into factions fight over division of the
spoils; societies unified by a common culture and a strong middle
class create a consensus for growth-growth that includes the poor.
Going After Cocoa

Let’s go back to the story of Ghana’s main export crop, cocoa. Production of cocoa is concentrated in the region of the Ashanti group,
who make up 13 percent of the population. The Ashanti Empire was
dominant in precolonial times, to the resentment of other groups
such as the coastal Akan groups (30 percent of population). Beginning with the run-up to independence in the 1950s, cocoa replaced
historical resentments as a bone
of contention between ethnic gr0ups.l
In the early 1950s Kwame Nkrumah, from oneof the coastal Akan
groups, split off from the traditional Ashanti-based independence
party. He pushed a bill through the colonial legislature in 1954 to
freeze theproducer price of cocoa. An Ashanti-basedopposition
party to Nkrumah ran against him in 1956
the elections with thelessthan-subtle slogan, “Vote Cocoa.” The Ashanti region even tried to
secede prior to independence. With most of the other ethnic groups
favoring Nkrumah, these efforts failed.
Nkrumah continued to tax cocoa heavily into the 1960s. The staterun Cocoa Marketing Board bought low from thecocoa farmers and
sold high at the world price. The high black market premium on
foreign exchange meant the price paid to farmers was
worth little
in dollars. Farmers were forced to sell their dollars at the official
exchange rate, but could buy dollars only at the black market rate.
Between1969 and 1971,KofiBusia
ledthe only Ashanti-based
government in modern Ghanaian history, having co-opted some of
the coastal Akangroups asallies. One of Busia’s first acts was toraise
the producerprice of cocoa. In 1971, he instituted a large devaluation
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that raised the domestic currency price of cocoa at a time when the
world cocoa price was falling. The military overthrew him threedays
later and partially reversed the devaluation.That was the last chance
the Ashantis had at getting market prices for their cocoa.
Although ethnic coalitions rotated with dizzying speed through
the 1970s and early 1980s in Ghana, they all seemed to concur on
punitive taxation of Ashanti cocoa exports through the ludicrously
overvalued official exchange rate, reflected in a high black market
premium on dollars. The government handed out its cocoa profits to
political and ethnic supportersbygivingout
licenses toimport
goods at theofficial exchange rate. These goods could thenbe resold
at an enormous profit on the black market. The black market premium reached its historical peak in 1982, with the black market
exchange rate at twenty-two times theofficial exchange rate.2
The cocoa producers had received 89 percent of the world price of
cocoa in 1949.3 By 1983, they received 6 percent of the world price.
Cocoa exports were 19 percent of GDP in 1955; by 1983 they were
only 3 percent of GDP.4 Ghanaian cocoa is one of the classic examples of killing the goose that laid the golden egg.The story of Ghana
suggests that the interest groups' struggle toget profits from a commodity like cocoa has something to do with the choice of growthkilling policies-like an overvalued exchange rate resulting in a high
black market p r e m i ~ m . ~
Politicians Are People Too

Hard as it may be to believe, there was a time when economists'
analysis of tropical countries left out politics. They ignored the politics of the growth disasterin, say, Ghana.
Looking back through thetime capsule left by the NationalBureau
of Economic Research case studies of the 1970s, we find works like a
1974 analysis of trade restrictions in Ghana.6The work is amazingly
silent about politics, recommending policies to the Ghanaian leaders
as if they were thebeneficent philosopher-kings of Plato. Nowhere in
this work do we find a clue that Ghana was run by corrupt military
bosses and its politics were torn apart by ethnic divisions. Nowhere
do we find a clue that trade restrictions in Ghana were pretexts for
thievery through the buying and selling of import licenses, licenses
thatweresometimesawardedtothegirlfriends
of themilitary
strongmen.
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It was only later that we economists realized thatgovernment
officials are people too. Like other people, they respond to incentives.
If government leaders feel the incentive to follow growth-creating
policies, then they will follow them. If they don’t, they won’t.
Only after admitting that government leaders must respond to
incentives like anyone else could we face the hard question. If government policies like high inflation, high deficits, high black market
premiums, and negative real interest rates are so destructive to
growth, why would any government have the incentive to pursue
them? Inthis chapter wewill look at why politicians sometimes face
perverse incentives to destroy growth.
The Wrong Answer

The casual answer to why politicians destroy growth is that they are
stealing the public blind during their time of community service.
High inflation and high deficits could result from government officials’ high spending, spending that winds up in the officials’ own
bank account. High black market premiums and negative real interest rates certainly make corruption possible. The leader gets foreign
exchange at the official rate and sells it at the black market rate. He
finances his purchase of foreign exchange using loans at the negative
real interest rate and invests the money in foreign assets with a positive real interest rate.
It is plausible that these policies breed corruption, but this is not
an adequate explanation of why politicians choose growth-killing
policies. The politicians’ opportunjty for graft is greater the higher
is the average income of the economy. You can steal much more
from a rich economy than from a poor economy. So politicians’ use
of growth-killing policies to steal is self-defeating. Even politicians
who arestealing want their economy to grow faster, so they can steal
more. So if politicians are also people who respond to incentives,
why do they choose growth-killing policies?
Many Out of One

The keyinsight we aremissing is that government is not a single, allknowing actor. Government instead is a coalition of politicians representing different factions. It is this multiplicity that leads to the
choice of growth-killing policies.
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Think of the following analogy. Suppose there is an underground
pool of oil that crosses the boundaries of my property and your
property. The law says that whoever ownsthe land above the pool of
oil has the right to withdraw oil from the pool. So both of us havethe
right to withdraw oil from the single pool. It is also a characteristic of
oil field technology that the faster the oil is withdrawn from a field,
the lower is the total yield of the field. So do you and I refrain from
rapidly extracting oil to preserve the potential of the field? Of course
not. You and I engage in a scramble to get as much oil as possible
before the other one gets it. The field yields less than its potential
because we extract the oil so fast. Pundits will pontificate about our
self-defeating greed as we are consuming too fast a nonrenewable
resource, but we are acting perfectly rationally. This situation has
been called ”the tragedy of the commons.”
Contrast this with the case where the oil field lies below my property alone. I will carefully withdraw the oil at a rate that preserves
the total potential of the field. It was the existence of multiple claimants to the field in the previous example that caused self-defeating
behavior that left both of us worse off.
This is the key insight of the field of political economy. The existence of polarized interest groups that each act in their own interest
is responsible for bad government policies. Societies that are more
polarized haveworsegovernment
policies than societies that are
more unified. Any factor that breeds polarization will worsen policy,
and thus cause lower growth. For example, interest groups in multiethnic coalitions in Ghana may have reached the following compromise: each interest group representative will be in charge of one
policy. One will determine the black market exchange rate, another
will determine the rate of money creation and inflation, a third will
determine the budget deficit, and a fourth will determine the negative real interest rate.
Under this compromise, each interest group representative will
choose its policy so as to maximize itsown take, without considering
how its choice will affect the take of the others. For example, the
highly negative real interest rate chosen by official 4 creates incentives to keep money outside the country. Ghanaian exporters, for
example, will understate their true sales and deposit the difference in
a bank account outside the country. This lowers the take of official 1,
in charge of the black market premium, because his revenue base
comes from exporters forced to deliver their sales at the official ex-
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change rate. Official 1 resells the proceeds at the black market exchange rate to get his profits. If less money is being brought into the
country from exporters, he will get less of a profit.
Official 2 also has a lowertake, because there is more revenue from
money creation the higher the amount of money kept in the country.
With money kept outside the country, official 2 gets less revenue
from the ”inflation tax.” And official 3 is not able to set as high a
budget deficit, because domestic financing of the budget deficit also
comes from financial assets kept inside the country. Official 4 set the
real interest rate at a level to yield the maximum profits to him from
cheap loans, not taking into account the effect of his actions on officials 1, 2, and 3 . So official 4 makes the real interest rate more negative than he would have if he had considered how his actions affect
the other officials.
We could turn the story around and say that official 1 also does not
take into account the effect of his black market premium onofficial 4.
At a high black market premium, the incentive is strong again for
exporters to sell part of their products under the table and deposit
the proceeds in a foreign bank account. This means less money in
domestic banking accounts, which means less is available for official
4 to get in cheap loans to reinvest in higher-yield assets. Official 1
makes the black market premium higher than he would have if he
had considered how his actions affectofficial 4. Allofficials are
drawing from a commonpool, without taking into account the effect
of their withdrawals on theothers’ withdrawals.
Compare this result to what would have happened
if the Ghanaian
leader had been powerful and interest groups weak. He would have
controlled the black market premium,the rate of money creation and
inflation, the budget deficit, and the real interest rate in Ghana. He
would take into account the effects of one onthe take from the others,
because hegets revenue from all. He will choose a lower real interest
rate, a lower inflation rate, a lower budget deficit, and a lower black
market premium thanthose in the four-official case. Polarization between distinct interest groups creates multiple actors. These multiple
actors choose more growth-destroying policies than a single actor
would.
Don’t jump to the conclusion that autocracy is the best system for
economic development.Autocrats may beplacating multiple interest
groups just as much as democracies do. The crucial distinction is not
between autocracy and democracy (anyway there’s no evidence that
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one is better for growth than the other). It is between a weakcentral
government made up of a coalition of polarized factions and a strong
central government made up of supporters in consensus.
Polarization in weak governments explains why governments so
often appear to defeat themselves by killing the goose that lays the
golden egg. Such polarization could explain how cocoa exports in
Ghana were killed off, going from 19 percent of GDP in the 1950s to
3 percent of GDP in the 1980s. Each government interest group got
its take from taxing cocoa exporters without taking into account its
effect on other groups.Perhapsone
group set up the marketing
board on cocoa and determined the price that the cocoa producers
would get. Suppose that another faction controlled the black market
premium and so determined how muchthe producer price meant in
hard currency. If these two factions operated independently, they
would tax cocoa producers more heavily than if a single official had
determined the tax on cocoa. Each faction tried to get the most out of
cocoa. Killing off cocoa is the Ghanaian analogy to extracting oil as
fast as possible from a commonpool.
Time for Lunch

A similar story can explain how budget deficits get out of hand in
polarized economies. I will throw out another analogy. Suppose six
of us go out to lunch and decide beforehand that we will split the
check equally. When we order lunch, I know that I amgoing to bear
only one-sixth of the cost of any dish that I order. If I get the $24
lobster instead of the $12 ravioli, I’m only out two dollars. Each of us
does a similar calculation, with the result that our total spending is
higher than it would have been if we had each paid for our own
order. This is a variation on the common oil pool problem. I take into
account the effects of my actions on my own budget, not on the
group budget.
A similar situation exists with multiple interest group representatives determining a national budget. If there are six interest groups
of equal size, then I will bear only one-sixth of the cost of any pet
project that I propose for my interest group. Each of the other five
representatives thinks the same way.So we have alarger budget and
budget deficit than we would have had with a
single actor determining the budget. Each of us representatives is just responding to
incentives, but the result for the nation is none too good.
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The first culprit is high inequality. Suppose that the population
consists of a poor majority who own only their own labor and a rich
minority who own the other inputs to production: capital and land.
Suppose there is democratic voting on policy, or at least effective interest group representation in a nondemocracy. In a near-democratic
setting, the poor workers aregoing to determine policy since they are
in the majority. A tax on the rich may be an attractive proposition to
this poor majority.
What determines how attractive the proposition is? There are two
offsetting effects. First, the tax on the rich lowers the growth rate of
the economy, which hurts both workers and capitalists. (We have
seen that statutorytax rates do not determine growth, but I am using
tax here as shorthand for any redistributive device, like a high black
market premium.) Second, the tax on the rich redistributes income
from the rich to the poor. The potential for redistribution is greater,
the higher the cliff between the income of the land-owning capitalists
and the income of the workers. A big difference in income-high
inequality-means more potential for redistribution from a tax on
capital, which offsets the loss of growth potential. So poor majorities
in highly unequal societies will vote for a high tax, sacrificing some
growth in favor of redistribution. Even in undemocratic societies, the
government and its supporters will try to get their hands on loot
from the upper class instead of favoring future growth. We have
some direct evidence for this: countries that have higher inequality
also have a higher black market premium, higher repression of the
financial system, higher inflation, and a less favorable exchange rate
for exporters than countries with less inequality.
A contemporary exampleis Venezuela. As of late 2000 a democratically elected populist named Hugo Chavez has explicitly promised
his poor majority followers to redistribute the wealth from the oligarchy. Caracas, Venezuela, is the poster child for inequality, with
skyscrapers built bythe elite with the huge oil riches, yet surrounded
by shantytowns precariously poised on steep hills, some of them
washed away by the recent floods. Despite $266 billion in oil profits
over the last three decades and the continual discovery of new oil
reserves, the average Venezuelan has 22 percent lower income today
than in 1970.
Inequality may also have been the story in Ghana, where ethnic
coalitions taxed the relatively rich Ashanti cocoa farmers. In more
equal societies, the poor majority will vote for a low tax on capital
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because the potential for gains from redistribution is not as great as
the potential for gains from growth. This story predicts that high
inequality goes with low growth.
This is indeed what researchers have found: higher inequality in
income or land is associated with lower growth. Let’s look at the
relationship between land inequality and economic growth. I am
measuring inequality with the Gini coefficient, which goes from 0
(everyone has equal land) to 1 (1person has all the land). The fourth
of the sample with the lowest inequality (average Gini coefficient of
.45) hadthe highest average growth. This fourth includes such
growth superstars as South Korea, Japan, and Taiwan. (Korea had
the highest growth rate and the most equal land distribution in the
sample.) The fourth of the sample with the highest land inequality
(average Gini coefficient of 35)had the lowest growth. This highly
unequal fourth includes such growth disasters as Argentina, Peru,
and V e n e ~ u e l a .In
~ Argentina, for example, it was the policies of
Juan and Eva Peron to redistribute income toward the descamisados
(shirtless ones) that sent the Argentine economy spiraling downward
until recently. Hugo Chavez may be the Juan Per6n of Venezuela
today.
Note that this redistribution is different from the subsidies to the
poor that I’ve argued are necessary to wipe out poverty traps. The
subsidy to the poorshould be on their futureincome creation.
The redistribution that happens under high inequality would be of
current consumption. This is because under high inequality, there is
little incentive to invest in the future, including the future of the
poor.
One of the explanations of the growth difference between East
Asia and Latin America is that East Asian land was distributed much
more equally than Latin American land. How did the unequal distribution in Latin America come about?
The Choices of the Oligarchy

There are more subtle dynamics among growth, democracy, education, and inequality. Suppose a rich elite holds exclusive power and
restricts voting to those big landowners. Such an arrangement was
common in the United States in the early nineteenth century, in
many European countries through the late nineteenth century, and in
Latin American countries into the twentieth century. Now the ques-
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tion becomes, Does the oligarchy vote for free mass education? How
does the degree of inequality affect the answer?
The voting elite faces some trade-offs. On the one hand, implementing mass educationwill raise growth, because education will raise the
productive potential of the poor majority. On the other hand, mass
education breeds mass political participation. The newly educated
poor will agitate for the right to vote. And then the poor majority
may vote for redistribution of land away from the elite toward the
majority, which would lower growth. The outcome depends on the
degree of initial inequality.
In a highly unequal society, the oligarchy will vote against mass
education. Outsidethe rich elite, the average level of income remains
low. So a highly unequal society remains highly unequal and undemocratic. The data confirm this prediction: more unequal societies
are indeed likely to be less democratic and to have less civil liberty.8
in a relatively equal society, on the other hand, the elite would
vote for mass education. They are confident that the newly educated
masses, even if they agitate for the right to vote, will not vote for
redistribution because the gains from redistribution are low in a relatively equal society compared to the gains from growth. Everyone
will benefit from the greater productivity of the masses with more
education. Indeed, we find that countries that have a large middle
class also have more schooling compared to countries with a small
middle class.
Economic historians KenSokoloff and Stanley Engermanhave
argued that a story like this explains the very different development
of North America compared to South America. in the United States
and Canada, the endless supply of land supported a large population of family farmers. The large middle class of family farmers
guaranteed relatively low inequality in North America. (Growing up
among farmers in Ohio, little did I suspect that those guys in feedcaps were part of our secret to prosperity.) In South America, on the
other hand, the money was in mining and sugar plantations. The
oligarchy staffed their mines and sugar plantations with slaves and
illiterate peasants. The ownership of mines and plantations wasconcentrated in the hands of the elite few from the beginning-as was
inevitable with such large-scale operations combinedwith favors
from the crown. (it remains true today that economies made up of
mines and plantations are more unequal thanother societies.)
So North America developed into a rich land with mass education
and a voting franchise for all. South America remained poor outside
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the confines of the elite few, inequality remained higher, there was no
mass educationuntil recently, and political power was long restricted
to the elite.
The story of South Americais not unique in the Third World.
In rural Pakistan, the literacy rates-in particular, female literacy
rates-are among the lowest in the world. As one author putit, ”The
ruling elites found it convenient to perpetuate low literacy rates. The
lower the proportion of literate people, the lower the probability that
the ruling elite could be di~placed.”~
To sum up, polarization because of inequality is a recipe for continuing underdevelopment.Either populist governments will seek to
redistribute income to their supporters, or the elites will suppress
democracy and mass education. In the worst of all worlds, government will alternate betweenpopulist democracies and oligarchic
dictatorships, destroying the predictability of policy altogether
(which itself hurts growth). The data confirm that countries that are
more unequal are also more politically unstable; they have more
revolutions and coups.1o Societies with a large middle class, on the
other hand, have incentives favorably aligned for growth, political
stability, and democracy.
Ethnic Hatreds and Growth

Polarization by income is not the only kind of social division that can
split society up into warring interest groups. Another common phenomenon is ethnic polarization. The Ghana story alreadyhighlighted
the role of ethnically based interest groups in creating bad policies.
Although ethnic conflict is an obvious theme in history, economists
have paid remarkably little attention to it. This omission became
even stranger when the theory of political economy began tocoalesce
around the idea of conflict between polarized interest groups. Who
better suits the definition of polarized interests than ethnic groups
that hate each other?
The most obvious sign of ethnic polarization is bloodshed. Ethnic
groups killing other ethnic groups is a staple of today’s headlines,
from Rwanda to Bosnia to Kosovo. Ethnic cleansing is at least as old
as the Romans, who were both cleansers and cleansed. In 146 B.c.,
the Romans capturedCorinth in Greece. They razed it to the ground,
killing many of the inhabitants, raped many women, and then sold
all surviving Corinthians into slavery. What goes around comes
around. In 88 B.c., King Mithradates VIof Pontus invaded Roman
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territory in Asia Minor. He encouraged Asian debtors to kill their
Roman creditors. The Asians massacred 80,000 R0mans.l'
The list of ethnic massacres is a long one. A nonexclusive list of
victims of ethnic massacres since the Romans includes: the Danes in
Anglo-Saxon England in 1002; the Jews in Europe during the First
Crusade, 1096-1099; the French in Sicily in 1282; the French in
Bruges in 1302; the Flemings in England in 1381; the Jews in Iberia
in 1391; converted Jews in Portugal in
1507; the Huguenots inFrance
in 1572; Protestants in Magdeburg in
1631; Jews and Poles in the
Ukraine, 1648-1954; indigenous populations in the United
States,
Australia, and Tasmania in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries;
Jews inRussia in the nineteenth century; theFrench in Haiti in1804;
Arab Christians in Lebanon in 1841; Turkish Armenians in 18951896 and 1915-1916; Nestorian, Jacobite, and Maronite Christians in
the Turkish empire in1915-1916; Greeks in Smyrna in1922; Haitians
in theDominican Republic in 1936; the Jewish Holocaust in Germanoccupied territory, 1933-1945; Serbians in Croatia in 1941; Muslims
and Hindus in British India in 1946-1947; the Chinese in 1965 and
the Timorese in 1974 and 1998 inIndonesia; Igbos in Nigeria in
1967-1970; the Vietnamese in Cambodia in 1970-1978; the Bengalis
in Pakistan in 1971; the Tutsis in Rwanda in 1956-1965; 1972, and
1993-1994; Tamils in Sri Lanka in 1958, 1971, 1977, 1981, and 1983;
Armeniansin
Azerbaijan in 1990; Muslims in Bosnia in 1992;
Kosovars and Serbians in Kosovo in 1998-2000.12 To show how far
from exhaustive this list is, the political scientist Ted Gurr counted
fifty ethnically based conflicts in 1993-1994 a10ne.l~
The new millennium has already broughtits first ethnic wars. The
February 16, 2000, Washington Post reports on the Congo:
In this country where much of Africa has come to fight and noone seems to
possible
govern, the consequences of chaos areemerginginthestarkest
terms. As many as 7,000 people have been killed and 150,000 forced from
their homes in the remote forest villages above Lake Albert in northeastern
Congo since June, when residents and aid workers say brutal ethnic warfare erupted over who owns a particular hill. Lendu tribesmen armed with
machetes and arrows havemoved from village to village, killing and maiming. Miles of burned out huts line the roads. The conflict between the agrarian Lendu and the herding Hema reflects the combative atmosphere that
plagues Congo, which is sinking further into a civil war that began in 1996.

Meanwhile, the February 22,2000, New York Times reported dozens
killed in riots betweenMuslims and Christians in northernNigeria.14
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The Muslims fromthe north are demandingIslamic law for northern
states; the Christians from the south living in the north protest. The
north-south division has bedeviled Nigeria since independence, with
the Muslim northin power mostof the time. Southern Christians tried
unsuccessfully to secede as Biafra in 1967. Now a southern
Christian is
president after a democratic election in February 1999, and the ethnic
violence continues: thousands have beenkilled since the election.
Muslims and Christians are killing each other as of April 2000 in
the Moluccas in Indonesia. Muslim youth in Jakarta areorganizing a
jihad to go fight on behalf of Muslims.
Historians and journalists payattention to ethnic conflict only
when it erupts into bloodshed. But there is pervasive ethnic antagonism and discrimination virtually everywhere that different ethnic
groups share a commonnation.
Take the economic discrimination against gypsies (Roma) in
Bulgaria. Thecity of Dimitrovgradhasamore
or less excellent
infrastructure-which, however, does not applyto the poor quarters
and, in particular, the gypsy ghetto.The latter has nothing to do with
”official” Dimitrovgrad. There are neither roads nor telephones, the
plumbing is disastrous, many houses have noelectricity, and there’s
a bus only every three hours. The situation is the same in Sofia. The
Roma quarters there are entirely different from other Sofia quarters.
There is no sewage, the shafts are clogged, drinking water is dirty
and stinks, and there is no garbage collection or other communal
services. The thus segregated Roma feel truly stigmatized, victims of
discrimination, ”treated like dogs.”
The predominantlyOrthodox Christian community of Dibdibe
Watju, Ethiopia, does not mix with the Protestants in the village.
They do not allow the Protestants to bury their dead in the Orthodox
Christian church yards. The dead have to be carried to town, where
they have a separate burial site. Even the Orthodox Christian members of the same idir (funeral association) do not attend a Protestant
member’s funeral.
In Ecuador, anindigenousmancomplainedthat
teachers discriminated against his children. They would tell children who struggled with schoolwork, ”You are an ass, this is why you can’t. You
are an animal.”The indigenous children struggled with a nonnative
language, hindering their scholastic success and future prospects.15
Other ethnic groups that complain of discrimination range from
Hindus in Bangladesh to lower castes in India to Pomaks in Bulgaria
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across ethnic groups. So you support schooling for your own ethnic
group because of the beneficial knowledge leaks you will get, but
you do not support education for the other groups. Each group feels
the same way. Everyoneplaces less value on universal education in a
heterogeneous society than in a homogeneous one. A study of rural
western Kenya confirms this result. Districts with more ethnic diversity, measured by language, had sharply lower primaryschool funding and worse school facilities than more homogeneous areas.16
Similar arguments can be made with the other public services, and
so public services are restricted in ethnically polarized economies. As
perhaps an indirect reflection of this, infant mortality, lifeexpectancy, birthweight of infants, access to sanitation, and access to clean
water are all worse in more ethnically heterogeneous societies.17
That’s not the end to the damage. We saw that distinct interest
groups mayget into a warof attrition over a beneficial reform. Ethnically based interest groups make such destructive wars of attrition
more likely. Ironically, with all the attention paid toethnically based
violence, it is the ethnically based policy wars that may be morerelevant for most countries.
If one group is richer than the others, then redistributive policies
will also be tempting. We saw in a previous chapter that ethnically
based business elites are common throughoutthe world. There would
be the same trade-off in policymaking that we saw with
general
inequality. On the one hand, policies like negative real interest rates
and high black market premiums redistribute income from
the business elite to the party or parties in power. On the other hand, these
policies lower growth because they lower the incentive to invest in
the future. Which way the party in power goes depends onthe extent
of the income gap between the ethnic coalition in power and the
ethnic business elite. A combination of ethnic diversity and large
incomegapsbetween
ethnic groups could lead to growth-killing
economic policies. For example, governments in East Africa, dominated by Africans, chose bad policies to tax the Indian business elite.
Table 13.2 shows the association between ethnic diversity and two
measures of policy: the black market premium andthe ratio of broad
money to GDP (reflecting whether there are negative real interest
rates that will depress the holding of money). This, together with
higher violence and fewer public services, may help explain why
growth is two percentage points lowerin the more ethnically diverse
countries than in the least ethnically diverse countries.
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Table 13.2
Ethnic diversity and its consequences for policies, 1960-1989

Average, quarter
of sample least
ethnically
diverse (%)
Ethnic(probability
diversity
of two
people speaking different languages)
annum
Per capita
per rate
growth
Policies
premium
Black market
Financial depth
moneya/GDP)
(broad
a. Total

5

3.0
10
47

Average, quarter
of sample most
ethnically
diverse (%)
80
0.9
30
22

assets of the banking system

The association of lower public services with ethnic polarization
is a problem even in rich economies like the United States. In the
United States, let’s define distinct ethnic groups the way that the
census does: white, black, Asian, Native American, and Hispanic.
Ethnic diversity is measured by the probability that two randomly
selected individuals in a county
will belong to different ethnic groups.
We find that US. counties that are moreethnically diverse spend a
lower share of their budgets on core public services like roads and
education. The differences are statistically significant.ls Since whites
constitute a votingmajority in virtually all counties, the logical interpretation is that racist whites were unwilling to spend as much on
public goods like schools when they were shared with otherraces.
What about those subsidies to the income of the poor that are so
necessary for eliminating poverty traps? Unfortunately, higher ethnic
diversity is also associated with alower share of spending on welfare
in U.S. counties and metropolitan areas.19 Another study has found
lower support for public schooling among the elderly when the elderly
and school-age population are fromdifferent ethnic groups.20A likeminded study found that the expansion in high
school education that
happened early this century in the United States happened more in
areas with ”more ethnic and religious homogeneity.”21 An earlier
study compared US. social services unfavorably to Western Europe’s
and attributed the difference to ”historic racial antagonisms.”22The
big failure tolift African Americans out of poverty has everything to
do with ethnic conflict.
As the notedsociologist William Julius Wilson puts it, “Many white
Americans have turned against a strategy that emphasizes programs
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they perceive as benefiting only racial minorities.. .. Public services
became identified mainly with blacks, private services mainly with
whites.. ..White tax payers saw themselves as beingforced, through
taxes, to pay for medical and legal services that many of them could
not afford."23
Foreign Assistance and Ethnic Conflict

Aid donors have been remarkably oblivious to ethnic polarization.
They don't sufficiently monitor how aid resources might disproportionately benefit a particular ethnic group, worseningethnic tension.
A case study of a project in Sri Lanka makes this point. There is
a long history of tensions between minority Tamils and majority
Sinhalese in Sri Lanka. In 1977, a new Sinhalese-dominated governmentinitiateda
massive irrigation and power project called the
Mahaweli Project. The World Bank and bilateral donors gave huge
amounts of foreign aidtohelp
finance the project; aidper year
increased sixfold over the 1978 to 1980 periodcomparedtothe
period 1970 to 1977.24Unheeded by the donors, Mahaweli
took place
mainly in the Sinhala area and had mainly Sinhalese beneficiaries.
Foreign aid utilization in the Tamil city of Jaffna was zero between
1977 and 1982. The feeder canal that was going to serve the Tamil
North was canceled early in the project's history. Even worse, the
project was going to resettle Sinhalese farmers into Tamil majority
areas, diluting the Tamil majority and weakening their ability to
articulate their interests at the local government level.
The Mahaweli project was ethnically symbolic; it promised the
resurrection of the hydraulic civilization of the Sinhalese Buddhist
kings, which had been destroyed by medievalTamil invaders.
There were many other triggers to the ethnic tensions that escalated into a civil war after 1983. However, the ethnic polarization
caused by the project didn't help the delicate process of reaching
an interethnic compromise. Civil war and terrorism has continued
intermittently eversince. The March 11,2000, Washington Post reports
that a suicide bomber in Colombo, Sri Lanka, killed twenty people
andinjured sixty-four. The Post says, "Military officials blamed
Tamil separatists for the blast, which came as Parliament discussed
extending emergency ruleinnorthern
Sri Lanka, ameasurethat
gives broad powers to the army and
police fighting Tamil rebels
there."
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Polarized by Both Class and Race

The worst case for good policymaking and political freedom is to
have both high inequality and high ethnic diversity. In the Mexican
state of Chiapas, the Zapatista rebellion broke outon January1,1994.
The rebels, most of them indigenous inhabitants of the area, took
seven municipalities, including the famous indigenous city of San
Cristobal de las Casas. The Mexican(nonindigenous) army responded
in force, with 25,000 troops, and the Zapatistas retreated on January
2. The army executed some of the rebels it captured andbombed the
mountains south of San Cristobal.
In February 1995, the Mexican government ordered a newmilitary
offensive against the Zapatistas. There were widespread reports of
rape and murder committed byMexican troops. The government
finally halted the offensive in response to the outcry within Mexico.
In the years since the rebellion, there has been a low-level “dirty
war” between the Zapatistas, on one side, and the Mexican military
and paramilitary bands,on the other. On December 22,1997, in
Acteal, Chiapas, paramilitarybands allied with the whitelandowners attacked and massacred a band of forty-five unarmed indigenous people, including many women and children. The national
police were nearby but did not intervene.
There have been numerous
unsuccessful peace attempts in Chiapas.
In January2000, in response to peace efforts, the Mexican government
initiated deportation proceedings against forty-three international
human rights observers in C h i a p a ~ . ~ ~
The Zapatista rebellion was only the latest installment in a longrunning conflict between (generally white) landowners and
(generally
Indian) peasants in Chiapas. Chiapas governor Absalon Castellanos
Dominguez noted in 1982 that “we have no middle class; there are
the rich, who are very rich, and the poor, who are very poor.” This
statement was all the morepoignant since Castellanos himself
belonged to an old and wealthy landowning family and, as a military man, was involved in an army massacre of Indians in 1980.26
Many observers have noted the ”sordid association” among landowners and their pistoleros, party bosses, the army, and the police, all
of whom agree on the use of force to repress Indian peasant rights
(for example, depriving Indians of land to which they are legally
entitled). Amnesty International noted “a pattern of apparently deliberate political killings” of supporters and leaders of independent
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peasant organizations. At one point, four
successive leaders of the
peasant organization Casa del Pueblo werea s ~ a s s i n a t e d . ~ ~
Chiapas is not an isolated case of oppression of the poor by the
rich. In Bihar state, India, upper-caste landowners “areterrorizingthrough selective murder and rape-the families of laborers ’tied’ to
their lands.” In Samalankulam Village, Sri Lanka, the poor get into
thesamekind
of debtpeonage: “The poorborrowmoneyfrom
wealthy people and as a means of repayment work gratis for them.”
The countryside of Pakistan “is marked by uneven feudal power
relationships.”28
Development failures like Chiapas, Guatemala, Sierra Leone, and
Zambia are examplesof the fatal mixture of ethnic and class hatreds.
In contrast, development successes like Denmark, Japan, and South
Korea (recent crises notwithstanding) havebenefited from high social
consensus associated with low inequality and ethnic homogeneity.
The American Race Tragedy

The United States is no stranger to ethnic
and class hatreds. It is
telling that the region most polarized by black-white
income and
ethnic differences-the South-has
historically been the most backward economically.
The horrible traditionof lynching in the South
for decades violated
the most basic human rights. One description of a lynching goes,
“In April 1899, black laborer Sam Hose killed his white boss inselfdefense. Wrongly accused of raping the man’s wife, Hose was mutilated, stabbed, and burned alive in front of 2,000 cheering whites.
His body was soldpiecemeal to souvenir seekers; an Atlanta grocery
displayed his knuckles in its front windowfor a week.”29
During the Jim Crow era in the South,
blacks endured not only the
risk of lynchings but countless daily humiliations.They had separate
and inferior schools, drinking fountains, swimming pools, train carriages, lunch counters, and hotels. A black had to make way for a
white on thesidewalk. In shops that served bothraces, blacks had to
wait until all the whites were served.White bullies would humiliate
blacks by forcing them to drink whiskey and dance minstrelstyle.30
As the Jim Crow laws were overturned
by the civil rights movement
in the 1960s, it is probably notcoincidental that the “new South” has
begun to catch up to the North.
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The United Statesas awhole is a paradox in that
it has managed to
prosper despite the sad historyof ethnic hatreds.This may be due to
its success at creating a middle-class
society within the majorityof the
population, even though it marginalized minorities. In the famous
opening words of de Tocqueville’s Democracy in Americu, who was
obviously thinking only about the white population: ”Amongst the
novel objects thatattracted my attention during my stayinthe
United States, nothingstruck me more forcibly thanthegeneral
equality of conditions.”
The evidence within the United States shows that where groups
are more polarized by race and class, prosperity is slower to arrive.
The overall success of the United States despite its
racial polarization
may be becauseof institutional stability.
Countering Polarization
There is no magic balm that can heal polarized
societies. It takes
time-maybe decades-for
interest groups to overcome their differences and form a consensus for growth. For example, in Argentina
the warof attrition over high inflation lasted
for two decades, until the
government finally brought down inflation in the 1990s. In Africa,
the interest group deadlock has still not been broken in many countries, as countries enter into their fourth decade
after independence.
Still, never at a loss for words, economists have proposed some
institutional arrangements that will create incentivesfor the government to pursue betterpolicies.
One, which is most relevant for countries struggling with high
inflation, is central bank independence.Recall that a war of attrition
between interest groups prolongs high inflation.A central bank that
does not belongto either group is more likely to stand up to interest
group pressure for the credit creation that fuels inflation. An independent central bank is morelikely to share the burdenof stabilization among interest groups.
Laws thatlimitcredittothegovernmentandcreate
an independent board of governors are one way to define independenceof
the central bank. Another definition, more pragmatic, is how often
the governor of the central bank is changed. Rapid turnover of the
governor implies little scopefor him or her to defy the government.
Researchers have indeed found that independent central banks are
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associated with lower inflation and higher growth.
The results are
based on the legal definition of independence for industrial and excommunist economies and on the pragmatic definition for developing c ~ u n t r i e s . ~ ~
An independent budget-setting authority can resolve the common
pool problem that leads to high government
deficits and debt. Having
a strong executive
finance minister dictate the
size of the budget shortcircuits the process of each group’s ordering a lavish lunch at the
other groups’ expense. The process of budget setting is also important here. The best arrangement is to have the executivefirst set the
total budget and then have the legislature (the representatives
of the
interest groups) fightit out over budget c o m p o s i t i ~ n . ~ ~
Good Institutions

More generally, institutional restraints make it less likely that class
or ethnically based interest groups will unrestrainedly
milk the public
cow.
Good institutions like thosedescribedinthepreviouschapter
(measured by the International Credit Risk Guide) directly mitigate
polarization betweenfactions. Ethnically diverse countries with good
institutions tend to escape the violence, poverty, and redistribution
usually associated with ethnic diversity. Democracy also helps neutralize ethnic differences; ethnically diverse democracies don’t seem
to be at an economic disadvantage relative to ethnically homogeneous d e m o ~ r a c i e s . ~ ~
Specifically, societies with the highest-quality institutions do not
have highblack market premiums,low financial development,or low
schooling regardless of their level of ethnic heterogeneity. Societies
with the highest-quality institutions do not have wars, regardlessof
their level of ethnic heterogeneity. Good institutions also eliminate
the most extremeform of ethnic violence: genocide. There have
been no genocides among countries ranked in the top third of institutional quality. In contrast, a number of countries ranked in the
bottom third of institutional quality and in the top third
of ethnic
heterogeneity have had state-sponsored genocidal killings over the
past few decades. Examples include Angola, Guatemala, Indonesia,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Sudan, Uganda,and Zaire.34
The institutional solutions leave us a good way short
of definitively resolving the polarized politics that
kills off growth. After all, a
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society polarized by class or race will be less likely to create an independent central bank, an independent finance minister, and highquality institutions in the first place. But at least we have identified
the incentives that government officials face in polarized societies as
the root of bad policies. This is a big improvement over endless
preaching at poor countries to change their policies. We know some
institutional remedies that help matters, even if they are no panaceas. If only rule of law, democracy, independent central banks,
independent finance ministers, and other good-quality institutions
can be put place,
in
the endless cycle of bad policies and poor growth
can come to an end.
The Middle-class Consensus

Aristotle said it best in 306 B.c.: ”Thus it is manifest that the best
political community is formed by citizens of the middle class, and
that those states are likely to be well-administered, in which the
middle class is large.. .. Where the middle class is large, there are
least likely to be factions and dissension.”
One way to summarize the conditions favorable for growth is that
progrowth policies are more likely when the two most common forms
of social polarization, class conflict and ethnic tensions, are absent.
Let’s calla situationof a high share of income for the middle class and
a high degree of ethnic harmony a middle-class consensus. Societies
with amiddle-class consensus are morelikely to have good economic
policies, good institutions, and high economic growth. Examples of
countries with a middle-class consensus and high growth are Korea,
Japan,and Portugal. Countries polarized byboth race and class
include Bolivia, Guatemala, and Zambia-all withlow economic
growth.
Figure 13.1 shows the general pattern: countries with a high middle
class share and low ethnic heterogeneity (as measured by language)
are rich; those with a low middleclass share and high ethnic heterogeneity are poor.
When we examine the data across countries, societies witha
middle-class consensus are more likely to have high schooling, high
immunization rates, low infant mortality, denser telephone networks, more access to sanitation, better macroeconomicpolicies, more
democracy, and more stable governments. All of these conditions
lend themselves to higher economic growth and development. Just
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Economic development and social polarization

as a middle-class consensus explained the
difference in North and
South America's development,ithelpsexplaindevelopment
successes and failures around the world.
The output collapse inEasternEuropeandtheformer
Soviet
Union has been linked to destruction of the old middle class before
a new middle class could be established. Milanovic describes the
"hollowing out" of the old state-sector middle class. Moreover, the
presence of sizable ethnic minorities in these new states complicates
the achievement of consensus for growth.
We could speculatively blame the lack of middle-class consensus
for the failure of societies like ancient Rome, Ming dynasty China
(1368-1644), and the Mughal empire in India (1526-1707) to industrialize despite promising beginnings. The Romans were capable of
formidable engineeringprojects like roads, but it was allfor the sake
of the elite and the military; remember that one-third of the Roman
population were slaves.35 The Ming dynasty spent 200 years renovating the Great Wall. The Mughals gave us the Taj Majal, built for
the elite.36This is just like the diversion of state revenues to monu-
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ments for the elite in many modern economies that lack a middleclass consensus-for example, the late president of C6te d’Ivoire
building the largest cathedral in the world in his home town of
Yamassoukro.
Preindustrialempireswereauthoritarianandhad
little human
capital accumulationoutside the elite, whowere often ethnically
distinct from the majority. There is a common misconception that
preindustrial societies weremore egalitarian than industrializing
ones (this became the basis of the famous Kuznets curve hypothesis
that inequality first worsens and then improves with industrialization). Casual observation of preindustrial empiressuggests otherwise,
and in fact more recent evidence suggests that inequality steadily
declines with indu~trialization.~~
More generally, as Marx famously
noted, the industrial revolution began as social revolutions abolished
slavery, feudalism, and rigid class systems, creating a middle-class
bourgeoisie for the first time in world history. Regions in which
slavery or feudalism lingered longer were slower to industrialize.
In some backward regions of the developing world, like Chiapas,
Mexico, parts of rural Pakistan, and Bihar state, India, a form of
feudalism is still alive today.
Conclusion

I’m walking with my friend Manny through the Egyptian Museum
in Cairo. We are stunned by the masterful three-millennia-year-old
gold work of King Tut’s tomb, just as a visit to the pyramids erected
nearly 5 millennia ago had overwhelmed meearlier. We are here at a
conference to bring together researchers from developing countries
to study the wealth and poverty
of nations. Cairo itself is throwing a
big question at us: Why is Egypt still so poor four millennia after
building the pyramids? Why didn’t an industrial revolution happen
under the pharaohs? Some quick back-of-the-envelope analysis provides an answer: income distribution. The pharaohs had everything,
and the oppressed masses had nothing. Rich elites can do a fine job
erecting monuments to themselves, with the help of labor from the
masses. As in other oligarchical societies, the rich elite in Egypt chose
to keep the masses poor and uneducated. So prosperity for the few
has lasted for millennia, but prosperity for the many remains elusive
in Cairo today.

Intermezzo: Violent for Centuries
Tonio, age thirty-eight, lives in the village of Tulungatung, Mindanao, in
the Philippines. The village is on the coast, with stilt houses garnished
with bougainvillea. The village has no electricity or paved roads, and
during the rainy season everything becomes mud. The hills used to be
forested with mahogany, but slash-and-burn agriculture has left many
gashes in the forest. Tonio grows rice on two and half
a acres rentedfrom
a teacher in the big city. His wife, Maria Elena, teaches at the village
school. Paying rent to the absentee landowner and feeding their three
children uses most of Tonio’s rice crop.
Tonio’s rice crop is not only barely adequate, it fluctuates a lot from
year to year. His first crop used the new “miracle rice,” and he harvested
six tons on his rented plot. But the new rice was also more susceptible to
insects, and Tonio could not afford the necessary pesticides. In following
years, the army worms, stem borers, and green leaf hoppers reduced the
crop to three and a half tons. Then a new government programoffered
loans to buy seeds, insecticide, and fertilizer. Tonio took a loan of $1
72
and bought the new miracle seeds, insecticide, and fertilizer. Once again
he harvested a crop of six tons and also benefited
from a 50 percent
increase in the price of rice. He could payo f his loan, buy a mechanical
thresher and three pigs, and marry Maria Elena. But his temporary
prosperity was again short-lived. The priceof fertilizer and insecticide
soon rose faster than the priceof rice, and Tonio felt compelled to
cut back
on their use. Once again his harvest fell back to three and a half tons.
Rice is not the only uncertainty facing Tonio. Mindanao has a divided
population of Muslims and Christians. Bands of Muslim and Christian
terrorists fight each otherin a vicious guerrilla war in the countryside
around Tulungatung. Muslims and Christians have been killing each
other around Tulungatungfor hundreds of years. Although Tulungatung
has so far escaped the violence, Toniofears that peace could be broken any
time.
Tonio’s religion, a mixture of Catholicism and pagan beliefs, comforts
him during bad times and sometimes explains why bad times come. When
Tonio developed afever, he felt haunted by a dwarfin the shape of a
beautiful woman. While he was bewitched, he went amok. Finally, Tonio
went to an old woman in the village for help. She tied him down and
cured him with the help of herbs and amagicfire.l
Tonio’s life in Tulungatung is a mixture of the modern and the
traditional in many ways. The stilt houses give the village a look that
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hasn't changed in centuries. Yet transistor radios blast forth Americanstyle pop music without end. Tonio enthusiastically pursues a traditional
Filipino hobby: cockfighting. He once owned a rooster importedfrom
Texas. It won eight times as Tonio placed bets using money borrowed
from his father and uncles. The ninth time, the valuable rooster got its
throat cut. Tonio nevertheless was grateful that the rooster had gained
him honor among the macho cockfighting crowd.
The vicissitudes of life in the village eventually got to Tonio.
"Everything is getting worse again in the barrio. l don't know what you
have to do to have a good life here. What is God doing up there
?'l
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Conclusion: The View
from Lahore

I‘m homesick fora country
To which I’ve never been before.
American folk song

Here I am againin Lahore, capital of Punjab province, Pakistan. I am
here in April 2000 on an analysis of public spending in Punjab
province for the World Bank. The provincial government depends
for more than three-quarters of its revenues on a national government that has a debtof 94 percent of GDP and large expenditures on
things like nuclear weapons and national expressways that nobody
uses. The national government hence is squeezing all noninterest,
nondefense spending, non-show project spending like transfers to
the provinces. With no previous experience of Pakistan besides the
scary statistics I have read in World Bank reports, I feel like the
clueless advising the helpless.
Lahore has so much vitality, it’s overwhelming. Traffic on the
roads is a stream of donkey carts, bicycles with two or three people
on each one, pedestrians walking in the road, motor-scooters with
two to five people on each one (often with a toddler clinging to the
handlebars), cars, hand-pushed carts, trucks, motor rickshaws, taxis,
tractors pulling overloaded wagons, garishly painted buses packed
with people clinging to their sides, all weaving in and out at their
respective maximum speeds. People throng the markets in the old
city, where the lanes are so narrow that the crowds swallow the car.
People buying, people selling, people eating, people cooking. Every
street, every lane crammed with shops, each shop crammed with
people. This is a private economy with a lot of dynamism.
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The Old Fort in Lahore is a reflection of its rich history. Lahore’s
successive conquerors include the Hindus, the Mughals, the Sikhs,
the British, and the Pakistanis. I admire the beautiful mosque and the
touching devotion of the believers.
I am invited to attend a weddingin Lahore. The ceremony prior to
the wedding, called a mekndi, is like a window intoanother world. In
the backyard of a house, there are carpets laid everywhere, with a
long red carpet where the groom and then the bride are to enter. The
red carpet is flanked by candles and flowers, illuminated by bright
lights strung overhead. The groom greets his guests wearing a long
white robe with a yellow sash around it. The bride then enters, her
face covered with a cloth, another cloth held above her head by four
attendants. Her attendants lead her to a hanging swing completely
covered with orange flowers, where the groom sits with her. The
parents of the bride and the groom take turns feeding sweets to their
new in-law.
Throbbing drums start up, and the guests of the groom and those
of the bride take turns in wild dancing, each trying to outdo the
other. I do my best to participate with my own jerky dancing, like a
John Cleese routine.
There is a power outage, and things go dark, but a generator they
keep for such emergencies quickly restores the action. Thereis a
lavish meal of Pakistani specialties. I talk to the guests, many of them
with Ph.D.s and M.B.A.s from the United States, making money in
Lahore. They are elegant, witty, courteous. They only reinforce my
image from previous contacts with the Pakistani diaspora of a wellspoken, well-educated, courtly people. This is a beautiful, wonderful
culture, with so much potential for creativity and prosperity.
Lahore Amiss

And yet so much has gone wrong in Lahore, Punjab, and Pakistan.
Wonderful people, terrible government. The majority of the population is illiterate, ill housed, and ill fed. The government alternates
between military dictators and corrupt democrats, each more interested in keeping power atall costs than in bringing prosperity to the
masses. The government cannot bring off a simple and cheap measles vaccination program, and yet it can build nuclear weapons. The
powerful military endlessly obsesses aboutdisputed territory in
Kashmir held since 1947 by their bitter enemy India. Every day the
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headline in the local paper has something about Kashmir. Yet they
make no assault on their own unoccupied territory of prosperity for
the masses.
I’m here to lead a fifteen-member team reviewing public services
provided by the government of Punjab. I’m fortunate to have a team
of field-hardened, well-informed, hard-thinking World Bankstaff.
It quickly becomes apparent that a corrupt, hierarchical, autocratic
bureaucracy has done a miserable job providing public services. The
bureaucracy has little incentive to provide services as opposed to
filling its own wallets. For example, there were only 102 convictions
for irregularities of all kinds in anticorruption courts during the entire
period 1985 to 1999, a rather unusual number for a l-million-strong
provincial civil service universally agreed to be corrupt.
Despite decades of foreign aid to improve the lot of the masses,
Punjab has some of the poorest social indicators in the world. Although most health problems in the Punjab are easily preventable
anddespitea
majoreffort
to increase services underadonorsupported eight-year-long campaign called the SocialAction Program, the province is spending only $1.50 per capita on health. Only
half of children are immunized. Only27 percent of pregnant women
receive prenatal care. Tuberculosis is not under control. Half of primary health care facilities reported stock-outs of more than two
essential drugs during the last quarter of 1999.
The achievements of the elementary educationsystem of the
Punjab are disappointing, even after eight years of intensive efforts
to improve the coverage and quality of services under the Social
Action Program. The total amounts being spent on education have
not risen significantly in inflation-adjusted terms since the program
began in 1992: a classic example of reducing domestic spending as
aid-supported spending increases. The adult literacy rate remains at
about 40 percent in the Punjab, and the rate for women remains at
only about 27 percent. The definition of literacy employed almost
certainly falls far short of the level of literacy skills required in
modern life. Only 41 percent of the highly selective group that made
it to the tenth grade passed the matriculation exam in 1999.
The annual per student direct spending on elementary education
was the equivalent of $27 per student in 1997-1998, which is on the
low side even for poor countries. There is an allocation for teaching
materials of about $0.36 per student and $0.36 for operations and
maintenance per student. Only3 percent of the budget goesfor
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nonsalary costs inbothelementaryandsecondary
schools. High
dropout rates imply that approximately a third
of resources devoted
to basic education are not contributing to the development
of sustained literacy and numeracy skills and thus are being squandered.
Much of the population depends on agriculture, which isalso suffering from decrepitpublic services. The Punjabis blessed with
abundant water supplies from the Indus River basin, which it has
tapped for over a century with the world’s largest irrigation system.
Yet highly centralized public sector management of the irrigation
systemhad led toinadequatefunds
for routineandpreventive
maintenance and major repairs. As a result, only 35 percent of the
water gets from the canal head to the root zone. Inadequate investment in drainage has led to waterlogging and salinity in the soils,
lowering crop yields.
The price of water is kept artificially low for rich
and poor alike, leaving few funds for maintenance. The gap between
operations and maintenance requirements and actual expenditure is
between 30 and 40 percent. Powerful landlords are assured
of getting
water, while poor farmers often can irrigate only ofpart
their lands.
The government officials we meet seem genuinely well meaning.
The panacea offered by the government is decentralization: let local
beneficiaries of public services determinehow money shouldbe
spent on improving thoseservices. Let mayors be elected by the local
people, and so be democratically accountable for their performance.
It certainly sounds like an improvement on the overcentralized, topdown bureaucracy that micromanagesover 4,000 projects like ”canal
bridge near village Abbianwala Nankana Sahib.” Maybe incentives
could improve with decentralization. And yet decentralization is no
panacea without more fundamental reforms to the civil service and
the system of semifeudal land ownership. The wily civil servants
could provide the show of local participation while retaining their
all-powerful fiefdoms. Powerful feudal landlords could capture the
local governments through their well-honed skillsof dominating the
peasants. Once again, it is devilishly difficult to get incentives right
for creating growth.
I went on anofficially sponsored visit of a primary school for girls
in Sheikhupura district near Lahore. The school was in a village at
the end of a one-lane dirt road. As we arrived, a preschool girl and
boy gave each one of us a bouquet of flowers. The older girls were
lined up in two columns, each holding a paper plate full of colorful
flowers. As we walked between the two columns, they pelted us
joyfully with the flowers.Flower covered, we walked into the
school.
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Other children were sitting politely quiet in their classrooms as we
entered the school. Each room was used for two different grades.
They were short a room even then,so the first grade held theirclass
outside. Each class stood up as we came into the room. They had no
textbooks and no paperor pencil. The headmistress told us that their
parents couldn’t buy the textbooks and paper until the end
of the
month, when they get paid.
And this was the school the district
shows off for visitors!
Incentives for the Players

The rich are different from the poor:they have more money.Trekking
through the tropics trying to make poor nations
rich has raised more
questions than it has answered.
Why if I jet to Geneva do I encounter a shiny prosperity, while a
few hours more by plane brings me to Lahore and its poor masses?
How did some people (about
900 million of them) in WesternEurope,
North America, and parts of the Pacific Rim find prosperity, while 5
billion people live in poor nations?Why do 1.2 billion people live in
extreme poverty onless than one dollar per day?
We have learned once and for all that there are nomagical elixirs
to bring ahappy ending to our quest for growth. Prosperity happens
when all the players in the development game have the rightincentives. It happens when government incentives induce technological
adaptation, high-quality investment in machines, and high-quality
schooling. It happens when donors face incentives that induce them
to give aid to countries with good policies where aid will have high
payoffs, not to countries with poor policies where aid is wasted.
It happens when the poor get good opportunities and incentives,
whichrequiresgovernmentwelfareprogramsthatrewardrather
than penalize earning income. It happens when politics is not polarized between antagonistic interest groups, but there
is a common
consensus to invest in thefuture. Broad anddeepdevelopment
happens when a government that is held accountable for its actions
energetically takes up the task of investing in collective goods like
health, education, and the ruleof law.
To explain development failures, I have told a sequential story of
failed incentives. Private firms and families did not invest in the
future because government .policies such as high black market premiums or high inflation penalized such investments.
The poor within
each society did not invest in the future because they were matched
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with other low-productivity people; they require subsidies to their
income in order to grow. Governments failed to provide subsidies to
the poor and chose policies that penalized growth because polarized
factions fought over redistribution of existing income rather than investing in future incomes. Donors weakened government incentives
to reform by propping up nonreformist governments with politically
motivated aid. Faction-ridden governments faced inadequate incentives to provide subsidies to the poor and to provide public health,
education, communications, and transportation services, all of which
are crucial for quality of life.
The solutions are alot more difficult to describe than the problems.
The way forward must be to create incentives for growth for the
trinity of governments, donors, and individuals.
First, the government. Does the government of each nation face
incentives to create private sector growth, or does it face incentives
to steal from-and thus repress-private business? In a polarized
and undemocratic society, where class-based or ethnically based
interest groups are in a vicious competition for loot, the answer is
probably the latter. It may not show up as outright corruption; it
may mean an interest rate below the inflation rate that implicitly
steals the savings of the populace, or it may mean a black market
exchange rate many times the officially controlled rate that steals
the profits of exporters. In a democratic society with institutions
that protect the right of minority interest groups, institutions that
protect the rights of private property and individual economic freedoms, governments face the right incentives to create private sector
growth. We can envision a world in whichgovernments do not
devote themselves to theft, but one in which governments do provide national infrastructure-health clinics, primary schools, wellmaintained roads, widespread phone and electricity services-and
they do provideassistance to the poor within each society.
Second, the donors. Does each donor give a vested amount of aid
to each country, so as to justify next year’s aidbudget? Do the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank give loans to the
Mobutus of this world, or support aid to governmentsthat can
present credible intentions to build national infrastructure and help
the poor? If both institutions and the other donor organizations are
left to themselves, they will likely revert to internal bureaucratic
politics determining loans. The act of making loans will be rewarded
rather than the act of helping the poor in each country. The solution
is to have publicly visible ”aid contests” in which each government
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vies for loans from a common pool on the basis of its track record
and its credibly and publicly stated intentions. We can envision a
world in which international donors do not give aid just to justify
next year’s aid budget, but give aid where it will help the poor the
most.
Third,privateindividuals.Privatehouseholdsandbusinesses
sometimes face poor incentives because they havebad governments
that expropriate their investments in the future. Even when societywide incentives for growth are good, the poorface low incentives to
grow because one’s productivity depends on one’s fellows, and the
fellows of the poor are usually other poor people.
Aid that offers
matchinggrantstothepoorwithincreasesintheirown
income
(as opposed to the penalties on increased
income in most welfare
systems) can help correct these poor incentives. We can envision a
world in which the poor are given thebenefit of the doubt that they
will respond to incentives just as muchas the rich do.
I have criticized some actions by the
World Bank and International
Monetary Fund in this book. You will not be surprised if I nevertheless say there is a need for these institutions. Both institutions
include many dedicated, smart, and hard-working people, who spend
many arduous days away from home in some tough places around
the globe. The World Bank can be a powerful institutionto subsidize
the world’s poor,andthe
IMF canplay a useful role inbailing
countriesout of theshort-run crises thatevenhealthycapitalist
economies can encounter.
At a minimum, if we learn nothingelse from the questfor growth,
we economists who work on poor countries should leave aside some
of our past arrogance. The problem of making poor countries rich
was much moredifficult than we thought.It is mucheasier to describe
the problems facing poor countries than it is to come up with workable solutions to their poverty. The recommendations I have just
given are themselves no
panacea-they will take patient incremental
work and further money to implement. Nothing would be sadder
than to give up the quest altogether.
As I think back to my visit tothePakistani
girls’ school, in
themiddle of thebeautifulcountryside
of ripeningwheatfields
and rushing canals, I think of the flower-pelting schoolgirls without
textbooks-hoping thefuturewouldbringthembetter.
May the
quest for growth over the next fifty years succeed more than it has
for the last fifty years, and may more poor countries finally become
rich.
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